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that: (i) they have not relied on Cantor Fitzgerald or any person affiliated with Cantor Fitzgerald in connection with any
investigation of the accuracy of any information contained in this Prospectus or their investment decision; and (ii) they have
relied only on the information contained in this Prospectus and any supplementary prospectus published by the Company
prior to Admission. No person has been authorised to give any information or make any representations other than those
contained in this Prospectus and any supplementary prospectus published by the Company prior to Admission and, if given
or made, such information or representations must not be relied on as having been so authorised. Without prejudice to any
legal or regulatory obligation on the Company to publish a supplementary prospectus pursuant to Rule 3.4 of the Prospectus
Regulation Rules and Article 23 of the Prospectus Regulation, neither the delivery of this Prospectus nor any subscription or
sale made under it shall, under any circumstances, create any implication that there has been no change in the affairs of the
Company since the date of this Prospectus or that the information in it is correct as of any subsequent time.

Cantor Fitzgerald, which is authorised and regulated in the United Kingdom by the FCA, is acting exclusively for the
Company and no one else in connection with the Initial Issue and the Placing Programme. It will not regard any person
(whether or not a recipient of this Prospectus) as its client in relation to the Initial Issue and/or the Placing Programme and
will not be responsible to anyone other than the Company for providing the protections afforded to its clients nor for providing
advice in relation to the Initial Issue, the Placing Programme, Admission, the contents of this Prospectus or any other
transaction or arrangement referred to herein.

Apart from the responsibilities and liabilities, if any, which may be imposed on Cantor Fitzgerald under FSMA or the
regulatory regime established thereunder, or under the regulatory regime of any jurisdiction where the exclusion of liability
under the relevant regulatory regime would be illegal, void or unenforceable, neither Cantor Fitzgerald nor any person
affiliated with it accepts any responsibility whatsoever for, and make no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to
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the contents of this Prospectus or any supplementary prospectus published by the Company prior to Admission (including its
accuracy, completeness or verification) or for any other statement made or purported to be made by them, or on their behalf,
or by or on behalf of the Company, in connection with the Company or the Shares and nothing in this Prospectus or any
supplementary prospectus published by the Company prior to Admission will be relied upon as a promise or representation in
this respect, whether as to the past or future. Cantor Fitzgerald accordingly disclaims, to the fullest extent permitted by law,
all and any responsibility or liability, whether arising in tort, contract or otherwise (save as referred to above), which it might
otherwise have in respect of this Prospectus or any supplementary prospectus published by the Company prior to Admission
or any such statement.

Cantor Fitzgerald and any of its affiliates may have engaged in transactions with, and provided various investment banking,
financial advisory and other services for, the Company and Lightspeed (or affiliates of Lightspeed), for which they would have
received customary fees. Cantor Fitzgerald and any of its affiliates may provide such services to the Company and
Lightspeed and any of their respective affiliates in the future.

In connection with the Initial Issue and the Placing Programme, Cantor Fitzgerald and any of its affiliates, acting as an
investor for its or their own account(s), in accordance with applicable legal and regulatory provisions, and subject to the
provisions of the Placing Agreement, may retain, purchase, sell, offer to sell or otherwise deal for its or their own account(s)
in relation to the Shares and/or related instruments in connection with the Initial Issue, the Placing Programme or otherwise.
Accordingly, references in this Prospectus to the Shares being issued, offered, subscribed, acquired, placed or otherwise
dealt in should be read as including any issue or offer to, or subscription, acquisition, placing or dealing by, Cantor Fitzgerald
and any of its affiliates acting as investors for its or their own account(s). Except as required by applicable law or regulation,
Cantor Fitzgerald and its affiliates do not propose to make any public disclosure in relation to such transactions. In addition,
Cantor Fitzgerald or its affiliates may enter into financing arrangements (including swaps or contracts for difference) with
investors in connection with which Cantor Fitzgerald (or its affiliates) may from time to time acquire, hold or dispose of
Shares.

The contents of the website of the Company and the contents of the website of Lightspeed do not form part of this
Prospectus.

All registered or unregistered service marks, trademarks and trade names referred to in this Prospectus are the property of
their respective owners and the Company’s use thereof does not imply an affiliation with, or endorsement by, the owners of
such service marks, trademarks and trade names.

Capitalised terms contained in this Prospectus shall have the meaning set out in the Part titled “Definitions” of this
Prospectus, save where the context indicates otherwise.

This Prospectus is dated 16 September 2019.
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SUMMARY

1. Introduction and warnings

This summary provides the key information that you as a prospective investor need in order to understand the
nature and risks of Lightspeed Solar Partners PLC (the “Company”) and the securities of the Company offered
by this prospectus (the “Prospectus”).

You should read this summary as an introduction to this Prospectus. You should read this summary together
with the other parts of this Prospectus to aid you when considering an investment in the securities offered by
this Prospectus. You should base any decision to invest in the securities on a consideration of the whole of this
Prospectus.

The Company is offering securities under this Prospectus pursuant to an initial placing and offer for
subscription (the “Initial Issue”) and a placing programme (the “Placing Programme”). The securities which
the Company intends to issue under the Initial Issue are ordinary shares of US$0.01 each in the Company (the
“Ordinary Shares”), whose ISIN is GB00BJSB2W32, SEDOL number BJSB2W3 (in respect of Ordinary
Shares traded in US Dollars), SEDOL number BKDZPW8 (in respect of Ordinary Shares traded in Sterling).
The securities which the Company intends to issue under the Placing Programme are Ordinary Shares and/or
C shares of US$0.10 each in the capital of the Company (the “C Shares”). Each class of C Shares issued
pursuant to a subsequent placing made throughout the Placing Programme will have separate ISINs, SEDOLs
and ticker symbols issued. The announcement of each issue of C Shares will contain details of the relevant
ISIN, SEDOL and ticker symbol for such class of C Shares being issued.

The issuer and offeror of the securities is Lightspeed Solar Partners PLC of 7th Floor, 9 Berkeley Street,
London, W1J 8DW, United Kingdom and its legal entity identifier (“LEI”) is 2138006Y5QEJ1WZ7EA88.

This Prospectus has been approved by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority of 12 Endeavour
Square, London E20 1JN on 16 September 2019.

If you invest in any of the securities offered by this Prospectus, you could lose all or part of the capital that you
invest.

Where a claim relating to the information contained in a prospectus is brought before a court, the plaintiff
investor might, under national law, have to bear the costs of translating the prospectus before the legal
proceedings are initiated (if the claim is heard in a court where a prospectus in English is not accepted).

Civil liability attaches only to those persons who have tabled the summary including any translation thereof, but
only where the summary is misleading, inaccurate or inconsistent, when read together with the other parts of
the prospectus, or where it does not provide, when read together with the other parts of the prospectus, key
information in order to aid investors when considering whether to invest in such securities.

If you choose to invest in the securities offered by this Prospectus, you are about to purchase a product that is
not simple and may be difficult to understand.

2. Key information on the issuer

Who is the issuer of the securities?

The issuer is Lightspeed Solar Partners PLC of 7th Floor, 9 Berkeley Street, London, W1J 8DW, United
Kingdom and its legal entity identifier (LEI) is 2138006Y5QEJ1WZ7EA88. It is a public company limited by
shares, incorporated and registered in England and Wales under company number 11985521 and is a closed-
ended investment company. It is domiciled in England and Wales. The Company does not have a fixed
winding-up date. The Company’s Articles of Association (the “Articles”) provide Shareholders with an
opportunity to vote on the continuation of the Company at five yearly intervals.

What are the Company’s principal activities?

The Company’s investment objective is to provide its shareholders (the “Shareholders”) with stable cash
dividends through ownership interests to be acquired in operating solar photovoltaic power systems or portfolios
of solar photovoltaic power systems and associated infrastructure at a particular site (which may include
transmission and co-located or remotely located energy storage systems such as batteries) (“Solar Assets”)
located in the United States by investing either directly or indirectly through appropriate investment structures
(including, but not limited to, acquiring ownership interests in project special purpose vehicles (“Project SPVs”)
and intermediate entities).

The Company intends to execute its investment objective through investing in a diversified portfolio of operating
Solar Assets across three United States solar market segments, being utility-scale, commercial and residential.
Once fully invested, the Company’s group (the “Group”) will target an overall portfolio composition consisting of
40 per cent. commercial, 40 per cent. residential and 20 per cent. utility-scale based on the aggregate value of
all of the assets of the Company (“Total Assets”). The Group intends to hold its portfolio (the “Portfolio”) over
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the long-term, provided that it may dispose of individual Solar Assets from time to time. There is no limit on the
number of investments in the Portfolio that the Group may dispose of.

The Company will invest in a diversified portfolio of Solar Assets subject to the following investment limitations
which, where appropriate, shall be measured at the time of the investment:

* the Group’s exposure to the commercial market segment will not exceed 50 per cent. of the Total Assets.
The Group’s exposure to the residential market segment will not exceed 50 per cent. of the Total Assets.
The Group’s exposure to the utility-scale market segment will not exceed 35 per cent. of the Total
Assets;

* the Group’s exposure to any individual Solar Asset will not exceed 25 per cent. of the Total Assets;

* the Group will only invest in operating Solar Assets and shall not invest in any Solar Assets which are in
development, under construction or not otherwise operational. However, the Group may enter into forward
purchase agreements with Lightspeed Management Services LLC and certain of its affiliates
(“Lightspeed”) in relation to Lightspeed development projects which it will acquire only after the Solar
Assets achieve commercial operation and certain acquisition conditions are satisfied. In addition, the
Company may, at its discretion, agree to forward fund by way of secured loans certain project costs of
Solar Assets which may be acquired by the Company once operational. Such forward funding will be
restricted to no more than 15 per cent. of the Company’s Total Assets (at the time such arrangement is
entered into) in aggregate and will only be undertaken when supported by appropriate security;

* the Group’s exposure to any single Offtaker (being a purchaser of electricity, renewable energy
certificates, generating or storage capacity, frequency regulation or other ancillary services or virtual net
metering credits or a lessee of solar equipment (an “Offtaker”)), measured by reference to the valuation
of the assets in respect of which there is exposure to the Offtaker, will not exceed 30 per cent. of the
Total Assets;

* the Group will invest in operating Solar Assets located only in the United States, and the Group’s
concentration of Total Assets in any single state within the United States will not exceed 33 per cent. of
the Total Assets;

* in respect of utility and commercial Offtakers, the Group will not invest more than 20 per cent. of the
Total Assets in aggregate in Solar Assets with unrated or non-investment grade utility and commercial
Offtakers. If the Offtaker is unrated or not investment grade, the Offtaker must meet certain credit
underwriting criteria that includes profitability, debt and cash flow metrics of businesses within its industry;
and

* in respect of residential Offtakers, the Group will not invest in residential Solar Assets where the Offtaker
does not have an adequate minimum FICO credit score determined by the Company from time to time
(typically expected to be at least 680).

The Company will not be required to dispose of any investment or to rebalance the Portfolio as a result of a
change in the respective valuations of its assets. The investment limits detailed above will apply to the Group
as a whole on a look through basis, namely, where assets are held through a Project SPV or other
intermediate holding entities or special purpose vehicles, the Company will look through the holding vehicle to
the underlying assets when applying the investment limits. The investment limits detailed above will be
applicable once the Company is fully invested.

The Company expects to employ gearing at a level (not exceeding 50 per cent. of the Group’s Total Assets
calculated at the time of drawdown) which the directors of the Company (the “Directors”), the Company’s
alternative investment fund manager (the “AIFM”) and Lightspeed consider to be appropriate, primarily to
enhance returns on Solar Assets. Any limits set out in this Prospectus shall apply on a consolidated basis
across the Company, the Project SPVs and any intermediate holding entities (but will exclude any intra-Group
debt). It is expected that gearing will primarily comprise bank borrowings, public bond issuance or private
placement borrowings, although overdraft or revolving credit facilities may be used to increase acquisition and
cashflow flexibility. The Company expects all debt to be denominated in United States dollars. Financing
provided by tax equity investors and any investments by the Company in Project SPVs which are structured as
debt are not considered gearing for this purpose and are not subject to the restrictions in the Company’s
gearing policy.

Who are the Company’s major shareholders and direct and indirect owners and controllers?

Pending the allotment of Ordinary Shares pursuant to the Initial Issue, the Company is controlled by Lightspeed
Management Services LLC, which directly holds 100 per cent. of the shares and the voting rights in the
Company.
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Who are the Company’s key managing directors?

The Company does not have any managing directors. The Company’s directors are Kerri-Lynn Hauck, Rhodri
Whitlock and Orlando Gemes, who are non-executive directors of the Company.

Who are the Company’s statutory auditors?

BDO LLP has agreed to be appointed as the auditor of the Company.

Who are the Company’s other key service providers?

The Company has no employees and the Directors are appointed on a non-executive basis. Therefore the
Company is reliant on third party service providers in order to achieve its investment objective. The Company’s
service providers include, inter alia:

* JTC Global AIFM Solutions Limited which has been appointed as the Company’s alternative investment
fund manager and is responsible for the Company’s portfolio management and risk management in
accordance with the Company’s investment policy, subject to the overall policies, supervision and review
of the board of Directors (the “Board”). The AIFM is entitled, with effect from admission of the Ordinary
Shares issued pursuant to the Initial Issue (“Initial Admission”), to an annual fee calculated at the rate
of 0.03 per cent. of the net asset value of the Company (the “Net Asset Value” or “NAV”) up to
£200 million and 0.02 per cent. thereafter with a fixed annual minimum fee of £50,000;

* Lightspeed Management Services LLC which has been appointed by the AIFM and the Company as
portfolio adviser to provide portfolio advisory services to the AIFM and the Company in respect of the
assets of the Group with effect from Initial Admission. Lightspeed is entitled, with effect from Initial
Admission, to receive from the Company a fee (plus value added tax, if applicable) as a percentage of
NAV payable quarterly in advance based on the latest published NAV available in the first business day
of the relevant quarter on the following stepped basis: 1 per cent. per annum for the NAV up to and
including US$500 million, 0.9 per cent. per annum for the NAV in excess of US$500 million and up to
and including US$1 billion and 0.8 per cent. per annum for the NAV in excess of US$1 billion.
Lightspeed may at its discretion enter into arrangements with certain investors pursuant to which it will
rebate to such investors a proportion of its fee received from the Company; and

* JTC (UK) Limited which has been appointed by the Company as administrator and company secretary to
provide day-to-day administration services to the Company and provide general company secretarial
functions to the Company, including those secretarial functions required by the Companies Act 2006 in
relation to the Company. In this role, JTC (UK) Limited will provide certain administrative services to the
Company which includes reporting Net Asset Value, bookkeeping and accounts preparation. JTC (UK)
Limited is entitled to an annual fund accounting and administration fee of £50,000, an annual fee of
£60,000 in respect of its role as company secretary and an initial set-up fee of £20,000 (plus applicable
value added tax in each case).

What is the key financial information regarding the issuer?

The Company has not commenced operations and no financial statements of the Company exist as at the date
of this Prospectus. The Company has not made any profit forecasts. The Company will commence operations
subject to and following Initial Admission.

What are the key risks that are specific to the issuer?

Any investment in the Company should not be regarded as short-term in nature and involves a degree of risk.
Accordingly, investors should consider carefully all of the information set out in this Prospectus and the risks
attaching to an investment in the Company, including, in particular, the risks described below.

* The Company has no employees and the Directors are appointed on a non-executive basis so the
Company is reliant on third party service providers in order to achieve its investment objective. The
Company also depends on the diligence, skill and business contacts of Lightspeed’s investment
professionals and the senior team members responsible for providing the portfolio advisory services (the
“Lightspeed Management Team”). The Company’s future success depends on the continued service of
these individuals, who are not obligated to remain employed with Lightspeed. The Company cannot
predict the impact that any such departure will have on the Company’s ability to achieve its investment
objective or pursue its investment policy. The departure of a significant number of individuals from
Lightspeed for any reason, or the failure to appoint qualified or effective replacements in the event of
such departures, could have a material adverse effect on the Company’s ability to achieve its investment
objective.

* The Company leverages the track record of Lightspeed and the Lightspeed Management Team. This
track record, which was in part acquired as part of activities performed by individuals at Lightspeed or at
prior organisations, may not be comparable to or indicative of such persons’ performance for the
Company.
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* Lightspeed may not be successful in pursuing the Company’s investment policy or in identifying and
pursuing investments on attractive terms, generating investment returns for the Company’s investors or
avoiding investment losses. The achievability of the target returns are reliant primarily upon the
performance of the Portfolio. If the Portfolio does not perform as well as expected, Shareholders may not
be able to receive dividends or realise the amount of their original investment in the Shares.

* The Company has entered into a membership interest purchase agreement (the “Initial Portfolio
Acquisition Agreement”) with the vendor of an initial portfolio of Solar Assets (in which certain members
of the Lightspeed Management Team and others have indirect ownership interests) (the “Initial
Portfolio”) to acquire its relevant interests in the Initial Portfolio. Completion of the acquisition of the Initial
Portfolio is subject to a number of outstanding conditions, including the delivery of an independent
fairness opinion or valuation and obtaining third party consents. Some of these conditions are outside of
the Company’s control and, if any of the conditions in the Initial Portfolio Agreement are not satisfied, the
Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement may not complete. There may not be suitable Solar Assets
available for acquisition by the Company outside of the Initial Portfolio. The Company has not yet
completed due diligence on the Pipeline Assets and there is no guarantee that these Solar Assets will be
acquired by the Company. In addition, the US market for investments in Solar Assets is competitive and
this may result in the Company acquiring Solar Assets on less favourable terms or retaining cash for
longer than intended.

* The due diligence process that Lightspeed undertook in relation to the Initial Portfolio and the due
diligence that Lightspeed intends to undertake for future acquisitions of Solar Assets may not reveal all
facts and liabilities.

* Some of the Solar Assets will be financed in the “tax equity” market. The availability of tax equity varies
depending on the demand for and supply of tax equity. The tax equity arrangements will include
customary risk allocations between the tax equity investors and the Group regarding tax credit eligibility
for the Solar Assets. If a trigger event gives rise to a disallowance or recapture of tax credits in whole or
in part, the Group may be required to indemnify the tax equity investors for its loss in benefits resulting
from such disallowance or recapture. Changes in tax rates could also affect after-tax earnings and
returns.

* As there is currently no single standard for calculating the “fair market value” of a Solar Asset, the Net
Asset Value figures issued by the Company and/or the acquisition price of the Initial Portfolio may be
materially different from the realisable net asset value if the Portfolio were to be sold or offered for sale
and changes in values attributed to investments may result in volatility in the Net Asset Values that the
Company reports from period to period.

* The Solar Assets will be located solely in the United States. Adverse changes to the market conditions
for the energy industry or the solar energy sector in the United States may have a negative impact on
the performance of the Solar Assets. The prospects for the US solar industry rely to an extent on various
federal and state policies, which can change over time. An example is a 30 per cent. investment tax
credit at the federal level that is scheduled to start phasing down after this year to an eventual 10 per
cent. which may affect the cost to build new solar projects. By way of another example, if net metering
policies change, or if they are revoked, the attractiveness of commercial and residential Solar Assets
could be significantly reduced.

* Offtake agreements on Solar Assets have fixed terms. The Company may be unable to secure renewals
of offtake agreements, on attractive terms or at all, for the remainder of the Solar Assets’ useful lives. It
may be able to sell electricity into a wholesale market at the prevailing wholesale price but the ability to
sell into such a market and future prices are uncertain. In addition, Offtakers may default on their
payment obligations under offtake agreements. The default rates in the residential and commercial market
segments to date have generally been low.

* Lower electricity prices may cause a reduction in future power purchase agreement (“PPA”) prices or
post-PPA revenues, or have an impact on other Offtake Agreements. In particular, lower electricity prices
may have an impact on the price at which electricity can be sold to residential and commercial Offtakers
when such PPAs are subject to renewal or renegotiation.

* Lightspeed may be involved in other development, financial, investment or professional activities that may
give rise to conflicts of interest with the Company.

* Solar Assets are depreciating assets that decline in value over time, but the decline can accelerate due
to changes in discount rates.
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3. Key information on the securities

What are the main features of the securities?

The securities which the Company intends to issue under the Initial Issue are Ordinary Shares of US$0.01
each in the Company, whose ISIN is GB00BJSB2W32, SEDOL number BJSB2W3 and ticker symbol SOLR (in
respect of Ordinary Shares traded in United States dollars), SEDOL number BKDZPW8 and ticker symbol
SOLS (in respect of Ordinary Shares traded in Sterling). Each class of C Shares issued pursuant to a
subsequent placing made throughout the Placing Programme will have separate ISINs, SEDOLs and ticker
symbols issued. The announcement of each issue of C Shares will contain details of the relevant ISIN, SEDOL
and ticker symbol for such class of C Shares being issued. The Company intends to issue (i) up to 250 million
Ordinary Shares in the Initial Issue; and (ii) in addition, up to such number of Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares
(“Shares”) in the Placing Programme as equals 500 million Shares in aggregate less such number of Shares
issued in the Initial Issue. As at the date of this Prospectus, the Company has issued 50,000 initial redeemable
preference shares of £1.00 each which shall be redeemable on Initial Admission and one Ordinary Share of
US$0.01 which is fully paid.

Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act 2006, and to any special terms as to voting on which any
Shares may have been issued or may from time to time be held and any suspension or abrogation of voting
rights pursuant to the Articles, at a general meeting of the Company every member who is present in person
shall, on a show of hands, have one vote, every proxy who has been appointed by a member entitled to vote
on the resolution shall, on a show of hands, have one vote and every member present in person or by proxy
shall, on a poll, have one vote for each share of which he is a holder. In the case of joint holders, the vote of
the senior who tenders a vote, whether in person or by proxy, shall be accepted to the exclusion of the votes
of the other joint holders.

Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act 2006 and the Articles, (i) the Company may by ordinary
resolution declare dividends (but no dividend shall exceed the amount recommended by the Board); (ii) the
Directors may pay interim dividends, or dividends payable at a fixed rate, if it appears to them that such
dividends are justified by the profits of the Company available for distribution; (iii) all dividends shall be
declared and paid according to the amounts paid up on the Ordinary Shares on which the dividend is paid. If
any Ordinary Share is issued on terms that it ranks for dividend as at a particular date, it shall rank for
dividend accordingly. In any other case, dividends shall be apportioned and paid proportionately to the amount
paid up on the Ordinary Shares during any portion(s) of the period in respect of which the dividend is paid.
Holders of any class of C Shares will be entitled to receive such dividends as the Directors may resolve to pay
to holders of that class of C Shares out of the assets attributable to that class of C Shares.

Whilst not forming part of the investment policy, with respect to the Ordinary Shares, the Company will
target: (i) dividends of 2 to 3 cents per Ordinary Share in aggregate for the first 12 months after the date of
Initial Admission; and (ii) thereafter, once fully invested and with the appropriate level of gearing in the Portfolio,
an annual dividend of 6 cents per Ordinary Share. The Company intends to pay dividends to the holders of
Ordinary Shares on a quarterly basis with dividends being declared in February, May, August and November of
each year and paid within one month of being declared. It is anticipated that the first dividend will be declared
in May 2020 and paid in June 2020 in respect of the period from Initial Admission to 31 March 2020. These
target dividend payments are subject to the Company having sufficient distributable reserves and are subject to
satisfying the requirements of the Companies Act 2006. The payment of dividends will also be subject to the
discretion of the Directors, who reserve the right to retain amounts for the benefit of the Company.

On a winding-up or a return of capital, in the event that the Directors resolve to make a distribution to
Shareholders, all Ordinary Shares are entitled to a distribution of capital in the same proportions as capital is
attributable to them, after taking into account any net assets attributable to any C Shares (if any) in issue. On a
winding-up or a return of capital, if there are C Shares in issue, the net assets of the Company attributable to
the C Shares shall be divided pro rata among the holders of the C Shares. For so long as C Shares are in
issue and without prejudice to the Company’s obligations under the Companies Act 2006, the assets
attributable to the C Shares shall, at all times, be separately identified and shall have allocated to them such
proportion of the expenses or liabilities of the Company as the Directors fairly consider to be attributable to any
C Shares in issue.

There are no restrictions on the free transferability of the Shares, subject to compliance with applicable
securities laws and provisions in the Articles entitling the Board to decline to register certain transfers in a
limited number of circumstances, such as where the transfer might cause the Company to be subject to or
operate in accordance with the United States Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended
and other laws of the United States.

Where will the securities be traded?

Application will be made to the London Stock Exchange for all Shares issued and to be issued pursuant to the
Initial Issue and the Placing Programme (the “Issue”) to be admitted to trading on the Specialist Fund
Segment. Specialist Fund Segment securities are not admitted to the Official List of the Financial Conduct
Authority. Therefore the Company has not been required to satisfy the eligibility criteria for admission to listing
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on the Official List and is not required to comply with the Financial Conduct Authority’s Listing Rules. The
London Stock Exchange has not examined or approved the contents of this document. The Specialist Fund
Segment is intended for institutional, professional, professionally advised and knowledgeable investors who
understand, or who have been advised of, the potential risk from investing in companies admitted to the
Specialist Fund Segment.

What are the key risks that are specific to the securities?
* The Company’s ability to declare and pay any future dividend is subject to the discretion of the Directors

and will depend upon, amongst other things, the Company pursuing successfully its investment strategy
and the Company’s distributable reserves, earnings, financial position, cash requirements, level and rate
of borrowings and availability of profit, as well the provisions of relevant laws or generally accepted
accounting principles from time to time.

* The value of an investment in the Company is subject to normal market fluctuations and other risks
inherent in investing in securities. The market price of the Shares may rise or fall rapidly and the Shares
may trade at a discount to the NAV attributable to them.

4. Key information on the offer of securities to the public and the admission to trading on a regulated
market.

Under which conditions and timetable can I invest in this security?

Ordinary Shares are being made available under the Initial Issue at a price of US$1.00 per Ordinary Share.
The Initial Issue comprises an offer for subscription under this Prospectus and a conditional placing of Ordinary
Shares by Cantor Fitzgerald Europe. The Initial Issue, which is not underwritten, is conditional upon (among
other things) (i) the placing agreement entered into in connection with the Initial Issue having become
unconditional in all respects (save for the condition relating to Initial Admission) and not having been terminated
in accordance with its terms prior to Initial Admission; (ii) net initial proceeds of not less than US$122.5 million
being raised through the Initial Issue (the “Minimum Net Initial Proceeds”); and (iii) Initial Admission becoming
effective not later than 8.00 a.m. on 22 October 2019 or such later time and/or date as Cantor Fitzgerald
Europe and the Company may agree (being not later than 8.00 a.m. on 30 November 2019). If any of these
conditions are not met, the Initial Issue will not proceed and investors who have applied for Ordinary Shares
will have any sums paid to the Company returned to them without interest.

The Placing Programme will open on 23 October 2019 and will close on 15 September 2020. The aggregate
number of Shares issued pursuant to the Initial Issue and the Placing Programme may not exceed 500 million
Shares. The Placing Programme is flexible and may have a number of closing dates in order to provide the
Company with the ability to issue Shares over a period of time.

Application will be made to the London Stock Exchange for all Shares issued and to be issued pursuant to the
Issue to be admitted to trading on the Specialist Fund Segment. It is expected that admission in respect of the
Initial Issue will become effective, and that dealings in the Shares issued under the Initial Issue will commence,
on 22 October 2019. It is expected that admissions in respect of the Placing Programme will become effective,
and that dealings for normal settlement in Shares issued under the Placing Programme will take place,
between 23 October 2019 and 15 September 2020.

No dilution will result from the Initial Issue. Assuming that 250 million new Ordinary Shares are issued under
the Placing Programme, and assuming that 250 million new Ordinary Shares are issued pursuant to the Initial
Issue, a Shareholder holding shares representing 3 per cent. of the Company’s issued Ordinary Share capital
following the Initial Issue, who does not participate in the Placing Programme, would, following the completion
of the Placing Programme, hold shares representing 1.5 per cent. of the Company’s issued Ordinary Share
capital.

No expenses will be directly charged to the investor. The formation and initial expenses of the Company are
those that are necessary for the establishment of the Company, the Initial Issue and Initial Admission (“Initial
Issue Expenses”). These Initial Issue Expenses (which include commission and expenses payable under the
placing agreement entered into in connection with the Initial Issue, registration, listing and admission fees,
printing and distribution costs and professional advisory fees, including legal fees, and any other applicable
expenses) are capped at 2 per cent. of the gross initial proceeds of the Initial Issue (“Gross Initial
Proceeds”). The Initial Issue Expenses incurred by the Company in connection with the Initial Issue and Initial
Admission will be paid on or around the date of Initial Admission by the Company from the Gross Initial
Proceeds. Separately, the Company has incurred (subject to Initial Admission) expenses in connection with the
due diligence process and documentation of the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement. The Company will incur
additional expenses in connection with further due diligence and the obtaining of a valuation or fairness opinion
ahead of completion of the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement. The expenses referred to above will be borne
by the Company (and where relevant, Lightspeed and Cantor Fitzgerald Europe) and not separately charged to
the investor.
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The Company will also incur ongoing expenses. Ongoing expenses (taking into account all material fees
payable directly or indirectly by the Company for services under arrangements entered into as at the date of
this Prospectus), are expected initially to be approximately 0.43 per cent. of the Net Asset Value annually
(assuming that, following Initial Admission, the Company will have an initial Net Asset Value of US$245 million).
Investors should note that some expenses are inherently unpredictable and, depending on circumstances,
ongoing expenses may exceed this estimation. In addition, any fees payable by the Project SPVs (which may
include operations and maintenance or asset management fees charged by Lightspeed) will be taken into
consideration when valuing the relevant Solar Assets and, accordingly, are not included in the above estimate.

The Directors anticipate that the costs incurred in respect of a subsequent placing of Ordinary Shares under
the Placing Programme (a “Subsequent Placing”) and certain Initial Issue Expenses incurred by certain
advisers will be substantially recouped through the premium to Net Asset Value at which Ordinary Shares are
issued. The total costs of any Subsequent Placing of C Shares will be borne out of the gross issue proceeds
of such Subsequent Placing. It is not possible to ascertain the exact costs and expenses of such Subsequent
Placings. Expected issue expenses of a Subsequent Placing of Ordinary Shares or C Shares will be
announced by way of Regulatory Information Service announcement at the time of the relevant Subsequent
Placing. No Ordinary Shares issued pursuant to a Subsequent Placing will be issued at a placing price (net of
the expenses pertaining to that Subsequent Placing) that is less than the latest published Net Asset Value per
Ordinary Share.

Why is this prospectus being produced?

The Company is offering Shares under this Prospectus in order to raise funds of up to US$500 million for
investment in accordance with the Company’s investment policy. The Issue is not underwritten.

The Company has entered into the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement with the vendor of the Initial Portfolio
to acquire certain interests in target entities, which are US holding entities of a series of underlying Project
SPVs, intermediate holding entities and tax equity partnerships through which the Company will acquire a
majority interest in the Initial Portfolio. The Initial Portfolio comprises a diversified portfolio of solar photovoltaic
projects that serve commercial and utility Offtakers across three states in the United States. The Initial Portfolio
consists of 11 individual systems with total generating capacity of 52.9 MW. Completion of the Initial Portfolio
Acquisition Agreement is conditional upon (inter alia) (i) Initial Admission, (ii) the Minimum Net Initial Proceeds
having been raised, (iii) completion of all legal, financial and other due diligence and the Directors being
satisfied with the results of such due diligence, (iv) the delivery by an independent valuer appointed by the
Company of a valuation or fairness opinion supporting the headline consideration (as described below), (v) the
repayment of existing indebtedness (other than tax equity financing) and (vi) other customary closing conditions
(such as necessary third party consents having been obtained and the Company having entered into
guarantees with third parties to replace certain existing credit support obligations). The Company and the Initial
Portfolio vendor have agreed an aggregate target headline consideration for the Initial Portfolio of US$68.4
million (including repayment of debt). The actual consideration may be adjusted to reflect the size of the
investment acquired in one of the Project SPVs and following the outcome of legal, financial and other due
diligence and subject to the Company’s independent valuer delivering a valuation or fairness opinion supporting
the headline consideration. The consideration for the acquisition will be satisfied by the Company using
proceeds from the Initial Issue. Following completion of the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement, the Company
will initially hold the Initial Portfolio on an unlevered basis (prior to any debt re-financing in due course). For the
avoidance of doubt, existing tax equity arrangements in the Initial Portfolio will remain in place.

In addition, Lightspeed has identified a pipeline of further Solar Assets (the “Pipeline Assets”). The Pipeline
Assets currently represent solar projects with approximately 1.2 GW in aggregate generating capacity with an
estimated aggregate value of US$1.4 billion.1 A portion of the pipeline is comprised of further operating
projects managed by Lightspeed as well as proprietary development projects originating from Lightspeed (that
would only be acquired by the Company after construction is completed and if they meet the investment policy
of the Company) and potential acquisitions of operating portfolios from third parties.

The Company’s principal use of cash (including the net initial proceeds of the Initial Issue) will be to (i) invest
in the Initial Portfolio pursuant to the terms of the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement and meet the
associated expenses of acquiring the Initial Portfolio; (ii) repay pre-existing debt within the Initial Portfolio so
that the Company holds the Initial Portfolio on an unlevered basis (prior to any debt re-financing in due course);
(iii) meet the expenses of the Initial Issue; (iv) make further investments in line with the Company’s investment
objective and investment policy; (v) and meet ongoing operational expenses. Subject to completing satisfactory
legal, technical and financial due diligence, and further subject to sufficient net proceeds being raised in the
Issue, it is expected that the Company could commit to, or invest in, some of the Pipeline Assets (some of
which are proprietary Solar Assets being developed by Lightspeed or other existing operational Solar Assets
managed by Lightspeed) within six months of Initial Admission.

1 Total pipeline investment opportunity of approximately US$1.4 billion and capacity of 1.2 GW are based upon Lightspeed’s
internal management estimates, calculations and assumptions and are subject to change.
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RISK FACTORS

An investment in the Shares may involve a high degree of risk. Accordingly, prior to making any
investment decision, prospective investors should consider carefully all of the information set out in
this Prospectus and the risks attaching to an investment in the Company, including, in particular, the
risks described below.

Prospective investors should note that the risks relating to the Company, its industry and the Shares
summarised in the section “Summary” are the risks that the Directors believe to be the most
essential to an assessment by a prospective investor of whether to consider an investment in the
Shares. However, as the risks that the Company faces relate to events and depend on
circumstances that may or may not occur in the future, prospective investors should consider not
only the information on the key risks summarised in the section “Summary” but also, among other
things, the additional risks and uncertainties described below.

The Company’s financial condition, business, prospects and/or results of operations could be
materially and adversely affected by the occurrence of any of the risks described below. In such
case, the market price of the Shares could decline due to any of these risks and investors could
lose all or part of their investment. Additional risks and uncertainties not presently known to the
Directors, or that the Directors currently deem immaterial, may also have an adverse effect on the
Company.

The Board considers the risks set out in this section to be material for prospective investors in the
Company. However, this section does not comprise an exhaustive list or explanation of all risks that
prospective investors may face when making an investment in the Shares and should be used as
guidance only. Additional risks and uncertainties not currently known to the Board, or that the Board
currently deems immaterial, may also have an adverse effect on the Company’s financial condition,
business, prospects and/or results of operations. In such a case, the market price of the Shares
could decline and investors may lose all or part of their investment. Prospective investors should
consider carefully whether an investment in the Shares is suitable for them in light of the information
in this Prospectus and their personal circumstances (including the financial resources available to
them). If prospective investors are in any doubt about any action they should take, they should
consult a competent independent professional adviser who specialises in advising on the acquisition
of listed securities. The order in which risks are presented is not necessarily an indication of the
likelihood of the risks actually materialising, of the potential significance of the risks or of the scope
of any potential harm to the Company’s financial condition, business, prospects and/or results of
operations.

Prospective investors should read this section in conjunction with this entire Prospectus.

RISKS RELATING TO THE COMPANY
The Company has no operating history
The Company is recently established and has no operating history. Accordingly, there are no
historical financial statements or other meaningful operating or financial data with which to evaluate
the Company and its performance. An investment in the Company is subject to all of the risks and
uncertainties associated with a new business, which could have an adverse effect on the Initial
Portfolio and (to the extent acquired) the Pipeline Assets and any future acquisitions, the Company’s
financial condition, results of operations and prospects, with a consequential adverse effect on
returns to Shareholders and the market value of the Shares.

The Company has no employees and is reliant on the performance of third-party service
providers
The Company has no employees and the Directors have been appointed on a non-executive basis.
Whilst the Company has taken all reasonable steps to establish and maintain adequate procedures,
systems and controls to enable it to comply with its obligations, the Company is reliant upon the
performance of third party service providers for its executive functions. In particular, the AIFM,
Lightspeed, the Administrator and the Registrar will be performing services that are integral to the
operation of the Company. Failure by any service provider to carry out its obligations to the
Company in accordance with the terms of its appointment or the termination of these agreements
could have an adverse effect on the Company’s financial condition, results of operations and
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prospects, with a consequential adverse effect on returns to Shareholders and the market value of
the Shares.

RISKS RELATING TO THE COMPANY’S INVESTMENT POLICY, INVESTMENT STRATEGY,
INVESTMENT PROCESS AND INDUSTRY
The Company may not achieve its investment objective and investors may not get back the full
value of their investment
The success of the Company will depend on the ability of the Company and Lightspeed to pursue
the Company’s investment policy successfully and on broader market conditions as discussed
elsewhere in this Prospectus. Lightspeed may not be successful in pursuing the Company’s
investment policy. Lightspeed may not be able to identify and complete investments on attractive
terms and the Company may not be able to generate the target or any investment returns for its
investors or avoid investment losses.

The investment objective of the Company is an objective only. Failure to achieve the Company’s
investment objective could occur because of a failure to acquire Solar Assets or a failure to acquire
Solar Assets on favourable terms. Such failures are likely to have an adverse effect on the value of
the Portfolio, the Company’s financial condition, results of operations and prospects, with a
consequential adverse effect on returns to Shareholders and the market value of the Shares.

The Company may fail to deliver its target returns
The Company’s expectation that it will generate returns for its investors, and statements concerning
target dividend yield and target net total return, are based on various assumptions about market
conditions, tax rules, the economic environment and the availability and performance of the
Company’s investments. These may not prove to be accurate or realisable in the future. The
Company may not be able to deliver returns, as such ability could be adversely affected by any of a
number of factors, including: changes in the industry in which the Company operates, exchange
rates or government regulations; the non- or under-performance of any of the Company’s
investments, and the manifestation of risks described elsewhere in this Prospectus.

Solar Asset acquisitions rely on financial models to support valuations. There is a risk that
inaccurate assumptions or methodologies may be used in a financial model. In such circumstances
the returns generated by any Solar Asset acquired by the Company may be different to those
expected.

In addition, the Company cannot guarantee the accuracy of the forecasts of electrical generation
used in modelling the Solar Assets or the reliability of the forecasting models, or that data collected
will be indicative of future meteorological conditions. Forecasting can be inaccurate due to
meteorological measurement errors, or errors in the assumptions applied to the forecasting model.

The prices at which the Company acquires its Solar Assets are based on various revenue, expense,
financing, tax and other operating assumptions and the underlying returns are based on the
assumptions being achievable. Should the operation and economics of the assets fall short of the
Company’s expectations, or should any investment fail to generate its projected returns, this could
have an adverse effect on the value of the Portfolio, the Company’s financial condition, results of
operations and prospects, with a consequential adverse effect on returns to Shareholders and the
market value of the Shares.

The Company may not be able to acquire suitable Solar Assets consistent with its investment
policy
Lightspeed believes it has identified, through the Pipeline Assets, and will be able to continue to
identify suitable Solar Assets for the Company to acquire. However, the Company may not be able
to acquire suitable Solar Assets due to a range of factors, including: competitors offering more
attractive bids, or Lightspeed and its advisers conducting due diligence that identifies issues that
could not be resolved. The US market is competitive with many investors looking to acquire Solar
Assets. If the Company is not successful in acquiring such Solar Assets for any reason, this may
result in the Company making less favourable investments, or retaining cash for longer than
expected.

In addition, the Company may not always be able, for structural or commercial reasons, to acquire a
100 per cent. equity interest in any Solar Assets. Although the Company intends to target
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controlling stakes in Solar Assets that will give it effective control of the acquired asset, the
Company may at times consider it appropriate to acquire minority or non-controlling stakes in Solar
Assets. Such stakes in acquired Solar Assets may limit the Company’s ability to control the assets.

If any of these scenarios materialises, it could have an adverse effect on the Company’s financial
condition, results of operations and prospects, with a consequential adverse effect on the returns to
Shareholders and the market value of the Shares.

Valuation of Solar Assets is inherently subjective and uncertain
The Company intends to publish unaudited quarterly Net Asset Value figures in US Dollars. The
Company will engage an independent third-party to calculate the fair market value of the
investments made by the Company and its Project SPVs based on the financial reports and
projections provided by Lightspeed on behalf of the Project SPVs, as of each of 30 June and
31 December in each year. Lightspeed will calculate the fair market value of the investments made
by the Company and its Project SPVs, also based on the financial reports and projections provided
by Lightspeed on behalf of the Project SPVs. Lightspeed will analyse the financial reports, to be
made up as of each 31 March and 30 September, as well as information that may be sourced from
third party data providers, but it may not be able to confirm their completeness and accuracy or that
such information is up to date. As such, these estimates may be inaccurate or out of date and may
vary (in some cases materially) from the results published in the Company’s financial statements (as
the figures are published at different times) and they, and any Net Asset Value figure published,
may vary (in some cases materially) from the values that are ultimately realised throughout the life
of those investments (being the “realisable” value).

Accordingly, Net Asset Value figures issued by the Company should be regarded as estimates only
and investors should be aware that the “realisable” NAV per Share, if the Portfolio were to be sold
or offered for sale, may be materially different from those figures. There is no single standard for
determining fair value and, in many cases, fair market value is best expressed as a range of fair
market values from which a single estimate may be derived. The types of factors that may be
considered when applying fair market value pricing to an investment include: latest applicable legal,
financial, technical and insurance due diligence; cash flows that are contractually required or
assumed in order to generate the returns; project performance against time, activity and other
milestones; credit worthiness of an Offtaker or another Counterparty and delivery partner
counterparties (including O&M Contractors and other subcontractors); changes to the economic,
legal, taxation or regulatory environment; claims or other disputes or contractual uncertainties; and
changes to revenue and cost assumptions.

Changes in values attributed to investments during each three-month period may result in volatility in
the Net Asset Values that the Company reports from period to period. As such, this could have an
adverse effect on the value of the Portfolio, the Company’s financial condition, results of operations
and prospects, with a consequential adverse effect on the returns to Shareholders and the market
value of the Shares.

The Offtakers and the other Counterparties of the Company could default on their contractual
obligations or suffer an insolvency event
The Company expects to derive revenue predominantly by selling electricity and associated RECs
generated by its Solar Assets to Offtakers under PPAs or other Offtake Agreements and the
Company will be reliant on such Offtakers honouring their respective payment obligations under the
relevant PPA or other Offtake Agreements. The Company, with advice and assistance from
Lightspeed, intends to mitigate this by only acquiring operating Solar Assets predominantly with
long-term PPAs or Offtake Agreements with creditworthy Offtakers (being, for commercial and utility,
Offtakers predominantly with investment grade ratings (or investment grade equivalent) and, for
residential, Offtakers predominantly with high FICO scores).

The Project SPVs within the Initial Portfolio will have entered into arrangements with third parties for
specific project related services including O&M services, asset management, EPC and
interconnections between the Solar Assets and transmission or distribution networks. The Company
is therefore reliant on these third parties not defaulting on their obligations under the relevant
agreements. The Company and Lightspeed intend to mitigate this risk by acquiring operating Solar
Assets with the benefit of existing warranty protections from their respective Counterparties.
However, despite any mitigating actions, the risk still remains that a potential default could occur.
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The failure by an Offtaker or a Counterparty to pay the contractual payments or provide the
contractual services or the early termination of the relevant contract due to the insolvency of an
Offtaker or a Counterparty may substantially affect the value of the Portfolio, the Company’s financial
condition, results of operations and prospects, with a consequential adverse effect on returns to
Shareholders and the market value of the Shares.

Company revenues may suffer if assumptions made regarding the value of uncontracted RECs
are not consistent with available market pricing at the time of sale
Certain of the Solar Assets, including some of the assets in the Initial Portfolio, are anticipated to
derive significant revenues from the sale of RECs. The monetization of RECs, including those
derived from the Initial Portfolio, is often limited to contracts which have a tenor significantly shorter
than the period in which RECs would be generated. As such, in acquiring the Initial Portfolio,
Lightspeed and the Company have and will make assumptions about the future value of RECs that
may not be consistent with market values at the time of sale. Furthermore, REC programs in effect
as of the date of this Prospectus may be eliminated or significantly impacted by legislative policy
changes.

The REC values assumed by Lightspeed and the Company in underwriting Solar Assets may differ
from the eventual market prices of those RECs when monetized. This may affect the value of the
Portfolio, the Company’s financial condition, results of operations and prospects, with a
consequential adverse effect on returns to Shareholders and the market value of the Shares.

The Company may not be able to renew PPAs or other Offtake Agreements containing favourable
terms with existing Offtakers which could cause the Company to experience a decline in the
value of Solar Assets or it may be the case that the project is unable to enter into any PPAs or
Offtake Agreements
The Solar Assets intended to be acquired by the Company have limited useful lives, which are
expected to be at least 35 years (and sometimes 40 years) from their initial commissioning, and
uncertain values after expiration of the relevant PPA or Offtake Agreement. The Company and
Lightspeed may be unable to negotiate, renew or renegotiate the terms of a new or an expired PPA
or Offtake Agreement with an existing Offtaker. This may be caused by numerous factors,
including: lower electricity prices; increased competition within the solar power sector or the wider
energy industry; and the development of more efficient energy technologies. Offtakers may be able
to negotiate a lower price for the electricity under a new or extended PPA or Offtake Agreement
that would reduce the cash flow of the Project SPV and consequently the returns of the Company.
The Company and Lightspeed will seek to mitigate this risk by entering into long-term PPAs and
Offtake Agreements with creditworthy (being, for commercial and utility, Offtakers predominantly with
investment grade ratings (or investment grade equivalent) and, for residential, Offtakers
predominantly with high FICO scores) Offtakers and offering Offtakers whose PPAs or Offtake
Agreements are up for renewal, lower electricity prices than competing sources of supply.
Nevertheless, these ‘residual values’ may be zero. This may affect the value of the Solar Asset, the
Portfolio, the Company’s financial condition, results of operations and prospects, with a
consequential adverse effect on returns to Shareholders and the market value of the Shares.

The Solar Assets may be exposed to operational and permitting risks causing the assets to fail
to perform in line with expectations
The Solar Assets may encounter operational difficulties that cause them to perform at a lower level
than expected and therefore earn less revenue or have higher operating expenses. Contractual
arrangements governing certain PPAs or Offtake Agreements may include key performance
indicators (“KPIs”), against which the performance of the Solar Assets will be measured. Where
such KPIs are not met, the Offtaker may be entitled, pursuant to the terms of the PPA or the
Offtake Agreement, to withhold part or all of the contractual payment payable to the Project SPV,
vary the price payable under the PPA or Offtake Agreement, or terminate the PPA or Offtake
Agreement by declaring the Company in default.

Although solar PV installations have few moving parts and operate, generally, over long periods with
minimal maintenance, there is a risk of equipment failure due to wear and tear, design error or
operator error with respect to each Solar Asset. This equipment failure could adversely affect the
returns of the Company.
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Additionally, given the long-term nature of solar panel investments and the fact that solar power
plants are a relatively new investment class, there is limited experience regarding very long-term
operational problems that may be experienced in the future.

Further operational risks may include:

* adverse environmental changes and weather patterns which decrease the amount of electricity
produced by a Solar Asset;

* failure or deterioration of equipment;

* poor performance of Counterparties, including suppliers and contractors;

* transmission system congestion; and

* labour issues, including workforce strikes.

There may also be delays in obtaining licenses or permits that contractors require to do their work.
Maintenance delays could result in equipment failure or production underperformance and give rise
to reduced payments under the PPA or other Offtake Agreement due to failure to meet KPIs. In
addition, Solar Assets may also require planning permissions and environmental permits (and other
similar permissions and permits) regulating the operation of the Solar Assets.

In order to mitigate identified risks, the Company or the Project SPV will implement a maintenance
programme for the Solar Assets and will typically appoint O&M Contractors with strong track
records to carry out such maintenance. Typically each O&M Contract will contain KPIs the same as
or similar to performance criteria contained in the relevant PPA or other Offtake Agreement to
enable the Company to pursue the O&M Contractor, often on a liquidated damages basis, for any
loss of revenue caused by a failure to meet any KPI. Typically, the O&M Contract will also contain
provisions to enable the Company to recover costs and losses associated with early termination of
the O&M Contractor.

Operational risks are inherently difficult to forecast and the Company may not be able to identify all
such potential risks and the steps taken to mitigate an operational risk may not be sufficient to
prevent the Solar Asset from failing or underperforming. The protections contained in the relevant
O&M Contracts (or any other mitigating actions taken by Lightspeed or the Company) may not be
sufficient to cover any loss suffered by the Company. The Company is also exposed to the risk that
the O&M Contractor (or its guarantor) becomes insolvent or is otherwise unable to pay its debts as
they fall due (in spite of its strong track record), and is therefore unable to pay the damages in the
relevant O&M Contract.

Whilst the Company will seek to diversify its exposure to EPC Contractors, O&M contractors and
solar panel and inverter manufacturers across the Portfolio, the Company may appoint the same
O&M Contractor to maintain the Solar Assets at multiple sites. These multiple appointments create
a concentration risk that would magnify the quantum of any losses should that O&M Contractor (or
its guarantor) become insolvent or otherwise be unable to fulfil its obligations under each of the
relevant O&M Contracts. Although such contracts will typically include termination rights for the
Company in such circumstances, there is a risk that the Company may incur costs in the
procurement of a replacement contractor, and the terms of the replacement contract may be less
favourable to the Company.

Under some PPAs and other Offtake Agreements, if a Solar Asset fails to generate a minimum
guaranteed output, the Offtaker is entitled to exercise remediation rights, and if the mitigating
actions taken by Lightspeed or the Company should prove insufficient to cover the cost of such
remediation action (including due to the insolvency or otherwise of an O&M Contractor or its
guarantor), or if the Company incurs additional costs in sourcing and appointing a replacement
contractor, this will affect the returns generated by the relevant Solar Assets, which is likely to have
an adverse effect on the value of the Portfolio, the Company’s financial condition, results of
operations and prospects, with a consequential adverse effect on the returns to Shareholders and
the market value of the Shares.

The Company may face risks associated with its level of debt
The Company will target gearing of up to 50 per cent. calculated at the time of drawdown.
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Gearing may be employed at the level of the US entities, but may also be employed at the level of
the Company, and any limits described in this Prospectus shall apply on a consolidated basis
across the Company, the Project SPVs and intermediate holding companies.

While such leverage presents opportunities for increasing total returns, it can also have the opposite
effect of increasing losses or risk of default on debt servicing obligations and insolvency. If
incremental income from Solar Assets acquired with borrowed funds is less than the costs of
servicing the debt, the Company’s net revenue will reduce and its Net Asset Value will decrease,
which could have an adverse effect on the value of the Portfolio, the Company’s financial condition,
results of operations and prospects, with a consequential adverse effect on the returns to
Shareholders and the market value of the Shares.

The Company may not be able to obtain debt or tax equity financing
Although the Company intends to maintain a level of gearing, the Company may not be able to
obtain gearing at the level intended or the cost forecasted or any gearing at all. The Company may
not be able to raise tax equity to finance future projects at the tax equity yields it hopes or at all,
particularly as federal tax credits step down. The Company and its affiliates may be forced to enter
into less favourable debt or tax equity financing arrangements than originally intended in order to
obtain gearing or tax equity. This could have an adverse effect on the value of the Portfolio, the
Company’s financial condition, results of operations and prospects, with a consequential adverse
effect on the returns to Shareholders and the market value of the Shares.

The Company may be adversely affected by interest rate changes
The Company may have debt facilities with both fixed and floating interest rates. As such, changes
in interest rates may have a positive or negative impact directly on the Company’s net income and,
consequently, the profits of the Company. Changes in interest rates may also affect the market more
broadly and positively or negatively impact the value of the Solar Assets. The Company may
implement interest rate hedging by fixing a portion of the Company’s exposure to any floating rate
obligation using interest rate swaps or other means. The use of interest rate hedging may be
insufficient to effectively manage the entirety of the risk from adverse changes to interest rates. In
general, rising interest rates may also increase the discount rate used in the valuation of the Solar
Assets and consequently lead to a reduction in such values. Therefore, rising interest rates may
have an adverse effect on the value of the Portfolio, the Company’s financial condition, results of
operations and prospects, with a consequential adverse effect on returns to Shareholders and the
market value of the Shares.

Government policy changes could reduce growth of the solar sector
The Solar Assets permitted for purchase under the investment policy will be located solely in the
United States. The concentration of the Solar Assets in the United States alone exposes the
Company to policy changes that specifically affect the United States and the operating, regulatory
and technical environment for Solar Assets located in the United States.

The Company will be subject to a range of federal, state and local policies, laws and regulations in
the United States and the various states in which it has investments. These policies, laws and
regulations include (but are not limited to) those relating to electricity generation, net metering,
financial services, managed investment schemes, employment, renewable investments and taxation.
Changes to laws, regulations and policies in these areas may adversely affect the value of the
Portfolio, the Company’s financial condition, results of operations and prospects, with a
consequential adverse effect on returns to Shareholders and the market value of the Shares. An
example of federal government policy that could impact the opportunity for growth is the scheduled
step down of the 30 per cent investment tax credit for solar projects. The tax credit will reduce to
26 per cent for projects that start construction in 2020 and 22 per cent for projects that start
construction in 2021. After that, it will reduce to 10 per cent and it is currently legislated that the tax
credit will remain at 10 per cent on a permanent basis. Other examples of policy changes that
could have adverse effects on the sector are import tariffs on solar equipment (for example, on
solar panels, inverters and steel), potential changes in net metering laws at the state level, adoption
of programmes to keep coal or nuclear power plants operating, thereby reducing the opportunity to
replace generating capacity that is being retired from service and further erosion in the obligation
for electric utilities to buy electricity from solar projects in parts of the country where there is no
organised market at the “avoided cost” the utility would pay to generate the electricity itself.
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Solar Assets are depreciating assets that decline in value over time, but the decline can
accelerate due to changes in economic conditions or government policy changes
The value of Solar Assets is closely linked to, for example: wholesale and retail electricity prices
and growth rates, terms of any relevant PPA or other Offtake Agreement, discount rates, jurisdiction-
specific laws and regulations, location, government policies that promote renewable energy, asset
supply and demand factors and environmental risks. Changes to any of these elements may affect
the value of the Solar Assets. A decline in Solar Asset values may also affect loan covenants
applicable to any gearing the Company puts in place in the future.

The Company may suffer losses in excess of insurance proceeds from uninsurable events or
from events that are not covered by any original warranties or other contractual protections
The Solar Assets may suffer from catastrophic events such as floods, hurricanes, earthquakes, hail
storms, fire, wars, terrorism and other such disasters in any form. As a result the Solar Assets may
be damaged, destroyed, removed from service or suffer other operational losses that may not be
compensated for by insurance (including any warranties and indemnities insurance obtained by the
Company in connection with the acquisition) or any contractual warranties, either fully or at all.
There are certain types of losses that may be uninsurable or are not economically insurable.
Inflation, environmental or regulatory considerations and other factors might also result in insurance
proceeds being unavailable or insufficient to cover all losses suffered by the Company in connection
with its Solar Assets. Should an uninsured loss or a loss in excess of insured limits occur, the
Company may lose capital invested in the affected Solar Assets as well as anticipated future
revenue from those Solar Assets. In addition, the Company could be liable to Counterparties for any
losses it may have suffered in connection with those Solar Assets. The Company might also remain
liable for any debt or other financial obligations related to Solar Assets. Any material uninsured
losses or losses in excess of insurance proceeds may substantially affect the value of the Portfolio,
the Company’s financial condition, results of operations and prospects, with a consequential adverse
effect on returns to Shareholders and the market value of the Shares.

Company performance would suffer if there is lower than expected output from the Solar Assets
The value of the Company would be affected if the volume of electricity produced by the Solar
Assets is lower than expected. Actual output will depend on short-term (hourly, daily, monthly and
seasonal) variations and long-term fluctuations in weather as this affects the volume of electricity
produced by a Solar Asset. Solar Assets are subject to actual irradiance, various natural elements
and carry electrical charges, and exposure to solar irradiation and associated heat may cause the
components to degrade and become less able to function effectively. Additionally, each PPA and
other Offtake Agreement may contain guarantees about minimum output levels and time of supply.

The revenue profile may therefore be different from year to year and may not match the budgeted
or forecast revenue profile or expense profile of the relevant Solar Asset. As such, lower generation
could have an adverse effect on the value of the Portfolio, the Company’s financial condition, results
of operations and prospects, with a consequential adverse effect on the returns to Shareholders and
the market value of the Shares.

Lower electricity prices in the United States would negatively impact the returns of the Company
Solar developers have gained traction in the residential and commercial solar markets by attracting
homeowners and businesses away from the regulated utilities by offering to supply electricity at a
discount to the competing local utility price. Lower utility prices, therefore, may have an effect on the
price at which electricity can be sold to residential and commercial Offtakers when such PPAs are
subject to renewal or renegotiation and may adversely affect the Offtakers’ value proposition.

To the extent it is able, the Company and Lightspeed will seek to mitigate these risks by acquiring
operating Solar Assets with long-term PPAs or Offtake Agreements in place with creditworthy (being,
for commercial and utility, Offtakers predominantly with investment grade ratings (or investment
grade equivalent) and, for residential, Offtakers predominantly with high FICO scores) Offtakers and
diversifying investments across different markets with different underlying electricity price structures.
However, given that electricity prices can fluctuate, the price of electricity may decrease or increase
at a rate less than forecasted which may impact the Company’s revenue. Revenue could also be
affected in relation to certain projects where a PPA or other Offtake Agreement has a different
energy delivery point from the settlement location causing a mismatch in electricity prices in the two
locations. If electricity prices vary at the two locations, this could have a positive or negative impact
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on revenue. Thus, the revenue profile for such projects may be different from year to year and may
not match the budgeted revenue profile or expense profile of the relevant Solar Asset and may
adversely affect the value of the Portfolio, with a consequential adverse effect on returns to
Shareholders and the market value of the Shares.

Commercial and residential scale Solar Assets are reliant on net metering and other related
policies to offer competitive pricing and if net metering policies change, or if they are revoked, it
may significantly reduce the attractiveness of commercial- and residential-scale Solar Assets
Net metering allows residential or commercial Offtakers to receive credit for any electricity generated
that is sent back into the grid. Residential and commercial Offtakers receive credit for the extra
electricity the Solar Assets generate during daylight hours above what the Offtakers need for their
own use.

47 states and the District of Columbia (“DC”) have some form of net metering in place. Of that
number, 38 states and DC have state-level mandatory net metering. Seven more states have
compensation structures similar to net metering, and two other states that do not have state-wide
mandatory rules have utilities that offer their own net metering programmes.

Given the long-term nature of the PPAs, there is a risk that states may change or wholly remove
their net metering policies, which may affect the economics of the Solar Assets. Such a regulatory
change and the impact it could have on the economics of solar installations could also lead to a
reduction in the appetite for new solar installations. Although less likely, changes to such net
metering policies that have retroactive effect could affect customers’ economics and the value
proposition of solar, increasing the likelihood of Offtaker default and reducing the likelihood of
renewal of PPAs on favourable terms.

The Company may invest in Solar Assets through one or more Project SPVs
The Company expects to invest in Solar Assets via Project SPVs and intermediate entities. The
Company will be exposed to certain risks associated with these structures which may affect its
return profile. For example, changes to laws and regulations including any tax laws and regulations
applicable to the Project SPV, intermediate entities, or to the Company in relation to the receipts
from any such Project SPV may adversely affect the Company’s ability to realise all or any part of
its interest or investment return in Solar Assets held through such structures. Alternatively, any
failure of the Project SPV or its management to meet their respective obligations may have an
adverse effect on Solar Assets held through such structures (for example, triggering breach of
contractual obligations) and the Company’s exposure to the investments held through such
structures and/or the returns generated from such Solar Assets for the Company. This could, in
turn, have an adverse effect on the performance of the Company and its ability to achieve its
investment objective.

Further, where investments are acquired indirectly as described above, the value of the underlying
asset may not be the same as the Project SPV due, for example, to tax, contractual, contingent and
other liabilities, or structural considerations. To the extent that valuations of the Company’s
investments in Project SPVs or other investment structures prove to be inaccurate or do not fully
reflect the value of the Solar Assets, whether due to the above factors or otherwise, this may have
an adverse effect on the value of the Portfolio, the Company’s financial condition, results of
operations and prospects, with a consequential adverse effect on the returns to Shareholders and
the market value of the Shares.

The Company may face risks relating to operating and decommissioning the Solar Assets
The Company may be required to decommission Solar Assets following the expiration of PPAs or
other Offtake Agreements or the associated site leases, if applicable. Delays in decommissioning
the equipment, or damage caused to a Counterparty’s premises during such decommissioning, may
cause the Company to incur liabilities that the Company may not be able to fully recover under the
terms of any contract with a third party that the Company has appointed to decommission such
equipment.

The physical location, maintenance and operation of Solar Assets may pose health and safety risks
to those involved during, maintenance, replacement or decommissioning. The Company may be
liable under environmental and health and safety legislation for any accidents that may occur in the
relevant jurisdiction, to the extent such loss is not covered under any of the Group’s existing
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insurance policies or, where applicable, the contractual provisions in place with the relevant
subcontractors do not adequately cover the Company’s (or the relevant Project SPV’s) liability.
Liability for health and safety could have an adverse effect on the business, financial position,
results of operations and business prospects of the Company.

There is a risk that one or more of the Company’s Solar Assets will be considered a source of
nuisance, pollution or other environmental harm. The Company may be liable for any environmental
damage (including contamination by hazardous substances) that may occur on any site upon which
Solar Assets are installed or any neighbouring sites. It is anticipated that a significant proportion or
potentially all of the Solar Assets to be acquired by the Company will be located on agricultural,
commercial, residential and industrial properties. There may be a significant risk of project
participants at such sites suffering environmental liability, increased cost of compliance and/or
necessitating a higher degree of due diligence in the permitting steps.

Should any liabilities (relating to health and safety or otherwise) arise against the Company during
the operation or decommissioning of the relevant Solar Asset, this could have an adverse effect on
the value of the Portfolio, the Company’s financial condition, results of operations and prospects,
with a consequential adverse effect on the returns to Shareholders and the market value of the
Shares.

Payment obligations on early termination of PPAs or other Offtake Agreements by Offtakers may
not adequately compensate the Company
Some PPAs and other Offtake Agreements may contain limited rights of termination, exercisable by
the Offtaker, before the end of contract term. Such terminations generally require the Offtaker to pay
termination fees or to contribute to the costs incurred by the counterparty as a result of the
termination. Whilst the Company and Lightspeed intend to include contractual rights that adequately
compensate the Company in the event of early termination, there is a risk that the Offtaker will not
pay or that a replacement PPA or other Offtake Agreement can only be sourced at a lower price or
not at all, reducing Company revenues. Whether or not a replacement PPA or Offtake Agreement
can be sourced, there may be uncompensated decommissioning costs to remove the Solar Asset
that exceed salvage value. Such circumstances may adversely affect the value of the Portfolio, the
Company’s financial condition, results of operations and prospects, with a consequential adverse
effect on the returns to Shareholders and the market value of the Shares.

Changes to the price of solar PV equipment
The price of solar PV equipment can increase or decrease. The price of solar equipment (including
modules and inverters) can be influenced by a number of factors, including the price and availability
of raw materials and labour, demand for PV equipment and import duties that may be imposed on
PV equipment. Changes in the cost of solar PV equipment could have an adverse effect on the
Company’s ability to source projects that meet its investment criteria and consequently its business,
financial position, results of operations and business prospects, with a consequential adverse effect
on the market value of the Shares.

RISKS RELATING TO THE DUE DILIGENCE PROCESS ON SOLAR ASSETS AND THE INITIAL
PORTFOLIO ACQUISITION AGREEMENT
The due diligence process undertaken in relation to evaluating investment in Solar Assets
(including the Initial Portfolio and any Pipeline Assets) may not reveal all facts that may be
relevant in connection with such assets
The due diligence process undertaken by Lightspeed before the Company acquires Solar Assets is
intended to identify issues relevant to an investment decision and to determine the price of an
investment. When conducting due diligence and making such assessments, the Company and
Lightspeed will rely on the information available at the time that may be incomplete, inaccurate or
incapable of third-party verification. Due diligence includes the reliance on third party information
and data. Although Lightspeed will evaluate all such information and data and seek independent
corroboration (i.e. technical or financial due diligence) where it considers it necessary or appropriate
to do so, Lightspeed may not be in a position to confirm the completeness, genuineness or
accuracy of such information.

The value of the investments made by the Company may be affected by fraud, misrepresentation or
omission by sellers. Such fraud, misrepresentation or omission may increase the likelihood of
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underperformance of the Solar Assets, or in the relevant Counterparty or Offtaker failing to make the
payments related to the Solar Assets.

The Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement contains warranties covering customary subject matters
for projects of this size and type (subject to certain financial caps and time limits for making any
claim). However, the failure to identify risks and liabilities during the due diligence process could
result in the Company and its affiliates failing to obtain the appropriate warranties and indemnities in
the acquisition agreement pertaining to the investment, or failing to secure insurance to cover the
occurrence of such potential risks or liabilities, or both.

The Company will be required to bear the costs incurred by Lightspeed in connection with the due
diligence process carried out in respect of an acquisition of a Solar Asset, irrespective of whether
or not the Company successfully completes such acquisitions.

The above factors may have been relevant at the time of investment in the respective Solar Assets
that now form the Initial Portfolio. In particular, due diligence undertaken at the time of original
investment may not have identified all matters relevant to the investment decision or valuation of the
relevant Solar Assets or be based on incomplete or inaccurate information. As described below,
completion of financial, legal and other due diligence is a condition to completion of the Initial
Portfolio Acquisition Agreement. Such due diligence may identify material matters after the date of
entry into the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement. Conversely, the due diligence exercise may not
identify all matters relevant to the investment decision or valuation of the relevant Solar Assets or
such due diligence may be based on incomplete or inaccurate information.

Any failure by Lightspeed or any of the Company’s other professional service providers to identify
relevant facts through the due diligence process may result in inappropriate Solar Assets being
invested in, or Solar Assets being acquired at a higher value than their fair market value, which may
substantially affect the value of the Portfolio, the Company’s financial condition, results of operations
and prospects, with a consequential adverse effect on returns to Shareholders and the market value
of the Shares.

The Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement is subject to conditions precedent which, if not
satisfied or waived, will result in the Company not acquiring the Initial Portfolio
Completion of the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement is expected to take place not later than
60 days after Initial Admission and is conditional upon (inter alia) (i) Initial Admission, (ii) the
Minimum Net Initial Proceeds having been raised, (iii) completion of all legal, financial and other
due diligence and the Directors being satisfied with the results of such due diligence, (iv) the
delivery by an independent valuer appointed by the Company of a valuation or fairness opinion
supporting the headline consideration, (v) the repayment of existing indebtedness (other than tax
equity financing) and (vi) other customary closing conditions (such as necessary third party
consents having been obtained and the Company having entered into guarantees with third parties
to replace certain existing credit support obligations).

Any failure by the Initial Portfolio Vendor or the Company to satisfy (or procure the satisfaction of)
the conditions to the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement (for example, if necessary third party or
regulatory consents are not obtained or if the independent valuer does not issue a valuation or
fairness opinion supporting the headline consideration), the acquisition of the Initial Portfolio and the
terms and conditions to which it is subject may change or the acquisition may not complete. The
Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement may be terminated by either party if the conditions are not
satisfied by within 60 days of Initial Admission or upon other specified events. The inability of the
Company to acquire the Initial Portfolio may affect the Company’s financial condition, results of
operations and prospects, with a consequential adverse effect on returns to Shareholders and the
market value of the Shares.

The Initial Portfolio may be subject to certain additional risks
In addition to the risks outlined above in relation the Company’s investment policy, investment
strategy, investment process and industry which may apply to the Initial Portfolio as for other Solar
Assets that may be acquired by the Company in the future, there are certain specific potential risks
identified in relation to the Initial Portfolio which are described below and under “Risks Relating to
Tax Equity”.
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Several of the projects in the Initial Portfolio may not benefit from a customary manufacturer’s
warranty of the project’s solar inverter. With respect to the MA Projects, the NJ Project and the NC
Projects, the manufacturer’s warranty may not have been legally assigned to the relevant project
company. In such cases, whilst previous warranty claims have been satisfied, the relevant project
company may not be able to rely upon a manufacturer’s warranty to cover the costs of repairing or
replacing its solar inverters. These costs may be material and could have an adverse effect on the
value of the Portfolio, the Company’s financial condition, results of operations and prospects, with a
consequential adverse effect on returns to Shareholders and the market value of the Shares.

In addition to contracted REC revenue, one of the other sources of revenue for the NJ Project is
the merchant sale of power into PJM, which is the regional spot market for the NJ Project. This
portion of revenue earned from the merchant sale of power by the NJ Project may be subject to
greater volatility due to price fluctuations in the PJM spot market.

RISKS RELATING TO TAX EQUITY
The Company may not be able to raise tax equity
The Company’s ability to source funding in the tax equity market depends on a number of factors,
including: regulations applicable to the ITC and taxation in general, bank and insurance regulations;
corporate tax rates, the tax treatment of Solar Assets and tax equity transactions; the tax appetite of
individual investors; the particular features, attributes or structures of the Solar Assets; and the
ability of the Company to agree on acceptable terms with any particular tax equity investor. If a
Solar Asset in the development stage has already been acquired and the Company is subsequently
unable to raise tax equity, financial outcomes from the acquisition may be affected. Lightspeed will
attempt to mitigate this risk by attempting to lock in tax equity funding commitments at the same
time the Company commits to acquiring a Solar Asset.

Tax equity yields are a function of demand and supply as well as the tax equity investors’ costs of
funding.

Inability of the Company to raise tax equity or to do so at desired rates could have an adverse
effect on the value of the Portfolio, the Company’s financial condition, results of operations and
prospects, with a consequential adverse effect on returns to Shareholders and the market value of
the Shares.

The Company may be adversely affected by changes to the ITC and US tax law changes
The Company could be adversely affected by changes in corporate tax rates, the ITC, depreciation
calculations, minimum taxes, US withholding taxes, indirect tax or duty legislation or other policies or
by adverse court decisions or Internal Revenue Service notices or rulings affecting how existing
policies are interpreted. These changes often cannot be foreseen and could result in impacts to
cash flows and cause the distribution policy of the Company to change. Tax law changes may have
retrospective effect. The absence of actual and proposed tax law changes may be a condition to
fundings under a tax equity financing. Risks of particular tax changes may also be allocated
between the Company and the tax equity investor in some tax equity financings and require a
repricing of the tax equity financing or require the Company to pay an indemnity (usually by means
of a cash sweep in favour of the tax equity investor to cover the indemnity amount).

Some tax risks are allocated to the sponsor in some tax equity financings (i.e. those who develop
or ultimately own the Solar Assets) by requiring the sponsor to make certain representations. The
Company will be a sponsor under some tax equity financings. The Company can be expected to
have to represent that projects were under construction in time to qualify for whatever amount of
ITC has been assumed to be applicable in the tax equity pricing, that the projects were not in
service too early for the tax equity investor to share in the ITC and that the “tax basis” used to
calculate the ITC is appropriate. A misrepresentation could lead to an obligation to pay an
indemnity. A tax equity investor is typically a bank, insurance company or other institutional investor
that is prepared to finance a project, but is repaid partly by monetising tax benefits instead of
entirely in cash. An indemnity is in effect an obligation to make up any shortfall in tax benefits by
diverting a percentage of the cash that would otherwise have gone to the Company. The market
generally views the greatest indemnity risk going into such transactions to be around the “tax basis”
used to calculate the federal investment tax credit. The transactions are structured to allow the tax
credit to be calculated on the fair market value of the assets, leaving room for interpretation about
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the appropriate value. In most transactions, the parties rely on third-party appraisals to establish the
fair market value of projects.

The Company may be exposed to risks from its contractual relationships in relation to tax equity
financings and under the existing terms to which the Initial Portfolio is already subject
The Initial Portfolio will be acquired subject to a number of tax equity financings that are already in
place. The tax equity investors in these financings involving NC Holdings and MA Holdings
subsidiaries are entitled to 2 per cent. annual cumulative preferred cash distributions in common
with many similar financing structures, meaning they have the first claim each year on cash from
project cash flows for 2 per cent. of the original financing, including to cover any previous shortfalls.
All of the tax equity financings may require payment of indemnities to the tax equity investors if
there is a breach of a representation or covenant made by subsidiaries of NC Holdings, MA
Holdings or NJ Holdings in connection with those tax equity financings. Such indemnities are
customary in such financings. Any diversion of cash to cover a previous shortfall in a preferred cash
distribution to a tax equity investor or an obligation to pay an indemnity under any of these of these
tax equity financings could lead to a short-term reduction in cash flow available for distribution to
the Company. As such there could be an adverse effect on the value of the Initial Portfolio, the
Company’s financial condition, results of operations and prospects with a consequential adverse
effect on the returns to Shareholders and the market value of the Shares.

RISKS RELATING TO LIGHTSPEED
The success of the Company is dependent on Lightspeed and its expertise, key personnel and
ability to source and advise appropriately on investments
The Company does not have any employees nor owns any facilities. The Company believes that its
success and the success of the investment strategy in respect of the Portfolio is largely dependent
upon the experience and expertise of Lightspeed and its continued provision of services to the
Group. If Lightspeed were to cease to provide services to the Group under the Portfolio Advisory
Agreement for any reason, the Company could experience difficulty in identifying and appointing a
replacement service provider and in executing its investment strategy in the interim.

The ability of the Company to pursue its investment policy successfully will depend on the
continued service of key personnel of Lightspeed with particular expertise in the renewable energy
investment industry and, specifically, the solar power sector, and/or Lightspeed’s ability to recruit
individuals of similar experience and calibre. Whilst Lightspeed seeks to ensure that the principal
members of its management teams are suitably incentivised, the Company may not be able to
retain the key members of those teams. Further, following the death, disability or departure from
Lightspeed of any key personnel, Lightspeed may be unable to recruit a suitable replacement or
avoid any delay in doing so. The loss of key personnel and any inability to recruit an appropriate
replacement in a timely fashion could impair the ability of Lightspeed to discharge its obligations
under the Portfolio Advisory Agreement to a satisfactory standard, which could have an adverse
effect on the value of the Portfolio, the Company’s financial condition, results of operations and
prospects, with a consequential adverse effect on the returns to Shareholders and the market value
of the Shares.

The Board may not be able to find a suitable replacement if Lightspeed were to resign or the
Portfolio Advisory Agreement were to be terminated
Under the terms of the Portfolio Advisory Agreement, Lightspeed may resign as provider of portfolio
advisory services by giving the Company not less than 12 months’ written notice, provided that no
such notice may be given within the first four years from Initial Admission and the Company may
give notice to Lightspeed to terminate such agreement in a similar manner. Further, the Portfolio
Advisory Agreement may be terminated by the AIFM and the Company, or the Company by itself, in
certain limited circumstances, such as where the Portfolio Advisor is in material breach of the
Portfolio Advisory Agreement and such breach is not remedied. In addition, the Portfolio Advisory
Agreement also contains the ability of Lightspeed to terminate such agreement on two months’
notice on the occurrence of certain events including in relation to a material breach by the
Company of its obligations under the agreement, the acquisition of shares in the Company
conferring voting rights over 30 per cent. or more by a person (or persons acting in concert) or
upon a material change in the composition of the Board. A summary of the Portfolio Advisory
Agreement and the provisions relating to its termination are set out in paragraph 7.3 of Part X
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(Additional information). The Board would, in such circumstances, have to find a replacement
portfolio advisory services provider for the Company and may be unable to appoint a replacement
with the necessary skills and experience on terms acceptable to the Company. If the Portfolio
Advisory Agreement is terminated and a suitable replacement is not secured in a timely manner,
this could have an adverse effect on the value of the Portfolio, the Company’s financial condition,
results of operations and prospects, with a consequential adverse effect on the returns to
Shareholders and the market value of the Shares.

The Company is reliant on the track record of Lightspeed and the Lightspeed Management Team
The Company is heavily dependent on Lightspeed to create value for Shareholders by the
identification and selection of investments in accordance with the Company’s investment policy. This
includes identification of the Initial Portfolio and the Pipeline Assets (as well as any future
investments) and the implementation of the Company’s investment policy. Lightspeed is reliant on
the track record of the Lightspeed Management Team whose track record and historical
accomplishments were in part acquired as part of activities performed at Lightspeed or at prior
organisations.

The track record of Lightspeed and the Lightspeed Management Team with respect to their
previous investments as described in this Prospectus has been provided for illustrative purposes
only and as such may not be indicative of their, or the Company’s, future performance. Differences
in, inter alia, the structure, sector focus, asset base, holding period, investment objective and
strategy of the Company and previous investments made by Lightspeed and/or the Lightspeed
Management Team may substantially reduce the usefulness of performance comparisons.

Prospective investors should consider the following factors which, among others, may cause the
Company’s results to differ materially from the historical results achieved by Lightspeed or the
Lightspeed Management Team:

* results can be positively or negatively affected by market conditions beyond the control of the
Company and Lightspeed;

* differences between the Company and the circumstances in which the track record information
contained in this Prospectus was generated include (but are not limited to) all or certain
of: actual acquisitions and investments made, investment objective, fee arrangements, structure
(including for tax purposes), terms, leverage, geography, performance targets and investment
horizons. All of these factors can affect returns and impact the usefulness of performance
comparisons and as a result, none of the historical information contained in this Prospectus is
directly comparable to the Initial Issue, the Placing Programme or the returns which the
Company may generate;

* the Company, the intermediate holding entities and the Project SPVs may be subject to taxes
on some or all of their earnings in the various jurisdictions in which they invest. Any taxes paid
or incurred by the Company and intermediate holding entities will reduce the proceeds
available from the sale of an investment to make future investments or distributions and/or pay
the expenses and other operating costs of the Company; and

* market conditions at the times covered by the track record information contained in this
Prospectus may be different in many respects from those that prevail at present or in the
future, with the result that the performance of portfolios originated now may be significantly
different from those originated in the past.

Lightspeed and any of its associates are involved in other financial, investment or professional
activities which may give rise to conflicts of interest with the Company
Lightspeed and its Associates are involved in other Solar Asset project development, financial,
investment or professional activities which may give rise to conflicts of interest with the Company. In
particular, Lightspeed and any of its Associates may, in the future, elect to manage investment
vehicles other than the Company and may provide investment management, risk management,
advisory or other services in relation to such investment vehicles (and also to segregated clients or
for its own account) which may have investment policies which mean that they are interested in
some or all of the same type of investments as the Company.

Conflicts of interest may arise because Lightspeed and its Associates must allocate certain
investment opportunities between the Company and other clients for its own account (“Lightspeed
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Clients”). As described in the sub-paragraph entitled “Allocation policy” in Part VI (Directors,
Management and Administration) of this Prospectus, such allocations will be made in accordance
with Lightspeed’s allocation policy in effect from time to time, but at all times in accordance with the
Right of First Offer Agreement (described below) and otherwise in a manner that treats all
Lightspeed Clients fairly and equally.

The Right of First Offer Agreement with the Company provides that Lightspeed will be under an
obligation in the period of two years from Initial Admission to first offer proprietary development
projects originating from Lightspeed which are reasonably determined as falling within the
Company’s investment policy to the Company before any other clients or pursuing the opportunity
directly.

However, the above procedures with respect to such conflicts of interest may not be successful in
addressing all such conflicts that may arise. If these procedures are not followed for any reason, if
Lightspeed is otherwise unable to effectively manage such potential conflicts of interest, or if the
outcome of following such procedures is in the circumstances adverse to the interests of the
Company, this could have an adverse effect on the value of the Portfolio, the Company’s financial
condition, results of operations and prospects, with a consequential adverse effect on the returns to
Shareholders and the market value of the Shares.

Lightspeed may be unable to source investments that fit within the investment policy and can be
acquired at prices which Lightspeed considers to be attractive
Shareholders’ return on their investment in the Shares will depend upon Lightspeed’s ability to
originate and acquire Solar Assets on behalf of the Company in a competitive and complex market.
In such circumstances, the Company may be required to make a less favourable investment, make
the same investment at a less favourable price or retain cash for longer than expected, which may
have an adverse effect on the value of the Portfolio, the Company’s financial condition, results of
operations and prospects, with a consequential adverse effect on the returns to Shareholders and
the market value of the Shares.

Solar Assets may be acquired directly from Lightspeed or its Associates
It is intended that Solar Assets may be acquired from Lightspeed or its Associates (including the
Initial Portfolio). In the future the Company may also wish to acquire Solar Assets that have been
owned, managed or developed by Lightspeed or its Associates. In such circumstances there will be
a conflict of interest between the Company and Lightspeed, with regard to the terms on which such
Solar Assets are to be acquired under the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement or may, in the
future, be acquired by the Company from Lightspeed, its Associates or persons who have an
operational, management or advisory relationship with Lightspeed. Since the Shares to be issued
pursuant to the Initial Issue and Placing Programme will be admitted to trading on the Specialist
Fund Segment, the Company will not be required to comply with, in particular, Chapter 11 of the
Listing Rules regarding related party transactions. While the Company will adopt a related party
policy (in respect of which it will consult with its financial adviser, further details of which are set out
in the section of this Prospectus headed “Voluntary Compliance with the Listing Rules”), it is not
proposed that the Company will seek Shareholder approval in respect of each acquisition of Solar
Assets that would constitute a related party transaction. In order to manage that conflict of interest,
a protocol has been agreed between Lightspeed and the Board, which is to be followed whenever
a Solar Asset owned, managed, or developed by Lightspeed is to be acquired by the Company.
Further details of the Company’s investment process and conflicts policies are set out in Part V
(Investment Approach, Strategy and Process) and the section titled “Allocation policy and Conflicts
of Interest” in Part VI (Directors, Management and Administration) of this Prospectus.

It is intended that any acquisitions of proprietary development projects originating from Lightspeed
offered to the Company pursuant to the Right of First Offer Agreement would, depending on the
circumstances, be entered into on similar terms as the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement. The
Company may seek to obtain warranty and indemnity insurance to the extent that cover is available
on reasonable commercial terms. However, in the event of a potential breach of contract or warranty
claim pursuant to the terms of an acquisition agreement (including the Initial Portfolio Acquisition
Agreement), there is a risk that the Group may be conflicted in enforcing its rights under any such
agreements with Lightspeed or its Associates.
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Lightspeed could be the subject of an acquisition by a third party or a change of control, which
could result in a change in the way that Lightspeed carries on its business and activities
The Company may not always be able to prevent stakeholders in Lightspeed from transferring
control of part or the whole of its business to a third party. A new owner or new significant
shareholder could have a different investment and management philosophy to the current investment
and management philosophy of Lightspeed, which could influence the investment strategies and
performance of Lightspeed. A change of control of Lightspeed could also lead Lightspeed to employ
investment and other professionals who are less experienced or who may be unsuccessful in
identifying investment opportunities.

If any of the foregoing were to occur, it could impair the ability of Lightspeed to discharge its
obligations under the Portfolio Advisory Agreement to a satisfactory standard, which could have an
adverse effect on the value of the Portfolio, the Company’s financial condition, results of operations
and prospects, with a consequential adverse effect on the market value of the Shares.

Lightspeed has recently entered into a strategic partnership with a leading global alternative
investment manager, BC Partners, whereby BC Partners will be represented on the Management
Committee of Lightspeed.

OPERATIONAL RISKS RELATING TO THE AIFM AND LIGHTSPEED
Operational risks may disrupt the business of the AIFM and Lightspeed, result in losses or limit
the Company’s growth
The Company relies on the financial, accounting and other data processing systems of the AIFM,
Administrator and Lightspeed. If any of these systems do not operate properly or are disabled, the
Company could suffer financial loss or reputational damage. A disaster or a disruption to the
infrastructure that supports the Company, or a disruption involving electronic communications or
other services used by the AIFM, Administrator, Lightspeed or other third parties with whom the
Company conducts business, could have an adverse impact on the ability of the Company to
continue to operate its business without interruption. The disaster recovery programmes used by the
AIFM, Administrator, Lightspeed or third parties with whom the Company conducts business may
not be sufficient to mitigate the harm that may result from such disaster or disruption. As such, this
may have an adverse effect on the value of the Portfolio, the Company’s financial condition, results
of operations and prospects, with a consequential adverse effect on the returns to Shareholders and
the market value of the Shares.

The AIFM’s or Lightspeed’s information and technology systems may be vulnerable to cyber
security breaches and identity theft
The AIFM’s or Lightspeed’s information and technology systems may be vulnerable to damage or
interruption from computer viruses, network failures, computer and telecommunication failures,
infiltration by unauthorised persons and security breaches, usage errors by its professionals, power
outages and catastrophic events such as fires, tornadoes, floods, hurricanes and earthquakes.
Although such parties have implemented various measures to manage risks relating to these types
of events, if the AIFM’s or Lightspeed’s information and technology systems are compromised,
become inoperable for extended periods of time or cease to function properly, the AIFM or
Lightspeed may have to make a significant investment to fix or replace them. The failure for any
reason of these systems and/or of disaster recovery plans could cause an interruption to the
AIFM’s, Lightspeed’s and/or the Company’s operations and result in a failure to maintain the
security, confidentiality or privacy of sensitive data, including personal information relating to
investors. Such a failure could harm the AIFM, Lightspeed’s and/or the Company’s reputation,
subject any such entity and their respective affiliates to legal claims and otherwise affect their
business and financial performance. Any such harm suffered by, or legal action against, the AIFM or
Lightspeed may impair the ability of the AIFM or Lightspeed to discharge their respective obligations
to the Company at a satisfactory standard, which may have an adverse effect on the value of the
Portfolio, the Company’s financial condition, results of operations and prospects, with a
consequential adverse effect on the returns to Shareholders and the market value of the Shares.
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Reputational risks, including such risks arising from litigation against the AIFM, Lightspeed or
the Company, may disrupt the Company’s investment strategy and growth
The Company may be exposed to reputational risks, including from time to time the risk that
litigation, misconduct, operational failures, negative publicity or press speculation (whether or not
valid) may harm the reputation of the AIFM, Lightspeed or the Company. If the AIFM, Lightspeed or
the Company is named as a party to litigation or becomes involved in regulatory inquiries, this could
cause reputational damage to the AIFM, Lightspeed and the Company and result in potential
counterparties, target companies and other third parties being unwilling to deal with the AIFM,
Lightspeed and/or the Company. Damage to the reputation of the AIFM, Lightspeed and/or the
Company may disrupt the Company’s investment strategy, businesses or potential growth, which
could have an adverse effect on the value of the Portfolio, the Company’s financial condition, results
of operations and prospects, with a consequential adverse effect on the returns to Shareholders and
the market value of the Shares.

RISKS RELATING TO UNITED STATES TAXATION AND TO LACK OF PROTECTIONS UNDER
UNITED STATES REGULATIONS
If the Company is not treated as a “foreign private issuer”, it may be subject to additional
reporting and filing requirements and incur significant costs and expenses and may be in
violation of the US Investment Company Act
The Company believes that it will be treated as a “foreign private issuer” within the meaning of
Rule 3b-4(c) of the US Exchange Act. The Company would not be considered a foreign private
issuer if more than 50 per cent. of its voting securities were to be held by US residents and any
one of the following three criteria were satisfied: (i) the majority of the Directors of the Company
were US citizens or residents; or (ii) more than 50 per cent. of the assets of the Company were
located in the United States; or (iii) the business of the Company were administered principally in
the United States. If the Company were not to be treated as a foreign private issuer, the Company
would likely be subject to extensive reporting requirements and periodic filing requirements under
the US securities laws from which it would otherwise enjoy exemptions. This would impose
significant regulatory and compliance costs upon the Company and, as the Company is
incorporated outside the United States, it is unclear that it would be able to achieve compliance
with these rules and regulations under the US securities laws if it is not treated as a foreign private
issuer.

In addition, if the Company were not to be treated as a foreign private issuer, it would not be able
to rely on a relevant exemption or exclusion from registration under the US Investment Company
Act and in such a case would at such point be in violation of the registration requirements of the
US Investment Company Act. As it is incorporated outside the United States, the Company would
likely be unable to register under the US Investment Company Act and, even if it were able to do
so, such registration would entail significant compliance and restructuring costs. Moreover, parties to
a contract with an entity that has improperly failed to register as an investment company under the
US Investment Company Act may be entitled to cancel or otherwise void their contracts with the
unregistered entity to the extent the terms of such contracts would violate the provisions of the US
Investment Company Act applicable to registered investment companies.

The assets of the Company could be deemed to be “plan assets” that are subject to the
requirements of ERISA or Section 4975 of the US Tax Code, which could restrain the Company
from making certain investments, impose restrictions on investments of the Company relating to
ERISA that could result in the forced sale of the Company’s assets at less than their fair market
value and result in excise taxes and liabilities
Under the current US Plan Asset Regulations issued under ERISA, if interests held by certain
Benefit Plan Investors are deemed to be “significant” within the meaning of the US Plan Asset
Regulations (broadly, if certain Benefit Plan Investors hold 25 per cent. or greater of any class of
equity interest in the Company) then the assets of the Company may be deemed to be “plan
assets” within the meaning of the US Plan Asset Regulations. In determining if investment in the
Company by Benefit Plan Investors exceeds the 25 per cent. threshold, interests held by persons or
entities (other than Benefit Plan Investors) that have discretionary authority or control with respect to
the assets of the Company or persons that provide investment advice for a fee (direct or indirect)
with respect to the assets of the Company, or any “affiliate” of any such person, shall be
disregarded.
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After the Issue, the Company may be unable to monitor whether Benefit Plan Investors acquire
Shares and therefore, there can be no assurance that Benefit Plan Investors will never acquire
Shares or that, if they do, the ownership of all Benefit Plan Investors will be below the 25 per cent.
threshold discussed above or that the Company’s assets will not otherwise constitute “plan assets”
under US Plan Asset Regulations. If the Company’s assets were deemed to constitute “plan assets”
within the meaning of the US Plan Asset Regulations, certain transactions that the Company might
enter into in the ordinary course of business and operation might constitute non-exempt prohibited
transactions under ERISA or the US Tax Code, resulting in excise taxes or other liabilities under
ERISA or the US Tax Code. In addition, the Company’s assets may have restrictions relating to
ERISA that could result in the forced sale of the Company’s assets at less than their fair market
value. Also, any fiduciary of a Benefit Plan Investor or an employee benefit plan subject to
substantially similar law that is responsible for the plan’s investment in the Shares could be liable
for any ERISA violations or violations of such similar law relating to the Company.

Accordingly, a purchaser of Shares will be required or, in the case of a subsequent transferee of
Shares, be deemed to provide certain representations, warranties and covenants set out in this
Prospectus including without limitation the representation and warranty that, other than with respect
to a Benefit Plan Purchaser that has received the prior written consent to acquire its Shares, it is
not a Benefit Plan Investor or acting on behalf of or using the assets of any Benefit Plan Investor
with respect to the purchase, holding or disposition of any Shares. Nevertheless, the Company
cannot assure prospective investors that such Benefit Plan Investors will never acquire Shares or
that, if they do, the ownership of all Benefit Plan Investors will be below the 25 per cent. threshold
discussed above or that the Company’s assets will not otherwise be treated as “plan assets” for the
purposes of ERISA.

The Company has not, does not intend to become and may be unable to become registered as
an investment company under the US Investment Company Act
The Company has not been, does not intend to become and may be unable to become registered
as an investment company in the United States under the US Investment Company Act. The US
Investment Company Act provides certain protections to investors and imposes certain restrictions
on registered investment companies, none of which will be applicable to the Company or its
Shareholders. As a result of the Company not registering under the US Investment Company Act,
persons acquiring Shares will be deemed to make certain representations and warranties.

The Company is likely to be regarded as a “covered fund” under the Volcker Rule. Any
prospective investor that is or may be considered a “banking entity” under the Volcker
Rule should consult its legal advisers regarding the potential impact of the Volcker Rule on its
investments and other activities prior to making any investment decision with respect to the
Shares or entering into other relationships or transactions with the Company
Section 13 of the US Bank Holding Company Act of 1956, as amended, and Regulation VV (12 C.
F. R. Section 248) promulgated thereunder by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System (such statutory provision together with such implementing regulations, the “Volcker Rule”),
generally prohibits “banking entities” (which term is broadly defined to include any US bank or
savings association whose deposits are insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, any
company that controls any such bank or savings association, any non-US bank treated as a bank
holding company for the purposes of Section 8 of the US International Banking Act of 1978, as
amended, and any affiliate or subsidiary of any of the foregoing entities) from: (i) engaging in
proprietary trading as defined in the Volcker Rule; (ii) acquiring or retaining an “ownership interest”
in, or “sponsoring”, a “covered fund”; and (iii) entering into certain other relationships or transactions
with a “covered fund”.

As the Company is likely to be regarded as a “covered fund” under the Volcker Rule, any
prospective investor that is or may be considered a “banking entity” under the Volcker Rule should
consult its legal advisers regarding the potential impact of the Volcker Rule on its investments and
other activities, prior to making any investment decision with respect to the Shares or entering into
other relationships or transactions with the Company. If the Volcker Rule applies to an investor’s
ownership of Shares, the investor may be forced to sell its Shares or the continued ownership of
Shares may be subject to certain restrictions.
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RISKS RELATING TO AN INVESTMENT IN THE SHARES
Ability to pay dividends
The Company currently intends to pay dividends to Shareholders out of cash distributions from the
underlying project companies within the Portfolio to the Company (after providing for any expenses
and amounts to be retained for working capital and general corporate purposes). Distributions from
the project companies within the Portfolio to the Company are subject to, and shall be made in
accordance with, applicable law and regulation. However, the Company has no obligation to pay
dividends and the Company may be unable to pay dividends in the future. All dividends or other
distributions will be made at the discretion of the Directors and will depend on the Company’s
distributable reserves, earnings, costs, financial condition, legal and regulatory restrictions, and such
other factors as the Directors may deem relevant from time to time. Under English law, a company
can only pay cash dividends to the extent that it has sufficient distributable reserves and cash
available for this purpose. In addition, the Company may not pay dividends if the Directors believe
this would cause the Company to be inadequately capitalised or if, for any other reason, the
Directors conclude it would not be in the best interests of the Company. Any of the foregoing could
limit the payment of dividends to Shareholders or, if the Company does pay dividends, the amount
of such dividends.

The Shares may trade at a discount to Net Asset Value
The Shares may trade at a discount to the NAV per Share for a variety of reasons, including market
conditions, liquidity concerns or the actual or expected performance of the companies within the
Portfolio. The Directors will consider using Ordinary Share buy backs to assist in limiting discount
volatility and potentially providing an additional source of liquidity, if and when the Ordinary Shares
trade at a level which makes their repurchase attractive. Attempts by the Company to mitigate any
such discount may not be successful and the use of discount control mechanisms may not be
possible or advisable. Furthermore, the actual NAV per Share at any point in time after the
publication of the Company’s financial statements may materially differ, from time to time, from the
figure appearing in such financial statements.

Shareholders will have no right to have their Shares redeemed or repurchased by the Company
Shareholders will have no right to have their Shares redeemed or repurchased by the Company at
any time. While the Directors retain the right to effect repurchases of Shares and to return capital in
the manner described in this Prospectus, they are under no obligation to use such powers at any
time and Shareholders should not place any reliance on the willingness of the Directors to do so.
Shareholders wishing to realise their investment in the Company will normally therefore be required
to dispose of their Shares through the secondary market. Accordingly, Shareholders’ ability to
realise their investment at NAV per Share or at all is dependent on the existence of a liquid market
for the Shares.

Exposure to US Dollars
The Company will invest in Solar Assets that are located in the United States, generate revenues in
US Dollars and for which the expected purchase price (and sale price if relevant) is denominated in
US Dollars. Further, the Company will present all financial information, including the Net Asset Value
per Share and its annual and interim accounts in US Dollars.

Shareholders whose assets, liabilities, income requirements and/or cost exposures are denominated
in currencies other than the US Dollar (the “relevant base currencies”) will be exposed to
fluctuations in the exchange rate between the US Dollar and the relevant base currencies. Such
fluctuations will result in the performance of the Shares, when stated in the relevant base currency,
deviating from the actual returns achieved by the Company in US Dollars.

The Company is registered in England and Wales, the Shares will be admitted to trading on the
Specialist Fund Segment of the London Stock Exchange and the Initial Placing, Offer for
Subscription and Placing Programme will be primarily directed at investors in the UK. It is therefore
anticipated that a substantial proportion of Shareholders and potential investors in the Company will
have Sterling as their relevant base currency. A depreciation in the US Dollar against Sterling,
actual or anticipated, may reduce the Sterling equivalent values of the market price for the Shares,
the Net Asset Value per Share and the dividends, and may therefore have an adverse effect on the
market value of the Shares.
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Share price fluctuation
There has not been a market in the Ordinary Shares. The Initial Issue Price is fixed but may not be
indicative of the market price of the Ordinary Shares following Initial Admission. The market price of
Ordinary Shares (or any class of C Shares to be issued pursuant to the Placing Programme) may
fluctuate significantly and potential investors may not be able to sell their Shares at or above the
price at which they purchased them.

Factors that may cause the price of the Shares to vary include actual or perceived changes in the
Company’s financial performance and prospects, or in the performance and prospects of companies
engaged in businesses that are similar to the Company’s or the business of the companies within
the Portfolio; changes in the underlying market value of the companies within the Portfolio; the
termination of the AIFM Agreement or the Portfolio Advisory Agreement or the departure of some or
all of the Lightspeed Management Team or other investment professionals or the deterioration in the
performance or market perception of Lightspeed; changes in laws or regulations (including tax laws)
or new interpretations or applications of laws and regulations that are applicable to the Company’s
business or to the companies within the Portfolio; sales of Shares by Shareholders; general
economic trends and other external factors, including those resulting from war, incidents of terrorism
or responses to such events; speculation in the press or investment community regarding the
Company’s or the business or investments of the companies within the Initial Portfolio, or factors or
events that may directly or indirectly affect the Company’s or the business or investments of the
companies within the Initial Portfolio investments; and a further issue of Shares.

Securities markets in general have at times experienced extreme volatility that has often been
unrelated to the operating performance or fundamentals of particular companies. Market fluctuations
may adversely affect the trading price of the Shares. Furthermore, prospective investors should be
aware that a liquid secondary market in the Shares cannot be assured.

As with any investment, the share price of the Shares may fall in value with the maximum loss on
such investments being equal to the value of the initial investment and, where relevant, any gains or
subsequent investments made.

The Shares are subject to significant transfer restrictions for investors in the United States and
certain other jurisdictions, as well as to forced transfer provisions
The Shares have not been and will not be registered in the United States under the US Securities
Act or under any other applicable securities laws and are subject to restrictions on transfer
contained in, and required for compliance with, such laws. Additionally, the Company has not been
and will not be registered under the US Investment Company Act, and to avoid the requirement to
so register, has imposed significant restrictions on the purchase and transfer of the Shares pursuant
to the US Investment Company Act which materially restrict the ability of Shareholders to transfer
Shares in the United States or to US Persons.

Accordingly, if an investor decides to offer, sell, transfer, assign or otherwise dispose of the Shares
or any beneficial interest therein, it may do so only: (a) outside the United States in an “offshore
transaction” pursuant to Regulation S under the US Securities Act, and to a person not known to be
a US Person, by prearrangement or otherwise; or (b) to the Company or a subsidiary thereof, and
in each case under circumstances which will not require the Company to register under the
US Investment Company Act. Any sale, transfer, assignment, pledge or other disposal that might (in
the opinion of the Directors) require the Company to register under the US Investment Company
Act will be subject to the compulsory transfer provisions as provided in the Articles.

Further, the Company may give notice to any holder of Shares who the Company believes may hold
Prohibited Shares (as defined in the Articles) requiring the holder to transfer such Shares to another
person so that it will cease to be a holder of Prohibited Shares. Further details are set out in
paragraphs 6.20 to 6.22 of Part X (Additional Information) of this Prospectus.

Further issues of Shares
Under the Articles, pursuant to a resolution of the Company and the Placing Programme, the
Company may issue additional securities, including Ordinary Shares and/or tranches of C Shares,
options, rights, warrants and subscription rights relating to its securities, for any purpose. Subject to
the Companies Act, future issues may consist of Shares or of securities having greater rights and
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preferences and may be priced at a discount to the market price of the Shares and/or below the
prevailing NAV per Share.

Shareholders outside the United Kingdom may not be able to participate in future equity
offerings
Shareholders in certain jurisdictions, particularly the United States, may not be entitled to participate
in future equity offerings or exercise these rights unless any relevant rights and Shares are
registered under their applicable laws or an exemption from registration is available. The Company
cannot, at this point, predict whether it would seek such registrations or whether any such
exemption would be available. The Company intends to evaluate, at the time of any equity offering,
the costs and potential benefits to the Company of enabling Shareholders in those jurisdictions to
participate and any other factors it considers appropriate at the time and then to make a decision
as to whether to file such a registration statement or seek to utilise any applicable exemptions. The
Company cannot assure investors outside the United Kingdom that they will be able to participate in
future equity offerings.

Shareholders in certain jurisdictions may not be eligible to participate in any discretionary pre-
emptive offer and to receive the cash proceeds thereof
The securities laws of certain jurisdictions, particularly the United States, may restrict the Company’s
ability to allow Shareholders to participate in any discretionary pre-emptive offer by the Company of
Shares in the future. There can be no assurance that the Company would be able to conduct any
such offer in a manner that would enable participation therein or receipt of the cash proceeds
thereof by Shareholders in such jurisdictions. Shareholders who have a registered address in or
who are resident or located in (as applicable) countries other than the United Kingdom should
consult their professional advisers as to whether they require any governmental or other consents or
need to observe any other formalities to enable them to participate in any such discretionary
pre-emptive offer.

C Shares may suffer greater volatility in discounts and may be more illiquid than Ordinary
Shares
The shares of investment trusts and other listed closed-ended funds may trade at a discount to the
underlying Net Asset Value per Share. The Directors will consider using Ordinary Share buy backs
to assist in limiting discount volatility and potentially providing an additional source of liquidity, if and
when the Ordinary Shares trade at a level which makes their repurchase attractive. However, the
Directors do not expect ever to conduct buy backs of any Shares from any class of C Shares prior
to Conversion. Accordingly there may be no activity to assist any class of C Shares in limiting
discount volatility or provide an additional source of liquidity through repurchases of any C Shares.
As such, until the relevant C Shares are converted into Ordinary Shares, they may suffer greater
volatility in discounts and may be more illiquid than Ordinary Shares. As such, this may adversely
affect the value of the Portfolio, the Company’s financial condition, results of operations and
prospects, with a consequential adverse effect on returns to Shareholders and the market value of
the Shares.

Risks applicable to securities admitted to trading on the SFS
The SFS is a market for closed-ended investment companies employing more sophisticated
structures and investment management remits and which are seeking professional, institutional and
knowledgeable investors. Potential investors should be aware of the risks of investing in such
companies and should make the decision to invest only after careful consideration and, if
appropriate, consultation with an independent financial adviser.

Shares admitted to the SFS are not admitted to the Official List. Therefore the Company has not
been required to satisfy the eligibility criteria for admission to listing on the Official List and is not
required to comply with the Listing Rules. The London Stock Exchange has not examined or
approved the contents of this Prospectus.

Investment in shares traded on the SFS may have limited liquidity and may experience greater price
volatility than shares traded on the Official List. Limited liquidity and high price volatility may result in
Shareholders being unable to sell their Shares at a price that would result in them recovering their
original investment.
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BREXIT
The vote by the United Kingdom to leave the European Union
The United Kingdom held a referendum on 23 June 2016 in which a majority of voters voted to exit
the European Union (“Brexit”) and, on 29 March 2017, formally notified the European Council of its
intention to leave the EU under Article 50 of the Lisbon Treaty. A withdrawal agreement has not
been ratified by Parliament and an extension period has been agreed to 31 October 2019. As a
result, the UK will need to continue negotiations with the remaining EU member states regarding the
terms of the UK’s withdrawal from, and the framework for any future relationship(s) with the EU.
There is a risk that the UK will withdraw from the EU without a deal albeit that on 9 September
2019 an Act of Parliament that forces the government to seek an extension to the Article 50 period
received Royal Assent.

If agreement is not reached on the terms of the UK’s withdrawal, Brexit and/or the continued
political uncertainty in the UK (including any general election) and further delays in leaving the EU
could adversely affect UK, European and worldwide economic and market conditions and could
contribute to instability in global financial and foreign exchange markets, including volatility in the
value of Sterling. The Company’s ability to raise further capital could be hindered by any heightened
market volatility caused by Brexit in the shorter term. In the longer term, if any changes to the
national private placement regimes on which the Company may seek to rely on to raise capital from
certain investors based in the EEA arise as a result of Brexit, this could restrict the Company’s
ability to market its Shares in the EEA, which in turn may have a negative effect on marketing and
liquidity of the Shares generally. Brexit could also adversely affect the operational, regulatory,
insurance and tax regime to which the Company is currently subject. In addition, Brexit could lead
to legal uncertainty and potentially divergent national laws and regulations as the United Kingdom
determines which European Union laws to replace or replicate. No assurance can be given as to
the impact of any possible judicial decision or change to English law or administrative practice,
whether as a result of a United Kingdom departure from the European Union or otherwise, after the
date of this Prospectus.

Any of these effects of Brexit, and others that the Directors cannot anticipate at this stage given the
political and economic uncertainty surrounding the nature of the United Kingdom’s future relationship
with the European Union, could adversely affect the Company’s business, financial condition and
cash flows. They could have a material adverse effect on the Group’s profitability, the Net Asset
Value and the price of the Shares.

Prospective investors should therefore consider carefully whether investment in the
Company is suitable for them, in light of the risk factors outlined above, their personal
circumstances and the financial resources available to them.
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EXPECTED TIMETABLE

Initial Issue

Prospectus published 16 September 2019

Initial Placing and Offer for Subscription opens 16 September 2019

Latest time and date for receipt of completed Application Forms
under the Offer for Subscription and payment in full (CHAPS/
electronic bank transfer)

11.00 a.m. on 16 October 2019

Latest time and date to match instructions to the Receiving Agents’
Participation account for CREST Settlement (DVP)

1.00 p.m. on 21 October 2019

Latest time and date for placing commitments under the Initial
Placing

12.00 noon on 16 October 2019

Results of the Initial Issue announced 17 October 2019

Initial Admission of the Ordinary Shares to the Specialist Fund
Segment and dealings commence

8.00 a.m. on 22 October 2019

Crediting of CRESTstock accounts in respect of the Ordinary Shares
issued in uncertificated form

as soon as practicable after
8.00 a.m. on 22 October 2019

Share certificates despatched within 10 Business Days
of Initial Admission

Placing Programme opens 23 October 2019

Placing Programme closes 15 September 2020

The dates and times specified are subject to change without further notice. Any changes to the
expected timetable set out above will be notified by the Company through an RIS. References to
times are London times unless otherwise stated.
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ISSUE STATISTICS

Initial Issue statistics

Initial Issue Price per Ordinary Share US$1.00

Number of Ordinary Shares to be issued by the Company pursuant
to the Initial Placing and the Offer for Subscription(1)

up to 250 million

Number of Ordinary Shares in issue following the Initial Issue(1) up to 250 million

Gross Initial Proceeds(1) up to US$250 million

Estimated Net Initial Proceeds(1)(2)(3) US$245 million

Estimated Initial Net Asset Value per Share(3) US$0.98

Placing Programme statistics

Placing Programme Price per New Ordinary Share Not less than the last published
cum income Net Asset Value per

Ordinary Share at the time of
issue plus a premium intended to
at least cover associated issue
costs (which are estimated at
2 per cent. of the Gross Issue

Proceeds of the relevant Placing
under the Placing Programme)

Placing Programme Price per C Share US$1.00

—————
(1) The target size of the Initial Issue is up to 250 million Ordinary Shares. This includes the issue of 2 to 4 million Lightspeed

Subscription Shares to the Lightspeed Subscriber. The Initial Issue will not proceed if the aggregate number of Ordinary Shares
to be issued under the Initial Placing and the Lightspeed Subscription Shares is less than 125 million. The actual size of the
Initial Issue will be subject to investor demand.

(2) The estimated Net Initial Proceeds are stated after deduction of the Initial Issue Expenses.
(3) The estimates of Net Initial Proceeds and Initial Net Asset Value per Share are provided on the basis that 250 million Ordinary

Shares are issued pursuant to the Initial Issue.
(4) Participants in the Initial Issue may elect to subscribe for Ordinary Shares in Sterling at a price per Ordinary Share equal to the

Initial Issue Price at the Relevant Sterling Exchange Rate. The Relevant Sterling Exchange Rate and the Sterling equivalent
Initial Issue Price are not known as at the date of this Prospectus and will be notified by the Company to Placees who have
elected to subscribe for Ordinary Shares in Sterling prior to Initial Admission. The minimum subscription per investor pursuant to
the Offer for Subscription is US$20,000 and multiples of US$1,000 thereafter or, if applying in Sterling, the minimum
subscription per investor is £20,000 and multiples of £1,000.
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DEALING CODES

Legal Entity Identifier 2138006Y5QEJ1WZ7EA88

Ordinary Shares

ISIN GB00BJSB2W32

SEDOL (in respect of Ordinary Shares traded in US Dollars) BJSB2W3

SEDOL (in respect of Ordinary Shares traded in Sterling) BKDZPW8

Ticker symbol of the Ordinary Shares traded in US Dollars SOLR

Ticker symbol of the Ordinary Shares traded in Sterling SOLS

C Shares
Each class of C Shares issued pursuant to a Subsequent Placing made throughout the Placing
Programme will have separate ISINs, SEDOLs and ticker symbols issued. The announcement of
each issue of C Shares will contain details of the relevant ISIN, SEDOL and ticker symbol for such
class of C Shares being issued.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Attention is drawn to the Risk Factors set out on pages 12 to 32 of this Prospectus.
Investment in the Company involves certain risks and special considerations. Investors
should be able and willing to withstand the loss of their entire investment. The investments
of the Company are subject to normal market fluctuations and the risks inherent in all
investments and there can be no assurance that an investment will retain its value or that
appreciation will occur. The price of Shares and the income from such Shares can go down
as well as up and investors may not realise the value of their initial investment or that the
dividends proposed by the Company will be achieved.

Prospective investors should rely only on the information contained in this Prospectus and any
supplementary prospectus published by the Company prior to Initial Admission or any subsequent
Admission of the relevant Shares. No broker, dealer or other person has been authorised by the
Company, the Board or any Director, the AIFM, the Portfolio Adviser, Lightspeed or Cantor
Fitzgerald or any of their respective affiliates, officers, directors, employees, members or agents to
issue any advertisement or to give any information or to make any representations in connection
with the Initial Issue, Placing Programme and Admission other than those contained in this
Prospectus and any supplementary prospectus published by the Company prior to Admission and, if
issued, given or made, such advertisement, information or representation must not be relied upon
as having been authorised by or on behalf of the Company, the Board, any Director, the AIFM, the
Portfolio Adviser, Lightspeed, Cantor Fitzgerald or any of their respective affiliates, officers, directors,
employees, members or agents.

This Prospectus does not constitute or form part of any offer or invitation to sell, or the solicitation
of an offer to acquire or subscribe for, any securities other than the securities to which it relates or
any offer or invitation to sell or issue, or any solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe for
such securities by any person in any circumstances in which such offer or solicitation is unlawful.

Certain financial and statistical information in this Prospectus have been subject to rounding
adjustments.

The contents of this Prospectus or any subsequent communications from the Company, the AIFM,
the Portfolio Adviser, Lightspeed or Cantor Fitzgerald or any of their respective affiliates, officers,
directors, employees, members or agents are not to be construed as legal, financial, business,
investment or tax advice. Each prospective investor should consult his, her or its own legal adviser,
financial adviser or tax adviser for legal, financial or tax advice. Prospective investors should rely
only on the information in this Prospectus and any supplementary prospectus published by the
Company prior to Admission.

No person has been authorised to give any information or make any representations other than
those contained in this Prospectus and any supplementary prospectus published by the Company
prior to Admission and, if given or made, such information or representations must not be relied on
as having been authorised by the Company, the AIFM, Lightspeed, Cantor Fitzgerald or any of their
respective affiliates, officers, directors, members, employees or agents. Without prejudice to the
Company’s obligations under the Prospectus Regulation Rules, MAR and the Disclosure Guidance
and Transparency Rules, neither the delivery of this Prospectus nor any subscription made under it
shall, under any circumstances, create any implication that there has been no change in the affairs
of the Company since, or that the information contained herein is correct at any time subsequent to
the date of this Prospectus.

The contents of the Company’s website and the contents of the website of Lightspeed do not form
part of this Prospectus. Investors should base their decision to invest on the contents of this
Prospectus and any supplementary prospectus published by the Company prior to Admission alone
and should consult their professional advisers prior to making any investment in the Shares.

Forward-looking statements
This document includes statements that are, or may be deemed to be, “forward-looking statements”.
These forward-looking statements can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology,
including the terms “believes”, “estimates”, “anticipates”, “expects”, “intends”, “may”, “will” or “should”
or, in each case, their negative or other variations or comparable terminology. These forward-looking
statements include all matters that are not historical facts. They appear in a number of places
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throughout this Prospectus and include statements regarding the intentions, beliefs or current
expectations of the Company concerning, amongst other things, the investment objective and
investment policy, investment performance, target returns, results of operations, financial condition,
prospects, and dividend policy of the Company and the markets in which it is involved. By their
nature, forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties because they relate to events and
depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the future. Forward-looking statements are
not guarantees of future performance. The Company’s actual investment performance, results of
operations, financial condition, target returns and dividend policy may differ materially from the
impression created by the forward-looking statements contained in this Prospectus. In addition, even
if the investment performance, results of operations and financial condition of the Company are
consistent with the forward-looking statements contained in this Prospectus, those results or
developments may not be indicative of results or developments in subsequent periods. Important
factors that could cause these differences include, but are not limited to:

* changes in economic conditions generally and the Company’s ability to achieve its investment
objective and target returns on equity for investors;

* the ability of the AIFM and Lightspeed to execute successfully the investment policy of the
Company;

* the Company’s lack of substantial operating history and the track record of Lightspeed not
being indicative of the Company’s future performance;

* the ability of the Company, through its indirect investment in Solar Assets, to invest its capital
resources in suitable investments on a timely basis;

* impairments in the value of the investment in the Initial Portfolio;

* the availability and cost of capital for future investments;

* competition within the industries and market segments in which the Group operates;

* the termination of, or failure of the AIFM to perform its obligations under, the AIFM Agreement
or of Lightspeed under the Portfolio Advisory Agreement;

* the departure of key personnel from Lightspeed;

* changes in laws or regulations, including tax laws, or new interpretations or applications of
laws and regulations, that are applicable to the Company or the Group; and

* general economic trends and other external factors, including those resulting from war,
incidents of terrorism or responses to such events.

Given these uncertainties, undue reliance should not be placed on such forward-looking statements.
The section “Risk Factors” above contains a discussion of additional factors that could cause the
Company’s actual results to differ materially from investor and other expectations. Forward-looking
statements speak only as at the date of this Prospectus. Although the Company, the AIFM and
Lightspeed undertake no obligation to revise or update any forward-looking statements contained
herein (save where required by the rules of the London Stock Exchange, the Prospectus Regulation
Rules, MAR , the Disclosure Guidance and Transparency Rules or any other applicable law or
regulation), whether as a result of new information, future events, conditions or circumstances, any
change in the Company’s, the AIFM’s or Lightspeed’s expectations with regard thereto or otherwise,
Shareholders are advised to consult any communications made directly to them by the Company
and/or any additional disclosures through announcements that the Company may make through an
RIS.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing contained in this Prospectus shall in any way be taken to
qualify the working capital statement contained in paragraph 10 of Part X (Additional Information).

Important note regarding Lightspeed’s track record and performance data
This Prospectus includes information regarding Lightspeed’s performance and track record of
originating, acquiring, developing, capital raising, financing, operating and managing portfolios of
utility-scale, commercial and residential Solar Assets. The individuals that comprise the Lightspeed
Management Team are employed by Lightspeed. References to the track record of Lightspeed
includes the historical accomplishments of Lightspeed and the historical accomplishments of certain
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members of the Lightspeed Management Team. These references are inclusive of the individual’s
investments and activities performed by these individuals at Lightspeed or at prior employers.

Whilst such information fairly represents the track record of Lightspeed, such information is not
necessarily comprehensive and prospective investors should not consider such information to be
indicative of the possible future performance of the Company or the Group or any investment
opportunity to which this Prospectus relates. Lightspeed’s track record is not a reliable indicator of,
and cannot be relied upon as a guide to, the future performance of the Company, the Group or
Lightspeed.

Investors should not consider the track record information contained in this Prospectus to be
indicative of the Company’s, the Group’s or Lightspeed’s future performance. Past performance is
not a reliable indicator of future results and the Company and the Group will not make the same
investments reflected in the track record information included herein.

The Company has no investment history. For a variety of reasons, the comparability of the track
record information to the Company’s future performance is by its nature very limited. Without
limitation, results can be positively or negatively affected by market conditions beyond the control of
the Company or Lightspeed which may be different in many respects from those that may prevail at
present or in the future, with the result that the performance of portfolios originated now may be
significantly different from those originated in the past.

Prospective investors should be aware that any investment in the Company is speculative, involves
a high degree of risk, and could result in the loss of all or substantially all of their investment. No
representation is being made that the Company will be successful in its investment objective and
investment strategy or that it will be able to avoid losses. Past performance is no guarantee of
future results.

Presentation of financial information
The Company is newly formed and as at the date of this Prospectus has only not commenced
operations and has no assets or liabilities, and therefore no statutory financial statements have
been prepared as at the date of this Prospectus. All future financial information for the Company is
intended to be prepared in accordance with IFRS. In making an investment decision, prospective
investors must rely on their own examination of the Company from time to time and the terms of
the Initial Issue or Placing Programme (as applicable).

Presentation of industry, market and other data
Information regarding markets, market size, market share, market position, growth rates and other
industry data pertaining to the Company’s business consists of estimates based on data and reports
compiled by professional organisations and analysts, Lightspeed’s internal management calculations
and estimates, information made public by investment vehicles currently managed or advised by
Lightspeed, or data from other external sources and on the Company’s, the Directors’ and
Lightspeed’s knowledge. Information regarding the macroeconomic environment has been compiled
from publicly available sources. In many cases, there is no readily available external information
(whether from trade associations, government bodies or other organisations) to validate market-
related analyses and estimates, requiring the Company to rely on internally developed estimates
and assumptions.

The Company takes responsibility for compiling, extracting and reproducing market or other industry
data from external sources, including third parties or industry or general publications, but none of
the Company, Lightspeed, the AIFM or Cantor Fitzgerald has independently verified that data. None
of the Company, Lightspeed, the AIFM or Cantor Fitzgerald gives any assurance as to the accuracy
and completeness of, and takes no further responsibility for, such data. Similarly, while the
Company believes its and Lightspeed’s internal estimates to be reasonable, they have not been
verified by any independent sources and the Company cannot give any assurance as to their
accuracy.

Restrictions on distribution
The distribution of this Prospectus may be restricted by law in certain jurisdictions. Persons in
possession of this Prospectus are required to inform themselves about and to observe any such
restrictions. This document may not be used for, or in connection with, and does not constitute an
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offer to sell or issue, or the solicitation of an offer to buy, subscribe or otherwise acquire, Shares in
any jurisdiction where it would be unlawful, and in particular, subject to certain limited exceptions is
not for release, publication or distribution in whole or in part, directly or indirectly, to US Persons or
into the United States, any member state of the EEA (other than any EEA member state, including
the United Kingdom, where the Shares are lawfully marketed), Canada, Australia, the Republic of
South Africa or Japan.

For a description of restrictions on offers, sales and transfers of the Shares, see the
paragraphs 6.14 to 6.22 (“Transfer of shares”) of Part X (Additional Information) of this Prospectus.

Information to Distributors
Solely for the purposes of the product governance requirements contained within: (a) EU Directive
2014/65/EU on markets in financial instruments, as amended (“MiFID II”); (b) Articles 9 and 10 of
Commission Delegated Directive (EU) 2017/593 supplementing MiFID II; and (c) local implementing
measures (together the “MiFID II Product Governance Requirements”), and disclaiming all and
any liability, whether arising in tort, contract or otherwise, which any “manufacturer” (for the
purposes of the MiFID II Product Governance Requirements) may otherwise have with respect
thereto, the Shares have been subject to a product approval process, which has determined that
such Shares are: (i) compatible with an end target market of professionally-advised and financially
sophisticated non-advised retail investors and investors who meet the criteria of professional clients
and eligible counterparties, each as defined in MiFID II; and (ii) eligible for distribution through all
distribution channels as are permitted by MiFID II (the “Target Market Assessment”).
Notwithstanding the Target Market Assessment, distributors should note that: the price of the Shares
may decline and investors could lose all or part of their investment; the Shares offer no guaranteed
income and no capital protection; and an investment in the Shares is compatible only with investors
who do not need a guaranteed income or capital protection, who (either alone or in conjunction with
an appropriate financial or other adviser) are capable of evaluating the merits and risk of such an
investment and who have sufficient resources to be able to bear any losses that may result
therefrom. The Target Market Assessment is without prejudice to the requirements of any
contractual, legal or regulatory selling restrictions in relation to the Issue. Furthermore it is noted
that, notwithstanding any Target Market Assessment, Cantor Fitzgerald will, pursuant to each
Placing, only procure Placees who meet the criteria of professional clients and eligible
counterparties.

For the avoidance of doubt, the Target Market Assessment does not constitute: (a) an assessment
of suitability or appropriateness for the purposes of MiFID II; or (b) a recommendation to any
investors or group of investors to invest in, or purchase, or take any other action whatsoever with
respect to the Shares.

Each distributor is responsible for undertaking its own target market assessment in respect of the
Shares and determining appropriate distribution channels.

PRIIPs Regulation
In accordance with the PRIIPs Regulation, a key information document in respect of an investment
in the Company has been prepared by Lightspeed and is available to investors at
www.lightspeedsolarpartners.com.

Overseas investors
The attention of investors who are not resident in, or who are not citizens of, the United Kingdom is
drawn to the paragraphs below.

The holding of Shares by persons who are resident in, or citizens of, countries other than the
United Kingdom (“Overseas Investors”) may be affected by the laws of the relevant jurisdictions.
Such persons should consult their professional advisers as to whether they require any government
or other consents or need to observe any applicable legal requirements to enable them to hold
Shares. It is the responsibility of all Overseas Investors that obtain this Prospectus to satisfy
themselves as to full observance of the laws of the relevant territory in connection therewith,
including obtaining all necessary governmental or other consents that may be required and
observing all other formalities needing to be observed and paying any issue, transfer or other taxes
due in such territory.
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No person receiving a copy of this Prospectus in any territory (other than the United Kingdom) may
treat the same as constituting an offer or invitation to him/her/it.

The AIFM has applied to the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority to be granted authorisation
pursuant to Chapter 5 Section 10 of the Swedish Alternative Investment Fund Managers Act (SFS
2013:561) (Sw. lagen om förvaltare av alternativa investeringsfonder) (the “LAIF”) to market the
Shares in the Company to professional investors (as such term is defined in LAIF) in Sweden. The
authorisation has not yet been granted and no Swedish investors may therefore subscribe for any
Shares in the Company until such authorisation has been granted.

Interpretation
References in this Prospectus to the Company having a holding in or disposing of an asset or
investment, borrowing or hedging, should be read, unless otherwise specified, as the Group doing
so or, if relevant, the AIFM and/or Lightspeed doing so on behalf of the Group.

Investor profile
The typical investors for whom the Shares are intended are institutional investors, professional
investors, professionally advised and knowledgeable investors and financially sophisticated non-
advised private investors who fall within the criterion above who are capable themselves of
evaluating the merits and risks of an investment in the Company and who have sufficient resources
both to invest in potentially illiquid securities and to be able to bear any losses (which may equal
the whole amount invested) that may result from the investment. Such investors may wish to consult
an independent financial adviser prior to investing in the Shares. The Specialist Fund Segment is
intended for investment products targeted at institutional, professional, professionally advised and
knowledgeable investors.

Data Protection
The Company will process personal data provided by an investor at all times in compliance with
material requirements of applicable data protection legislation (including the GDPR and the DP Act)
in the United Kingdom and/or the EEA, as appropriate (“DP Legislation”) and shall only process
such information for the purposes set out in the Company’s privacy policy (the “Purposes”) which is
available for consultation on the Company’s website www.lightspeedsolarpartners.com/privacy-policy/
(the “Privacy Policy”).

Where necessary to fulfil the Purposes, the Company may disclose personal data to:

(a) third parties located either within, or outside of, the United Kingdom and/or the EEA, for the
Registrar and the Administrator to perform their respective functions and in particular in
connection with the holding of Shares; or

(b) the Registrar, the Administrator, the AIFM, Lightspeed and their respective Associates, some of
which are located outside of the United Kingdom and/or the EEA.

Any sharing by the Company of personal data with third parties will be carried out in compliance
with DP Legislation and as set out in the Company’s Privacy Policy.

Each investor acknowledges that by submitting his or her personal data to the Registrar (acting for
and on behalf of the Company) where the investor is a natural person he or she represents and
warrants that (as applicable) he or she has read and understood the terms of the Company’s
Privacy Policy and shall provide consent to the processing of his/her personal data for the Purposes
where such consent is required.

Each investor hereby represents and warrants to the Company, the Registrar and the Administrator
that by submitting personal data that is not the investor’s own personal data to the Registrar (acting
for and on behalf of the Company):

(a) it has brought the Company’s Privacy Policy to the attention of any underlying data subjects on
whose behalf or account the investor may act or whose personal data will be disclosed to the
Company and the Administrator as a result of the investor agreeing to subscribe for Shares
under the Issue and has provided such underlying data subjects with details of the Purposes
for which their personal data will be used;
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(b) where consent is required under DP Legislation, the investor has obtained the consent of any
data subject to the Company, the Administrator and the Registrar and their respective affiliates
and group companies, processing their personal data for the Purposes; and

(c) the investor has complied in all other respects with all applicable DP Legislation in respect of
disclosure and provision of personal data to the Company.

Where any investor acts for or on account of an underlying data subject or otherwise discloses the
personal data of an underlying data subject, the relevant investor shall, in respect of the personal
data the relevant investor processes in relation to or arising in relation to the Issue:

(a) if required, agree with the Company, the Administrator and the Registrar (as applicable), the
responsibilities of each such entity as regards responding to data subjects’ rights and to
communications with a data protection regulator; and

(b) immediately on demand, fully indemnify the Company, the Administrator, the Registrar, the
AIFM and Lightspeed (as applicable) and keep them fully and effectively indemnified against
all costs, demands, claims, expenses (including legal costs and disbursements on a full
indemnity basis), losses (including indirect losses and loss of profits, business and reputation),
actions, proceedings and liabilities of whatsoever nature arising from or incurred by the
Company, the Administrator, the Registrar, the AIFM and/or Lightspeed in connection with any
failure by the investor to comply with the provisions set out in this section “Data Protection”.
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VOLUNTARY COMPLIANCE WITH THE LISTING RULES

Application will be made to the London Stock Exchange for all of the Ordinary Shares issued and
to be issued pursuant to the Initial Issue and Ordinary Shares and any class of C Shares issued
and to be issued pursuant to the Placing Programme to be admitted to trading on the Specialist
Fund Segment. The Specialist Fund Segment is a segment of the Main Market of the London Stock
Exchange, which is an EU regulated market and, therefore, the Company is subject to the
Prospectus Regulation Rules, the Disclosure Guidance and Transparency Rules, the Market Abuse
Regulation, the Takeover Code and the LSE Admission and Disclosure Standards. The Listing
Rules applicable to closed-ended investment companies which are listed on the premium listing
segment of the Official List do not apply to the Company.

However, the Directors have resolved that, as a matter of best practice and good corporate
governance, save to the extent otherwise approved by Shareholders by ordinary resolution, the
Company will voluntarily comply with the following key provisions of the Listing Rules from
Admission:

* the Listing Principles and the Premium Listing Principles set out at Chapter 7 of the Listing
Rules;

* the Company is not required to appoint a listing sponsor under Chapter 8 of the Listing Rules.
It has appointed Cantor Fitzgerald as financial adviser to guide the Company in understanding
and meeting its responsibilities in connection with Admission and the Initial Issue and the
Placing Programme and also for compliance with Chapter 10 of the Listing Rules relating to
significant transactions, which the Company intends to voluntarily comply with, in so far as
such provisions apply to closed-ended investment companies;

* the following provisions of Chapter 9 of the Listing Rules: (i) Listing Rule 9.3 (Continuing
obligations: holders); (ii) Listing Rule 9.5 (Transactions); (iii) Listing Rule 9.6.4 to Listing
Rule 9.6.21 other than Listing Rule 9.6.19(2) and Listing Rule 9.6.19(3) (Notifications);
(iv) Listing Rule 9.7A (Preliminary statement of annual results and statement of dividends); and
(v) Listing Rule 9.8 (Annual financial report);

* the Company is not required to comply with the provisions of Chapter 11 of the Listing
Rules regarding related party transactions.

Nonetheless, the Company will adopt a related party policy (in respect of which it will consult
with its financial adviser) which shall apply to any transaction which it may enter into with
(i) any “substantial shareholder” (as defined in Listing Rule 11.1.4A) (other than: (a) related
party transactions with “substantial shareholders” under Listing Rule 11.1.5(2) regarding co-
investments or joint provision of finance; (b) the provision of debt finance on arm’s length
terms to the Group; or (c) issues of new securities in, or a sale of treasury shares of, the
Company to “substantial shareholders” on terms which are more widely available, for example
as part of an offer to the public or a placing to institutional investors, whether or not strict pre-
emption rights apply); (ii) any Director, (iii) the AIFM or Lightspeed (save as described below);
or (iv) any associate (as defined in the Listing Rules) of such persons (an “Associate”), which
would constitute a “related party transaction” as defined in, and to which would apply, by
reason of Chapter 11 of the Listing Rules.

In circumstances where the value of any such related party transaction would exceed
5 per cent. of the Group’s Total Assets, the Company shall not enter into such related party
transaction without first obtaining: (a) the approval of a majority of the Directors who are
independent of the relevant related party; and (b) a fairness opinion or third-party valuation (in
the case of a proposed acquisition of Solar Assets) in respect of such related party
transaction from an appropriately qualified independent adviser. Related party transactions that
do not reach such threshold will be approved in the ordinary course.

Notwithstanding this, given that it is expected that the Company will invest in the future in
solar projects in which Lightspeed or its Associates have developed, and/or are invested, or
which are operated or advised by Lightspeed or an Associate of Lightspeed or which has
been offered to the Company under the terms of the Right of First Offer Agreement, in these
circumstances, the protocol agreed between the AIFM and the Board, as more particularly
described in Part V (Investment Approach, Strategy and Process) of this Prospectus, will be
followed prior to any acquisition by the Company of such projects.
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For the avoidance of doubt, the Company will not comply with the provisions of Chapter 11 of
the Listing Rules that would require it to seek the approval by independent Shareholders of
such a related party transaction.

The Company will comply with the requirements of the Disclosure Guidance and Transparency
Rules which require announcements and board approval of transactions or arrangements with
related parties (as such term is defined in IFRS) with effect from 1 January 2020;

* in relation to the purchase of its own Shares, the provisions of Listing Rules 12.4.1 and 12.4.2
by conducting any purchase of its own Shares in a manner which is consistent with such
provisions;

* the following provisions of Chapter 13 of the Listing Rules regarding contents of
circulars: (i) Listing Rule 13.3 (Contents of all circulars); (ii) Listing Rule 13.4 (Class 1
circulars); (iii) Listing Rule 13.5 (Financial information in Class 1 Circulars); (iv) Listing
Rule 13.7 (Circulars about purchase of own equity shares); and (v) Listing Rule 13.8 (Other
circulars); and

* the following provisions of Chapter 15 of the Listing Rules: (i) Listing Rule 15.4.2 to Listing
Rule 15.4.11 (Continuing obligations); (ii) Listing Rule 15.5 (Transactions); and (iii) Listing
Rule 15.6 (Notifications and periodic financial information).

The Company has adopted a share dealing code for the Directors and the Board is responsible for
taking all proper and reasonable steps to ensure compliance with the share dealing code by the
Directors.

The Specialist Fund Segment securities are not admitted to the Official List. Therefore the
Company has not been required to satisfy the eligibility criteria for admission to listing on
the Official List and is not required to comply with the Listing Rules. The London Stock
Exchange has not examined or approved the contents of this document.

It should be noted that the FCA does not have the authority to monitor the Company’s
voluntary compliance with the Listing Rules applicable to closed-ended investment
companies which are listed on the Specialist Fund Segment nor will it impose sanctions in
respect of any failure of such compliance by the Company.

FCA-authorised firms conducting designated investment business with retail customers
under COB Rules are reminded that securities admitted to trading on the Specialist Fund
Segment will be securities that may have characteristics such as: (i) variable levels of
secondary market liquidity; (ii) sophisticated corporate structures; (iii) highly leveraged
structures; and (iv) sophisticated investment propositions with concentrated risks and are
therefore intended for institutional, professional and highly knowledgeable investors. The
Company and its advisers not subject to the COB Rules are responsible for compliance with
equivalent conduct of business or point of sale rules in the jurisdiction in which they are
based or in which they are marketing the securities concerned (if applicable).

The Company may apply at a future date for admission to the premium listing segment of
the Official List, subject to the Company’s ability to satisfy the eligibility requirement for
admission, including in particular the requirements of Chapter 15 of the Listing Rules.
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PART I

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY

* Investment objective: The Company will aim to provide Shareholders with stable cash
dividends through its ownership interests in operating Solar Assets located in the United
States.

* Target returns: The Company will aim to deliver a target net total return over the life of the
Solar Assets (expected to have a typical asset life of 35 years, and potentially up to 40 years)
of 7.5 per cent. per annum (net of all fees and expenses but excluding any tax) on the basis
of the Initial Issue Price once the Company is fully invested, which the Company will seek to
achieve through active management of the Portfolio, appropriate levels of gearing and
reinvestment of capital.

* Target dividends: The Company is targeting dividend payments of 2 to 3 cents per Ordinary
Share in aggregate in respect of the first 12 months after the date of Initial Admission and
thereafter, once fully invested and with the appropriate level of gearing in the Portfolio, it will
target an annual dividend of 6 cents per Ordinary Share.

* Leverage: The Company intends to introduce leverage to its Portfolio once the Initial Portfolio
has been acquired. The Company may maintain gearing at a level (not exceeding 50 per cent.
of the Group’s Total Assets calculated at the time of drawdown) which the Directors, the AIFM
and Lightspeed consider to be appropriate, primarily to enhance returns on Solar Assets.

* Large and Growing US Solar Market: Solar is transforming US energy markets. 62 GW of
installed solar generating capacity in the US as of 2018 is expected to grow to 149 GW by
2024.2 An estimated US$106 billion in investment across all market segments will be required
to propel this growth.3

* Differentiated Investment Strategy: The Company will seek to create a portfolio of Solar
Assets diversified across the three major US market segments: utility, commercial and
residential solar. Rather than focusing on the highly competitive utility scale market segment,
Lightspeed will focus on the commercial and residential solar market segments that have been
less targeted with investments.

* High Quality Cash Flows and Credit: The Company will target Solar Assets that generate
predictable and reliable revenue streams predominantly through long-term, contracted Offtake
Agreements that are backed by primarily investment grade rated (or investment grade
equivalent) Offtakers (or, for residential, Offtakers predominantly with high FICO scores).

* Seed Portfolio and Identified Pipeline: The Company has agreed to acquire certain interests
in an Initial Portfolio of 11 individual Solar Assets with total generating capacity of 52.9 MW
located in the United States from the Initial Portfolio Vendor. Completion of the acquisition of
the Initial Portfolio is expected to take place not later than 60 days after Initial Admission
subject to satisfaction of certain closing conditions. In addition to the Initial Portfolio, the
Company also has access to a robust pipeline comprising assets with a total generating
capacity of approximately 1.2 GW with an estimated aggregate value of US$1.4 billion.4

* Experienced Team and Established Platform: The Company leverages Lightspeed’s track
record of more than 40 years collective investment experience and US$10 billion in different
types of capital raised and deployed in US solar markets across utility, commercial and
residential solar market segments. In prior roles, members of the Lightspeed Management
Team helped scale and build one of the largest public commercial and residential solar
companies in the US. Lightspeed leverages a team of 14 people, across origination,
acquisition, project development, asset management, operations, finance and administration.

2 Wood Mackenzie/Solar Energy Industries Association (“SEIA”) U.S. Solar Market Insight® March 2019 (“SEIA Report”).
3 Lightspeed internal management estimate calculation derived from figures in SEIA Report
4 The total pipeline investment opportunity of US$1.4 billion is based upon Lightspeed’s internal management estimates,

calculations and assumptions and subject to change.
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* Strategic Partnership with BC Partners Credit Platform: Lightspeed has a strategic
partnership with an asset management affiliate of the BC Partners Credit Platform. With circa
US$25 billion5 in assets under management and offices in London, Paris, Hamburg, and New
York, the BC Partners organisation is comprised of a private equity platform, a credit platform,
and a real estate platform. All three platforms operate as integrated businesses within the
overall BC Partners organisation. The BC Partners Credit Platform serves as an aligned
partner who assists in the sourcing of new Solar Asset investment opportunities, provides
investment underwriting expertise, offers relationships with global institutional investors, and
provides best practices in fund management, compliance, and regulatory matters to
Lightspeed.

* The Initial Issue and Placing Programme: The Company is targeting an initial issue of up to
250 million Ordinary Shares pursuant to the Initial Issue, comprising of the Initial Placing, the
Offer for Subscription and the issue of the Lightspeed Subscription Shares, at the Initial Issue
Price (being US$1.00 per Share). Following the Initial Issue, the Directors intend to implement
the Placing Programme to enable the Company to raise additional capital in the period from
Initial Admission to 15 September 2020 to pursue acquisition opportunities that are in
accordance with the Company’s investment objective and policy.

* Independent Board: The Board, chaired by Kerri-Lynn Hauck, is comprised of individuals
from relevant and complementary backgrounds offering fund management, audit, risk and
compliance and capital markets experience.

The target returns and target dividends set out above are targets only and are not profit
forecasts. There can be no assurance that these targets can or will be met and it should
not be seen as an indication of the Company’s expected or actual results or returns. The
Company’s ability to distribute dividends will be determined by the existence of sufficient
distributable reserves, legislative requirements and available cash reserves. Accordingly
investors should not place any reliance on these targets in deciding whether to invest in
Shares or assume that the Company will make any distributions at all.

5 The assets under management (“AUM”) for BC Partners is based on actively managed commitments of BCEC X, its
predecessor funds and any other funds, vehicles and accounts managed by the BC Partners buyout funds business from time to
time (“BCEC Funds”) and relevant vehicles formed for the purpose of co-investing alongside the BCEC Funds and included
vehicles for investment purposes under the BCP Credit platform and advised by BCP Advisors L.P. and the BCP Real Estate
platform and advised by BC Partners LLP. The AUM for BC Partners or any specific fund, account or investment strategy
presented in this Prospectus may differ from any comparable AUM disclosure in other non-public or public sources (including
public regulatory filings) due to, among other factors, methods of net asset value and capital commitment reporting, differences
in categorising certain funds and accounts within specific investment strategies and exclusion of certain funds and accounts, or
any part of net asset value or capital commitment thereof, from the related AUM calculations. Certain of these differences are in
some cases required by applicable regulation.
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PART II

INFORMATION ON THE COMPANY

INTRODUCTION
The Company was incorporated on 8 May 2019 in England and Wales with registration number
11985521 as a public company limited by shares. The Company does not have a fixed life. The
Company intends to carry on business as an investment trust within the meaning of section 1158 of
the Corporation Tax Act 2010.

The Company’s investment objective is to provide Shareholders with stable cash dividends through
its ownership interests in operating Solar Assets located in the United States. The Company’s share
capital is denominated in US Dollars. The Company’s investment objective and investment policy
are set out below in this section.

The Company has an independent board of non-executive directors and has appointed JTC Global
AIFM Solutions Limited (the “AIFM”) as alternative investment fund manager to provide overall
portfolio and risk management services to the Company. The AIFM and the Company have
appointed Lightspeed Management Services LLC as the portfolio adviser to provide portfolio
advisory services to the AIFM and the Company in relation to the Portfolio of Solar Assets. Further
information on Lightspeed and the AIFM is set out in Part VI (Directors, Management and
Administration) of this Prospectus.

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY
An investment in the Company offers the potential following attractive characteristics:

* Investment objective: The Company will aim to provide Shareholders with stable cash
dividends through its ownership interests in operating Solar Assets located in the United
States.

* Target returns: The Company will aim to deliver a target net total return over the life of the
Solar Assets (expected to have a typical asset life of 35 years, and potentially up to 40 years)
of 7.5 per cent. per annum (net of all fees and expenses but excluding any tax) on the basis
of the Initial Issue Price once the Company is fully invested, which the Company will seek to
achieve through active management of the Portfolio, appropriate levels of gearing and
reinvestment of capital.

* Target dividends: The Company is targeting dividend payments of 2 to 3 cents per Ordinary
Share in aggregate in respect of the first 12 months after the date of Initial Admission and
thereafter, once fully invested and with the appropriate level of gearing in the Portfolio, it will
target an annual dividend of 6 cents per Ordinary Share.

* Leverage: The Company intends to introduce leverage to its Portfolio once the Initial Portfolio
has been acquired. The Company may maintain gearing at a level (not exceeding 50 per cent.
of the Group’s Total Assets calculated at the time of drawdown) which the Directors, the AIFM
and Lightspeed consider to be appropriate, primarily to enhance returns on Solar Assets.

* Large and Growing US Solar Market: Solar is transforming US energy markets. 62 GW of
installed solar generating capacity in the US as of 2018 is expected to grow to 149 GW by
2024.6 An estimated US$106 billion in investment across all market segments will be required
to propel this growth.7

* Differentiated Investment Strategy: The Company will seek to create a portfolio of Solar
Assets diversified across the three major US market segments: utility, commercial and
residential solar. Rather than focusing on the highly competitive utility scale market segment,
Lightspeed will focus on the commercial and residential solar market segments that have been
less targeted with investments.

6 SEIA Report
7 Lightspeed internal management estimate calculation derived from figures in SEIA Report
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* High Quality Cash Flows and Credit: The Company will target Solar Assets that generate
predictable and reliable revenue streams predominantly through long-term, contracted Offtake
Agreements that are backed by primarily investment grade rated (or investment grade
equivalent) Offtakers (or, for residential, Offtakers predominantly with high FICO scores).

* Seed Portfolio and Identified Pipeline: The Company has agreed to acquire certain interests
in an Initial Portfolio of 11 individual Solar Assets with total generating capacity of 52.9 MW
located in the United States from the Initial Portfolio Vendor. Completion of the acquisition of
the Initial Portfolio is expected to take place not later than 60 days after Initial Admission
subject to satisfaction of certain closing conditions. In addition to the Initial Portfolio, the
Company also has access to a robust pipeline comprising assets with a total generating
capacity of approximately 1.2 GW with an estimated aggregate value of US$1.4 billion.8

* Experienced Team and Established Platform: The Company leverages Lightspeed’s track
record of more than 40 years collective investment experience and US$10 billion in different
types of capital raised and deployed in US solar markets across utility, commercial and
residential solar market segments. In prior roles, members of the Lightspeed Management
Team helped scale and build one of the largest public commercial and residential solar
companies in the US. Lightspeed leverages a team of 14 people, across origination,
acquisition, project development, asset management, operations, finance and administration.

* Strategic Partnership with BC Partners Credit Platform: Lightspeed has a strategic
partnership with an asset management affiliate of the BC Partners Credit Platform. With circa
US$25 billion9 in assets under management and offices in London, Paris, Hamburg, and New
York, the BC Partners organisation is comprised of a private equity platform, a credit platform,
and a real estate platform. All three platforms operate as integrated businesses within the
overall BC Partners organisation. The BC Partners Credit Platform serves as an aligned
partner who assists in the sourcing of new Solar Asset investment opportunities, provides
investment underwriting expertise, offers relationships with global institutional investors, and
provides best practices in fund management, compliance, and regulatory matters to
Lightspeed.

* The Initial Issue and Placing Programme: The Company is targeting an initial issue of up to
250 million Ordinary Shares pursuant to the Initial Issue, comprising of the Initial Placing, the
Offer for Subscription and the issue of the Lightspeed Subscription Shares, at the Initial Issue
Price (being US$1.00 per Share). Following the Initial Issue, the Directors intend to implement
the Placing Programme to enable the Company to raise additional capital in the period from
Initial Admission to 15 September 2020 to pursue acquisition opportunities that are in
accordance with the Company’s investment objective and policy.

* Independent Board: The Board, chaired by Kerri-Lynn Hauck, is comprised of individuals
from relevant and complementary backgrounds offering fund management, audit, risk and
compliance and capital markets experience.

The target returns and target dividends set out above are targets only and not profit
forecasts. There can be no assurance that these targets can or will be met and it should
not be seen as an indication of the Company’s expected or actual results or returns. The
Company’s ability to distribute dividends on a quarterly basis will be determined by the
existence of sufficient distributable reserves, legislative requirements and available cash
reserves. Accordingly investors should not place any reliance on these targets in deciding
whether to invest in Shares or assume that the Company will make any distributions at all.

8 Total pipeline investment opportunity of US$1.4 billion is based upon Lightspeed’s internal management estimates, calculations
and assumptions and subject to change.

9 The assets under management (“AUM”) for BC Partners is based on actively managed commitments of BCEC X, its
predecessor funds and any other funds, vehicles and accounts managed by the BC Partners buyout funds business from time to
time (“BCEC Funds”) and relevant vehicles formed for the purpose of co-investing alongside the BCEC Funds and included
vehicles for investment purposes under the BCP Credit platform and advised by BCP Advisors L.P. and the BCP Real Estate
platform and advised by BC Partners LLP. The AUM for BC Partners or any specific fund, account or investment strategy
presented in this Prospectus may differ from any comparable AUM disclosure in other non-public or public sources (including
public regulatory filings) due to, among other factors, methods of net asset value and capital commitment reporting, differences
in categorising certain funds and accounts within specific investment strategies and exclusion of certain funds and accounts, or
any part of net asset value or capital commitment thereof, from the related AUM calculations. Certain of these differences are in
some cases required by applicable regulation.
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INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE AND INVESTMENT POLICY
Investment objective
The Company’s investment objective is to provide Shareholders with stable cash dividends through
its ownership interests in operating Solar Assets located in the United States.

Investment policy
The Company intends to execute its investment objective by investing in a diversified portfolio of
operating Solar Assets across the following three US solar market segments:

* Utility-scale: ground-mounted solar with power typically sold to utility Offtakers and corporate
Offtakers through long-term PPA contracts or Offtake Agreements, typically having terms of
12 years to 35 years. Utility Offtakers and corporate Offtakers are primarily investment grade;

* Commercial: grid connected onsite generation that is either rooftop or ground-mounted solar
with power sold to commercial Offtakers through long-term PPA contracts, typically having
terms of 15 to 25 years. Commercial Offtakers are primarily comprised of corporate
businesses or government and municipal entities. The Group will predominantly seek Offtakers
with an investment grade credit rating (or investment grade equivalent); and

* Residential: grid connected onsite rooftop solar generation with power sold to the homeowner
through a long-term PPA contract, typically having a duration of 20 years. The Group will target
an average FICO credit score of 720 across its residential portfolio.

Once fully invested, the Group will target an overall portfolio composition consisting of 40 per cent.
commercial, 40 per cent. residential and 20 per cent. utility-scale based on Total Assets.

The Group intends to hold the Portfolio over the long-term, provided that it may dispose of
individual Solar Assets from time to time. There is no limit on the number of investments in the
Portfolio that the Group may dispose of.

Investment restrictions
The Company will invest in a diversified portfolio of Solar Assets subject to the following investment
limitations which, where appropriate, shall be measured at the time of the investment:

* the Group’s exposure to the commercial market segment will not exceed 50 per cent. of the
Total Assets. The Group’s exposure to the residential market segment will not exceed 50 per
cent of the Total Assets. The Group’s exposure to the utility-scale market segment will not
exceed 35 per cent of the Total Assets;

* the Group’s exposure to any individual Solar Asset will not exceed 25 per cent. of the Total
Assets;

* the Group will only invest in operating Solar Assets and shall not invest in any Solar Assets
which are in development, under construction or not otherwise operational. However, the
Group may enter into forward purchase agreements with Lightspeed in relation to Lightspeed
development projects which it will acquire only after the Solar Assets achieve commercial
operation and certain acquisition conditions are satisfied. In addition, the Company may, at its
discretion, agree to forward fund by way of secured loans certain project costs of Solar Assets
which may be acquired by the Company once operational. Such forward funding will be
restricted to no more than 15 per cent. of the Company’s Total Assets (at the time such
arrangement is entered into) in aggregate and will only be undertaken when supported by
appropriate security.

* the Group’s exposure to any single Offtaker, measured by reference to the valuation of the
assets in respect of which there is exposure to the Offtaker, will not exceed 30 per cent. of
the Total Assets;

* the Group will invest in operating Solar Assets located only in the United States, and the
Group’s concentration of Total Assets in any single state within the United States will not
exceed 33 per cent. of the Total Assets;
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* in respect of utility and commercial Offtakers, the Group will not invest more than 20 per cent.
of the Total Assets in aggregate in Solar Assets with unrated or non-investment grade utility
and commercial Offtakers. If the Offtaker is unrated or not investment grade, the Offtaker must
meet certain credit underwriting criteria that includes profitability, debt and cash flow metrics of
businesses within its industry; and

* in respect of residential Offtakers, the Group will not invest in residential Solar Assets where
the Offtaker does not have an adequate minimum FICO credit score determined by the
Company from time to time (typically expected to be at least 680).

The Company will not be required to dispose of any investment or to rebalance the Portfolio as a
result of a change in the respective valuations of its assets. The investment limits detailed above
will apply to the Group as a whole on a look through basis, namely, where assets are held through
a Project SPV or other intermediate holding entities or special purpose vehicles, the Company will
look through the holding vehicle to the underlying assets when applying the investment limits. The
investment limits detailed above will be applicable once the Company is fully invested.

Gearing policy
The Company expects to employ gearing at a level (not exceeding 50 per cent. of the Group’s Total
Assets calculated at the time of drawdown) which the Directors, the AIFM and Lightspeed consider
to be appropriate, primarily to enhance returns on Solar Assets. The Company may employ gearing
either at the level of the relevant Project SPV or at the level of any intermediate subsidiary of the
Company, but may also be employed at the level of the Company, and any limits set out in this
Prospectus shall apply on a consolidated basis across the Company, the Project SPVs and any
such intermediate holding entities (but will not count any intra-Group debt).

It is expected that gearing will primarily comprise bank borrowings, public bond issuance or private
placement borrowings, although overdraft or revolving credit facilities may be used to increase
acquisition and cashflow flexibility. The Company expects all debt to be denominated in US Dollars.

For the avoidance of doubt, financing provided by tax equity investors and any investments by the
Company in Project SPVs which are structured as debt are not considered gearing for this purpose
and are not subject to the restrictions in the Company’s gearing policy.

Currency and hedging policy
The Group may use derivatives for the purposes of hedging, partially or fully:

* electricity price risk relating to any PPA or other Offtake Agreement, as further described
below;

* currency risk in relation to any Sterling (or other non-US Dollar) denominated operational
expenses of the Company; and

* interest rate risk associated with the Company’s debt facilities.

In order to hedge electricity price risk, the Company may enter into specialised derivatives, such as
contracts for difference or other hedging arrangements, which may be part of a tripartite or other
Offtake arrangement in certain wholesale markets where such arrangements are required to provide
an effective fixed price under the PPA.

Members of the Group will only enter into hedging or other derivative contracts when it reasonably
expects to have an exposure to a price or rate risk that is the subject of the hedge.

Cash management policy
Until the Company is fully invested, and pending re-investment or distribution of cash receipts, the
Company will invest in cash, cash equivalents, near cash instruments and money market
instruments. The Board determines the cash management policy in consultation with AIFM and
Lightspeed.

Amendments to and compliance with the investment objective, policy and investment
restrictions
In the event that the Board considers it appropriate to amend materially the investment objective,
investment policy or investment restrictions of the Company, Shareholder approval to any such
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amendment will be sought by way of an ordinary resolution proposed at an annual or other general
meeting of the Company.

In the event of a breach of the investment policy and investment restrictions set out above,
Lightspeed or AIFM shall inform the Board upon becoming aware of the same and if the Board
considers the breach to be material, notification will be made via a Regulatory Information Service
and Lightspeed and the AIFM will seek to resolve the breach with the agreement of the Board.

DIVIDEND POLICY
Whilst not forming part of the investment policy, with respect to the Ordinary Shares, the Company
will target:

* dividend payments of 2 to 3 cents per Ordinary Share in aggregate for the first 12 months
after the date of Initial Admission; and

* thereafter, once fully invested and with the appropriate level of gearing in the Portfolio, an
annual dividend of 6 cents per Ordinary Share.

The Company intends to pay dividends to the holders of Ordinary Shares on a quarterly basis with
dividends being declared in February, May, August and November of each year and paid within one
month of being declared. It is anticipated that the first dividend will be declared in May 2020 and
paid in June 2020 in respect of the period from Initial Admission to 31 March 2020

These target dividend payments are subject to the Company having sufficient distributable reserves
and are subject to satisfying the requirements of the Companies Act. The payment of dividends will
also be subject to the discretion of the Directors, who reserve the right to retain amounts for the
benefit of the Company. Subject to the requirements of the Companies Act, the Company may pay
dividends from the reserve created by a cancellation of the Company’s share premium account if no
(or insufficient) operational Solar Assets are acquired to generate profits available for distribution.

If any C Shares are issued, holders of any class of C Shares following Initial Admission will be
entitled to participate in any dividends and other distributions of the Company as the Directors may
resolve to pay to holders of that class of C Shares out of the assets attributable to that class of
C Shares. For the avoidance of doubt, the targets set out above shall not apply with respect to any
tranche of C Shares prior to Conversion.

The target dividends set out above are targets only and are not profit forecasts. There can
be no assurance that these targets can or will be met and it should not be seen as an
indication of the Company’s expected or actual results or returns. The Company’s ability to
distribute dividends will be determined by the existence of sufficient distributable reserves,
legislative requirements and available cash reserves. Accordingly investors should not place
any reliance on these targets in deciding whether to invest in Shares or assume that the
Company will make any distributions at all.

INVESTMENT STRATEGY
The Company’s investment strategy seeks to create a diversified portfolio of US Solar Assets, with
a focus on the commercial and residential market segments. Lightspeed expects to source asset
acquisitions for the Company from solar developers, operators, EPCs, financiers and asset owners
in the United States. Through Lightspeed’s extensive track record in US solar, the Company expects
to be able to leverage Lightspeed’s relationships with leading solar developers and operators in
various regional US solar markets. Due to the fragmented nature of the commercial and residential
market segments where there are many regional or local developers, Lightspeed believes that the
Company will have the opportunity to acquire, and subsequently aggregate, portfolios of Solar
Assets in bilateral processes versus competitive market (auction) driven bid processes.

Further details of the investment strategy and investment process are set out in Part V (Investment
Approach, Strategy and Process).

THE INITIAL ISSUE AND THE PLACING PROGRAMME
The Company is targeting an initial issue of up to 250 million Ordinary Shares pursuant to the Initial
Issue, comprising of the Initial Placing, the Offer for Subscription and the issue of the Lightspeed
Subscription Shares, at the Initial Issue Price (being US$1.00 per Ordinary Share). The Company
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also intends to implement the Placing Programme as described further below and in Part VIII (The
Placing Programme) of the Prospectus.

The Minimum Gross Initial Proceeds are US$125 million and the Minimum Net Initial Proceeds are
US$122.5 million. In the event that the Minimum Net Initial Proceeds are not raised, the Initial Issue
will not proceed, except where the Company produces a Supplementary Prospectus stating the
revised minimum proceeds. In the event the Initial Issue does not proceed any monies received
under the Initial Issue will be returned to applicants without interest at the risk of the applicant.

Following the Initial Issue, the Directors intend to implement the Placing Programme to enable the
Company to raise additional capital in the period from Initial Admission to 15 September 2020 to
pursue acquisition opportunities that are in accordance with the Company’s investment objective and
policy. The size and timing of each Placing of Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares under the Placing
Programme will be determined at the sole discretion of the Directors, in consultation with Cantor
Fitzgerald Europe.

It is expected that the Company will issue C Shares rather than New Ordinary Shares in
circumstances where there is substantial investor demand or a significant anticipated delay before
the net proceeds can be deployed. C Shares are designed to overcome the potential disadvantages
that may arise out of a fixed price issue of further Ordinary Shares for cash. These disadvantages
relate primarily to the effect that an injection of uninvested cash may have on the Net Asset Value
per Ordinary Share performance of otherwise fully invested portfolios (commonly referred to as
“cash drag”). The assets representing the net proceeds of an issue of C Shares would be
accounted for as a separate pool, and the C Shares would bear a proportionate share of the
Company’s costs and expenses, until such pool is substantially invested in accordance with the
Company’s investment policy, following which the C Shares would be converted into New Ordinary
Shares based on the respective NAV per Share.

Application will be made for the Ordinary Shares (including those to be issued pursuant to the Initial
Issue) to be admitted to trading on the SFS. It is expected that that Initial Admission will become
effective and that dealings in the Ordinary Shares will commence at 8.00 a.m. on 22 October 2019.
Following Initial Admission, the Company will be subject to the Prospectus Regulation Rules, the
Disclosure Guidance and Transparency Rules, the Market Abuse Regulation, the Takeover Code
and the LSE Admission and Disclosure Standards. The Company has also resolved as a matter of
best practice and good corporate governance, save to the extent otherwise approved by
Shareholders by ordinary resolution, to voluntarily comply with certain of the Listing Rules, as further
described in the section of this Prospectus headed “Voluntary Compliance with the Listing Rules”.

Further details in relation to the Initial Issue are set out in Part VII (The Initial Issue) of this
Prospectus and further details in relation to the Placing Programme are set out in Part VIII (The
Placing Programme).

USE OF PROCEEDS
The Initial Issue and the Placing Programme is intended to raise money for investment in
accordance with the Company’s investment policy.

The Company’s principal use of cash (including the Net Initial Proceeds) will be to:

* invest in the Initial Portfolio pursuant to the terms of the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement
and meet the associated expenses of acquiring the Initial Portfolio;

* repay pre-existing debt within the Initial Portfolio so that the Company holds the Initial Portfolio
on an unlevered basis (prior to any debt re-financing in due course);

* meet the Initial Issue Expenses;

* make further investments in line with the Company’s investment objective and investment
policy; and

* meet ongoing operational expenses.

Subject to completing satisfactory legal, technical and financial due diligence, and further subject to
sufficient Net Initial Proceeds being raised, it is expected that the Company could commit to, or
invest in, some of the Pipeline Assets (a proportion of which are proprietary development projects
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being developed by Lightspeed and existing operational Solar Assets managed by Lightspeed)
within six months of Initial Admission.

Further details in relation to the Initial Portfolio and the Pipeline Assets are described in Part III
(Initial Portfolio and Pipeline) of this Prospectus.

INITIAL PORTFOLIO ACQUISITION AGREEMENT
Pursuant to the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement, the Company has agreed to acquire certain
interests in a diversified portfolio of solar photovoltaic projects that serve utility and commercial
Offtakers across three states in the United States. The Initial Portfolio consists of 11 individual
systems, 17 Offtakers with total generating capacity of 52.9 MW. The Initial Portfolio is currently
asset managed by Lightspeed and is controlled by the Initial Portfolio Vendor, in which certain
members of Lightspeed Management Team and others have an indirect ownership interest.
Completion of the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement is expected to take place not later than 60
days after Initial Admission and is conditional upon (inter alia) (i) Initial Admission, (ii) the Minimum
Net Initial Proceeds having been raised, (iii) completion of all legal, financial and other due diligence
and the Directors being satisfied with the results of such due diligence, (iv) the delivery by an
independent valuer appointed by the Company of a valuation or fairness opinion supporting the
headline consideration (as described below), (v) the repayment of existing indebtedness (other than
tax equity financing), and (vi) other customary closing conditions (such as necessary third party
consents having been obtained and the Company having entered into guarantees with third parties
to replace certain existing credit support obligations).

The Company and the Initial Portfolio Vendor have agreed an aggregate target headline
consideration for the Initial Portfolio of US$68.4 million (including repayment of debt). The actual
consideration may be adjusted to reflect the size of the investment to be acquired in one of the
Project SPVs and following the outcome of legal, financial and other due diligence and subject to
the Company’s independent valuer delivering a valuation or fairness opinion supporting the headline
consideration. The consideration for the acquisition will be satisfied by the Company using proceeds
from the Initial Issue.

Following completion of the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement, the Company will initially hold the
Initial Portfolio on an unlevered basis (prior to any debt re-financing in due course). For the
avoidance of doubt, existing tax equity arrangements in the Initial Portfolio will remain in place.
Further details on the Initial Portfolio and the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement are set out in
Part III (The Initial Portfolio and Pipeline) of this Prospectus.

PREMIUM / DISCOUNT MANAGEMENT
The Board has the discretion to seek to manage, on an on-going basis, the premium or discount at
which the Shares may trade to their Net Asset Value through further issues and buy backs, as
appropriate (although the Directors do not expect to conduct any buy backs of any Shares from any
class of C Shares prior to Conversion).

Further issues of Shares
The Directors have authority to issue, in aggregate, up to 500 million Ordinary Shares and
C Shares convertible into Ordinary Shares pursuant to the Initial Issue and the Placing Programme
for cash on a non-pre-emptive basis. Investors should note that, whilst the Directors would intend to
issue new Shares to raise capital, meet excess demand in the market and/or to limit the premium
at which the Shares trade, the issuance of new Shares is entirely at the discretion of the Board,
and no expectation or reliance should be placed on such discretion being exercised on any one or
more occasions or as to the proportion of new Shares that may be issued. An issuance of Shares
for cash will in any event only be undertaken at a price equal to or greater than the prevailing Net
Asset Value per Share (unless otherwise authorised by Shareholders) plus a premium intended to
at least cover associated issue costs (and certain Initial Issue Expenses), unless the new Ordinary
Shares are first offered pro rata to Shareholders on a pre-emptive basis.

Purchases of Shares by the Company in the market
The Shares may, on occasion, trade at a discount to their Net Asset Value per Share. However, in
structuring the Company, the Directors have given detailed consideration to this discount risk and
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how this may be managed and the steps that may be taken with a view to managing any imbalance
between the supply of and demand for the Shares.

By special resolution of the Initial Shareholder of the Company, passed on 6 September 2019, the
Company has been granted Shareholder authority (subject to all applicable legislation and
regulations) to purchase in the market up to 14.99 per cent. of the Shares in issue following Initial
Admission. This authority will expire at the earlier of the conclusion of the first annual general
meeting of the Company in 2020 and the date 18 months after the resolution was passed.

The Board intends to seek renewal of this authority from Shareholders at each annual general
meeting. The timing of any purchases will be decided by the Board.

In exercising the Company’s power to buy back Ordinary Shares, subject to the Companies Act, the
Board has complete discretion as to the timing, price and volume of Ordinary Shares so purchased.
Such purchases will only be made in accordance with the Companies Act and the Company’s
voluntary compliance with the Listing Rules, which currently provide that the maximum price to be
paid per Share must not be more than the higher of (i) five per cent. above the average of the mid-
market values of the Ordinary Shares for the five Business Days before the purchase is made and
(ii) the higher of the last independent trade and the highest current independent bid for the Ordinary
Shares.

The Company will fund any purchase of Shares out of available cash reserves, while retaining
necessary amounts for working capital purposes. The Company may also use the proceeds from
the sale of assets to fund such purchases. The Company does not currently expect to borrow in
order to fund the purchase of Shares.

Prospective Shareholders should note that the exercise by the Board of the Company’s powers to
repurchase Shares pursuant to the general repurchase authority is entirely discretionary and they
should place no expectation or reliance on the Board exercising such discretion on any one or more
occasions. Moreover, prospective Shareholders should not expect as a result of the Board
exercising such discretion, to be able to realise all or part of their holding of Shares, by whatever
means available to them, at a value reflecting their underlying net asset value.

Treasury shares
The Company is permitted to hold Shares acquired by way of market purchase in treasury, rather
than having to cancel them. Such Shares may be subsequently cancelled or sold for cash. Holding
Shares in treasury would give the Company the ability to sell Shares from treasury quickly and in a
cost efficient manner, and would provide the Company with additional flexibility in the management
of its capital base. However, unless authorised by Shareholders by special resolutions, the
Company will not sell Shares out of treasury for cash at a price below the prevailing Net Asset
Value per Share unless they are first offered pro rata to existing Shareholders.

Continuation vote
The Company does not have a fixed winding-up date. As described below under paragraph 6.77 of
Part X (Additional Information), the Articles provide Shareholders with an opportunity to vote on the
continuation of the Company at five yearly intervals.

NET ASSET VALUE
The Company’s Net Asset Value is the value of all assets of the Company less its liabilities
(including provisions for such liabilities) calculated in accordance with the Company’s accounting
policies from time to time. The Net Asset Value per Ordinary Share is the Net Asset Value divided
by the number of Ordinary Shares in issue at the relevant time (excluding any Ordinary Shares held
in treasury.)

The Administrator, in conjunction with Lightspeed, will calculate the Net Asset Value and the Net
Asset Value per Ordinary Share in US Dollars as at the end of each quarter of the Company’s
financial year and submit the same to the Board for its approval.

The valuation of the Solar Assets, which form part of the unaudited Net Asset Value calculation, will
be prepared by Lightspeed on a quarterly basis and will be calculated pursuant to the methodology
described under “Valuation methodology” below as may be modified by the Company from time to
time. The Company will engage an independent third-party to calculate the fair market value of the
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investments made by the Company and its Project SPVs based on the financial reports and
projections provided by Lightspeed on behalf of the Project SPVs, as of each of 30 June and
31 December in each year.

Although the Board, the Administrator, the AIFM and Lightspeed, as appropriate, will evaluate the
information and data provided in respect of the Group Companies, they may not be in a position to
confirm the completeness, genuineness or accuracy of such information or data, nor may such
information be up to date by the time it has been received by the Company. Consequently, each
quarterly Net Asset Value calculation will contain information that may be out of date, require
updating or be incomplete. Shareholders should bear in mind that the actual Net Asset Values may
be materially different from the quarterly estimates.

Details of each valuation of the Company’s Net Asset Value will be announced by the Company as
soon as practicable after calculation via an RIS and on the Company’s website at
www.lightspeedsolarpartners.com.

The Directors may temporarily suspend the calculation of Net Asset Value during a period when:

* as a result of political, economic, military or monetary events or any circumstances outside the
control, responsibility or power of the Directors, valuation of the investment of the Company is
not reasonably practicable without being materially detrimental to the interests of Shareholders
or if, in the opinion of the Directors, the Net Asset Value cannot be fairly calculated;

* there is a breakdown of the means of communication normally employed in determining the
calculation of Net Asset Value; or

* it is not reasonably practicable to determine the Net Asset Value on an accurate and timely
basis.

Shareholders will be informed of such suspension by an announcement issued through an RIS.

Where a class of C Shares is in issue, the Net Asset Value of such class of C Shares (together
with the Net Asset Value per C Share of that class) shall also be notified through a Regulatory
Information Service and will be published on the Company’s website.

Valuation methodology
Lightspeed will value the Solar Assets on a quarterly basis. At the end of each quarter, Lightspeed
will provide the relevant third-party or internal valuations of the Solar Assets together with the
valuations of the other assets of the Company to the Administrator. The Company will engage an
independent third-party to calculate the fair market value of the investments made by the Company
and its Project SPVs based on the financial reports and projections provided by Lightspeed on
behalf of the Project SPVs, as of each of 30 June and 31 December in each year.

Fair market value of Solar Assets will be derived from a discounted cash flow (“DCF”) methodology.
In a DCF analysis, the fair market value of a Solar Asset is the present value of the asset’s
expected future cash flows, based on a range of operating assumptions for revenues and costs and
an appropriate discount rate range.

Lightspeed will review a range of sources in determining its fair market valuation of the Solar
Assets, including but not limited to:

* discount rates publicly disclosed by the Company’s global peers;

* discount rates applicable to comparable infrastructure asset classes;

* discount rates publicly disclosed for comparable market transactions of Solar Assets; and

* capital asset price model outputs and implied risk premium over relevant risk free rates.

A broad range of assumptions are used in valuation models.

Where possible, assumptions are based on observable market and technical data and independent
third party data. Lightspeed may engage technical experts such as long-term electricity price
consultants to provide long-term data for use in its valuations.

Lightspeed will use its judgement in arriving at the appropriate discount rate. This will be based on
its knowledge of the market, taking into account market intelligence gained from its bidding
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activities, discussions with financial advisers, consultants, accountants and lawyers, and publicly
available information on relevant transactions.

MEETINGS, ACCOUNTS AND REPORTS
All general meetings of the Company will be held in the United Kingdom. The Company will hold an
annual general meeting each year, commencing in 2020.

The first accounting period of the Company will end on 31 December 2019 and, thereafter,
accounting periods will end on 31 December in each year.

The audited annual accounts will be published via an RIS within four months of the year end to
which they relate. Unaudited half yearly reports, made up to 30 June will be announced within three
months of that date. The audited annual accounts and half yearly reports will also be made
available at the registered office of the Administrator and the Company and on the Company’s
website at www.lightspeedsolarpartners.com.

The financial statements of the Company will be prepared in accordance with IFRS, and the annual
accounts will be audited by an independent accounting firm using auditing standards in accordance
with International Standards on Auditing (UK). The Directors may, however, change the accounting
policies under which the Company’s accounts are prepared if it is considered necessary or
appropriate to do so.

TAXATION
Potential investors are referred to Part IX (UK Taxation) of this Prospectus for details of the taxation
of the Group and Shareholders in the UK. Investors who are in any doubt as to their tax position or
who are subject to tax in jurisdictions other than the UK are strongly advised to consult their own
professional advisers immediately.

REGULATORY STATUS OF THE COMPANY AND THE AIFM
As an investment trust, the Company will not be regulated as a collective investment scheme by the
FCA. However, from Initial Admission, the Company will be subject to the Prospectus Regulation
Rules, the Disclosure Guidance and Transparency Rules, the Market Abuse Regulation, the
Takeover Code and the LSE Admission and Disclosure Standards. The Company has also resolved
as a matter of best practice and good corporate governance, save to the extent otherwise approved
by Shareholders by ordinary resolution, to voluntarily comply with certain of the Listing Rules (as set
out in the part titled “Voluntary Compliance with the Listing Rules” of this Prospectus).

The Company will operate as an externally managed alternative investment fund for the purposes of
the AIFM Directive. The AIFM has been appointed as the Company’s alternative investment fund
manager. The AIFM is licensed and regulated by the Guernsey Financial Services Commission.
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PART III

THE INITIAL PORTFOLIO AND PIPELINE

THE INITIAL PORTFOLIO
The Company has entered into the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement with the Initial Portfolio
Vendor to acquire certain interests in the Initial Portfolio. The Initial Portfolio is a diversified portfolio
of operating solar photovoltaic projects that serve utility and commercial Offtakers across three
states in the United States. Completion of the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement is expected to
take place not later than 60 days after Initial Admission, subject to satisfaction of certain closing
conditions.

All of the projects in the Initial Portfolio are subject to existing tax equity and debt financing. All of
the debt financing is expected to be repaid at closing of the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement,
but the tax equity will remain in place. Tax equity is a common form of financing for renewable
energy projects in the United States. The various forms such financings take are described in detail
in the section titled “Investment Tax Credit and Tax Equity” of Part IV (The United States Solar
Market). Lightspeed anticipates that most of the projects acquired in the future by the Company will
be financed with tax equity using either a partnership flip structure or inverted lease structure. In
relation to the Initial Portfolio, the projects in Massachusetts and New Jersey have been financed
using partnership flip tax equity structures. The projects in North Carolina have been financed using
an inverted lease tax equity structure.

Formation of the Initial Portfolio
The Initial Portfolio was acquired and further developed by Lightspeed with the intent to create a
diversified portfolio of Solar Assets. In creating the Initial Portfolio, Lightspeed originated and
evaluated over 800 MW of solar projects primarily from third party developer and EPC relationships.
Lightspeed subsequently acquired, developed, constructed or financed approximately 74 MW of
Solar Assets of which 52.9 MW is represented by the Initial Portfolio. These projects were in
various stages when they were either acquired and/or further developed. Lightspeed procured,
negotiated or contracted with EPC Contractors to construct the projects based on system designs
reviewed by third-party independent engineers. Lightspeed arranged necessary financing through
either construction debt, permanent debt and/or tax equity to establish the Solar Assets. Once the
projects were completed, Lightspeed then contracted with third-party operations and maintenance
service providers for the portfolio.

Breakdown of the Initial Portfolio
The Initial Portfolio consists of a diversified portfolio that includes 11 individual systems with total
generating capacity of 52.9 MW.

The Initial Portfolio includes primarily investment grade, utility and commercial Offtakers with a
weighted-average initial PPA term of 16 years. The Initial Portfolio is comprised of 17 different
Offtakers. The table below summarises the key project characteristics of the Initial Portfolio.

—————
Source: Lightspeed internal management calculations and estimates. References to weighted-average are weighted by generating
capacity.

The 11 individual systems in the Initial Portfolio are located in three US states as shown: North
Carolina, Massachusetts and New Jersey.
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Summary of the Initial Portfolio Solar Assets
The following summarises the projects with the names used in the “Project Name” column, in the
preceding table.

NC Projects
The NC Projects are a set of seven, ground-mounted small utility scale systems totalling
c. 36.5 MW in generating capacity located in North Carolina. The projects have PPAs with an initial
term of 15 years with a subsidiary of the utility, Duke Energy Inc., (Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC –
A1 credit rating). The projects were commissioned in 2016.

MA Projects
The MA Projects are a set of three ground-mounted systems totalling c.7 MW in generating
capacity located in Massachusetts. The projects sell power under virtual net metering contracts, a
form of PPA, to various local municipal entities and housing authorities through long-term contracts.
“Virtual net metering” means the electricity is sold to the local utility in exchange for bill credits that
are sold to the municipal Offtakers, who continue to buy the electricity they use from the local utility
but use the bill credits to pay for it. The projects also generate revenue by selling renewable energy
certificates (“RECs”) under a REC contract to a financial services Counterparty. The projects have
PPAs with an initial weighted-average term of 19 years. The projects were commissioned in
June 2016.

NJ Project
This project is a single, ground-mounted utility-scale system totalling 9.4 MW in generating capacity
located in New Jersey. The project generates revenue from three sources: (1) by selling RECs
under a REC contract to DTE Energy Trading, Inc, a subsidiary guaranteed by its parent DTE
Energy Company (Baa1 Credit Rating) (2) from the merchant sale of power, meaning its electricity
is sold into the regional spot market, PJM; and (3) from the receipt of capacity payments from PJM.
The project was commissioned in June 2016.

The Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement
The Initial Portfolio is currently managed by Lightspeed and is controlled by the Initial Portfolio
Vendor, an entity in which certain members of the Lightspeed Management Team and others have
indirect ownership interests.

The Company has entered into an Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement with the Initial Portfolio
Vendor to acquire interests in three “Target Entities”: NC Holdings, MA Holdings and NJ Holdings.
The Target Entities and their subsidiaries hold the Solar Assets. The Company intends to establish
a wholly-owned subsidiary organised under the laws of Delaware, United States (“US Holdco”),
prior to completion of the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement, through which it will hold the Target
Entities. The Target Entities (and their position within the Group following completion of the Initial
Portfolio Acquisition Agreement) are shown shaded in the simplified structure diagram below.
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—————
Source: Lightspeed

The US entities (namely US Holdco and all of the entities below it) have been presented in a
manner that indicates how they are treated for federal income tax purposes in the United States. A
rectangle is a corporation. A triangle is a partnership. An ellipse is a “disregarded entity,” meaning
the entity is ignored for US federal tax purposes and its assets are treated as if owned by the first
rectangle or triangle above it.

The following sets out more detail of each Target Entity to be acquired from the Initial Portfolio
Vendor (subject to completion of the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement) and the structure of their
respective holdings in the Solar Assets.

* NC Holdings – Depending on the amount of the Gross Initial Proceeds and in order to
achieve the target level of portfolio diversification in respect of NC Holdings, the Company will
acquire between approximately 80 and 100 per cent. of the issued share capital of NC
Holdings, a Delaware limited liability company. NC Holdings owns an interest in certain North
Carolina solar projects (described above under “NC Projects”) that are subject to a tax equity
financing in the form of an inverted lease (see Part IV (The United States Solar Market) for
more detail about how this type of financing works). Two separate entities have been formed
under NC Holdings. One owns the projects and is entitled to a state income tax credit in
North Carolina on the projects and to depreciation at both the state and federal level. This
“lessor” entity is owned largely by a tax equity investor who is able to use the state tax
credits. That lessor then leased the projects to a separate “lessee” entity that is owned largely
by a tax equity investor who is able to monetise the 30 per cent. federal investment tax credit
earned by projects. US tax law allows the lessor to “pass through” the federal investment tax
credit to a lessee. NC Holdings owns the remaining interest in each of the lessor and lessee
entities.

* MA Holdings – The Company will acquire MA Holdings, a Delaware limited liability company.
MA Holdings owns interests in three Massachusetts solar projects (described above under
“MA Projects”) that are subject to tax equity financings structured as partnership flips. There
are three separate tax equity financings. MA Holdings owns the “managing member” interest in
each of the tax equity partnerships and has an option to buy the interest of the tax equity
investor after it flips down to a small percentage interest. See Part IV (The United States Solar
Market) for more detail about how this type of tax equity financing works.
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* NJ Holdings – The Company will acquire NJ Holdings, a Delaware limited liability company.
NJ Holdings owns an interest in a New Jersey solar project (described above under “NJ
Project”) that is subject to a tax equity financing structured as a partnership flip. It owns the
managing member interest and has an option to buy the interest of the tax equity investor
after it flips down to a small percentage interest.

Completion of the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement is expected to take place not later than 60
days after Initial Admission and is conditional upon (inter alia) (i) Initial Admission, (ii) the Minimum
Net Initial Proceeds having been raised, (iii) completion of all legal, financial and other due diligence
and the Directors being satisfied with the results of such due diligence, (iv) the delivery by an
independent valuer appointed by the Company of a valuation or fairness opinion supporting the
headline consideration (as described below), (v) the repayment of existing indebtedness (other than
tax equity financing), and (v) other customary closing conditions (such as necessary third party
consents having been obtained and the Company having entered into guarantees with third parties
to replace certain existing credit support obligations).

The Company and the Initial Portfolio Vendor have agreed an aggregate target headline
consideration for the Initial Portfolio of US$68.4 million (including repayment of debt). The actual
consideration may be adjusted to reflect any adjustment to the percentage interest of the investment
acquired in NC Holdings (for diversification purposes, as described above) and following the
outcome of legal, financial and other due diligence and subject to the Company’s independent
valuer delivering a valuation or fairness opinion supporting the headline consideration. The
consideration for the acquisition will be satisfied by the Company using proceeds from the Initial
Issue.

Following completion of the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement, the Company will initially hold the
Initial Portfolio on an unlevered basis (prior to any debt re-financing in due course). For the
avoidance of doubt, existing tax equity arrangements in the Initial Portfolio will remain in place.

As further explained in the section titled “Investment Tax Credit and Tax Equity” of Part IV (The
United States Solar Market), the interests to be owned by the Company in each of the Target
Entities (on a look through basis) are subject to customary risk allocations as defined in the tax
equity arrangements with the various tax equity investors regarding tax credit eligibility for the
relevant Solar Assets. If certain trigger events were to occur in respect of the assets held by such
entities which gave rise to a disallowance or recapture of tax credits in whole or in part, the cash
flows from such project may be diverted as required by the terms of the relevant tax equity
financing arrangements to satisfy corresponding indemnity obligations to the tax equity investors.

The Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement will contain representations and warranties, covenants,
customary interim covenants requiring the Initial Portfolio Vendor to cause the Target Entities and
projects to be operated in the ordinary course during the period between signing and closing,
conditions precedent to closing (as described above) and indemnities for transactions of this type.

M2 Solar Holdings LLC, a Delaware limited liability company and the parent company of the Initial
Portfolio Vendor, has separately delivered to the Company a guarantee of the Initial Portfolio
Vendor’s payment obligations under the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement (the “Parent
Guarantee”).

The Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement and the Parent Guarantee are governed by the laws of
the State of New York.

Further details of the terms of the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement are set out in paragraph 7.7
of Part X (Additional Information) of this Prospectus.

PIPELINE ASSETS
Lightspeed has a strong track record of originating, acquiring, developing, capital raising, financing,
operating and asset managing portfolios of utility, commercial and residential Solar Assets in the
US. Through the relationships that Lightspeed has built with solar developers, operators and other
industry participants, Lightspeed has identified a range of further potential acquisition opportunities
of Solar Assets in the United States in addition to the Initial Portfolio.
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Lightspeed has identified a pipeline of Solar Assets with an estimated aggregate value of
approximately US$1.4 billion and estimated generating capacity of approximately 1.2 GW, which
based on the initial review or due diligence conducted to date, aligns with the Company’s
investment objective and policy. Lightspeed is currently undertaking due diligence on, or is in
discussions for the Company to acquire several of these Pipeline Assets. The Pipeline Assets
change regularly as certain Solar Assets come to market, undergo initial diligence, and become
Pipeline Assets, or after further due diligence and other review factors are no longer Pipeline
Assets.10

Details of the Pipeline Assets
The acquisition of the Pipeline Assets would provide the Company with additional diversification
beyond the Initial Portfolio and could be expected to expand the Company’s portfolio to include
residential Solar Assets. The Pipeline Assets are diversified by market segment, geographic
location, project developer or owner and Offtaker as detailed in the table below. Key highlights of
the Pipeline Assets are as follows:

* 17 opportunities across utility, commercial and residential market segments aggregating to
approximately 1.2 GW of generating capacity;

* predominantly investment grade or investment grade equivalent Offtakers;11

* c.21 MW of operating assets that Lightspeed currently manages (the “Controlled Pipeline”);

* c.860 MW of third-party acquisitions of operating assets and development projects; and

* c.286 MW of proprietary development assets originated by Lightspeed in various stages of
development which are expected to be developed over the next 24 months.

10 The total pipeline investment opportunity of US$1.4 billion is based upon Lightspeed’s internal management estimates and
calculations and assumptions and is subject to change.

11 Where Offtaker has been identified.
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The following table summarises Lightspeed’s pipeline:

Sale ProcessProject Status†Estimated 
PPA Term*

Capacity
(MW)

(approx.)
Market Segment

Initial Portfolio 53 16 Operating

Controlled Portfolio Commercial 21 21 Operating

Project 2 31 15 Operating

Project 5 251 15 Operating

Project 6 Residential 210 21 Operating Competitive

Project 1 40 20 Development

Project 3 Commercial 107 19 Operating

Project 4 Commercial 109 15 Development

Project 8 Utility, Commercial 22 21 Operating

Project 7 Utility, Commercial 20 15 Development Bilateral

Project 10 40 TBD Development Bilateral

Project 9 Residential 10 18 Operating

Project 12

Project 14

Utility, Commercial 50 TBD Development

Project 11 Utility 20 TBD Development

Project 13 30 TBD Development

60 25 Development

Project 16 43 18 Development

Project 15 103 7 Development

Total 1,220 17

* Estimated capacity-weighted average which excludes initial PPA terms for to-be-developed projects.

† The Company would only acquire proprietary development assets once they are operational.

Residential

Commercial, 
Residential

Utility

Utility

Utility, Commercial

Controlled 

Bilateral

Controlled 

Competitive

Bilateral

Bilateral

Bilateral

Bilateral

Competitive

Bilateral

Lightspeed
Development

Lightspeed
Development

Lightspeed
Development

Lightspeed
Devlopment

Lightspeed 
Development

Utility

Utility, Commercial

Commercial

Utility, Commercial

—————
Source: Lightspeed internal management calculations and estimates. Note: information on projects are estimates only and are
subject to change based on ongoing due diligence review and evolution of projects.

Acquisition of the Pipeline Assets
Lightspeed is undertaking due diligence on, and is in discussions in relation to, the potential
acquisition by the Company of several of the projects from the Pipeline described above.

Along with the Initial Portfolio, the acquisition of projects from the Pipeline would provide the
Company with increased diversification of the Portfolio as the projects are diversified by geography,
project developer, project vendor, Offtakers and initial PPA terms. A significant proportion of the
Pipeline was originated through Lightspeed’s bilateral relationships with various developers and third
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parties. The Pipeline includes some near-term projects that Lightspeed has been working on with
third-party vendors for several months.

Subject to completing satisfactory legal, technical and financial due diligence, and further subject to
sufficient Net Initial Proceeds being raised, it is expected that the Company could commit to, or
invest in, some of these projects within six months of Initial Admission.

The composition of the Pipeline is summarised in the chart below.

I P O N E A R - T E R M  A N D
C O N T R O L L E D  P I P E L I N E

A L L  O T H E R
P I P E L I N E S

$0m

$200m

$250m

$300m

$400m

$500m

$700m

$100m

$600m

$900m

$800m

Lightspeed Seed
Portfolio

Lightspeed Controlled Pipeline

Near-term Pipeline
Other Pipeline

Lightspeed
Development

Pipeline*

$1,000m

—————
* The Company would only acquire proprietary development assets once they are operational
Source: Lightspeed internal management calculations and estimates. Note: information subject to change based on ongoing due
diligence review and evaluations of projects.

The Company has also entered into the Right of First Offer Agreement with Lightspeed in respect
of development projects. During the first two years from Initial Admission, this Right of First Offer
Agreement provides the Company with a “first look” opportunity to acquire Lightspeed development
projects, which once operational would reasonably be determined to fall within the Company’s
investment policy, prior to any other clients of Lightspeed being offered the opportunity.

The potential investments in the Pipeline Assets include deals at various stages of consideration by
Lightspeed. The number, estimated capacity/size, estimated PPA term, and estimated value of
potential investments in the pipeline fluctuates, and therefore the capacity, value and other project
attributes under consideration following Initial Admission may be higher or lower than that under
consideration at the date of this Prospectus. There is no certainty that any of the potential
investments in the Pipeline Assets as at the date of this Prospectus will be completed or will be
invested in by the Company.
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PART IV

THE UNITED STATES SOLAR MARKET

INTRODUCTION
This Part IV (The United States Solar Market) of this Prospectus contains Lightspeed’s current
assessment of certain aspects of the US solar market. This assessment has assisted in the
development of the Company’s investment objective and policy.

SOLAR MARKET IN THE UNITED STATES
Overview
The rapid reductions in the cost to generate solar electricity, availability of government incentives
and general public support for greater adoption of renewable energy have allowed the solar industry
to grow from being a nascent product to be a primary source of new energy in the United States.
Solar accounted for 28 per cent of new electricity generating capacity added in the United States in
2018.12 Solar energy’s share of new capacity additions increased from c.4 per cent. in 2010 to
c.28 per cent. in 201813 and is forecasted to increase to 48 per cent. in 2050.14 This, combined
with the strong overall performance of the asset class (which has generally demonstrated
predictable solar resources and strong credit quality of counterparties) has made solar an
institutionally investable asset class with new sources of capital continually coming into this sector.
The estimated forecast additions and retirements of different energy sources in the US is
demonstrated by the graph below.

—————
Source: US Energy Information Administration (EIA)

12 SEIA Report.
13 U.S. Energy Information Administration (“EIA”) Annual Energy Outlook 2019.
14 SEIA Report.
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The United States is the second largest solar market in the world in terms of total installed capacity
at c.62,200 MW as at the end of Q4 2018 (China being first with c.176,100 MW) and is forecast to
grow to c.149,000 MW by 2024 as shown below.15

—————
Source: Wood Mackenzie; International Renewable Energy Agency

Within the US solar market are many distinct regional markets. The table below shows the current
and expected US installed capacity broken down regionally.

—————
Source: Wood Mackenzie U.S. Solar Market Insight Report 2019 Year in Review

Wood Mackenzie, the consultancy that compiles the data for the quarterly market insight report,
expects US total installed solar capacity to more than double in the next six years, with total solar
capacity additions of more than 12,000 MW a year from 2019 to 2024 and peaking in 2021 at
c.15,800 MW.16 During this timeframe, the US is forecasted to add more than 87,000 MW of solar
resulting in an expected investment opportunity of more than US$106 billion.17

15 International Energy Agency Photovoltaic Power System Programme (IEA) Report “2019 Snapshot of Global
PhotovoltaicMarkets”.

16 SEIA Report.
17 Lightspeed estimate derived from figures in SEIA Report
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—————
Source: Wood Mackenzie U.S. Solar Market Insight Report 2018 Year in Review

Electricity demand in the United States has remained largely flat for more than a decade, but is
expected to increase driven by, amongst other things, wider adoption of electric vehicles. The US
transportation sector accounted for approximately 28 per cent of US energy consumption in 2018,
yet electricity provided less than 1 per cent. of total transportation sector energy use in 2018.18.
Most studies of the effects of the growing reliance on electricity to power vehicles project increasing
demand for electricity, as the US population shifts from consuming gasoline to power cars to
electricity to power electric cars. The National Renewable Energy Laboratory, a research arm of the
US Department of Energy, expects an increase of 20 per cent to 38 per cent in US electricity
consumption over the next three decades.19. Many US utilities are counting on increasing demand
for electricity to help them grow.

Market Segments
The US solar market can be broken down into three primary market segments: utility-scale solar,
commercial solar and residential solar.

Utility-scale solar

Utility-scale solar is the largest, but also the most competitive, market segment from a development
and investment standpoint. Utility-scale solar continues to hold the largest share of annual
installations in the US solar market accounting for approximately 58 per cent of total US capacity
additions in 2018.20. Wood Mackenzie reported at the end of Q4 2018 that there were 23,872 MW
of “contracted” utility-scale solar projects under construction or development, with long-term
contracts to sell their electricity output.21. It was tracking another 42,357 MW of announced projects
that do not yet have power contracts.22.

18 EIA Monthly Energy Review, Table 2.1, April 2019, preliminary data and “Energy Use for Transportation – Energy Explained,
Your Guide To Understanding Energy”.

19 NREL “Electrification Futures Study: Scenarios of Electric Technology Adoption and Power Consumption for the United States”,
July 2018.

20 SEIA Report.
21 SEIA Report.
22 SEIA Report.
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Utility-scale solar is typically described as single-site ground-mounted solar (either fixed or single /
dual-axis tracker) with the power sold directly to a utility or through virtual contracts and contracts
for differences with corporate offtakers. Lightspeed’s view is that the utility-scale solar market
segment is the most competitive market segment in the US for both developers and asset owners
as there is a limited number of PPA contracts available, with many developers operating in this
segment, and a significant amount of institutional capital already being invested.

Due to the competitive landscape, most developers are required to bid lower and lower PPA prices
to secure projects, and most projects in utility-scale solar are sold through a competitive bid
process. Because of this, the returns to investors tend to be lower than in the other market
segments. Most projects being developed in utility- scale solar range between 5 MW to 100 MW
with project sizes continuing to come down.

The development cycle for a utility-scale project can be as short as 8 months to more than a year.

Commercial solar

The commercial solar market has grown fairly steadily over the last ten years, but because projects
in this market segment are less standardised as compared to the other market segments, the
market is very fragmented. In 2018, commercial solar represented c.19.5 per cent of total annual
installed capacity in the US solar market. In 2019, c.1,800 MW of commercial solar is forecast to be
developed and over the next five years from 2020 to 2024 (inclusive), installed commercial capacity
is expected to increase by over 10,000 MW23.

Commercial solar has many applications, although it is typically described as grid connected or
“behind-the-meter” onsite generation. The solar system is either installed on a rooftop on the
customer’s property or as a carport or ground-mounted system next to the customer consuming the
energy.

The power generated is used by the customer onsite and any excess power is returned to the grid
through a net metering arrangement. (Since solar typically produces more electricity than the
customer needs during the middle of the day, the excess electricity is effectively sold to the local
utility by moving to the grid and causing the customer’s electricity meter to run backwards.) The
customer enters into a long-term PPA for the power, typically for 15 to 25 years at a fixed price with
annual escalation between 0 per cent and 2 per cent. Commercial offtakers are comprised of
corporate businesses or government and municipal entities who are primarily investment grade.

Projects usually vary in size from 200 kW to 2 MW. Commercial solar is typically developed and
financed in portfolios that aggregate similar individual projects. The development cycle for
commercial solar tends to be significantly shorter than that of utility scale. Both the construction
timeframe and permit / approval timeframe for commercial solar tend to be shorter. Commercial
solar projects can generally be completed in a matter of months.

Due to the fragmented nature of this market segment and the need to aggregate portfolios to create
scale in the segment, commercial solar typically offers higher returns than utility-scale solar.

Residential solar

Residential solar is also a steadily growing market segment that is standardised in terms of product
offering, but fragmented in development. In 2018, residential solar represented c.22 per cent of total
annual installed capacity in the US solar market. In 2019, c.2,490 MW of residential solar is
forecast to be developed and over the next five years from 2020 to 2024 (inclusive), installed
residential capacity is expected to increase by over 17,000 MW.24

Residential solar is typically described as grid connected solar that is installed on the Offtaker’s
home. The power generated is used by the homeowner onsite and any excess power is returned to
the grid through a net metering arrangement. The customer enters into a standardised long-term
PPA for the power, typically for 20 to 25 years, at a fixed price with annual escalation between
0 per cent and 2.9 per cent.

The offtaker for residential solar is the homeowner. The homeowners will typically have good to
excellent credit with FICO scores in excess of 680. Residential solar projects are smaller as
compared to utility-scale and commercial solar projects.

23 SEIA Report.
24 SEIA Report.
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The projects tend to be on average approximately 7 kW as system size is limited to the amount of
roof space on the home and the amount of energy consumed by the homeowner. Residential solar
is developed and financed in portfolios that aggregate tens of thousands of systems to create scale
in the segment.

The development cycle for residential solar tends to be very short as both the construction
timeframe and permit / approval timeframe is measured in days to weeks. Most residential solar
systems can be physically installed in one day. Once the system is installed, it can take a few
weeks to several months for the local jurisdiction and utility to sign off and interconnect the system.

Due to the need to aggregate numerous residential systems to achieve scale and the complexity
associated consumer finance and credit in a market where solar assets are generally viewed as
power and utilities assets, the residential solar segment is relatively less competitive than the utility-
scale market, and Lightspeed considers that there is an opportunity to earn a higher return for
investments in this market segment.

Levelized Cost of Energy and Solar’s Economic Value Proposition
With continued cost reductions, the cost competitiveness of solar in the US is already at levels
where adoption is primarily driven by economics. In the US, solar is now displacing other forms of
energy. The costs of various forms of electricity generation is typically compared using a levelized
cost of energy (“LCOE”) analysis that compares the total cost of building and operating an
electricity generating facility over its useful life, and generating a return for the asset owner, divided
by lifetime generation, and is expressed in US$ / MWh. According to Lazard’s annual LCOE study,
solar is now competitive with many forms of comparative conventional power including nuclear, coal
and gas peaking.25.

As coal-fired and even gas-fired plants continue to be shut down, there is opportunity for more
generation to be produced from renewable sources. The US Energy Information Administration
(“EIA”) reports 3,676.6 MW of planned coal plant retirements in 2019.26 Utilities have announced
another 7,011.4 MW in retirements in the three years after that.27. In 2018, 45 per cent of new
electricity generation in the US came from renewable energy.28 The figures were 69 per cent in
2015, 66 per cent in 2016 and 56 per cent in 2017.29 The drop in 2017-2018 reflected uncertainty
as the US Congress was debating tax reforms and the Trump administration was threatening, but
had not yet adopted, tariffs on solar panel and steel imports. The uncertainty lifted by the spring
2018 and the development of new renewable energy projects, particularly solar, has picked up
again since then.30

Solar markets around the world have been typically described as boom-and-bust markets as these
markets have been heavily reliant on subsidies. Although the US market is reliant on a federal
subsidy, the investment tax credit, the market has not experienced the same boom-and-bust
phenomenon experienced in some other countries. Solar has benefited since 1978 from a targeted
investment tax credit. In the last decade through 2018, solar has grown at an average annual
growth rate of c.50 per cent. per year.31 There was generally steady growth during the 10 years to
2018, with a surge in installations in 2016 ahead of the potential expiration of the ITC.32 This
stability is largely due to a relatively stable regulatory environment and the fact that the declining
costs are making solar more competitive with other forms of electricity generation.

In the utility-scale market segment where the electricity generated by solar is typically contracted to
utilities, the cost of energy is competitive with other forms of generation (nuclear, coal, gas peaking,
geothermal and wind) and the barometer for the competing price is the wholesale energy
markets.33. The average LCOE to develop utility-scale solar is c.US$30 / MWh.34 The average price
of wholesale power for the past 36 months was c.US$34 / MWh.35 On average, utility-scale solar

25 Lazard’s levelized cost of energy analysis (version 12.0), November 2018 (“Lazard Report”)
26 Lazard Report.
27 EIA “Electric Power Monthly”, data for March 2019.
28 EIA “Electric Power Monthly”, data for March 2019.
29 EIA “Electric Power Monthly”, data for March 2019.
30 SEIA Report.
31 SEIA Report.
32 SEIA Report.
33 Lazard Report.
34 Lazard Report.
35 EIA 2017 and 2018 wholesale electricity market data
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can therefore be estimated to be developed at a price that is c.US$4 / MWh (or 11 per cent) less
than wholesale power.

Commercial and residential solar projects compete against a different price than wholesale energy
prices. As the electricity generated by commercial and residential solar is typically used onsite by
an offtaker and offsets the offtaker’s utility bill, commercial and residential solar projects compete
against the retail price of energy that the incumbent utility charges. The retail price of electricity is
much higher than the wholesale energy price. As discussed below, the retail price of electricity is
comprised of a utility’s generation costs, transmission costs and distribution costs. The average
LCOE for commercial solar is US$62 / MWh.36. The average utility rate for commercial customers
(which varies from region to region within the United States) is US$106 / MWh.37 Solar has a
significant price advantage to the utility rate. Commercial solar can therefore be estimated to be
42 per cent cheaper than the utility rate or US$44 / MWh. This differential is a significant factor in
driving demand for solar in the commercial market segment. Commercial offtakers who sign PPAs
can hedge their energy costs by locking in contracted rates for an extended period of time at an
initial discount to the utility rate of 10 per cent to 15 per cent.

Residential solar has a similar value proposition to commercial solar. The average utility rate for
residential customers (which varies from region to region within the United States) is US$149 /
MWh.38. The average LCOE to develop residential solar is US$120 / MWh.39 In the residential
market segment, solar provides a compelling value proposition to the incumbent utility cost.
Residential solar can therefore be estimated to be on average US$29 / MWh cheaper than utility
cost or 19 per cent. Residential offtakers generally save approximately 10 per cent to 15 per cent
off their utility bills when they choose to go solar.

As retail energy prices continue to increase and the cost to develop solar continues to decline as a
result of cost reductions and more efficient technology, the value proposition for solar in the US
increases. Today, in commercial solar, there are 36 states that have utility electricity rates that are
higher than average cost to develop commercial solar (US$62 / MWh).40 Similarly, on the residential
side, there are 27 states today with retail electricity rates that are greater than average cost to
develop residential solar (US$120 / MWh).41 As retail electricity rates increase and the LCOE of
solar declines, solar will become competitive in more and more states. These two diverging factors
allow the US solar market to avoid the boom-and-bust phenomena found in many other countries.

—————
Source: EIA electricity data

36 Lazard Report.
37 EIA “Electric Power Monthly”, data for March 2019.
38 EIA “Electric Power Monthly”, data for March 2019.
39 Lazard Report.
40 EIA “Electric Power Monthly”, data for March 2019.
41 EIA “Electric Power Monthly”, data for March 2019.
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US Retail Electricity Rates
Electricity Prices and Rate Structure

To understand why retail electricity prices (residential, commercial, industrial) in the US have
increased and the trend is for them to continue to increase, an overview of how electricity rates are
determined and how utilities operate in the US is required. The utility market and the retail rate
structure in the US differ from other markets, including the United Kingdom market. The US is
primarily a regulated market with investor-owned utilities (“IOU”). The regulatory structure provides a
stable and set rate structure for retail electricity rates that gradually increase over time.

Electricity prices vary across the US as prices are driven by the utility and regulatory environment in
that specific market and the amount of energy consumed by an Offtaker. The number of individual
electric utility companies in the US is approximately 3,000 as of January 2017, with IOUs servicing
the vast majority of consumers.42 There are more than 50 IOU electric parent companies in the US
and these utilities provide electricity for 220 million people (about 70 per cent of the US
population).43 These IOUs are comprised of approximately 200 subsidiaries that have particular
jurisdictional operations within specific market regions.44

Most markets in the US are highly regulated, but over the past decade, some of the generation,
transmission and distribution of electricity has been deregulated in some states, including Texas and
New York. The extent to which an electricity market is regulated determines the level of power rates
paid by consumers. Electricity prices tend to be higher, more stable and more predictable in
regulated markets. The structure and design of electricity tariffs vary greatly across the country. For
example, while electricity prices in Hawaii and Connecticut are considerably higher than the national
average retail price, customers in Louisiana and Idaho pay the lowest rates.

IOUs are all for-profit enterprises with public or private shareholders and operate to provide their
shareholders an attractive investment return. Because most of these utilities constitute a de facto
monopoly within a particular jurisdiction, public utility commissions (“PUCs”) exist, primarily at the
state level, as governing bodies that regulate the rates and services of the utilities. Without
regulation, the utilities would be free to set and charge rates as they choose, so PUCs serve as a
replacement for the competitive market. In exchange for granting the exclusive right to sell electricity
in a given service territory, PUCs determine how much the utility is allowed to invest, in what it is
allowed to invest, how much it can charge, and what its profit margin can be. In order to set
electricity rates, the utilities file a rate-case application with the PUC for a rate or policy change.
IOUs typically look to increase rates when costs have risen and the revenues collected from
ratepayers no longer cover the cost of building, operating and maintaining the system. Most utilities
file for general rate increases every two to five years, though in some instances, utilities have gone
more than 10 years without a general rate case. Without a rate case the existing rate structure and
tariff remains in place. Some states do require a general rate case on a fixed schedule, but most
do not. The PUC has the authority to initiate a rate review on its own, but this tends to be rare in
practice. Given this structure, it is unlikely that the IOU would initiate a rate case asking for a
reduction in its revenues by reducing retail electricity rates.

IOUs are allowed to recover their costs of doing business and earn a return on invested capital. In
the rate case, the PUC determines the utility’s total revenue requirement. The revenue requirement
represents the amount of money the IOU must collect in order to cover its costs and make a
reasonable profit. As a formula, this is expressed as:

Total Revenue Requirement = Rate Base 6 Allowed Rate of Return + Expenses

The Rate Base is the value of the IOU’s assets minus accumulated depreciation. The Allowed Rate
of Return drives an IOU’s profitability. Expenses are simply passed through to ratepayers.

The regulatory formula provides an understanding of how and why IOUs operate and invest the way
they do. There is a strong bias to make investments in capital projects such as electricity generation
plants and transmission upgrades. Lightspeed’s belief is that IOUs are not incentivised to operate
efficiently and, by having a set rate of return, IOUs essentially are incentivised to make capital
investments in order to increase their rate bases and, therefore, their profits. It is Lightspeed’s view

42 Transforming the Nation’s Electricity System: The Second Installment of the QER, January 2017
43 Edison Electric Institute (“EEI”), data source: ABB, Velocity – June 2019.
44 Transforming the Nation’s Electricity System: The Second Installment of the QER, January 2017.
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that they also have little incentive to reduce operating expenses, as those are simply passed
through to ratepayers.

This regulatory structure has led to increases in retail electricity rates and a trend for them to
continue to increase as long as utilities find ways to add to the rate base by investing in pollution
control, grid improvements, new distribution lines and similar assets. For example, from 1997 to
2002, IOUs on average filed approximately four rate cases per quarter with PUCs.45 Since 2006
that figure has increased to 13 rate cases per quarter and since 2016 the number of rate cases
filed by IOUs has increased to more than 15 per quarter.46 The primary reasons for rate-case filings
by the IOUs are (i) approval of capital investments; (ii) to implement rate mechanisms that allow for
cost recovery between rate cases; and (iii) an IOU’s desire to increase the allowed rate of return.
Once capital investments have been approved by the PUCs, these costs are passed through to
ratepayers and remain in the rate base over the life of the asset, meaning that a large component
of retail electricity rates is fixed and not subject to fluctuations from the wholesale energy markets.
These investment expenditures can take many years to be amortised before they come out of the
rate structure.

In respect of electricity rates in the US, it is important to note that the retail electricity rates that
consumers pay are not just a function of generation costs. Retail electricity rates are a combination
of the utility’s cost of generation, cost of transmission and distribution (grid infrastructure) and other
mandated pass-through surcharges. In the US, utilities typically own their own transmission and
distribution versus some form of nationalised grid infrastructure. The split between generation and
transmission and distribution varies by utility, but on average is c.60 per cent generation and
c.40 per cent transmission and distribution. Commercial and residential solar compete with the
entire retail electricity rate stack – generation, transmission and distribution. Utility scale solar
primarily competes with only the generation component of electricity costs. Even though there have
been some downward pressures to generation costs as a result of the abundance of natural gas,
transmission and distributions costs in the US have continued to climb and therefore retail electricity
rates have continued to increase.

The increase in transmission and distribution costs is because the US grid infrastructure needs
upgrades and to be made more resilient especially in an environment where there could be more
extreme weather patterns (such as drought, fires, and hurricanes). Spending on transmission and
distribution infrastructure in the US has increased steadily over the past 10 years as utilities build,
upgrade and replace station equipment, poles, fixtures, and overhead lines and devices. Based on
information compiled from utility reports to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”), the
US federal agency that regulates the transmission and wholesale sale of electricity, utilities that
represent about 70 per cent of total US electric load spent about US$21 billion on capital additions
associated with transmission and distribution in 2016.47 Investment in transmission additions
accounted for most utility transmission expenditures. In 2016, total transmission expenditures by
utilities included in the FERC data reached US$35 billion, with investment in transmission
infrastructure making up 61 per cent of that total. Operational and maintenance costs made up most
of the remaining transmission expenditures.48

Spending on operations and maintenance of the transmission grid has also risen steadily from
US$3.3 billion in 1996 to US$13.5 billion in 2016.49 Transmission costs have increased across all
regions of the US. According to the Edison Electric Institute, the primary factors expected to drive
transmission investment over the next several years include (i) upgrades and replacement of aging
transmission infrastructure; (ii) system hardening and resiliency to minimise adverse catastrophic
events; (iii) fundamental improvements to comply with evolving transmission reliability and security
compliance standards; and (iv) expansion of the transmission system to integrate renewables and
natural gas. The California PUC publishes an annual report and in its 2018 report, it notes that
between 2007 and 2017, the California IOUs’ total rate base more than doubled in size from
US$27.4 billion to US$58.6 billion or a 114 per cent increase.50 The largest increase occurred in

45 EEI Rate Review Summary Q4 2018.
46 EEI Rate Review Summary Q4 2018.
47 U. S. Energy Information Administration, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) Financial Reports (as Extracted by the

EIA) (“FERC Data”).
48 FERC Data.
49 FERC Data.
50 California PUC Public Utilities Code Section 913.1 Annual Report to the Governor and Legislature titled “Actions to Limit Utility

Costs and Rates” dated May 2018 (“CA PUC Report”).
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the transmission component, which increased from US$4.5 billion to US$15.4 billion or 242 per
cent.51 The California PUC noted that the increases resulted from replacing and modernising ageing
infrastructure, interconnecting new electric generation and compliance with updated North American
Electric Reliability Corporation requirements. The need for utilities to continue to invest in
transmission and distribution infrastructure more than offset any declining short-term trends in
electricity generation costs and, Lightspeed believes, will continue to lead to increasing retail
electricity rates. Increasing retail electricity rates provide commercial and residential solar with a
competitive advantage as the value proposition to offtakers increases.

Historical Electricity Prices

Market practice is for commercial and residential PPAs to provide the offtaker with an initial savings
of c.10 to 15 per cent. off the rate of electricity that the utility charges. Commercial and residential
PPAs also provide the offtaker with a long-term hedge against increasing utility rates as the PPAs
are at fixed prices with contracted escalators that typically increase at a rate less than the
forecasted utility rate. Over the term of a PPA, as retail electricity rates increase, solar PPAs provide
offtakers with greater savings unless the utility rates increase more slowly than the price escalator in
the PPA. Retail electricity rates in the US have historically increased at a steady pace, and
Lightspeed expects them to continue to increase, even in the current environment with downward
pressure on generation costs. Over the last 20 years, the US average residential electricity rate has
increased 57 per cent or 2.3 per cent per annum, the average commercial electricity rate has
increased 44 per cent or 1.8 per cent per annum, and the average industrial electricity rate has
increased 56 per cent or 2.2 per cent per annum.52 Contract escalators in PPAs range from 0 per
cent to 2.9 per cent per annum.

While the corresponding retail electricity prices for a specific offtaker is specific to that customer,
most of the data available around historical electricity prices and trends in prices is provided at the
state level. The EIA, part of the US Department of Energy, collects, analyses and disseminates
independent and impartial energy information and is, in Lightspeed’s view, the most complete and
widely available data source. The EIA publishes a monthly report called the Electric Power Monthly
that provides monthly statistics at the state (lowest level of aggregation) and national level for net
generation, fossil fuel consumption and stocks, cost, quantity, and quality of fossil fuels received,
sales of electricity to ultimate consumers, associated revenue and average price of electricity sold.

In 1990, the US average residential electricity rate was US$78.30 / MWh, with New York having the
highest rates at US$114.40 / MWh and Washington having the lowest rates at US$43.90 / MWh. By
October 2018, the US average residential rate had increased to US$129.30 / MWh, with Hawaii
having the highest rates at US$321.60 / MWh and Louisiana having the lowest rates at US$93.60 /
MWh.53

At a national level, US electricity rates have continued to increase, and the increases are even
more apparent when focusing on the top markets for commercial and residential solar. For example,
over the same 20-year period, residential retail rates in California have increased by 78 per cent or
2.9 per cent per annum. Similarly, commercial retail rates have increased by 72 per cent or 2.8 per
cent per annum and industrial retail rates have increased by 105 per cent or 3.7 per cent per
annum.54 Sunrun, the current largest residential solar company in the US, stated that in Sunrun’s 10
largest markets55, utility rates have increased at 3.1 per cent per annum over the last 14 years.

Electricity Prices Forecast

In addition to tracking historical electricity prices, EIA provides a forecast for retail electricity prices
through 2050. In its base case, EIA forecasts that the average US retail electricity rate (blend of all
market segments including residential, commercial and industrial) will increase 2.3 per cent per
annum between 2018 and 2050. The range between its low case scenario and high case scenario
is for an increase of 2.0 per cent to 3.4 per cent per annum.

51 CA PUC Report.
52 EIA “Electric Power Monthly”, data for March 2019; EIA Annual Energy Review, September 2012.
53 EIA “Electric Power Monthly”, data for March 2019.
54 EIA “Electric Power Monthly”, data for March 2019.
55 10 largest markets determined using Sunrun’s 2017 MW Deployments.
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EIA AVERAGE US RETAIL ELECTRICITY RATE FORECAST

—————
Source: EIA Annual Energy Outlook 2019.

The forecast growth rate by EIA has been fairly consistent over the last 10 years. Since 2010, EIA
has forecast an average annual increase in retail electricity rates of 2.2 per cent as shown below.

EIA ANNUAL FORECAST RETAIL ELECTRICITY RATE INCREASE

—————
Source: EIA Annual Energy Outlook 2010 to 2019.

Although on a month-by-month and, at times, year-by-year basis retail electricity rates have
declined, the overall trend is still upwards. Whereas wholesale electricity prices are considerably
more volatile, and the recent trend has seen a decline as a result of the abundance of natural gas
from shale fracking, it is Lightspeed’s view that wholesale electricity prices are a better proxy for the
value of electricity generated from utility-scale solar as utility-scale solar is another form of power
generation that can be traded in wholesale electricity markets where trades occur naturally between
buyers and energy producers.

The transmission and distribution components of retail electricity rates are forecasted to grow at a
faster rate than the generation component for the reasons discussed above. EIA has forecast an
average annual increase of approximately 1.8 per cent. in the generation component of retail
electricity rates while forecasting an average annual increase of approximately 2.8 per cent. for the
transmission component and approximately 3 per cent. for the distribution component. Because
transmission and distribution are forecasted to grow at a faster rate than the generation component
over time transmission and distribution will become a larger component of retail electricity rates. As
a component of retail electricity rates, the generation component is currently c.61 per cent of retail
electricity rates and forecasted to decline to 51 per cent in 2050 while transmission and distribution
are currently c.39 per cent and forecasted to be 49 per cent in 2050. The increase in retail
electricity rates is primarily driven by the growth in transmission and distribution.
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—————
Source: EIA, Annual Energy Outlook 2019 (Figures may not add up to 100 per cent. due to rounding).

Since solar provides a value proposition to the customer (an initial saving of an estimated 10 to
15 per cent from the utility rate), even if retail prices do not grow at the forecast rate or decline in
some years, the value proposition would remain intact for signing up new customers and in all
likelihood for the full contract term for existing customers because it would take a long time for the
estimated 10 to 15 per cent savings margin to erode to a point where the customer is not still
saving money. Since solar has no marginal cost of producing an incremental unit of electricity once
the system is built, even if actual retail electricity rates are lower than forecasted rates in 20 years,
the value proposition can still be maintained because the cost structure of the utility is greater than
the cost of the existing solar system. And to the extent that natural gas prices stabilise or increase
and the demand for electricity grows, retail electricity rates could be expected to increase at a rate
greater than currently forecast.

Regulatory Policy
The US has generally had a stable and supportive regulatory environment that has supported the
growth of solar through various political administrations and Congresses. The US has primarily used
the tax code to support policy initiatives. At the federal level, the investment tax credit (“ITC”) and
accelerated depreciation are the primary policy supports for solar. The ITC for solar provides a
30 per cent tax credit for the eligible basis of project costs. A temporary solar ITC was introduced
in 1978 and remained at a 10 or 15 per cent level, depending on the year, until 2005, when the
amount was increased to 30 per cent. In 2008, the 30 per cent ITC was extended to December 31,
2016. In 2015 prior to expiration of the credit, Congress extended the ITC again, and provided that
the level of tax credit would decrease in stages until 2023, after which the ITC drops down to a
permanent 10 per cent. The extension provided for a 30 per cent credit for solar projects that
commenced construction prior to the end of 2019. The ITC then steps down to 26 per cent for
projects that commence construction in 2020 and 22 per cent for projects that commence
construction in 2021. Projects qualifying for these higher credits must be placed in service by the
end of 2023. For projects where construction begins after 2021, the ITC will be 10 per cent. Solar
projects also qualify for accelerated depreciation in which the asset can be depreciated over five
years with the deductions front loaded.

Another federal driver of renewable energy adoption in the US is the Public Utility Regulatory Policy
Act 1978 (“PURPA”). This act allowed independent power producers to interconnect with the local
utility distribution system and required utilities to buy renewable power from private “qualified
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facilities” at the avoided cost the utility would have had to spend to generate the electricity itself.
From the inception of PURPA in 1978 through recent years, solar and wind were considered to be
expensive relative to other energy sources and, as such, utilities were not generally exposed to this
avoided cost mechanism. However, the decline in the cost of solar PV technology has turned
PURPA into a potential driver of utility-scale solar power plants in some parts of the country. PURPA
was amended in 2005 to limit the obligation to buy electricity to utilities in parts of the country
without organised electricity markets. In other parts of the country, independent generators are
assumed to have outlets for their electricity without requiring regulated utilities to buy. The regulated
utilities have been pressuring Congress and FERC to scale back PURPA further. The Republican
loss of control of the US House of Representatives in the November 2018 election to the
Democrats made it unlikely that Congress will act. However, FERC has been discussing possible
technical changes in how it interprets the utility-purchase requirement.

At the state level, many states have renewable portfolio standard (“RPS”) policies in place that
promote the development and adoption of renewable energy. RPS programmes are state policies
that require a minimum percentage of electricity generated by the utilities to be produced from
renewable resources including solar. Currently 37 states and the District of Columbia have RPS
policies or renewable portfolio goals.56 Additionally, numerous states have a solar carve out within
their RPS policies in which a minimum percentage of electricity generated must come from solar
generation. In 2018, California introduced a law that required all electricity in the state to be
generated from 100 per cent zero carbon energy by 2045, doubling the state’s prior mandate of
50 per cent. In addition to California, four other states plus the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico
have mandates for 100 per cent. clean energy.

—————
Source: NC Clean Energy Technology Center

Even though California is the largest solar market in the US, as shown in the table below, solar still
makes up a small percentage of the state’s overall electricity generation. In order to reach the
state’s 100 per cent. clean energy mandate, more solar is still needed.

56 International Energy Agency State-level Renewable Portfolio Standards.
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—————
Source: California Public Utilities Commission

Additionally at the state level, the majority of states have net metering policies in place. Net
metering is a fundamental driver to the adoption of commercial and residential solar. Net metering
occurs where excess production from behind the meter solar is supplied to the grid and credited at
the retail electricity rate. Net metering is a billing mechanism that credits the customer with the
onsite generation for the electricity the customer feeds into the grid. For example, if a residential
customer has a solar system on the homeowner’s rooftop, it may generate more electricity than the
home uses during daylight hours. If the home is net-metered, the electricity meter will run
backwards to provide a credit against what electricity is consumed at night or other periods where
the home’s electricity use exceeds the system’s output. Customers are only billed for their “net”
energy use. 47 states and the District of Columbia have some form of net metering in place. Of that
number, 38 states and the District of Columbia have state level mandatory net metering, and seven
more states have compensation structures similar to net metering for distributed generation and, in
two other states, there are utilities that offer some form of net metering to their customers.57

57 US Department of Energy net metering map, November 2017.
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—————
Source: NC Clean Energy Technology Center

There are numerous other policy drivers that further the adoption of solar. For example, in
December 2018, California passed a new law that beginning in 2020 new homes built in the state
must include rooftop solar panels, making California the first US state to make it obligatory for solar
energy to be installed in single-family and multi-family dwellings, as well as condos and apartment
buildings up to three stories. This policy initiative will be another catalyst to growth in the California
residential solar market.

Investment Tax Credit and Tax Equity
The ITC is one of the tax credits the US government has implemented as policy drivers intended to
encourage private investment. Other tax credits encourage investment in such things as low-income
housing, renovation of historic buildings, wind, geothermal and other types of renewable energy,
clinical testing of drugs for rare diseases, and business research and development. The ITC
provides a dollar-for-dollar offset to a taxpayer’s federal income tax liability. It is one of two federal
tax benefits that can be claimed on US solar projects. The other is accelerated depreciation, or the
ability to deduct most of the cost of the project over five years on a front-loaded basis.

For many reasons, a developer of a solar project may not be able to utlisise the ITC and
depreciation available to the project. Various financing structures have been developed that allow
the developer to receive value for, or “monetise,” the tax benefits. These financing transactions
involve a “tax equity investor,” typically an institutional investor, that can benefit from the tax
incentives. The transactions take three main forms, which are discussed below. Tax equity for
renewable energy was a US$10 to US$12 billion market in 2018. Estimates vary of the number of
active tax equity investors. Lightspeed estimates there are approximately 35 to 50 active tax equity
investors in solar. Banks, other financial institutions, insurance companies and large corporations
comprise the majority of the tax equity investors.

The three main tax equity structures are the partnership flip, sale-leaseback and inverted lease. The
Company will acquire the developer’s interest in these tax equity structures.

The partnership flip is the most common structure. In a typical partnership flip transaction, the
developer forms a partnership with a tax equity investor to own the solar project. The tax equity
investor is allocated 99 per cent. of the tax benefits and distributed a share of cash by the
partnership until the investor reaches an agreed internal rate of return. After the tax equity investor
reaches the target return (typically within six to eight years), its interest in the partnership usually
drops to 5 per cent. and the developer has an option to buy out the remaining interest of the
investor for its then fair market value.
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—————
Source: Lightspeed

The sale-leaseback is another structure. In a typical sale-leaseback transaction, the developer sells
the project to a tax equity investor and then leases the project back. The tax equity investor is
considered the owner of the project for tax purposes. It claims the ITC and depreciation on the
project and shares them with the developer indirectly through the rent it charges the developer to
use the project. At the end of the lease (typically 80 per cent of the projected useful life of the
solar project), the developer usually has an option to repurchase the project from the tax equity
investor at its then fair market value.

Lessor

Company Holdco

Lease

Project

Tax Equity Investor

Offtaker

Sale

PPA

—————
Source: Lightspeed

Inverted leases are the third common structure. In an inverted lease, the developer retains
ownership of the project, but assigns the power contract or other customer agreements to the tax
equity investor and leases the project to the investor. The tax equity investor sells the electricity and
pays most of it to the developer as rent for use of the project. US tax rules allow a lessor in such a
situation to “pass through” the ITC to the tax equity investor as lessee. The developer retains the
depreciation. At the end of the lease (typically six to 15 years in duration), the project reverts
automatically to the developer. In some deals, the developer has a 1 per cent interest in the lessee
and an option to buy the tax equity investor interest in the lessee after a flip down in its interest
around year six.
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Lightspeed anticipates that, as in the case of the Initial Portfolio, most projects that the Company
may acquire in the future will be financed with tax equity utilising either a partnership flip structure
or inverted lease structure.

Tax equity investors would co-invest alongside the Company in these projects and fund
approximately 30 to 45 per cent of the typical capital stack for a solar project in the current market.
The rest of the capital would come from debt and the Company. Tax equity transactions are
complicated. Because the availability of tax equity from tax equity investors is limited and not all
projects are able to secure tax equity, Lightspeed believes that its extensive experience raising tax
equity and working with tax equity investors will be instrumental in providing the Company with
projects that meet the Investment Policy. Lightspeed has a track record of raising tax equity and
structuring these investments. Its team (including the Lightspeed Management Team) has raised
more than US$6 billion in tax equity investments in their current and former employments and has
relationships with the major banks, financial institutions and corporations who provide tax equity.
Being able to raise tax equity on favourable terms improves the returns the Company is able to
earn on its projects. It also provides a validation point to investment selection since the tax equity
investors vet the main business and legal risks in the projects before investing.

Credit Risk
Many solar investors have gravitated towards investing in utility-scale solar in the US due to the
notion that an offtake agreement with a utility offtaker is a better credit risk than that of commercial
and residential solar with corresponding corporate, municipal and residential offtakers. It is
Lightspeed’s view that the premise that there is reduced credit risk associated with a utility offtaker
is too simplistic (as shown with the recent bankruptcy of Pacific Gas & Electric) and that the credit
risk of commercial and residential solar is no worse than utility-scale solar, but it has the added
benefit of portfolio diversification. Instead, it is Lightspeed’s view that the key factors to evaluating
default risk are the underlying credit quality of the offtaker and whether there is a value proposition,
as discussed above, inherent in the offtake agreement.

The Edison Electric Institute (“EEI”) is the association that represents all US investor-owned electric
companies. Its members provide electricity for about 220 million Americans, and operate in all 50
states and the District of Columbia. EEI issues a quarterly financial report covering 47 investor-
owned electric companies and, in its Q3 2018 report, the average credit rating of the association’s
members was investment grade BBB+. The ratings of the utilities range between BBB- and A, with
the majority of the utilities having a BBB+ rating.58 Similarly, a diversified portfolio of commercial
and residential solar will have a credit rating of at least investment grade. Commercial businesses
and residential customers have good credit ratings for a reason – they tend to stand by their
financial payment obligations.

58 EEI Financial Updates, Q3 2018.
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As an asset class, the default rates for commercial and residential solar to date have generally
been low and portfolios have generally performed better than expected. Although the data history
available for these portfolios is limited (10-year operating history for the earliest portfolios), the
performance has held up during different economic cycles, including the Great Recession / financial
crisis, and it is Lightspeed’s view that that is because of the credit quality of the offtakers and
underlying value proposition in the offtake agreements. Although the operating history is limited, a
PPA contract is a credit obligation no different than other credit obligations and, as a utility
obligation, it should not matter whether the energy comes from solar or some other generation
source.

It is Lightspeed’s view that defaults will remain low because of the underlying premise that solar
provides an economic value proposition to the customer. The primary reason customers enter into
PPAs is because solar provides a savings to the customers’ current utility costs. In a commercial
and residential solar PPA, the market practice is to provide an estimated discount from the utility
rate of 10 to 15 per cent at the start of the contract. This value proposition is what drives solar
demand in the US and incentivises the customer to continue to make payment on the contract as
long as the savings persist.

Through the PPA, the customer has a contractual obligation to make payment and the contract
provides for remedies in a default scenario. The remedies typically include terminating the contract,
removing the system and pursuing legal action (courts or collections) for a termination payment that
is equal to a make-whole of the contract. This occurs infrequently as this remedy is the last resort
in handling customer defaults.

In a default scenario, more likely what occurs is the solar system is turned off so it no longer
produces solar energy instead of physically removing the system from the site. Once the system is
shut off, the customer no longer receives the value proposition and savings as it returns to buying
electricity from the utility at a cost that is higher than solar. Because of the savings proposition, a
customer is therefore incentivised to pay a solar bill before a utility bill as the cost of the electricity
from solar is less than that of the utility. It is Lightspeed’s view that the rationale to make an
economic decision becomes even more necessary in tough economic times as customers will still
need electricity and, when given the choice to make a payment, the economic incentive is to pay
the bill that provides the most value and that is the solar bill over the utility bill. Historical data on
the performance of commercial and residential portfolios support this position as default rates have
generally remained low and not varied much during different economic periods.

The PPAs are also assignable in the situation where there is a change in ownership of the
underlying real estate, whether it to be the home in a residential contract or commercial property in
a commercial contract. Although it is not an automatic assignment and assumption by the new real
estate owner, because the contract provides an economic value proposition, the new real estate
owner is typically incentivised to assume the contract. As in the case of the original real estate
owner, the alternative is to have the system shut off and go back to buying electricity from the utility
at a cost that is higher than solar. The historical data for contract reassignments has shown
recovery rates near 100 per cent, showing that so long as there continues to be a value proposition
the contract is maintained.59

In a scenario where a customer defaults, non-payment can be reported to the credit bureaus and
the non-payment will then have a negative effect on the customer’s credit profile. The ability to
report non-payment to the credit bureaus is another incentive for customers to continue to make
payment.

The premise that electricity is a necessity and, therefore, customers must pay their utility bills is in
part supported by the general view that utility businesses are stable operating businesses with
relatively low costs of capital for their businesses. Utilities are dependent on customers paying for
electricity no differently than an investor in solar with a PPA contract would be but, unlike a utility, a
solar investor can select and filter its customer base based on credit and other criteria. Generally,
utilities are required to provide access to electricity to all customers in their service territories
whereas a solar investor is not. Solar portfolios generally have higher credit quality than the pool of
all utility customers and, because of the project finance nature of solar, the industry in the US has
gravitated towards minimum credit criteria that typically require commercial offtakers to have an

59 Based on Kroll solar securitizations reports.
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investment grade rating and residential offtakers to have an adequate minimum FICO credit score of
680.

In residential solar, the offtaker is a residential customer who is also the homeowner. Therefore,
unless the homeowner had the financial means to purchase the home entirely with cash, the
homeowner would have qualified for a mortgage and met the underwriting criteria of a financial
institution providing that mortgage.

The standard in the United States in determining consumer credit is a FICO credit score. More than
US$1 trillion in credit (mortgages, auto loans, credit cards and other consumer finance) has been
financed using FICO credit scores. FICO scores were first introduced in 1989 by FICO (then called
Fair, Isaac, and Company). FICO scores are used by the vast majority of banks and credit grantors
to determine a consumer’s credit risk, and are based on consumer credit files of the three national
credit bureaus – Experian, Equifax and TransUnion. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac first began using
FICO scores to help determine which American consumers qualified for mortgages bought and sold
by the companies in 1995. Generally, a 620 FICO credit score is the minimum FICO score for a
conforming (Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac) home mortgage. Residential solar customers typically
must have minimum FICO scores that are higher than those required for mortgages (typically 680
FICO).

The table below compares the default rate of residential solar with other consumer and corporate
default rates. As the table illustrates, good credit generally results in low default rates. But credit is
not the only criteria to determining default likelihood. The type of payment – necessity versus
discretionary is also a factor in default likelihood. Necessities are things that people cannot live
without (for example transportation, a home and power) and as a result consumers are less likely to
default on necessity payments (auto bill, mortgage and utility / solar bill).

—————
Source: Lightspeed, Fannie Mae; Ellie Mac; Federal Housing Administration; S&P Global; Prosper

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”) is an agency of the United States government
responsible for consumer protection in the financial sector. The CFPB’s jurisdiction includes banks,
credit unions, securities firms, payday lenders, mortgage-servicing operations, foreclosure relief
services, debt collectors and other financial companies operating in the United States. The CFPB
writes and enforces rules for financial institutions, examines both bank and non-bank financial
institutions, monitors and reports on markets, as well as collects and tracks consumer complaints.
The CFPB classifies FICO credit scores in the following five groups:
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—————
Source: CFPB

Consumers with prime or better credit are considered to have very good to excellent credit and are
viewed as posing little risk to lenders and creditors. Similarly, the US Office of Comptroller of the
Currency, an independent bureau of the US Department of the Treasury that charters, regulates and
supervises all national banks and federal savings associations as well as federal branches and
agencies of foreign banks, also distinguishes between prime and subprime credit at the 660 FICO
credit score level. With an overall average of 720 FICO credit score and generally a minimum 680
FICO credit score, residential solar is a strong credit pool that is equivalent to investment grade. It
is Lightspeed’s view that the rating agencies through the investment grade ratings they have issued
of various portfolios of commercial and residential solar, and additionally the vast amount of
institutional capital that has been invested into commercial and residential solar, support the notion
that the credit quality of solar portfolios is equivalent to investment grade.

Commercial and residential solar has proven to be a good investment as a number of banks and
financial institutions have provided capital to fund these market segments. Although the majority of
their return comes in the form of tax benefits, tax equity investors do take credit and default risk as
a portion of their return comes from cash flows from the payments of the commercial and
residential offtakers. The tax rules that govern these tax equity structures require that the tax equity
investors have “real skin in the game” and that their investments be subject to performance risk.
Because of these factors, when tax equity investors co-invest in projects, they perform their own
credit underwriting of the offtakers as well. In Lightspeed’s experience, the financial institutions that
have provided tax equity have credit requirements that are similar to the constraints set out in the
Investment Policy – for commercial offtakers, investment grade, and for residential offtakers,
minimum FICO credit score of 680, although some recent financings have allowed 10 to 15 per
cent. of offtakers to have FICO scores between 650 and 680.
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On an annual basis, approximately US$4 billion of tax equity is invested in commercial and
residential solar. Some of the larger banks and financial institutions that currently provide tax equity
include:

—————
Source: Lightspeed
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Additionally, the list of banks and financial institutions providing project finance lending to
commercial and residential solar includes:

—————
Source: Lightspeed

Lightspeed estimates that approximately US$4 to US$6 billion is funded per year through project
finance lending in the residential and commercial market segments.

SolarCity led the industry in developing an institutional investor base for commercial and residential
solar financing. The portfolios for SolarCity and, subsequently, for many other solar companies
(including Sunrun, Vivint and SunPower) have been rated by the rating agencies. Both S&P and
Kroll have provided investment grade ratings for diversified portfolios of commercial and residential
solar. Although the ratings attest to the credit worthiness of the portfolios, they reflect the particular
structures of the securitisations, which differ from the ordinary shares in an investment trust.
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The following is a list of solar securitisations through 2018 that have been rated by Standard &
Poor’s (S&P) or Kroll Bond Rating Agency (“Kroll”) totalling more than US$4.7 billion in issuances.60

—————
Source: Standard & Poor’s; Kroll Bond Rating

Tax equity investors and project finance lenders have generally underwritten residential solar
portfolios assuming an annual default assumption of 0.5 per cent, escalating by 0.5 per cent a year
(for example in year 10, the assumed annual default rate is then 4.5 per cent). The cumulative
default rate to date for the residential solar industry over a 10-year period is estimated to be less
than 2 per cent – well below the underwritten assumptions.

In reviewing the data from the last two major securitisations of 2018, the rating reports for Sunrun
and SunPower show very low defaults. For 2017 and the first six months of 2018, Sunrun had billed
customers US$973,081,246 for electricity that was generated. Of that, US$1,271,907 or 0.13 per
cent was more than 90 days past due. Beginning in 2008 through the first 6 months of 2018,
Sunrun had collected more than 98.8 per cent. of total customer cash flows with less than 1.2 per
cent being uncollectable. Similarly, SunPower had billed customers between 2017 and the first nine
months of 2018 US$416,497,132 for electricity that was generated. Of that US$2,273,273 or
0.55 per cent was more than 90 days past due. Focusing on contract reassignments where there is
more likely an instance for default when a home is sold or an offtaker is in financial distress (short
sale, foreclosure, divorce or death of the offtaker), the historical data shows that recovery rate of the
contract value is near 100 per cent and credit risk remains extremely low. From inception beginning
in 2008, Sunrun reported 11,200 contract reassignments and a recovery rate of 100 per cent of the

60 Based on Kroll solar securitizations reports.
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contract value. Roughly 94 per cent of contracts were standard contract transfers, and less than
2 per cent of contracts were renegotiated. SunPower reported similar historical data with 6,000
contract reassignments and a recovery rate of 100 per cent. Roughly 99 per cent of contracts were
standard contract transfers or customers prepaying the contract and less than 0.9 per cent were
renegotiated. Based on the available performance data, the industry’s underwriting assumption for
defaults of 0.5 per cent escalating by 0.5 per cent per year is conservative.61

It is Lightspeed’s view that although defaults do occur, the diverse nature of these portfolios
mitigates default risk, as no single customer default in a portfolio would be material to the overall
investment return.

61 The data in this paragraph is derived from Kroll solar securitisations reports for Sunrun and SunPower.
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PART V

INVESTMENT APPROACH, STRATEGY AND PROCESS

This Part V sets out in more detail the investment approach, strategy and process that Lightspeed
will follow when implementing the Company’s investment objective and policy.

INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY AND APPROACH
Lightspeed seeks to create long term value for Shareholders by executing the Company’s
investment objective to source and acquire Solar Assets capable of generating attractive returns to
enable the Company to provide stable dividends.

To achieve its objective, the Company intends to create a diversified portfolio of Solar Assets, with
strong cash flow profiles, backed by long-term Offtake Agreements with predominantly investment
grade Counterparties at attractive valuations. The Company intends to pursue acquisitions of Solar
Assets in the utility, commercial and residential solar market segments that meet the Company’s
investment policy.

Lightspeed expects that it will identify acquisition opportunities for the Company by leveraging its
proprietary relationships with regional and national project developers, project owners, PPA and
Offtaker counterparties, EPC counterparties and from tax equity and financing relationships
developed over many years. These relationships have allowed Lightspeed to develop a pipeline of
attractive bilateral acquisition opportunities which may not otherwise be broadly marketed.

Investment Philosophy
The core principles of the investment approach are listed below.

* Acquire high quality Solar Assets with long-term Offtake Agreements: to target Solar Assets
that have long term contracted Offtake Agreements with creditworthy (predominantly investment
grade) Counterparties. Lightspeed seeks to balance Counterparty and credit exposure on a
portfolio basis and may consider unrated, non-investment grade or merchant offtake on an
individual asset basis if they meet underwriting standards.

* Focus on proprietary origination: employ a differentiated approach to investment origination by
focusing on developing programmatic acquisition relationships with regional and national
project developers, project owners, direct PPA and Offtaker counterparties, EPC counterparties,
and financing relationships. Project counterparties value transaction certainty, cost efficiencies
created through repeat transactions, and visibility into required returns.

* Remain disciplined and selective in acquisition underwriting: to employ a structured investment
process that emphasises consistent and selective underwriting on originated volume.
Lightspeed seeks to select acquisition opportunities that only meet rigorous target investment
criteria.

* Actively manage portfolio to maximise value: to leverage captive development and operating
capabilities in order to surface value at the project level by capturing unrealised value and
growing cash flow through operational levers.

* Maintain conservative balance sheet: to focus on maintaining a flexible and conservative
balance sheet to support durable returns whilst actively managing exposure to financial risks.

Investment Strategy
The Company’s investment strategy seeks to create a diversified portfolio of US Solar Assets, with
a differentiated focus on the commercial and residential market segments. Lightspeed expects to
source asset acquisitions for the Company from project developers, project owners, direct PPA and
Offtaker counterparties, EPC counterparties and from tax equity and financing relationships in the
United States. The Company expects to leverage Lightspeed’s relationships with leading solar
developers and operators in the various regional US solar markets. Due to the fragmented nature of
the commercial and residential market segments where there are many regional or local developers,
Lightspeed believes that the Company will have the opportunity to acquire, and subsequently
aggregate, portfolios of Solar Assets in bilateral processes versus competitive market
(auction) driven bid processes. The Company’s investment strategy emphasises the following:
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* High quality cash flows and credit: investing in Solar Assets that have (a) long term contracted
Offtake Agreements with (b) creditworthy Counterparties that (c) provide the Offtaker with a
value proposition;

* Active portfolio management: surface value in acquired Solar Assets by leveraging
Lightspeed’s development and operating expertise to capture unrealised project value through
active asset management and operational improvements that drive cost efficiencies; and

* Portfolio diversification: mitigate investment risks through portfolio diversification with a focus on
creating a balanced portfolio across market segment allocation, Offtaker, Counterparty credit
and geography.

High Quality Cash Flows and Credit

Lightspeed seeks to focus primarily on investments with long term contracted PPAs and/or another
contractual Offtake Agreement with creditworthy Counterparties (predominantly investment grade).
The contracted cash flows associated with US Solar Assets are generally uncorrelated to equity and
fixed income markets. These generally predictable, contracted cash flows can provide exposure to
attractive returns while providing diversification benefit from traditional asset classes.

A focus on quality underwriting and project fundamentals supports predictable cash flow generation.
A key metric used in evaluating Solar Assets is project level return. This metric captures the
relationship among the total cost of generation, the adequacy of the solar resource, the efficiency of
the technology employed and the price at which power or incentives can be sold or monetised. In
order to evaluate the ability of an investment opportunity to meet target investment criteria, the
following project fundamentals (including but not limited to those listed as follows) are underwritten:

* Project revenue contract: evaluation of the structure, term and duration of Solar Asset revenue
contracts to assess project economics and value proposition to the Offtaker;

* Offtaker credit underwriting: fundamental credit underwriting of Offtaker to Offtake Agreement;

* Technology evaluation: target projects with mature technology with bankable vendors, an
operating history and strong warranties;

* Project stage: target only fully operational projects with no development risk, subject to a
limited ability to forward fund as described further below in this document; and

* Developer quality: target developers or project owners with a demonstrated track record of
executing project development and management.

Active Portfolio Management

Lightspeed employs an active portfolio asset management approach that leverages the development
and operating expertise of Lightspeed. The asset management team is responsible for asset
monitoring and management with the objective of generating returns from the Solar Asset that are
consistent with the acquisition underwriting and capturing unrealised value through operational
levers.

Lightspeed will seek to surface value in investments by (a) capitalising on opportunities to expand
and/or optimise the volume output of installed projects through technology, (b) augmenting projects
with storage and other technologies to optimise availability and sell-through of electricity to
Counterparties, and (c) leveraging portfolio financing and investment structuring tools to realise
additional cash-flow benefits for investment opportunities.

Factors beyond traditional operating metrics can enhance project values. The structure and terms of
tax equity and project financing can amplify returns. In addition, maximising incentives like
renewable energy credits, tax benefits and exemptions can also improve project fundamentals.

Portfolio Diversification
Lightspeed believes that a well diversified portfolio of Solar Assets can generate attractive returns.
To achieve this, Lightspeed will seek to create a portfolio balanced across market segment
allocation, Offtaker, Counterparty credit and geography. The focus on commercial and residential
solar market segments also diversifies the Company's exposure to both retail and electricity rate
types.
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Investment Structure
As at the date of this Prospectus, the Company does not have any subsidiaries. However, prior to
completion of the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement, the Company intends to establish a wholly-
owned limited liability company organised under the laws of Delaware, United States (“US Holdco”).
The US Holdco is intended to be the intermediate holding company through which the Company will
invest, and acquire its interests, in the Initial Portfolio.

The Company has entered into the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement with the Initial Portfolio
Vendor (in which certain members of the Lightspeed Management Team and others have indirect
ownership interests) to acquire certain interests in the Initial Portfolio. Following Initial Admission and
the completion of the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement (which the Company expects to take
place not later than 60 days after Initial Admission subject to the satisfaction of applicable
conditions), the Company will be the ultimate holding company of a number of Project SPVs,
intermediate holding entities and tax equity partnerships as described in detail in the section titled
“The Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement” in Part III (The Initial Portfolio and Pipeline), which also
describes the proposed investment structure for the Company’s holding of the Initial Portfolio
immediately following completion of the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement.

The Company may invest in future Solar Assets (or restructure its existing holdings) directly or
indirectly through a variety of structures, including but not limited to Project SPVs, companies,
trusts, partnerships, tax equity partnerships, intermediate holding entities, joint venture or other co-
investment vehicles, or such other investment means as considered appropriate. The Company may
invest in entities which are not wholly-owned. For a description of typical tax equity structures,
please refer to the section titled “Investment Tax Credit and Tax Equity” in Part IV (The United
States Solar Market).

Project Financing Approach
The Company expects to undertake several project financing approaches depending on the
opportunity. Operational Solar Assets may be acquired with financing from tax equity investors and
long-term debt in place. Sellers may deliver a project with the financing already arranged or may
expect the buyer to arrange their own financing. The Company expects to acquire assets under
both scenarios but will target assets where it can arrange and structure financing from its tax equity
investors and additional debt financing where required. This approach allows the Company to have
greater control over the process and reduce execution risk.

The Company may enter into forward funding agreements by way of secured loans, certain costs of
Solar Assets, which may be acquired by the Company once operational. Such forward funding will
be restricted to no more than 15 percent of the Company’s Total Assets (at the time such
arrangement is entered into) in aggregate and will only be undertaken when supported by
appropriate security. Full funding will only occur when Solar Assets are fully operational.

The limits on gearing set out in Part II (Information on the Company) of this Prospectus will be
applied on an aggregated basis across the entire Gross Asset Value of the Company, any
intermediate holding companies and the Project SPVs. Accordingly, it is possible that the gearing
levels of one or more Project SPVs may exceed such limits during the life cycle of the relevant
Solar Asset.

INVESTMENT PROCESS
Introduction
Lightspeed employs a structured investment process that seeks to drive consistency and selectivity
with respect to identifying potential investments that meet the Company’s investment objective and
evaluating those investments to determine that they comply with the Company’s investment policy.
This section describes Lightspeed’s investment process from sourcing and origination, to due
diligence and project evaluation, transaction execution, and approach to long term portfolio and
asset management.

Lightspeed’s Management Committee
Lightspeed has combined capabilities in origination, transaction execution and asset management
with expertise across equity, tax equity, project finance structuring, and active portfolio management.
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In addition, the Lightspeed Management Team has combined experience with underwriting and
aggregating portfolios of utility, commercial, and residential solar projects.

Lightspeed maintains a management committee (the “Management Committee”) that is responsible
for reviewing and evaluating potential investment opportunities. The Management Committee’s role is
to make recommendations to the AIFM and the Company in relation to proposed and existing
assets and activities of the Company together with reviewing any due diligence reports along with
any transaction memorandum (described below) on a potential acquisition prepared by Lightspeed
after following the due diligence process set forth below.

Following review by the Management Committee, the AIFM and the Board will be provided with
information relating to the acquisition, and have the opportunity to make enquiries and such other
observations and comments as it relates to the potential investment opportunity.

The subsequent process for approval of investment decisions is set out below under Investment
Decisions.

Deal origination and screening
Lightspeed employs a differentiated approach to investment origination which seeks to leverage
proprietary relationships with various constituents in the solar market that the Lightspeed
Management Team has built relationships with over time. This approach seeks to proactively
generate investment opportunities sourced from these relationships that fall within the investment
policy of the Company.

Proprietary deal origination

Lightspeed expects to leverage a variety of relationships sourced through the development activities
pursued by its development affiliate. These development activities enable Lightspeed to source
proprietary investment opportunities. Most mature or operational investment opportunities solicit
capital from multiple qualified investors. However, Lightspeed expects to differentiate its origination
strategy by actively engaging project developers and other project owners early in the project
development lifecycle.

Lightspeed has formed relationships through previous investments and developments with various
project developers, project owners, EPC companies, technology manufacturers, and direct potential
Offtakers including real estate owner-operators, municipalities / government agencies, and
universities. Another proprietary strategy involves constructing forward flow arrangements with
developers of commercial and residential projects that provides transaction certainty as to project
realisation for project developers once the relevant projects reach a stage of maturity where they
can be acquired. In such cases, the Company may access exclusivity over a developer’s pipeline of
projects by providing a visible realisation opportunity for developers who are seeking to repurpose
capital into further development projects. Such transaction structures can be arranged in a way to
provide access to projects earlier in the development lifecycle, without subjecting the Company to
development or construction risk. These transaction structures can therefore also potentially result in
yielding projects at attractive valuations.

Proactive deal origination

A specific focus on commercial and residential opportunities allows Lightspeed to systematically
track development teams active in local and regional markets prior to these developers soliciting
capital. Active dialogue with top-tier developers and entrepreneurs may help shape appropriate
opportunities, and may yield access to these opportunities before broader fundraising or project sale
efforts are initiated.

Intermediated sourcing

Lightspeed also maintains strong relationships with various intermediaries in North America, though
historically only a small share of the transactions that the Lightspeed Management Team has
evaluated have been represented by large financial intermediaries. In contrast, many local
intermediaries, for example, individuals from a project owner’s close network of lawyers, advisers,
and consultants, often introduce Lightspeed to potential transactions. Although these opportunities
may be less developed and may require more rigorous due diligence, they also may facilitate
transactions more conducive to the investment strategy of the Company.
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Project Screening

Lightspeed screens acquisition opportunities that have been originated to identify potential
acquisitions that meet the Company’s investment objective and complies with its investment policy.
Through this screening process, Lightspeed will determine whether to proceed with detailed project
due diligence and evaluation. Initial project screening is performed by evaluating basic project
fundamentals and populating a project intake document. This process involves a preliminary review
of a project financial model and information memorandum, to form an initial evaluation of project
fundamentals such as:

* Project Type / Market Segment

* Project Size(s) and Location(s)

* Offtake Agreement Evaluation

* PPA Pricing and Escalations, Term, Offtaker, and Structure

* REC Agreements or Equivalent Offtake Agreements

* Post PPA Period merchant pricing or renewal assumptions

* Solar Resource Evaluation: independent engineer resource model, PVSyst or equivalent

* Historical Project Operating Reports

* Interconnection Agreement Review

* Other project attributes

Based on this information, Lightspeed analyses whether a potential investment meets the target
investment criteria and evaluates the financial return metrics. Lightspeed focuses on several metrics
including calculating project level IRRs on both an unlevered and levered basis over the life of the
project and measuring the cash yield metrics of a given project. Lightspeed then performs sensitivity
analyses across a variety of metrics under a range of different scenarios.

Due Diligence and Project Evaluation
After a potential investment opportunity has been identified and screened against the target
investment criteria, Lightspeed then develops a project summary and a term sheet for a given
transaction which includes the material terms of the investment and sets forth the due diligence
process. The Lightspeed Management Committee performs an initial review of the investment and if
it determines to proceed then Lightspeed will perform a detailed due diligence review of the project
and seeks to negotiate the definitive terms of the proposed transaction.

Lightspeed employs a robust due diligence process that emphasises (i) project focused due
diligence, (ii) quantitative analysis of project economics, and (iii) credit underwriting. Through this
investment process, Lightspeed applies principles of quantitative analysis to stress test assumptions,
price capital structures, and determine risk-adjusted returns.

Project-focused due diligence

A necessary and early step in project due diligence is gauging project economic, and credit
fundamentals. In performing project level due diligence, Lightspeed reviews the material project
agreements and documents to identify project-specific risks. This includes a rigorous review of
(i) project Offtake Agreements: PPAs or their equivalent, REC Agreements and associated
agreements (where applicable), (ii) EPC Contracts, (iii) site or real estate lease agreements or title
documents, (iv) independent engineering reports, (vi) interconnection agreements, (v) O&M
Contracts (where in place at time of acquisition) (vi) and relevant licenses and permits (amongst
other things). Additional project documents include detailed historical review of project operating
reports and data, engineering reports, feasibility studies, resource assessment studies,
environmental studies, and transmission and interconnection studies. The strength of these studies,
contracts, and relationships are often the key determinants of a project’s quality.

Beyond this documentation, project diligence includes site visits and evaluation of the project
Counterparties. During site visits, Lightspeed will examine various project elements, including
module and inverter technology, EPC and O&M team diligence meetings or calls, site suitability, and
the historical performance of similarly situated comparable Solar Assets. Lightspeed will often
commission independent engineers and other consultants (e.g. resource consultants) to
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independently assess underlying risks associated with a project and prepare resource production
models with appropriate sensitivities. This work confirms key technical aspects of a project,
including resource availability, site suitability for specified technology, and the adequacy and quality
of EPC Contracts on the basis of which the Solar Asset was designed and built.

Further diligence focuses on corporate matters. The basis of corporate diligence is typically a
financial review or audit and legal diligence process directed by Lightspeed and conducted by
external legal advisers, accountants and financial advisers. A review of all material project contracts
by legal counsel is also required. Beyond confirmatory diligence by the independent engineer,
Lightspeed considers broader commercial matters including a particular project developer or owner’s
demonstrated track record of project development, and a review of relevant power market studies. A
key data point in corporate diligence is reference checks with tax equity investors and project
lenders (where applicable).

Third party due diligence includes but is not limited: (i) a property ALTA (American Land Title
Association) survey, (ii) review of real estate title and associated bring down (iii) a Phase I
Environmental Site Assessment report, (iv) a zoning review, and (v) independent engineering reports
for resource evaluation, review of production history, and site evaluation reports and a third party
review of historical financial statements.

Quantitative investment metrics

Lightspeed translates its diligence findings in relation to an investment opportunity into assumptions
underlying the economic model of project cash flows. This analysis assigns both an expected value
and a variation to each key input or assumption across plausible realisations. Lightspeed presumes
a normal distribution for all input assumptions and skews the distribution based upon the contracts
and diligence review described above. This sensitivity analysis ensures that the project-level
economics meet the requirements of the Company’s investment policy with returns measured across
a range of outcomes.

Valuation analysis underlies any quantitative analysis of an investment opportunity utilising a variety
of valuation techniques leveraging traditional analyses (discounted cash flow, transaction
comparables). Lightspeed has also developed a method of valuing a project pipeline based on a
project’s stage of development.

Credit Review

A fundamental part of the due diligence process involves performing an independent credit review
and underwriting of Offtaker Counterparty credit. In addition to reviewing available credit research
and/or ratings reports published by the leading credit rating agencies, Lightspeed will also perform
an independent credit review of various Offtaker Counterparties to assess credit related risks. Credit
underwriting considerations include Offtaker specific, industry specific, and other transaction specific
considerations.

In evaluating a particular Offtaker Counterparty’s credit risk, primary consideration is given to the
economic value of the Offtake Agreement to that particular Offtaker. This is evaluated by analysing
whether a particular Offtake Agreement is “in-the-money” or “out-of-the money” relative to an
Offtaker’s competing cost of electricity. In commercial and residential solar projects, particular
attention is paid in underwriting the economic value of the revenue contract to the Offtaker over the
life of the contract. Lightspeed seeks projects and Offtakers that demonstrate an economic value
proposition being delivered to the Offtaker.
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In addition to the revenue contract evaluation, traditional credit metrics are evaluated as represented
in the table below:

—————
Source: Lightspeed

Investment decisions
Once Lightspeed has completed its initial due diligence review of a proposed investment
opportunity, it will prepare a transaction memorandum. The transaction memorandum summarises
the key project terms, descriptions, economics, projected returns, structure, capitalisation, and also
summarises the findings of the key third party due diligence reports. Such transaction memorandum
is circulated to the Management Committee for its evaluation and approval.

Following review by the Management Committee, the AIFM and the Board will be provided with
information relating to the acquisition, and have the opportunity to make enquiries and such other
observations and comments as it relates to the potential investment opportunity.

Once such consultation process has completed, Lightspeed will recommend the proposed
investment opportunity to the AIFM and the Company. The decision whether or not to proceed with
the proposed investment opportunity will be made by the AIFM and the Board. Once such approval
is obtained, Lightspeed will then negotiate and implement the transaction, provided that upon the
completion of such negotiation and transaction documentation, the final decision to enter into the
transaction shall be made by the Board.

In the case of investment opportunities that fall within related party transactions with Lightspeed and
its Associates (“Relevant Related Party Transactions”) described under “Voluntary Compliance
with the Listing Rules” above, these will also be subject to the additional protocols described
therein.

The decision-making procedure will change in the event that a new alternative investment fund
manager is established by Lightspeed as described on page 96 below.

Transaction Execution

Where an investment opportunity proceeds to the execution phase, Lightspeed will:

* manage the transaction process, including co-ordinating the work of other professional advisers
and service providers, including agents, surveyors, valuers, lawyers, accountants, and tax
advisers;

* lead in the negotiation with any third party (whether buying, selling, refinancing, or otherwise)
and the third party’s agent (if any);

* lead in the negotiation and structuring of the transaction;
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* lead in the negotiation and structuring of any borrowings on the transaction; and

* lead the preparation of final documentation (in conjunction with legal and accounting advisers).

The Board shall have the opportunity to review the final documentation and shall be responsible for
the formal approval of investment documents.

In circumstances where a potential investment has been developed by Lightspeed, rather than a
third party, and offered to the Company in accordance with the Right of First Offer Agreement and
would exceed 5 per cent. of the Group’s Total Assets, the Company shall not enter into such
related party transaction without first obtaining: (a) the approval of a majority of the Directors who
are independent of the relevant related party; and (b) a fairness opinion or third-party valuation (in
the case of an acquisition) in respect of such related party transaction from an appropriately
qualified independent adviser.

Portfolio monitoring and project level asset management
Following acquisition, Lightspeed will monitor progress of the Company’s investments and take an
active approach to the long term asset management of the Company’s Portfolio with the objective of
generating returns from the assets that are consistent with the acquisition underwriting. This involves
creating operational efficiencies, where possible, to surface value in the investments over the long
term. Lightspeed has experience in monitoring investments at both the project and portfolio level
and the asset management team oversees operational performance and contractual management
across the Portfolio after an investment has been made.

Asset management capabilities

Lightspeed’s asset management implementation is based on prudent industry standards and
protocols for operating and managing portfolios of utility, commercial and residential Solar Assets.

Lightspeed asset management activities focus on tracking both portfolio and asset level
performance, regulatory and contractual compliance of key project contracts, management of third
party EPC and O&M service providers, providing performance analytics and reporting on the
portfolio, and preparation of project operating budgets.

Lightspeed leverages a proprietary and customised third-party cloud-based asset management
software platform to catalogue operating production data, provide system alerts and notices, track
all compliance obligations, store key project contracts, provide both technical and financial
performance metrics, and generate financial and operating reports.

Technical performance of the portfolio is measured through several key performance indicators
including Energy Index, Weather Index, Weather-Adjusted Energy Index and a Performance Index –
all industry standard tracking metrics. Monitoring of the assets is multi-layered with the O&M
Contractors providing real-time monitoring and work order callout, and the asset management team
backing with daily monitoring. All third party O&M work orders are reviewed and approved by the
asset management team with consideration for balancing time and budget sensitivities in reactive
repair situations. Annual preventative maintenance is contracted to maintain warranties and ensure
the long-term viability of all projects.

Portfolio monitoring and reporting

Lightspeed portfolio monitoring activities measure both asset and portfolio performance at regular
reporting intervals. This includes monthly production and financial reporting. Financial reports
compare actual financials to budget, reconcile power generation with cash inflows and project
financial models, and identify any major changes in the operations of the project. To the extent
there are significant and persistent differences between actual and forecast performance, Lightspeed
takes an active role in diagnosing and resolving the cause. Periodic project site visits are also a
necessary part of post-investment portfolio monitoring. Interactions with the O&M Counterparty
provide more granular and nuanced status updates than is possible in monthly written statements.
Further, Lightspeed may retain an independent engineer and technical consultant to verify the
management team’s monthly reports and to advise on key technical decisions, when necessary.
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PART VI

DIRECTORS, MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION

DIRECTORS
The Directors are responsible for managing the business affairs of the Company in accordance with
the Articles and have overall responsibility for the Company’s activities including the review of
investment activity and performance and the overall supervision of the AIFM and Lightspeed. The
Directors may delegate certain functions to other parties such as the AIFM, the Administrator and
the Registrar. In particular, the Directors have delegated responsibility for the management of the
Portfolio to the AIFM.

All of the Directors are non-executive. All of the Directors are considered by the Board to be
independent of the AIFM and Lightspeed.

The Directors’ are as follows:

Kerri-Lynn Hauck (Chair)
Kerri-Lynn has extensive experience in founder, executive, board member and non-executive roles,
largely focusing on board composition and structuring for both growth and governance of the
companies she has been involved with. She has 20 years of experience in industry and mentoring
businesses ranging from software to renewables.

Kerri-Lynn has been involved in three IPO’s in London in an advisory capacity: D1 Oils plc
(biodiesel), Proton Power Systems PLC (fuel cells) and Sabien Technology Group PLC (energy
efficiency). She has also been involved in numerous private companies as founder or investor and
has considerable insight and understanding of the London market.

Kerri-Lynn was the founder of Dyrnan Communications Limited (formerly Fabric Ltd), a secure
communications technology company, and served as both its chair and as a non-executive director.

Rhodri Whitlock (Chair of the Audit Committee)
Rhodri, a qualified chartered accountant, is an experienced assurance and advisory financial
professional with over 24 years partner experience, 19 years of which as a partner in top 10
accountancy practices. He currently leads Crowe U.K. LLP Financial Services and Asset
Management team.

Rhodri has sat on a number of national and international firm committees including BDO LLP’s
Partnership Council, a supervisory board with governance of a then 350 partner practice and PKF
International’s Assurance and Advisory Committee with a core focus on audit quality and innovation.
Prior to his current role, Rhodri gained over 20 years’ experience working closely with the non-
executive boards of 18 listed investment and infrastructure funds across more than six investment
managers with aggregate assets under management of £1.5 billion. Rhodri has also assisted with
IPOs of companies and investment trusts. Since 2013, Rhodri has been a member of the AIC
technical sub-committee for VCTs. In February 2019 he was elected as a member of Council of the
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales.

Rhodri also has considerable experience in renewable energy investments and operations across
solar, wind and other technologies gained from working in an audit capacity with companies
including Greencoat UK Wind PLC, Hazel Renewable Energy VCT, Ventus VCT and Albion
Community Power PLC.

Orlando Gemes
Orlando Gemes founded Fairwater Capital LLP in 2015. Fairwater Capital LLP is the investment
adviser to two alternative investment funds covering alternative credit and real estate.

Orlando was previously the Head of Structured Credit Solutions at Hermes Investment Management,
which was wholly owned by the British Telecom Pension Scheme. At Hermes, he developed and
managed structured credit funds, and was part of the team that managed high-performing
investment-grade and high-yield UCITS funds. He also served on the Portfolio Review Committee,
which has risk oversight of all Hermes funds. While at Hermes, he worked closely with the

Annex I – 12.1
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International Finance Corporation to deliver regulatory capital relief to banks in the area of trade
finance.

Previously, Orlando worked with the Credit team from Hermes at Fortis Investments in Paris, where
he was a Senior Credit Trader and Portfolio Manager involved in Investment Grade, High Yield,
Leveraged Loans, CDOs and CPPIs. During his time at Fortis, the AUM in Credit grew from
€1 billion to over €15 billion. He has also worked as a Proprietary Trader at Credaris, and in fixed
income sales at Deutsche Bank.

Orlando previously worked with Investing for Good to provide funding solutions to charities, social
projects and the Arts.

Orlando holds a Post Graduate Certificate in Applied Finance from Macquarie University, Sydney.

AIFM
The Company has appointed JTC Global AIFM Solutions Limited as the Company’s alternative
investment fund manager (“AIFM”) pursuant to the AIFM Agreement under which it is responsible
for overall portfolio management and compliance with the Company’s investment policy, providing
alternative investment fund manager services, providing guidance to the Company on its compliance
with the requirements of the AIFM Directive that apply in respect of the marketing of the shares of
the Company in the EU and the UK, and undertaking risk management. A summary of the AIFM
Agreement is set out in paragraph 7.2 of Part X (Additional Information) of this Prospectus.

The AIFM is a limited liability company incorporated in Guernsey on 9 January 2017 under The
Companies (Guernsey) Law, 2008, as amended, with company number 62964. The AIFM is
licensed by the GFSC under the provisions of The Protection of Investors (Bailiwick of Guernsey)
Law, 1987, as amended, to conduct certain restricted activities in relation to collective investment
schemes and general securities and derivatives.

It is the current intention of Lightspeed to establish a fully resourced and regulated alternative
investment manager in due course. Such investment manager would, if established, replace the
AIFM and assume investment management responsibilities for the Company’s portfolio. Upon the
establishment of a new alternative investment fund manager for the Company by Lightspeed, it is
envisaged that the approval process for transactions by the Company would be streamlined such
that, provided that the proposed transaction falls within the scope of the Company’s delegated
authority to such new fund manager and is within the Company’s investment policy and investment
restrictions and is not a Relevant Related Party Transaction, the decision whether or not to approve
a potential investment opportunity shall be made by such new alternative investment fund manager.
The process of providing the Board with relevant information relating to the acquisition and
responding to the Board’s enquiries, observations and comments will remain in place.

PORTFOLIO ADVISER
The Company and Lightspeed have entered into the Portfolio Advisory Agreement pursuant to which
Lightspeed will provide portfolio advisory services to the Company, subject to overall supervision by
the Board, in accordance with the Company’s investment objective and investment policy. A
summary of the Portfolio Advisory Agreement is set out in paragraph 7.3 of Part X (Additional
Information) of this Prospectus.

Annex IV – 4.1,
4.2
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Lightspeed has entered into a strategic partnership with an asset management affiliate of the BC
Partners Credit Platform, whereby members of the BC Partners Credit Investment Committee will be
represented on the Management Committee of Lightspeed. BC Partners is a global alternative
investment firm with US$25 billion62 in assets under management. Further details of this strategic
partnership are described below.

Lightspeed will be responsible for (inter alia) sourcing and identifying potential Solar Asset
opportunities to the AIFM and the Board, conducting due diligence on the same and operational
oversight of such Solar Assets once acquired.

Lightspeed maintains a Management Committee which is initially comprised of three senior
members of the Lightspeed Management Team whose profiles are outlined below (Albert Luu,
Radford Small and Akhil Suri) and two representatives of BC Partners Credit Investment Committee
(Ted Goldthorpe and Henry Wang). Lightspeed and the Company may also obtain advice from time
to time from an Advisory Committee, which is initially comprised of Chrysanthe Gussis and
Jonathan Silver.

Lightspeed’s capabilities and track record
Lightspeed has a track record of originating, acquiring, developing, capital raising, financing,
operating and managing portfolios of utility, commercial and residential solar assets. Lightspeed’s
track record includes the historical accomplishments of Lightspeed and certain members of the
Lightspeed Management Team. The collective track record of the Lightspeed Management Team
has been gained over a number of years, both within Lightspeed or at previous employers where
members of the Lightspeed Management Team have led and managed renewables investments.
Certain of the principals at Lightspeed have been involved in solar since the beginning of the
industry’s growth in the US.

Members of the Lightspeed Management Team have collectively been involved in the development
of an estimated 3 GW of total US solar assets and have been involved in the raising and
deployment of approximately US$10 billion in different types of capital including tax equity, project
debt, securitisations, cash equity, corporate debt and equity. Lightspeed has relationships with the
leading banks, financial institutions, insurance companies and corporates that provide tax equity and
project financing for solar. The team has been active in developing an institutional investor base for
commercial and residential solar.

Individual members of Lightspeed Management Team also bring the following experience from their
respective current and former employments:

* scaling a solar business from developing 31MW per year in 2010 to 836 MW per year in
2016;

* helping to expand the amount of capital raised for a solar business that raised US$260 million
in 2010 to US$2.7 billion in 2016;

* raising and closing residential solar tax equity funds and commercial solar tax equity funds,
including funds that, at the time of respective close, were the largest such funds raised to
date;

* leading the solar industry’s first bank syndicated back-leverage facility for commercial and
residential solar;

* leading the launch of the solar industry’s inaugural solar securitisation with an investment
grade rating from S&P; and

* led the industry’s first cash equity transaction for commercial and residential solar that included
the first structured fully amortising 18 year rated note.

62 The assets under management (“AUM”) for BC Partners is based on actively managed commitments of BCEC X, its
predecessor funds and any other funds, vehicles and accounts managed by the BC Partners buyout funds business from time to
time (“BCEC Funds”) and relevant vehicles formed for the purpose of co-investing alongside the BCEC Funds and included
vehicles for investment purposes under the BCP Credit platform and advised by BCP Advisors L.P. and the BCP Real Estate
platform and advised by BC Partners LLP. The AUM for BC Partners or any specific fund, account or investment strategy
presented in this Prospectus may differ from any comparable AUM disclosure in other non-public or public sources (including
public regulatory filings) due to, among other factors, methods of net asset value and capital commitment reporting, differences
in categorising certain funds and accounts within specific investment strategies and exclusion of certain funds and accounts, or
any part of net asset value or capital commitment thereof, from the related AUM calculations. Certain of these differences are in
some cases required by applicable regulation.
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Lightspeed Overview
Lightspeed, through certain predecessor entities, was established in 2015 by principals of the Menlo
Group (a private investment office based in Silicon Valley with a more than 30-year history) with the
intention of creating a renewable energy development, investment and asset management company.
The first solar project developed by Lightspeed was a solar rooftop system at a residential
apartment complex in California.

In 2016, Lightspeed expanded its operations with the goal of creating a diverse portfolio of Solar
Assets that could generate attractive, long-term returns. In targeting assets, Lightspeed sought
diversification across market segment, geography, Offtaker and credit type. As the business grew,
additional opportunities arose to acquire and develop portfolios of Solar Assets with long term
contracts to sell power to utility, commercial, municipal, and government Offtakers.

Since that time, Lightspeed has expanded through the addition of management capabilities in
origination, acquisition, project management, asset management, operations, finance and
administration.

Between 2016 and the end of 2017, Lightspeed originated and evaluated over 800 MW of
development and investment opportunities and has overseen the acquisition, development and/or
construction of 38 small utility and behind the meter commercial projects representing estimated
gross asset value in excess of US$150 million.

Lightspeed leverages a team of 14 people across origination, acquisition, project development,
asset management, operations, finance and administration.

Lightspeed organisation and key personnel
The chart below represents Lightspeed’s key organisational functions:

Lightspeed’s team consists of professionals based primarily in Silicon Valley. The senior team
members responsible for providing the portfolio advisory services (the “Lightspeed Management
Team”) are:

Albert Luu, Principal
Albert Luu is a principal at Lightspeed. He serves on the management committee of Lightspeed
and is responsible for investment activities, originations, capital markets and operations. He has
over 9 years of experience in the US solar industry and more than 17 years of experience in
finance.

Prior to joining Lightspeed, Albert was a principal in the Global Capital Markets group at Tesla
where he was responsible for raising and structuring capital for Tesla’s commercial and residential
solar projects. Previously, he was Vice President, Global Capital Markets at SolarCity. He joined
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SolarCity in 2010 and helped SolarCity grow to be the largest US commercial and residential solar
company. He led their tax equity originations efforts and during his tenure at SolarCity / Tesla
closed more than 60 tax equity funds with over 10 different financing partners. He has originated
and worked on transactions totalling more than US$10 billion in various financing structures
including tax equity (partnership flips, sale leasebacks and inverted leases), debt (project and
backleverage) and cash equity (levered and unlevered). In 2013, he also assisted in SolarCity’s
successful initial public offering. As an industry expert, he is a frequent invited speaker at solar and
renewable energy conferences.

Prior to joining SolarCity, Albert was the founder and principal of Caelus Group, LLC, a tax credit
consulting and advisory firm for developers of affordable housing and renewable energy. Prior to
that, Albert was a Vice President within the investment banking arm of RBC Capital Markets and
their tax credit syndication group where he was responsible for originating and underwriting tax
credit projects on the West Coast. During his time at RBC, RBC financed more than US$600 million
in affordable housing projects and in 2008 he authored RBC’s successful New Markets Tax Credit
Application that was awarded an allocation of US$65 million. Prior to joining RBC, Albert had been
with Novogradac & Company LLP, providing audit / tax and consulting services to developers and
syndicators in the affordable housing industry.

Albert received a B.A. in Political Science from the University of California, Berkeley and a B.S. in
Business Administration from the University of California, Berkeley – Walter A. Haas School of
Business. He is a licensed Certified Public Accountant in California.

Radford Small, Principal
Radford Small joined Lightspeed as a principal in September 2018. Radford serves on the
management committee of Lightspeed where he leads Lightspeed’s investment, corporate finance,
portfolio management, and investor reporting activities. Radford brings over 20 years of experience
in capital raising, asset finance and investment banking.

Radford previously led Global Capital Markets at Tesla and was responsible primarily for off-balance
sheet financing including Tesla’s inaugural auto lease securitisation, monetisation of electric vehicle
tax credits for auto leases and commercial and residential solar lease securitisations. Prior to Tesla,
Radford was EVP and later CFO at SolarCity responsible for capital markets, finance, planning and
analysis, investor relations and accounting. As EVP, Radford led cash equity transactions that raised
US$1 billion across four financings with each involving long-dated project finance debt.

Prior to Tesla and SolarCity, Radford worked for 17 years at Goldman, Sachs & Co. covering clients
in the renewables and natural resources space. From 2012 to 2015, Radford was a Managing
Director in the Clean Tech and Renewables Group and served as Chief Operating Officer from 2013
to 2015. Over that period, Radford served as left lead bookrunner in taking public SolarCity, Vivint
Solar and Silver Spring Networks, led Sunrun’s private placement and led Goldman’s principal
investment in Bloom Energy. From 2007 to 2011, he worked in the Natural Resources Group as a
Managing Director responsible for client coverage, origination and deal execution for public utilities
and merchant generation companies with over US$26 billion in merger and acquisition activity over
that period along with multiple debt facilities for investment grade utilities.

Radford serves as a director for Mount Logan Capital, a publicly-listed Canadian asset manager
created to source and execute North American credit opportunities. He has been a board member
from inception, October 2018.

Radford has an LL.M in Tax from New York University School of Law, a J.D. from Loyola Law
School and a B.A. in Economics from University of California, Berkeley.

Akhil Suri, Principal
Akhil Suri is a principal of Lightspeed. Akhil serves on the management committee of Lightspeed
where he leads Lightspeed’s investment and development activities and is responsible for the
acquisition, development and capitalisation of all renewables investments. Additionally, Akhil is
actively involved in sourcing new investment transactions.

In addition to his responsibilities at Lightspeed, Akhil is also a Managing Director of Menlo Group.

Akhil is a member of the management committees of Menlo’s investment entities. In this capacity,
he has management, oversight and leadership responsibility for the company’s real estate
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investment, acquisition, development, asset management and property management activities.
Furthermore, he has oversight responsibility for managing the company’s activities across real
estate, energy, credit and technology markets.

Prior to Menlo, Akhil was an investment professional at Global Asset Capital LLC and its affiliate
Viventures Partners SA, where he executed early stage and growth equity investments in
technology, telecom, consumer and financial services companies. In this capacity, he had
management and oversight responsibility over investment funds with c.US$750 million under
management and over 30 portfolio companies. Akhil started his career in investment management
at JP Morgan & Company.

Akhil holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in both Computer Science and Economics from Columbia
University.

Management Committee
Lightspeed maintains a Management Committee which is initially comprised of three senior
members of the Lightspeed Management Team whose profiles are outlined above (Albert Luu,
Radford Small and Akhil Suri) and two representatives of BC Partners’ Credit Investment Committee
(Ted Goldthorpe and Henry Wang).

Ted Goldthorpe, BC Principal
Ted Goldthorpe is a Partner and head of Credit for BC Partners. He joined in 2017. He is also a
member of the Private Equity Investment Committee.

Ted was most recently the President of Apollo Investment Corporation, Chief Investment Officer of
Apollo Investment Management, and Senior Portfolio Manager, U.S. Opportunistic Credit. Ted joined
Apollo in April 2012 and oversaw the Opportunistic Credit platform within Apollo aggregating over
US$20bn in Assets Under Management, which grew dramatically during his tenure. His most recent
focus was on the Direct Origination business. He was named to the firmwide Senior Management
Committee in 2014.

Previously, Ted was employed by Goldman Sachs & Co. since 1999. He most recently ran the Bank
Loan and Distressed Investing Desk and prior to that was a Managing Director in the Special
Situations Group, founding and leading their Middle Market Private Equity business (PCI),
Distressed Principal Investing (DPI) and the Canadian business (CSSG). Prior to that, Ted worked in
the High Yield Distressed business, the Merchant Banking Division and the Investment Banking
Division.

Ted has previously served on the boards of SPARTA Insurance Holdings, Inc., Flatiron Re, JHT
Holdings, Baxa Healthcare, Shelter Bay, Fairway Energy, amongst others, and was a board observer
for First Solar, amongst others. He currently serves on the boards of Crescent Point Energy, Mount
Logan Capital, BC Private Lending Corporation and Portman Ridge Corporation.

Ted received a B.A. in Commerce from Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario. He is a frequent
guest lecturer at leading Universities including Columbia, University of Pennsylvania (Wharton),
University of Virginia, New York University, Queen’s University, and Stanford University. Ted currently
serves on the Global Advisory Board for the Queen’s School of Business and serves on the board
of Directors for HerJustice, the Canadian Olympic Foundation and Capitalize for Kids.

Henry Wang, BC Principal
Henry Wang joined BC Partners Credit in New York in 2017. Henry joined BC Partners Credit,
having formerly been a Partner at Stonerise Capital Partners where he spent over five years.
Previously, he worked for over seven years at Goldman Sachs & Co in its Special Situations Group
and Investment Banking Division. Henry also worked for Vulcan Capital (Paul Allen’s investment firm,
co-founder of Microsoft) and Thomas Weisel Partners. Henry holds an MBA from the Kellogg
School of Management at Northwestern University and a degree from Boston University.

Advisory Committee
Lightspeed and the Company will be supported by an Advisory Committee. The members of the
Advisory Committee have experience across the infrastructure, energy and in particular the US solar
and energy sectors. Lightspeed has appointed the members of the Advisory Committee to provide
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advice from time to time. It is envisaged that the Advisory Committee may change over time, with
additional experts being added or substituted as and when required. As at the date of this
Prospectus, the Advisory Committee will comprise the following members:

Jonathan Silver, Advisor
Jonathan is one of the leading clean energy investors and advisors in the United States. He led the
US government’s US$40 billion clean energy investment fund and its US$20 billion fund focused on
clean automotive technologies and has been recognized as one of the “Top 10 Green Tech
Influencers” in the United States.

Jonathan is the Managing Partner of Tax Equity Advisors LLC, which manages investments in large-
scale renewable projects. He began his career at consulting firm McKinsey & Company, Inc. and
later served as Chief Operating Officer of Tiger Management Corp, one of the US’s largest and
most successful hedge funds. He was also co-founder and Managing Director of Core Capital
Partners, a leading US venture firm. Jonathan has also served as a senior policy advisor to the
US Cabinet Secretaries of Commerce, Interior and Treasury.

Jonathan has considerable knowledge of the US regulated energy environment; experience and
understanding of integrating public policy and technology into a utility and a strong background in
finance. Jonathan also currently serves as an independent non-executive director of National
Grid PLC (NYSE: NGG), one of the world’s largest investor-owned energy companies and a director
of Plug Power Inc. (NASDAQ: PLUG), a leading developer of hydrogen fuel cells and a director of
Intellihot Inc. (a rapidly growing company in the tankless water heating sector).

Chrysanthe Gussis, Advisor
Chrysanthe is an investor and advisor to early stage cleantech companies, and a former executive
at SolarCity, with legal, finance, operational and business strategy experience. She currently serves
as board chair, advisor and investor for NODE, a company delivering carbon neutral homes that
slide-click-lock for low-skilled assembly. She also serves as an advisor and investor for Bellwether
Coffee, a manufacturer of zero-emission commercial coffee roasters. During her eight years at
SolarCity, Chrysanthe led various legal teams, and ultimately rose to EVP & General Counsel and a
member of SolarCity’s Executive Committee. She played a key role in creating new business
models that raised over US$6 billion in equity and debt financing and deployed over US$9 billion in
assets, and in developing systems and policies to enable greater efficiency and scale. As a
practicing attorney, Chrysanthe spent 10 years at HellerEhrman, where she specialised in finance,
real estate and corporate transactions with financial institutions, real estate investors and developers
and asset managers.

BC Partners strategic partnership
Lightspeed has entered into a strategic partnership with an asset management affiliate of the BC
Partners Credit Platform, whereby members of the BC Partners Credit Investment Committee will be
represented on the Management Committee of Lightspeed.

With c.US$25 billion in assets under management63 and offices in London, Paris, Hamburg, and
New York, the BC Partners organisation is comprised of a private equity platform, a credit platform,
and a real estate platform. All three platforms operate as integrated businesses within the overall
BC Partners organisation. Founded in 1986, BC Partners grew and evolved with the development of
the European private equity market, consistently maintaining its position as one of the leading
buyout firms in the region. It subsequently expanded investment operations to North America to
support larger transactions operating more globally and established a successful investment platform
for buyouts of businesses based in the United States and around the world. BC Partners expanded
its strategic offering by establishing a credit platform in 2017 and a real estate platform in 2018. BC

63 The assets under management (“AUM”) for BC Partners is based on actively managed commitments of BCEC X, its
predecessor funds and any other funds, vehicles and accounts managed by the BC Partners buyout funds business from time to
time (“BCEC Funds”) and relevant vehicles formed for the purpose of co-investing alongside the BCEC Funds and included
vehicles for investment purposes under the BCP Credit platform and advised by BCP Advisors L.P. and the BCP Real Estate
platform and advised by BC Partners LLP. The AUM for BC Partners or any specific fund, account or investment strategy
presented in this Prospectus may differ from any comparable AUM disclosure in other non-public or public sources (including
public regulatory filings) due to, among other factors, methods of net asset value and capital commitment reporting, differences
in categorising certain funds and accounts within specific investment strategies and exclusion of certain funds and accounts, or
any part of net asset value or capital commitment thereof, from the related AUM calculations. Certain of these differences are in
some cases required by applicable regulation.
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Partners has a 30-year investing track record across a variety of geographies and sectors.
Throughout its investment history, BC Partners has built strong and long-standing relationships with
global institutional investors.

Representatives of the BC Partners Credit Platform who are also members of the BC Partners
Credit Investment Committee will occupy two of five positions on Lightspeed’s Management
Committee and add value to the investment recommendations made through their perspectives and
experience in investment underwriting and structuring, knowledge of capital markets and industry
dynamics, connections through the broader BC Partners global network, operational expertise, and
expertise in risk management. Furthermore, through the broader global investment sourcing network
of BC Partners, the representatives will source potential investment opportunities in Solar Assets
across utility-scale, commercial, and residential segments. Through the Management Committee, the
BC Partners Credit representatives will provide their perspective but will not have formal decision-
making authority as neither the Company nor the AIFM are bound by the recommendations made
by the Management Committee.

As Lightspeed grows, Lightspeed will assess leveraging BC Partners’ alternative investment fund
manager status in Luxembourg to assist in helping Lightspeed obtain its own licenses to manage
investments in renewables and reduce the reliance on the external AIFM.

To Lightspeed, the BC Partners Credit Platform serves as an aligned partner who assists in the
sourcing of new Solar Asset investment opportunities, provides investment underwriting expertise,
offers relationships with global institutional investors, and potentially aid in fund management and
regulatory licensing.

ALIGNMENT OF INTERESTS
Lightspeed Subscription

Pursuant to the Lightspeed Subscription Agreement, the Lightspeed Subscriber will subscribe for
between 2 to 4 milllion Ordinary Shares depending on the overall size of the Initial Issue (the
“Lightspeed Subscription Shares”) at the Initial Issue Price.

Lock-up arrangements

The Lightspeed Subscriber has further undertaken to the Company (for itself and for the benefit of
Cantor Fitzgerald) that it will not, at any time during a period of 24 months following Initial
Admission (the “Lock-up Period”), offer, lend, mortgage, assign, charge, pledge, sell, contract to
sell, sell any option or contract to purchase, purchase any option or contract to sell, grant any
option, right or warrant to purchase, lend or otherwise transfer or dispose of, directly or indirectly,
whether or not for any consideration, any Lightspeed Subscription Shares otherwise than in any of
the following circumstances:

* with the prior written consent of the Company and Cantor Fitzgerald;

* the acceptance of any general, partial or tender offer by any third party or the Company for
the whole or part of the share capital of the Company (other than any Ordinary Shares owned
by the offeror or any member of its group) which is open to all shareholders in the Company
(a “General Offer”);

* the execution and delivery of an irrevocable commitment or undertaking to accept a General
Offer;

* the acceptance of an offer by the Company to purchase its own Ordinary Shares where such
offer is made on identical terms to all holders of Ordinary Shares in the Company;

* the implementation of any scheme of arrangement by the Company or other procedure to
effect an amalgamation to give effect to a General Offer;

* pursuant to any sale or transfer required by an order made by a court with competent
jurisdiction or where required by applicable Law; or

* pursuant to any decision or ruling by an administrator, administrative receiver or liquidator
appointed to the Company in connection with a winding up or liquidation of the Company.

For any sale, transfer or disposal of the Lightspeed Subscription Shares during the Lock-up Period
which is permitted, with the intention of maintaining an orderly market in the Ordinary Shares, the
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Lightspeed Subscriber has agreed to promptly notify the Company and Cantor Fitzgerald of such
intention and shall consult with the Company and Cantor Fitzgerald regarding such proposed sale,
transfer or disposal.

In addition, Albert Luu, a member of the Lightspeed Management Team, has agreed to subscribe
for US$35,000 worth of Ordinary Shares pursuant to the Initial Issue. Albert Luu is subject to the
same lock-up restrictions as those contained in the Lightspeed Subscription Agreement, the terms
of which are summarised in paragraph 7.9 of Part X (Additional Information) of this Prospectus.

ALLOCATION POLICY AND CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
Allocation policy

Allocations of investments among the Company and Lightspeed’s and its Associates’ other clients
(collectively, including the Company, “Lightspeed Clients”) will be made in accordance with
Lightspeed’s allocation policy in effect from time to time, but at all times in accordance with the
Right of First Offer Agreement (described below) and otherwise in a manner that treats all
Lightspeed Clients fairly and equally.

This Right of First Offer Agreement provides the Company with a “first look” opportunity during the
first two years from Initial Admission to acquire Lightspeed development projects which once
operational would reasonably be determined as falling within the Company’s investment policy prior
to any other clients of Lightspeed being offered the opportunity.

Conflicts of interest

The Directors will be responsible for establishing and regularly reviewing procedures to identify,
manage, monitor and disclose conflicts of interests relating to the activities of the Company.

As at the date of this Prospectus, and other than in relation to the interests of the Initial Portfolio
Vendor (an affiliate of Lightspeed) in the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement, there are no material
potential conflicts of interest which any of the service providers to the Company may have as
between their duty to the Company and duties owed by them to third parties and their own
interests.

However, it is anticipated that the Company’s service providers may in the future have material
potential conflicts of interest between their duty to the Company and the duties owed by them to
third parties and their other interests. It is expected that the AIFM, Lightspeed, the Administrator,
the Registrar, Cantor Fitzgerald, Receiving Agent and any of their members, directors, officers,
employees, agents and connected persons and the Directors and any person or company with
whom they are affiliated or by whom they are employed (“Interested Parties”) may be involved in
other financial, investment or other professional activities which may cause potential conflicts of
interest with the Company and its investments and which may affect the amount of time allocated
by such persons to the Company’s business. These Interested Parties may, without
limitation: provide services similar to those provided to the Company to other entities; buy, sell or
deal with assets on its own account (including dealings with the Company); and/or take on
engagements for profit to provide services including but not limited to origination, development,
financial advice, transaction execution, asset and special purpose vehicle management with respect
to assets that are or may be owned directly or indirectly by the Company or could be suitable for
ownership by the Company, but will not in any such circumstances be liable to account for any
profit earned from any such services.

In particular, the AIFM, Lightspeed and their respective affiliates may serve as alternative investment
fund manager, investment manager and/or investment adviser to other clients and/or for their own
account, including funds and managed accounts that have similar investment objectives and policies
to that of the Company.

Subject to the terms of the Right of First Offer Agreement (as described below), Lightspeed is
entitled to carry on business similar to or in competition with the Company or to provide similar
services to, or in competition with, the Company or to provide similar services or any other services
whatsoever to any other client without being liable to account to the Company for its profits,
provided that it will take all reasonable steps to ensure that such business is effected on terms
which are not materially less favourable to the Company.
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The activities of Lightspeed and its Associates may on occasion give rise to conflicts of interest
with the Company and may have a material adverse effect on the Company’s business, financial
condition, results of operations and the market price of the Shares. For example, Lightspeed, the
Lightspeed Management Team and other Associates of Lightspeed may have conflicts of interest in
allocating their time and activity between the Company and their other clients or interests, in
allocating investments among the Company and their other clients or their own account and in
effecting transactions between the Company and other clients or for their own account, including
ones in which Lightspeed and/or its Associates may have a greater financial interest.

In addition, the Company may in the future invest in projects which Lightspeed or any of its
Associates has developed, and/or is invested, or which is operated or advised by them.

Both the AIFM and Lightspeed have policies and procedures in place to deal with identified
conflicts which specify the procedures that they should follow and the measures that they have
each adopted in order to take all appropriate steps to identify and then prevent or manage such
conflicts.

The AIFM will comply with the AIFM Directive and any other applicable requirements in connection
with the avoidance, identification, management, monitoring and disclosure of conflicts of interest. If
conflicts of interest cannot be avoided, the AIFM shall take all reasonable steps to identify, manage,
monitor and (where applicable) disclose the conflicts of interest in order to prevent them from
adversely affecting the interests of the Company. In the event that the AIFM believes that
appropriate arrangements are not in place to ensure with reasonable confidence that the risks of
damage to the Company will be prevented, it will inform the Directors of the nature or source of the
conflict and the steps that it will take to mitigate those risks.

There can be no assurance that the AIFM and/or Lightspeed will be able to resolve conflicts of
interest in a manner that is favourable to the Company. However, in the event of a conflict of
interest arising, the AIFM and Lightspeed (as applicable) will take reasonable steps to ensure fair
treatment for the Company in accordance with, in the case of the AIFM, the AIFM Directive and
The Licensees (Conduct of Business) Rules, 2016.

Subject to the arrangements explained above and the Company’s policy on related party
transactions, the Company may (directly or indirectly) acquire investments from or dispose of
investments to any Interested Party or any investment fund or account advised or managed by any
Interested Party. An Interested Party may provide professional services to members of the Group
(provided that no Interested Party will act as auditor to the Company) or hold Shares and buy, hold
and deal in any investments for their own accounts, notwithstanding that similar investments may be
held by the Group (directly or indirectly).

An Interested Party may contract or enter into any financial or other transaction with any member of
the Group or with any shareholder or any entity, any of whose securities are held by or for the
account of the Group, or be interested in any such contract or transaction. Furthermore, any
Interested Party may receive commissions to which it is contractually entitled in relation to any sale
or purchase of any investments of the Group effected by it for the account of the Group, provided
that in each case the terms are no less beneficial to the Group than a transaction involving a
disinterested party and any commission is in line with market practice.

The Company is not required to comply with the provisions of Chapter 11 of the Listing
Rules regarding related party transactions. Nonetheless, the Company will adopt a related party
policy, as further described in the section of this Prospectus headed “Voluntary Compliance with the
Listing Rules”.

Right of First Offer Agreement

This Right of First Offer Agreement provides the Company with a “first look” opportunity during the
first two years from Initial Admission to acquire Lightspeed development projects which once
operational would reasonably be determined as falling within the Company’s investment policy prior
to any other clients of Lightspeed being offered the opportunity.

Under the Right of First Offer Agreement, Lightspeed is required to notify the Company and the
AIFM of such development projects once certain development milestones are met (including heads
of terms being agreed with an Offtaker and Lightspeed having access to a site). If the Company
and the AIFM provide preliminary approval for such development project, Lightspeed and the
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Company will negotiate the terms of a legally binding forward purchase agreement to acquire the
relevant project once it becomes operational and subject to other appropriate closing conditions
(such as diligence and valuations having been undertaken). The Company may, subject to the
investment policy and any restrictions set out in this Prospectus, also agree to forward-fund by way
of secured loans certain project costs of such development projects where the Company retains the
right (but not the obligation) to acquire the project once operational.

If the Company and the AIFM reject a proposal, or are deemed to reject a proposal, Lightspeed
may pursue the development project for itself or offer the development project to other clients or
accounts.

OTHER KEY APPOINTMENTS
Cantor Fitzgerald Europe
Cantor Fitzgerald Europe has been appointed as bookrunner and corporate broker to the Company.

The Company, Lightspeed and Cantor Fitzgerald have entered into the Placing Agreement, pursuant
to which Cantor Fitzgerald has agreed, subject to certain conditions, to use its reasonable
endeavours to procure subscribers of the Ordinary Shares to be made available in each Placing. No
Placing will be underwritten.

The Placing Agreement is summarised in paragraph 7.1 of Part X (Additional Information) of this
Prospectus.

Administrator and secretary
JTC (UK) Limited has been appointed as administrator to the Group and as secretary to the
Company pursuant to the Administration Agreement.

In such capacity, the Administrator is responsible for the day-to-day administration of the Group and
the provision of general secretarial functions to the Company, including those secretarial functions
required by the Companies Act. The Administrator is also responsible for the Company’s general
administrative functions such as the calculation of the Net Asset Value and the maintenance of
accounting records.

The Administration Agreement is summarised in paragraph 7.4 of Part X (Additional Information) of
this Prospectus.

Registrar
Computershare has been appointed as registrar to the Company pursuant to the Registrar
Agreement. In such capacity, the Registrar will maintain the register of Shareholders, process all
share transfers in both paper form and electronic form received via CREST and calculate and effect
payment of dividends to Shareholders.

The Registrar Agreement is summarised in paragraph 7.5 of Part X (Additional Information) of this
Prospectus.

FEES AND EXPENSES
Initial Issue Expenses
The formation and initial expenses of the Company are those that are necessary for the
establishment of the Company, the Initial Issue and Initial Admission (“Initial Issue Expenses”).
These Initial Issue Expenses (which include commission and expenses payable under the Placing
Agreement, registration, listing and admission fees, printing and distribution costs and professional
advisory fees, including legal fees, and any other applicable expenses) are capped at 2 per cent. of
the Gross Initial Proceeds.

The Initial Issue Expenses incurred by the Company in connection with the Initial Issue and Initial
Admission will be paid on or around the date of Initial Admission by the Company from the Gross
Initial Proceeds.

Accordingly, on Initial Admission, the opening NAV per Ordinary Share will be US$0.98 and, on the
basis that the Gross Initial Proceeds are US$250 million, the Net Initial Proceeds will be
US$245 million.
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Separately, the Company has incurred (subject to Initial Admission) expenses in connection with the
due diligence process and documentation of the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement. The
Company will incur additional expenses in connection with further due diligence and the obtaining of
a valuation or fairness opinion ahead of completion of the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement.

The expenses referred to above will be borne by the Company (and where relevant, Lightspeed and
Cantor Fitzgerald) and not separately charged to the investor. To the extent that Lightspeed and/or
Cantor Fitzgerald incur Initial Issue Expenses, the Company intends to enter into arrangements
whereby such parties may recoup all or part of such Initial Issue Expenses borne by them out of
the premium to Net Asset Value at which new Ordinary Shares are issued after the Initial Issue.

The Initial Issue will not proceed if the aggregate number of Shares to be issued under the Initial
Placing and the Offer for Subscription and to be issued pursuant to the Lightspeed Subscription
Agreement is less than 125 million Ordinary Shares. The number of Lightspeed Subscription Shares
to be issued under the Lightspeed Subscription Agreement at the Initial Issue Price, subject to Initial
Admission, will be between 2 and 4 million Ordinary Shares depending on the overall size of the
Initial Issue.

On the basis of the minimum Gross Initial Proceeds being US$125 million, and the estimated costs
and expenses of the Issue not exceeding US$2.5 million, the minimum Net Initial Proceeds are
expected to be US$122.5 million.

Placing Programme
The Directors anticipate that the costs incurred in respect of a Subsequent Placing of Ordinary
Shares under the Placing Programme (and certain Initial Issue Expenses as described above) will
be substantially recouped through the premium to Net Asset Value at which Ordinary Shares are
issued. The total costs of any Subsequent Placing of C Shares will be borne out of the Gross Issue
Proceeds of such Subsequent Placing. It is not possible to ascertain the exact costs and expenses
of such Subsequent Placings. The Subsequent Expenses may or may not be capped in the same
manner as the Initial Issue Expenses. Expected issue expenses of a Subsequent Placing of
Ordinary Shares or C Shares will be announced by way of RIS announcement at the time of the
relevant Subsequent Placing. No Ordinary Shares issued pursuant to a Subsequent Placing will be
issued at a Placing Price (net of the Subsequent Expenses pertaining to that Subsequent Placing)
that is less than the latest published Net Asset Value per Ordinary Share.

The expenses referred to above will be borne by the Company (and where relevant, Lightspeed)
and not separately charged to the investor.

Ongoing annual expenses
Ongoing expenses (taking into account all material fees payable directly or indirectly by the
Company for services under arrangements entered into as at the date of this Prospectus, but
excluding the advisory fee) are expected initially to be approximately 0.43 per cent. of the Net
Asset Value annually (assuming that, following Initial Admission, the Company will have an initial Net
Asset Value of US$245 million). Investors should note that some expenses are inherently
unpredictable and, depending on circumstances, ongoing expenses may exceed this estimation. In
addition, any fees payable by the Project SPVs will be taken into consideration when valuing the
relevant Solar Assets and, accordingly, are not included in the above estimate.

AIFM

The AIFM is entitled under the AIFM Agreement, with effect from Initial Admission, to an annual fee
calculated at the rate of 0.03 per cent. of the NAV up to £200 million and 0.02 per cent. thereafter
with a fixed annual minimum fee of £50,000. The fees will be payable (exclusive of value added
tax, which should be added where applicable) quarterly in arrears.

The AIFM will also be entitled to be reimbursed for out-of-pocket expenses reasonably and properly
incurred by it at the request of the Company in the performance of its duties. However, the AIFM
will be responsible for the payment of its expenses relating to overhead costs and compensation of
its employees.
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Portfolio Advisory Fee

Pursuant to the Portfolio Advisory Agreement, the AIFM and the Company have appointed
Lightspeed as Portfolio Adviser to provide portfolio advisory services to the AIFM and the Company
in respect of the assets of the Group with effect from Initial Admission.

Pursuant to the terms of the Portfolio Advisory Agreement, Lightspeed is entitled, with effect from
Initial Admission, to receive an annual fee (exclusive of value added tax, which should be added
where applicable) from the Company payable quarterly in advance of:

* 1 per cent. per annum of NAV for the NAV up to and including US$500 million;

* 0.9 per cent. per annum of NAV for the NAV in excess of US$500 million and up to and
including US$1 billion; and

* 0.8 per cent. per annum of NAV for the NAV in excess of US$1 billion,

based on the latest published Net Asset Value available on the first Business Day of the relevant
quarter.

Lightspeed may at its discretion enter into arrangements with certain investors pursuant to which it
will rebate to such investors a proportion of its fee received from the Company.

Directors

Under the terms of their appointment, each of the Directors is entitled to receive a fee from the
Company at such rate as may be determined in accordance with the Articles. The pro-rated fees
payable to the Directors appointed as at the date of this document in respect of the Company’s first
financial year (approximately eight months from the date of the Company’s incorporation) will be
£70,000 per annum for Kerri-Lynn Hauck (Chair) and £65,000 per annum each for Rhodri Whitlock
(Chair of the Audit Committee) and Orlando Gemes. Under the Articles, the maximum fees payable
(in aggregate) to the Directors is £400,000 per annum.

All of the Directors are also entitled to be reimbursed all reasonable expenses properly incurred by
them in attending general meetings, board or committee meetings or otherwise in connection with
the performance of their duties.

The Company maintains annual directors’ liability insurance at a cost that is not currently expected
to exceed £26,000 per annum (exclusive of value added tax, where applicable).

Administrator and secretary

Under the terms of the Administration Agreement, the Administrator is entitled to an annual fund
accounting and administration fee of £50,000. In respect of its role as company secretary, the
Administrator is entitled to receive an annual fee of £60,000. The Administrator will also be entitled
to initial set-up fee of £20,000. The Administrator shall, in addition, be entitled to a one off fixed fee
of £10,000 to cover each additional secondary raise (including issues of C Shares). In each case,
the Administrator’s fees are exclusive of value added tax, which shall be added where applicable.

The Administrator will also be entitled to reimbursement of reasonable and properly incurred third
party expenses.

Registrar

Under the terms of the Registrar Agreement, Computershare Investor Services PLC is entitled to a
basic annual registration fee of £4,800, such fee being payable monthly in arrears and subject to
periodic review. Any additional services provided by the Registrar will incur additional charges.

The Registrar is entitled to be reimbursed for all reasonable out-of-pocket expenses properly
incurred in connection with the performance of its duties under the Registrar Agreement, including,
but not limited to stationery, printing, travel, telephones, postage and legal expenses.

London Stock Exchange

An annual fee is payable to the London Stock Exchange based on the Company’s market
capitalisation. On the assumption that Gross Initial Proceeds are £250 million and that the Net Initial
Proceeds and market capitalisation are £250 million, such fee would be approximately £7,840 in the
Company’s first financial year.
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Audit fees

BDO LLP has agreed to perform an annual audit of the Company’s financial statements at a cost of
approximately £100,000 per annum.

Operational services
The Company intends that Lightspeed will be appointed on an arm’s length basis by all or certain
of the Project SPVs to conduct selected asset management activities. The main role of Lightspeed
would be to supervise the technical and administrative operations of the assets and provide portfolio
monitoring information.

The activities of Lightspeed are anticipated to include, inter alia, assistance with technical plant
management, identification of improvements and optimisation, continuous monitoring of plant
performance with proprietary data analysis tools, provision of portfolio management IT systems, data
storage, preparation of weekly, monthly and quarterly reports, assistance in the management of the
Project SPV’s contractual counterparties, assistance in enforcement of EPC and O&M contracts and
site-visits.

The provision and cost of these services will be governed by separate asset management
agreements. Such agreements and the charging schedules for each project will be negotiated on an
arm’s length basis and always subject to full Board review and approval. In addition to fees payable
to Lightspeed, it is anticipated that Lightspeed will also be entitled to reimbursement of customary
expenses. Each such agreement will permit Lightspeed to appoint sub-contractors to perform
relevant services (and the fees of such sub-contractors will be borne out of the fees payable to
Lightspeed).

Miscellaneous

The Company will indirectly (through its economic interest in the Group Companies) bear ongoing
expenses attributable to the Group Companies including accounting, administration, audit, custodian
and regulatory expenses. The Company will bear the costs of due diligence, finders’ fees,
brokerage commissions and professional services fees including auditor’s fees, corporate broker
fees, legal fees, listing fees of the FCA (if any), fees of the London Stock Exchange, fees for public
relations services, D&O insurance premiums, printing costs and fees for website maintenance, and
other costs and expenses in relation to investments and disposals, as well as travel, taxes and
litigation costs. The Company may also bear certain out of pocket costs and expenses of
Lightspeed or its Associates, the Administrator, the Registrar, other services providers and the
Directors.

The Company will, directly or indirectly, provide for or reimburse the cost of liability insurance,
currently estimated at US$95,000 per annum, and other insurance cover, for Lightspeed and their
respective affiliates. It is anticipated that this insurance will be terminated or reimbursement will
cease at such time as the Company is wound up.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
As a company that will be admitted to trading on the SFS, the Company is not required to comply
with the UK Corporate Governance Code. Nevertheless, the Directors place great importance on
ensuring that high standards of corporate governance are maintained.

The Board intends to take appropriate action to ensure that the appropriate level of corporate
governance is attained and the Company’s practices are consistent with the Principles of the
Corporate Governance Code. As an investment company, most of the Company’s day-to-day
responsibilities are delegated to third parties and the Directors are all non-executive. Thus not all
the provisions of the Corporate Governance Code are directly applicable to the Company.

Accordingly, following Initial Admission, the Company intends to obtain membership of the
Association of Investment Companies (“AIC”) and as such, intends to comply with the AIC Code
and voluntarily comply with the UK Corporate Governance Code as recommended by the AIC Code
of Corporate Governance (the “AIC Code”) which is derived from the UK Corporate Governance
Code and is specifically tailored to investment trusts.
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For the reasons set out in the AIC Code, the Board considers the Corporate Governance Code
provisions related to the matters set out below are not relevant to the position of the Company,
being an externally managed investment company:

* the role of the chief executive;

* executive directors’ remuneration;

* the need for an internal audit function;

* the need for a separate nomination committee;

* the whistle blowing policy; and

* the need for a senior independent director.

The Company will therefore not comply with these provisions.

All of the Directors are considered by the Board to be independent of the AIFM and Lightspeed.
The Board will review their independence annually.

The Board will fulfil the responsibilities typically undertaken by a nomination committee and a
remuneration committee.

Audit Committee
The Board has established an Audit Committee composed of all the members of the Board. The
chairmanship of the Audit Committee is reviewed on an annual basis by the Chair and its
membership and its terms of reference will be kept under review. The initial chair of the Audit
Committee is Rhodri Whitlock.

The Audit Committee will meet at least twice a year. The Board considers that the members of the
Audit Committee have the requisite skills and experience to fulfil the responsibilities of the Audit
Committee. The Audit Committee will examine the effectiveness of the Company’s control systems
and will review the half-yearly and annual reports of the Company and also receive and review
other relevant management information from the AIFM and Lightspeed. The Audit Committee will
review the scope, results, cost effectiveness, independence and objectivity of the external auditor. It
will also review the valuations of all investments across the Portfolio, together with performing a role
in respect of risk control.

Management Engagement Committee
The Board has established a Management Engagement Committee composed of all the members
of the Board. The chairmanship of the Management Engagement Committee is reviewed on an
annual basis and its membership and its terms of reference will be kept under review. The initial
chair of the Management Engagement Committee is Kerri-Lynn Hauck.

The Management Engagement Committee will meet at least once a year. The Management
Engagement Committee is responsible for the regular review of the terms of the AIFM Agreement,
the Portfolio Advisory Agreement, the Administration Agreement and other service providers’
agreements and the performance of the AIFM, Lightspeed, the Administrator and the Company’s
other service providers.

TAKEOVER CODE
The Takeover Code will apply to the Company from Initial Admission. Further details are provided at
paragraph 15 of Part X (Additional information).

PRE-EMPTION RIGHTS
Shareholders have pre-emption rights under the UK Companies Act in respect of the allotment of
equity securities which are, or are to be, paid up in cash. However, Shareholders may, by special
resolution, dis-apply such pre-emptive rights.
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MAR AND THE DISCLOSURE GUIDANCE AND TRANSPARENCY RULES
As a company whose shares will be admitted to trading on the SFS (a regulated market), the
Company will comply with all of the provisions of MAR and the Disclosure Guidance and
Transparency Rules which are applicable to it.

The Directors have adopted a share dealing code that is compliant with the Market Abuse
Regulation. The Board will be responsible for taking all proper and reasonable steps to ensure
compliance with the share dealing code by the Directors and other persons discharging managerial
responsibilities (“PDMRs”).

The Disclosure Guidance and Transparency Rules provide that certain persons (including
Shareholders) must notify the Company if the proportion of the Company’s voting rights which they
then hold directly or indirectly as a shareholder or through a direct or indirect holding of certain
financial instruments reaches, exceeds or falls below thresholds of 3 per cent., 4 per cent., 5 per
cent., 6 per cent., 7 per cent., 8 per cent., 9 per cent. and 10 per cent. and each 1 percent.
Thereafter up to 100 per cent.
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PART VII

THE INITIAL ISSUE

INTRODUCTION
The Initial Issue consists of a placing, an offer for subscription, and an issue of Lightspeed
Subscription Shares to the Lightspeed Subscriber in accordance with the terms of the Lightspeed
Subscription Agreement, pursuant to which a total of up to 250 million Ordinary Shares in aggregate
which are being issued at the Initial Issue Price of US$1.00 per Ordinary Share.

Investors will not be charged a fee in addition to their payment of the Initial Issue Price in order to
subscribe for Ordinary Shares, as the Issue Expenses will be met out of the proceeds of the Issue.
The Initial Issue Expenses are therefore an indirect charge to investors.

The Initial Issue constitutes the initial opportunity to subscribe for Ordinary Shares in the Company.
The total number of Ordinary Shares to be issued under the Initial Issue will be determined by the
Company, Cantor Fitzgerald and Lightspeed after taking into account demand for the Ordinary
Shares and prevailing economic and market conditions.

Pursuant to the Initial Issue, the Company has secured commitments from the Lightspeed
Subscriber. The Lightspeed Subscriber will subscribe for between 2 to 4 million Ordinary Shares
depending on the overall size of the Initial Issue. These Ordinary Shares would comprise, in
aggregate, approximately 1.6 per cent. of Ordinary Shares issued by the Company on Admission,
assuming that 250 million Ordinary Shares are issued. In addition, Albert Luu, a member of the
Lightspeed Management Team, has agreed to subscribe for US$35,000 worth of Ordinary Shares
pursuant to the Initial Issue. The Lightspeed Subscriber and Albert Luu are subject to lock-up
restrictions, the terms of which are summarised in paragraph 7.9 of Part X (Additional Information)
of this Prospectus.

Each of the Directors intends to subscribe for up to US$20,000 worth of Ordinary Shares on or
around Initial Admission.

Neither the Initial Placing nor the Offer for Subscription is underwritten. The decision whether to
proceed with the Initial Issue will be at the absolute discretion, and subject to the agreement, of the
Directors, Lightspeed and Cantor Fitzgerald.

Up to 250 million Ordinary Shares, less the number of Lightspeed Subscription Shares, are
available for issue under the Initial Placing and Offer for Subscription.

Participants in the Initial Issue may elect to subscribe for Ordinary Shares in Sterling at a price per
Ordinary Share equal to the Initial Issue Price at the Relevant Sterling Exchange Rate. The Relevant
Sterling Exchange Rate and the Sterling equivalent issue price are not known as at the date of this
Prospectus and will be notified by the Company to Placees who have elected to subscribe for
Ordinary Shares in Sterling prior to Initial Admission.

Further details on the conditions to the Initial Placing and Offer for Subscription are set out below.

THE INITIAL PLACING
Placees will receive a contract note following closing of the Initial Placing and prior to Initial
Admission of the Ordinary Shares notifying them of the number of Ordinary Shares they will receive.
Dealings in the Ordinary Shares issued pursuant to the Initial Placing will not be permitted prior to
Initial Admission.

The terms and conditions which apply to any subscription for Ordinary Shares pursuant to the Initial
Placing are set out in Part XII (Terms and Conditions of the Initial Placing and the Placing
Programme) of this Prospectus.

THE OFFER FOR SUBSCRIPTION
Ordinary Shares are also being made available to the public in the United Kingdom (other than
certain overseas investors) through the Offer for Subscription at US$1.00 per Ordinary Share
payable in full on application.
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Applications under the Offer for Subscription must be for Ordinary Shares with a minimum
subscription amount of US$20,000 or £20,000 and thereafter in multiples of US$1,000 or £1,000 or
such lesser amount as the Company may determine (at its discretion).

The Directors may, in their absolute discretion, after taking into account the demand for Ordinary
Shares under the Initial Placing and Offer for Subscription, economic and market conditions and
other relevant circumstances, waive the minimum initial subscription requirement in respect of any
particular application under the Offer for Subscription. Multiple subscriptions under the Offer for
Subscription by individual investors will not be accepted.

The Ordinary Shares will be a qualifying investment for the stocks and shares component of an
ISA, provided they are acquired by an ISA plan manager through an offer to the public (such as the
Offer for Subscription) or in the market, but not through the Initial Placing. Any person wishing to
apply for Ordinary Shares under the Offer for Subscription through an ISA should contact their ISA
manager as soon as possible.

The terms and conditions of application under the Offer for Subscription are set out in Part XIII
(Terms and Conditions of Application under the Offer for Subscription) of this Prospectus. The
procedure for applying for Ordinary Shares under the Offer for Subscription and an application form
for use under the Offer for Subscription can be found in the Appendix to this Prospectus.

Payment must be made by cheque or banker’s draft or by electronic interbank transfer (CHAPS).
Payment by cheque or banker’s draft must be in pounds Sterling drawn on a branch in the United
Kingdom of a bank or building society which is either a member of the Cheque and Credit Clearing
Company Limited or the CHAPS Clearing Company Limited or which has arranged for its cheques
or bankers’ drafts to be cleared through the facilities provided for members of either of those
companies. Such cheques or bankers’ drafts must bear the appropriate sort code in the top right
hand corner. Cheques, which must be drawn on the personal account of the individual investor
where they have sole or joint title to the funds (the account name should be the same as that
shown on the Application Form), must be made payable to “CIS PLC re Lightspeed Solar
Partners PLC OFS” and crossed “A/C Payee”. Third party cheques may not be accepted with the
exception of building society cheques or bankers’ drafts where the building society or bank has
confirmed the name of the account holder by stamping or endorsing the cheque/banker’s draft to
such effect.

Cheques or bankers’ drafts will be presented for payment upon receipt. No interest will be paid on
payments made before they are due. It is a term of the Offer for Subscription that cheques shall be
honoured on first presentation and the Company may elect to treat as invalid acceptances in
respect of which cheques are not so honoured. All documents, cheques and bankers’ drafts sent
through the post will be sent at the risk of the sender.

If cheques or bankers’ drafts are presented for payment before the conditions of the Initial Issue are
fulfilled, the application monies will be kept in a separate interest bearing bank account with any
interest being retained for the Company until all conditions are met. If the Offer for Subscription
does not become unconditional, no Ordinary Shares will be issued pursuant to the Initial Issue and
all moneys will be returned (at the applicant’s sole risk), without payment of interest, to applicants
as soon as practicable following the lapse of the Offer for Subscription.

Payment by electronic interbank transfer (CHAPS) must be accompanied by a personalised payment
reference number which may be obtained by contacting Computershare Investor Services PLC
directly by email at OFS Payment Queries@computershare.co.uk quoting “LIGHTSPEED OFS”.
Computershare will then provide you with a unique reference number which must be used when
sending the payment. Please make such payment for value by no later than 11.00 a.m. on
16 October 2019. Payment by CHAPS must come from a personal account in the name of the
individual investor where they have sole or joint title to the funds (the account name should be the
same as that shown on the Application Form).

Completed Application Forms accompanied by a cheque or banker’s draft for the full amount due or
indicating that a CHAPS payment for the full amount has been made must be posted to the
Receiving Agent at Computershare Investor Services PLC at Corporate Actions Projects,
Bristol, BS99 6AH or delivered by hand (during normal business hours) to the Receiving Agent,
Computershare Investor Services PLC, at The Pavilions, Bridgwater Road, Bristol, BS13 8AE, so as
to be received by no later than 11:00 a.m. on 16 October 2019 at which time and date the Offer for
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Subscription will close. The Directors may, with the prior approval of Lightspeed and Cantor
Fitzgerald, alter such date by shortening or lengthening the offer period under the Offer for
Subscription. The Company will notify investors of any such change through the publication of a
notice through a Regulatory Information Service.

Participation in the Initial Issue is subject to the terms and conditions set out in Part XII (Terms and
Conditions of the Initial Placing and the Placing Programme) of this Prospectus (in respect of the
Initial Placing) and Part XIII (Terms and Conditions of Application under the Offer for Subscription) of
this Prospectus (in relation to the Offer for Subscription).

DEALINGS AND SETTLEMENT
Application will be made to the London Stock Exchange for up to 250 million Ordinary Shares to be
issued pursuant to the Initial Issue and admitted to trading on the Specialist Fund Segment of the
London Stock Exchange. It is expected that Initial Admission will occur and that dealing in the
Ordinary Shares will commence on 22 October 2019.

Subject to the Initial Issue becoming unconditional, the Ordinary Shares will be issued on
22 October 2019, fully paid and in registered form, and may be delivered into CREST or in
certificated form. Applicants under the Offer for Subscription wishing to have their Ordinary Shares
delivered to a CREST stock account in their own name, which is expected to take place on
22 October 2019, should include their CREST details in section 4 of the Application Form.
Temporary documents of title will not be issued pending the despatch of definitive certificate for
Ordinary Shares issued in certificated form, which is expected to take place with 10 Business Days
of Initial Admission. Dealings in the Ordinary Shares issued pursuant to the Initial Issue will not be
permitted prior to Initial Admission. Subsequent to Initial Admission, dealings in Ordinary Shares in
advance of the crediting of the relevant CREST accounts or the issue of share certificates will be at
the risk of the person concerned.

When admitted to trading, the Ordinary Shares will be registered with ISIN number
GB00BJSB2W32, SEDOL number BJSB2W3 (in respect of Ordinary Shares traded in US Dollars)
and SEDOL number BKDZPW8 (in respect of Ordinary Shares traded in Sterling).

ANNOUNCEMENTS REGARDING THE INITIAL PLACING AND OFFER FOR SUBSCRIPTION
The results of the Initial Placing and Offer for Subscription and the basis of allocation are expected
to be announced by the Company through a Regulatory Information Service on or around
17 October 2019 and, in any event, prior to Initial Admission.

CONDITIONS OF THE INITIAL ISSUE
The Initial Issue is conditional amongst other things on:

(1) the Placing Agreement having become unconditional in all respects (save for the condition
relating to Initial Admission) and not having been terminated in accordance with its terms prior
to Initial Admission;

(2) Net Initial Proceeds of not less than US$122.5 million being raised through the Initial Issue;
and

(3) Initial Admission becoming effective not later than 8.00 a.m. on 22 October 2019 or such later
time and/or date as Cantor Fitzgerald and the Company may agree, (being not later than
8.00 a.m. on 30 November 2019).

If any of these conditions is not met, the Initial Issue will not proceed and an announcement to that
effect will be made through a Regulatory Information Service. In the event that the Initial Issue does
not proceed for whatever reason, application monies will be returned, without interest, to investors
by returning an investor’s cheque or by crossed cheque in favour of the first named applicant, by
post at the risk of the person entitled thereto. Further details of the Placing Agreement are set out
in paragraph 7.1 of Part X (Additional Information) of this Prospectus.

In the event that the Minimum Net Initial Proceeds are not raised, the Initial Issue will not proceed,
except where the Company produces a Supplementary Prospectus stating the revised minimum
proceeds, and any monies received under the Initial Issue will be returned to applicants without
interest at the risk of the applicant.
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SCALING BACK
The Directors are authorised to issue up to 250 million Ordinary Shares, including the Lightspeed
Subscription Shares, pursuant to the Initial Issue. To the extent that aggregate demand exceeds
250 million Ordinary Shares, applications under the Initial Placing and Offer for Subscription will be
scaled back on such basis as Cantor Fitzgerald may determine (in consultation with the Company).

To the extent that the subscription monies received by the Company in relation to any application
for Ordinary Shares through the Initial Placing and Offer for Subscription exceed the aggregate
value, at the Initial Issue Price, of the Ordinary Shares issued pursuant to such application, the
balance of such sum will be returned as soon as reasonably practicable without interest by crossed
cheque in favour of the first named applicant, sent by post to, and at the risk of the applicant
concerned.

COSTS OF THE INITIAL ISSUE
Assuming that the Initial Issue is fully subscribed, and the Initial Issue Expenses are US$5 million,
the Net Initial Proceeds will be US$245 million (inclusive of any irrecoverable VAT).

USE OF PROCEEDS
The proceeds of the Initial Issue will comprise cash received under the Initial Placing, the Offer for
Subscription and the issue of the Lightspeed Subscriber Shares pursuant to the Lightspeed
Subscription Agreement. The Initial Issue and the Placing Programme are intended to raise money
for investment in accordance with the Company’s investment policy.

The Company’s principal use of cash (including the Net Initial Proceeds) will be to:

* invest in the Initial Portfolio pursuant to the terms of the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement
and meet the associated expenses of acquiring the Initial Portfolio;

* repay pre-existing debt within the Initial Portfolio so that the Company holds the Initial Portfolio
on an unlevered basis (prior to any debt re-financing in due course);

* meet the Initial Issue Expenses;

* make further investments in line with the Company’s investment objective and investment
policy; and

* meet ongoing operational expenses.

Subject to completing satisfactory legal, technical and financial due diligence, it is expected that the
Company could commit to, or invest in, some of the Pipeline Assets as described in Part III (Initial
Portfolio and Pipeline) of this Prospectus.

MONEY LAUNDERING
Pursuant to anti-money laundering laws and regulations with which the Company must comply in the
United Kingdom, the Company and its agents, the Administrator, the Registrar, the Receiving Agent
or Cantor Fitzgerald may require evidence of the identity of each investor in connection with any
application for Ordinary Shares, including further identification of the applicant(s) before any
Ordinary Shares are issued.

Each of the Company and its agents, including the Administrator, the Registrar, the Receiving Agent
and Cantor Fitzgerald reserves the right to request such information as is necessary to verify the
identity of a Shareholder or prospective Shareholder and (if any) the underlying beneficial owner or
prospective beneficial owner of a Shareholder’s Ordinary Shares. In the event of delay or failure by
the Shareholder or prospective Shareholder to produce any information required for verification
purposes, the Directors, in consultation with the Company’s agents, including the Administrator, the
Registrar, the Receiving Agent and Cantor Fitzgerald may refuse to accept a subscription for
Ordinary Shares.

UNITED STATES PURCHASE AND TRANSFER RESTRICTIONS
This Prospectus does not constitute an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to acquire or
subscribe for, Ordinary Shares in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation is unlawful or
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would impose any unfulfilled registration, qualification, publication or approval requirements on the
Company or Lightspeed.

The Company has elected to impose the restrictions described below on the issue and on the
future trading of the Ordinary Shares so that the Company will not be required to register the offer
and sale of the Ordinary Shares under the US Securities Act, so that the Company will not have an
obligation to register as an investment company under the US Investment Company Act and related
rules and to address certain ERISA, US Tax Code, FATCA and other considerations. These transfer
restrictions may adversely affect the ability of holders of the Ordinary Shares to trade such
securities. Due to the restrictions described below, potential investors in the United States and US
Persons are advised to consult legal counsel prior to making any offer, resale, exercise, pledge or
other transfer of the Ordinary Shares. The Company and its agents will not be obligated to
recognise any resale or other transfer of the Ordinary Shares made other than in compliance with
the restrictions described below.

RESTRICTIONS DUE TO LACK OF REGISTRATION UNDER THE US SECURITIES ACT AND US
INVESTMENT COMPANY ACT RESTRICTIONS
The Ordinary Shares have not been and will not be registered under the US Securities Act or with
any securities regulatory authority of any state or other jurisdiction of the United States and the
Ordinary Shares may not be offered, sold, resold, transferred or delivered, directly or indirectly,
within the United States or to, or for the account or benefit of, US Persons. There will be no public
offer of the Ordinary Shares in the United States. Subject to certain exceptions, the Ordinary Shares
are being offered and sold only outside the United States to persons who are not US Persons in
reliance on the exemption from registration provided by Regulation S under the US Securities Act.

Moreover, the Company has not been and will not be registered under the US Investment Company
Act and investors will not be entitled to the benefits of the US Investment Company Act. The
Ordinary Shares and any beneficial interests therein may only be transferred in an offshore
transaction in accordance with Regulation S under the US Securities Act (i) to a person outside the
United States and not known by the transferor to be a US Person, by pre-arrangement or
otherwise; or (ii) to the Company or a subsidiary thereof, and in each case under circumstances
which will not require the Company to register under the US Investment Company Act.

GENERAL
Subject to their statutory right of withdrawal pursuant to Article 23(2) of the Prospectus Regulation,
in the event of the publication of a supplementary prospectus, applicants under the Offer for
Subscription may not withdraw their applications for Ordinary Shares.

Applicants under the Offer for Subscription wishing to exercise their statutory right of withdrawal
pursuant to Article 23(2) of the Prospectus Regulation after the publication of a supplementary
prospectus must do so by lodging a written notice of withdrawal (which shall include a notice sent
by any form of electronic communication) which must include the full name and address of the
person wishing to exercise statutory withdrawal rights and, if such person is a CREST member, the
Participant ID and Member Account ID of such CREST member by post or by hand (during normal
business hours only) to Computershare Investor Services PLC at The Pavilions, Bridgwater Road,
Bristol, BS13 8AE, so as to be received by no later than two Business Days after the date on
which the supplementary prospectus is published. Notice of withdrawal given by any other means or
which is deposited with or received by the Registrar will not permit the exercise of withdrawal rights
after payment by the relevant applicant of his, her or its subscription in full and the allotment of
Ordinary Shares to such applicant becoming unconditional and in such event investors are
recommended to seek independent legal advice.
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PART VIII

THE PLACING PROGRAMME

INTRODUCTION
The Company has made arrangements under which the Board has discretion to issue under the
Placing Programme up to 500 million New Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares, provided that such
number of Ordinary Shares (including New Ordinary Shares) and C Shares issued pursuant to the
Initial Issue and the Placing Programme may not exceed 500 million Shares in aggregate. The
Placing Programme is intended to be flexible and may have a number of closing dates in order to
provide the Company with the ability to issue Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares over a period of
time. The Placing Programme is intended to satisfy market demand for the Ordinary Shares and to
raise further money for investment in accordance with the Company’s investment policy.

BACKGROUND TO AND REASONS FOR THE PLACING PROGRAMME
The Company will have the flexibility to issue further Ordinary Shares or C Shares on a non-pre-
emptive basis where there appears to be reasonable demand for Ordinary Shares in the market, for
example if the Ordinary Shares trade at a premium to their Net Asset Value per Ordinary Share. In
addition, as any New Ordinary Shares issued under the Placing Programme will be issued at a
price not less than the last published cum income Net Asset Value of each existing Ordinary Share
(together with a premium intended to at least cover the costs and expenses of the placing pursuant
to the Placing Programme and certain Initial Issue Expenses), an issue of New Ordinary Shares
under the Placing Programme may be used by the Company to reduce any premium over NAV at
which its Shares may be trading.

It is expected that the Board will issue C Shares rather than New Ordinary Shares in circumstances
where there is substantial investor demand or a significant anticipated delay before the net
proceeds can be deployed. C Shares are designed to overcome the potential disadvantages that
may arise out of a fixed price issue of further Ordinary Shares for cash. These disadvantages relate
primarily to the effect that an injection of uninvested cash may have on the Net Asset Value per
Ordinary Share performance of otherwise fully invested portfolios (commonly referred to as “cash
drag”). The assets representing the net proceeds of an issue of C Shares would be accounted for
as a separate pool, and the C Shares would bear a proportionate share of the Company’s costs
and expenses, until such pool is substantially invested in accordance with the Company’s
investment policy, following which the C Shares would be converted into New Ordinary Shares
based on the respective NAV per Share.

For the purposes of assessing the conversion date of an issue of C Shares into New Ordinary
Shares, a separate pool underlying an issue of C Shares will be deemed to have been substantially
invested when at least 90 per cent. (or such other percentage as the Directors determine) of the
pool has been invested.

The C Shares will carry voting rights at general meetings of the Company. The detailed terms of the
C Shares are set out in paragraphs 6.60 to 6.72 of Part X (Additional Information) of this
Prospectus.

Shareholder authority to issue further Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares on a non-pre-emptive basis
was granted on 6 September 2019. In utilising its discretion under the Placing Programme and
seeking such authorities in the future the Directors intend to take into account relevant factors,
including the desirability of limiting the premium to Net Asset Value at which the Ordinary Shares
trade in order to ensure that Shareholders and new investors who acquire Ordinary Shares are not
disadvantaged by being required to acquire additional Ordinary Shares at a high premium to NAV
per Ordinary Share.

BENEFITS OF THE PLACING PROGRAMME
The Directors believe that the issue of Ordinary Shares or C Shares pursuant to the Placing
Programme should yield the following principal benefits:

(1) maintain the Company’s ability to issue New Ordinary Shares or C Shares, so as to better
manage the premium at which the Ordinary Shares may trade to NAV per Ordinary Share;
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(2) enhance the NAV per Ordinary Share of existing Ordinary Shares through new share issuance
of New Ordinary Shares at a premium of at least 2 per cent. to the last published cum income
NAV per Ordinary Share;

(3) grow the Company, thereby increasing the potential for portfolio diversification and also
spreading operating costs over a larger capital base which should reduce the total expense
ratio; and

(4) improve liquidity in the market for the Ordinary Shares.

The Directors will consider the potential impact of the Placing Programme on the payment of
dividends to Shareholders and intend to ensure that it will not result in any material dilution of the
dividends per Ordinary Share that the Company may be able to pay.

THE PLACING PROGRAMME
The Placing Programme will open following Initial Admission and will close on 15 September 2020.
The maximum number of New Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares to be issued pursuant to the
Placing Programme will be equal in aggregate to 500 million Shares, provided that such number of
Ordinary Shares (including New Ordinary Shares) and C Shares issued pursuant to the Initial Issue
and the Placing Programme may not exceed 500 million Shares. No New Ordinary Shares will be
issued at a discount to the Net Asset Value per ordinary Share at the time of the relevant allotment.

The issue of New Ordinary Shares or C Shares under the Placing Programme is at the discretion
of the Directors. Issues may take place at any time prior to the closing date of the Placing
Programme. An announcement of each issue under the Placing Programme will be released
through an RIS. It is anticipated that dealings in the New Ordinary Shares or C Shares, as
applicable, will commence approximately three Business Days after the results of the relevant
placing are announced. Whilst it is expected that all New Ordinary Shares and C Shares (as
applicable) issued pursuant to the Placing Programme will be issued in uncertificated form, if any
New Ordinary Shares or C Shares are issued in certificated form it is expected that share
certificates will be despatched within ten Business Days after the relevant issue date.

Payment for any New Ordinary Shares issued under the Placing Programme should be made in
accordance with settlement instructions provided to Placees by Cantor Fitzgerald.

There is no minimum or maximum subscription pursuant to the Placing Programme.

The Placing Programme is not being underwritten and, as at the date of this Prospectus, the actual
number of New Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares to be issued under the Placing Programme is not
known. The number of New Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares available under the Placing
Programme should not be taken as an indication of the number of New Ordinary Shares and/or
C Shares finally to be issued.

So far as the Directors are aware as at the date of this Prospectus, no major Shareholders or
Directors intend to make a commitment for New Ordinary Shares or C Shares under the Placing
Programme.

Applications will be made to the London Stock Exchange for the New Ordinary Shares and
C Shares issued pursuant to the Placing Programme to be admitted to the Specialist Fund Segment
of the London Stock Exchange. All New Ordinary Shares and C Shares issued pursuant to the
Placing Programme will be issued conditionally on such Admission occurring. This Prospectus has
been published in order that any New Ordinary Shares and C Shares issued pursuant to the
Placing Programme may be admitted to trading on the Specialist Fund Segment of the London
Stock Exchange, amongst other reasons. This will include any Ordinary Shares issued under the
Directors’ existing authority to issue Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares on a non-pre-emptive basis
after the date of this Prospectus. Should the Board wish to issue New Ordinary Shares or C Shares
in excess of the amount for which it is then authorised to issue, further authorities may be sought at
an appropriate time by convening a General Meeting for this purpose.

The New Ordinary Shares issued pursuant to the Placing Programme will rank pari passu with the
Ordinary Shares then in issue (save for any dividends or other distributions declared, made or paid
on the Ordinary Shares by reference to a record date prior to the issue of the relevant New
Ordinary Shares).
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The C Shares issued pursuant to the Placing Programme:

(1) will not be entitled to any dividends payable in respect of the Ordinary Shares but on their
conversion into New Ordinary Shares they will rank pari passu with the Ordinary Shares then
in issue (save for any dividends or other distributions declared, made or paid on the Ordinary
Shares by reference to a record date prior to the conversion of the C Shares);

(2) will be entitled to any dividends payable in respect of the pool of assets attributable to the
relevant tranche of C Shares. It is intended that dividends will be declared on the C Shares
only in the event that there is material net income available for distribution to the C Shares,
but the level of dividends (if any) declared on the C Shares will depend on the actual timing
and terms of the deployment of the relevant C Share issue proceeds. In the event that any net
income attributable to the C Shares is not distributed as dividend, such net income will be
included in the value of the C Shares when calculating their entitlement for New Ordinary
Shares upon their conversion.

The Placing Programme will be suspended at any time when the Company is unable to issue New
Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares pursuant to the Placing Programme under any statutory provision
or other regulation applicable to the Company or otherwise at the Directors’ discretion.

In the event that there are any significant matters affecting any of the matters described in this
Prospectus or where any significant new matters have arisen after the publication of this Prospectus
and prior to the termination of the Placing Programme, the Company will publish a supplementary
prospectus. Any supplementary prospectus published by the Company will give details of the
significant change(s) or the significant new matter(s).

The terms and conditions which apply to any subscription for Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares (as
the case may be) pursuant to the Placing Programme are set out in Part XII (Terms and Conditions
of the Initial Placing and the Placing Programme) of this Prospectus.

CONDITIONS
Each allotment and issue of Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares under the Placing Programme
following the Issue, is conditional, among other things, on:

(1) Shareholder authority for the disapplication of pre-emption rights in respect of the relevant
issue being in place;

(2) in the case of New Ordinary Shares, the Placing Programme Price being determined by the
Directors as described below;

(3) Admission of the New Ordinary Shares or C Shares being issued pursuant to such issue;

(4) the Placing Agreement becoming otherwise unconditional in respect of the relevant issue of
New Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares in all respects and not having been terminated on or
before the date of such Admission; and

(5) a valid supplementary prospectus being published by the Company if such is required by the
Prospectus Regulation Rules.

In circumstances where these conditions are not fully met, the relevant issue of New Ordinary
Shares or C Shares pursuant to the Placing Programme will not take place.

CALCULATION OF THE PLACING PROGRAMME PRICE
The Placing Programme Price of the New Ordinary Shares will not be less than the last published
cum income Net Asset Value of each existing Ordinary Share together with a premium intended at
least to cover the costs and expenses of the placing pursuant to the Placing Programme (including,
without limitation, any placing commissions) and to enable certain Initial Issue Expenses to be
recouped (“Subsequent Expenses”), such costs and expenses being estimated at 2 per cent. of
the amounts raised. The Company will notify investors of the Placing Programme Price through the
publication of a notice through a Regulatory Information Service. The Directors will determine the
Placing Programme Price on the basis described above so as to cover the costs and expenses of
each placing of New Ordinary Shares under the Placing Programme and thereby avoid any dilution
of the Net Asset Value of the existing Ordinary Shares held by Shareholders. By way of illustration,
assuming an initial NAV of US$0.98 per Ordinary Share, the Placing Programme Price per New
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Ordinary Share would be expected to be at least US$1.00, and the expenses indirectly borne by an
investor in such New Ordinary Shares would be at least US$0.02 per Ordinary Share.

The Placing Programme Price of any C Shares issued pursuant to the Placing Programme will be
US$1.00 per C Share and the costs of the relevant issue of such C Shares will be paid out of the
proceeds of the issue and accordingly will be borne indirectly by investors in the relevant C Shares.

Fractions of New Ordinary Shares or C Shares will not be issued.

The Net Issue Proceeds of the Placing Programme is dependent on the number of New Ordinary
Shares and/or C Shares issued pursuant to the Placing Programme and the applicable Placing
Programme Price of any New Ordinary Shares issued.

Where New Ordinary Shares or C Shares are issued, the total assets of the Company will increase
by that number of New Ordinary Shares or C Shares issued multiplied by the applicable Placing
Programme Price less the costs and expenses of any such issue. It is not expected that there will
be any material impact on the earnings and Net Asset Value per Ordinary Share, as the Net Issue
Proceeds resulting from any issue under the Placing Programme are expected to be invested in
investments consistent with the investment objective and investment policy of the Company and the
Placing Programme Price of the New Ordinary Shares is expected to represent a modest premium
to the then prevailing Net Asset Value per Ordinary Share.

VOTING DILUTION
If 250 million New Ordinary Shares or C Shares are issued pursuant to the Placing Programme,
assuming the Issue has been subscribed as to 250 million Ordinary Shares, there would be a
dilution of approximately 50 per cent. in Shareholders’ voting control of the Company immediately
after the Issue (and prior to the conversion of any C Shares). The voting rights may be further
diluted on conversion of any C Shares depending on the applicable conversion ratio. However, it is
not anticipated that there will be any dilution in the NAV per Ordinary Share as a result of any
subsequent issue under the Placing Programme.

SETTLEMENT
Payment for New Ordinary Shares and C Shares issued under the Placing Programme will be made
through CREST or through Cantor Fitzgerald, in any such case in accordance with settlement
instructions to be notified to Placees by Cantor Fitzgerald. In the case of those subscribers not
using CREST, monies received by and held in account by or on behalf of Cantor Fitzgerald will not
be held as client money within the meaning of the relevant provisions of the FCA Handbook, which
therefore will not require Cantor Fitzgerald to segregate such money, as that money will be held by
Cantor Fitzgerald under a banking relationship and not as trustee.

To the extent that any placing commitment is rejected in whole or in part, any monies received will
be returned without interest at the risk of the Placee.

Each class of C Shares issued pursuant to a Subsequent Placing made throughout the Placing
Programme will have separate ISINs, SEDOLs and ticker symbols issued. The announcement of
each issue of C Shares will contain details of the relevant ISIN, SEDOL and ticker symbol for such
class of C Shares being issued.

COSTS OF THE PLACING PROGRAMME
The costs and expenses of each subsequent issue of Ordinary Shares or C Shares under the
Placing Programme will depend on subscriptions received. Assuming that US$250 million are raised
under the Placing Programme before expenses solely through the issue of New Ordinary Shares, a
Placing Programme Price of US$1.00 per New Ordinary Share and costs of the Placing Programme
of up to 2 per cent. of the Gross Issue Proceeds, the Gross Issue Proceeds would be
US$250 million, and the Net Issue Proceeds of the Placing Programme would therefore be
US$245 million.

USE OF PROCEEDS
The Net Issue Proceeds of the Placing Programme are intended to be invested by the Company in
accordance with the Company’s published investment policy.
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The Company may use the net cash proceeds of the Placing Programme to invest in some or all of
the Pipeline Assets. Where Pipeline Assets have not yet been acquired, there can be no guarantee
that the Company will conclude its negotiations in respect of those Pipeline Assets and/or acquire
any of them, as any acquisition of a Pipeline Assets remains subject to completion of adequate due
diligence and a sale and purchase agreement on suitable terms.

SCALING BACK
In the event of oversubscription of a subsequent issue of New Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares
under the Placing Programme, applications will be scaled back at Cantor Fitzgerald’s discretion (in
consultation with the Company).

MONEY LAUNDERING
Pursuant to anti-money laundering laws and regulations with which the Company must comply in the
United Kingdom, the Company and its agents, the Administrator, the Registrar, the Receiving Agent
or Cantor Fitzgerald may require evidence of the identity of each investor in connection with any
application for New Ordinary Shares, including further identification of the applicant(s) before any
New Ordinary Shares are issued.

Each of the Company and its agents, including the Administrator, the Registrar, the Receiving Agent
and Cantor Fitzgerald reserves the right to request such information as is necessary to verify the
identity of a Shareholder or prospective Shareholder and (if any) the underlying beneficial owner or
prospective beneficial owner of a Shareholder’s Ordinary Shares. In the event of delay or failure by
the Shareholder or prospective Shareholder to produce any information required for verification
purposes, the Directors, in consultation with the Company’s agents, including the Administrator, the
Registrar, the Receiving Agent and Cantor Fitzgerald may refuse to accept a subscription for New
Ordinary Shares.

UNITED STATES PURCHASE AND TRANSFER RESTRICTIONS
This Prospectus does not constitute an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to acquire or
subscribe for, New Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares in any jurisdiction where such an offer or
solicitation is unlawful or would impose any unfulfilled registration, qualification, publication or
approval requirements on the Company or Lightspeed.

The Company has elected to impose the restrictions described below on the issue and on the
future trading of New Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares so that the Company will not be required to
register the offer and sale of the New Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares under the US Securities
Act, so that the Company will not have an obligation to register as an investment company under
the US Investment Company Act and related rules and to address certain ERISA, US Tax Code,
FATCA and other considerations. These transfer restrictions may adversely affect the ability of
holders of New Ordinary Shares or C Shares to trade such securities. Due to the restrictions
described below, potential investors in the United States and US Persons are advised to consult
legal counsel prior to making any offer, resale, exercise, pledge or other transfer of New Ordinary
Shares or any C Shares. The Company and its agents will not be obligated to recognise any resale
or other transfer of the New Ordinary Shares or C Shares made other than in compliance with the
restrictions described below.

RESTRICTIONS DUE TO LACK OF REGISTRATION UNDER THE US SECURITIES ACT AND US
INVESTMENT COMPANY ACT RESTRICTIONS
Neither the Ordinary Shares nor any tranche of C Shares has been and will not be registered under
the US Securities Act or with any securities regulatory authority of any state or other jurisdiction of
the United States and the Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares may not be offered, sold, resold,
transferred or delivered, directly or indirectly, within the United States or to, or for the account or
benefit of, US Persons. There will be no public offer of Ordinary Shares or C Shares in the United
States. Subject to certain exceptions, Ordinary Shares and C Shares are being offered and sold
only outside the United States to persons who are not US Persons in reliance on the exemption
from registration provided by Regulation S under the US Securities Act.

Moreover, the Company has not been and will not be registered under the US Investment Company
Act and investors will not be entitled to the benefits of the US Investment Company Act. The
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Ordinary Shares and C Shares and any beneficial interests therein may only be transferred in an
offshore transaction in accordance with Regulation S under the US Securities Act (i) to a person
outside the United States and not known by the transferor to be a US Person, by pre-arrangement
or otherwise; or (ii) to the Company or a subsidiary thereof, and in each case under circumstances
which will not require the Company to register under the US Investment Company Act.
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PART IX

UK TAXATION

The information below, which relates only to UK taxation, summarises the advice received by the
Board and is applicable to the Company and to persons who are resident and domiciled (in the
case of individuals) or resident (in the case of companies) for tax purposes in (and only in) the
United Kingdom and who hold Shares as an investment. It is based on current United Kingdom tax
law and HMRC published practice, respectively, which law or practice is, in principle, subject to any
subsequent changes therein (potentially with retrospective effect). It is not intended to be, nor
should it be construed to be, legal or tax advice. Certain Shareholders, such as dealers in
securities, collective investment schemes, insurance companies and persons acquiring their Shares
in connection with their employment or a new ISA may be taxed differently and are not considered.
The tax consequences for each Shareholder of investing in the Company may depend upon the
Shareholder’s own tax position and upon the relevant laws of any jurisdiction to which the
Shareholder is subject.

If you are in any doubt about your tax position, or if you may be subject to tax in a
jurisdiction other than the United Kingdom, you should consult an independent professional
adviser without delay.

THE COMPANY
The Company has applied to HMRC for approval as an investment trust company and intends at all
times to conduct the affairs of the Company so as to enable it to satisfy the conditions necessary
for it to be eligible as an investment trust under Chapter 4 of Part 24 of the Corporation Tax
Act 2010 (as amended) and the Investment Trust (Approved Company) (Tax) Regulations 2011 (as
amended). However, none of the AIFM, Lightspeed or the Directors can provide assurance that this
approval will be obtained or that eligibility will be maintained. One of the conditions for a company
to qualify as an investment trust is that it is not a “close company” for UK tax purposes. The
Directors expect that the Company should not be a close company immediately following Initial
Admission. In respect of each accounting period for which the Company is approved by HMRC as
an investment trust, the Company will be exempt from UK taxation on its chargeable gains. The
Company will, however, (subject to what follows) be liable to pay UK corporation tax on its income
in the normal way. Income arising from overseas investments may be subject to foreign withholding
taxes at varying rates, but double taxation relief may be available. The Company should in practice
be exempt from UK corporation tax on dividend income received, provided that such dividends
(whether from UK or non UK companies) fall within one of the “exempt classes” in Part 9A of the
Corporation Tax Act 2009.

SHAREHOLDERS
Taxation of chargeable/capital gains
A disposal of Shares (including a disposal on a winding up of the Company) by a Shareholder who
is resident in the UK for tax purposes, or who is not so resident but carries on a trade in the UK
through a branch, agency or permanent establishment in connection with which their investment in
the Company is used, held or acquired, may give rise to a chargeable gain or an allowable loss for
the purposes of UK taxation of chargeable gains, depending on the Shareholder’s circumstances
and subject to any available exemption or relief.

UK-resident and domiciled individual Shareholders have an annual exemption, such that capital
gains tax is chargeable only on gains arising from all sources during the tax year in excess of this
figure. The annual exemption is £12,000 for the tax year 2019/2020. For such individual
Shareholders, capital gains tax will be chargeable on a disposal of Shares at the applicable rate
(the current rate being 10% for basic rate taxpayers or 20% for higher or additional rate taxpayers).

Individual Shareholders who are temporarily non-resident in the UK may, under anti-avoidance
legislation, still be liable to UK tax on any capital gain realised (subject to the application of
available exemptions or reliefs).

Corporate Shareholders who are resident in the UK for tax purposes will generally be subject to
corporation tax at the rate of corporation tax applicable to that Shareholder (currently at a rate of
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19% but expected to reduce to 17% from 1 April 2020) on chargeable gains arising on a disposal
of their Shares.

Dividends – individuals
The following statements summarise the expected UK tax treatment for individual Shareholders who
receive dividends from the Company.

UK resident individuals are entitled to a nil rate of income tax on the first £2,000 of dividend
income in a tax year (the “Nil Rate Amount”). Any dividend income received by a UK resident
individual Shareholder in respect of the Shares in excess of the Nil Rate Amount will be subject to
income tax at a rate of 7.5% to the extent that it is within the basic rate band, 32.5% to the extent
that it is within the higher rate band and 38.1% to the extent that it is within the additional rate
band.

Dividends – corporations
A corporate Shareholder who is tax resident in the UK or carries on a trade in the UK through a
permanent establishment in connection with which its Shares are held will be subject to UK
corporation tax on the gross amount of any dividends paid by the Company, unless the dividend
falls within one of the exempt classes set out in Part 9A of the Corporation Tax Act 2009.

It is anticipated that dividends paid on the Shares to UK tax resident corporate Shareholders would
generally (subject to anti-avoidance rules) fall within one of those exempt classes. Such
Shareholders, however, are advised to consult their independent professional tax advisers to
determine whether such dividends will be subject to UK corporation tax. If the dividends do not fall
within any of the exempt classes, they will be subject to corporation tax, (currently at a rate of 19%
but expected to reduce to 17% from 1 April 2020).

The Company will not be required to withhold tax at source when paying a dividend.

Investment trust dividends – elective regime
Provided the Company qualifies as an investment trust and satisfies certain conditions set out in the
Investment Trusts (Dividends) (Optional Treatment as Interest Distributions) Regulations 2009
(“Interest Distributions Regulations”), it may designate all or part of an amount it distributes by
way of a dividend as an “interest distribution”. The Company may not designate as an interest
distribution an amount that exceeds its qualifying interest income for the accounting period in which
the distribution is made.

If an election under the Interest Distributions Regulations is made by the Company to designate part
or all of its dividends as an interest distribution in respect of an accounting period, then the
corresponding dividends paid by the Company will be taxed as interest income in the hands of UK
resident individual shareholders. To the extent the Shareholder is within the basic rate band, interest
received in excess of the tax-free savings income of £1,000, will be taxed at 20%. To the extent the
Shareholder is within the higher rate band, interest received in excess of the tax-free savings
income for higher rate tax payers of £500, will be taxed at 40%. To the extent the Shareholder is
within the additional rate band, interest received will be taxed at 45%. The tax-free savings income
is not available for additional rate taxpayers.

If an election under the Interest Distributions Regulations is made by the Company to designate part
or all of its dividends as an interest distribution in respect of an accounting period then the
corresponding dividends paid by the Company will be generally taxed according to loan relationship
rules in the hands of UK corporate Shareholders and subject to corporation tax (currently at a rate
of 19% but expected to reduce to 17% from 1 April 2020).

STAMP DUTY AND STAMP DUTY RESERVE TAX (“SDRT”)
Transfers on the sale of existing Shares held in certificated form will generally be subject to UK
stamp duty at the rate of 0.5% of the amount or value of the consideration given for the transfer
(rounded up to the nearest £5). However, an exemption from stamp duty will be available on an
instrument transferring existing Shares where the amount or value of the consideration is £1,000 or
less, and it is certified on the instrument that the transaction effected by the instrument does not
form part of a larger transaction or series of transactions for which the aggregate consideration
exceeds £1,000. The purchaser normally pays the stamp duty.
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An unconditional agreement to transfer existing Shares will normally give rise to a charge to SDRT
at the rate of 0.5% of the amount or value of the consideration payable for the transfer. However, if
a duly stamped or exempt transfer in respect of the agreement is produced within six years of the
date on which the agreement is made (or, if the agreement is conditional, the date on which the
agreement becomes unconditional) any SDRT paid is repayable, generally with interest, and
otherwise the SDRT charge is cancelled. SDRT is, in general, payable by the purchaser.

Paperless transfers of existing Shares within the CREST system will generally be liable to SDRT,
rather than stamp duty, at the rate of 0.5% of the amount or value of the consideration payable.
CREST is obliged to collect SDRT on relevant transactions settled within the CREST system (but in
practice the cost will be passed on to the purchaser). Deposits of Shares into CREST will not
generally be subject to SDRT, unless the transfer into CREST is itself for consideration in the form
of money or money’s worth.

The issue of new Shares pursuant to the Initial Issue and any Subsequent Placing should not
generally be subject to UK stamp duty or SDRT.

ISAs, SIPPs AND SSASs
Shares issued by the Company that are required by an ISA plan manager through the Offer for
Subscription or in the secondary market (but not through the Initial Placing), should be eligible to be
held in a stocks and shares ISA, subject to applicable annual subscription limits (£20,000 in the tax
year 2019/2020).

Investments held in ISAs will be free of UK tax on both capital gains and income.

Shares should be eligible for inclusion in a self-invested personal pension (“SIPP”) or a small self-
administered scheme (“SSAS”), subject to the discretion of the trustees of the SIPP or the SSAS,
as the case may be.

Individuals wishing to invest in Shares through an ISA, SSAS or SIPP should contact their
professional advisers regarding their eligibility.

INFORMATION REPORTING
The UK has entered into international agreements with a number of jurisdictions which provide for
the exchange of information in order to combat tax evasion and improve tax compliance. These
include, but are not limited to, an Inter-Governmental Agreement with the United States in relation to
FATCA and agreements regarding the OECD’s global standard for automatic and multilateral
exchange of information between tax authorities, known as the “Common Reporting Standard”. The
UK is also subject to obligations regarding mandatory automatic exchange of information in the field
of taxation pursuant to EU Council Directive 2014/107/EU, which implements the Common Reporting
Standard in the EU Member States. In connection with such international agreements and
obligations the Company may, inter alia, be required to collect and report to HMRC certain
information regarding Shareholders and other account holders of the Company and HMRC may
pass this information on to tax authorities in other jurisdictions in accordance with the relevant
international agreements.

The application of the information reporting requirements set out above, which are derived from EU
law, may change or cease to apply depending on the outcome of the UK’s Brexit negotiations with
the EU 27 Member States, or otherwise how the UK ultimately decides to pursue Brexit. As the
outcome of Brexit continues to remain uncertain, the application of both current and prospective
information reporting requirements may be subject to change in the future.

THE PRECEDING DISCUSSION IS NOT A FULL DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPLEX TAX
RULES RELEVANT TO AN INVESTMENT IN THE COMPANY. THE TAX AND OTHER MATTERS
DESCRIBED HEREIN DO NOT CONSTITUTE, AND SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED AS, LEGAL
OR TAX ADVICE TO PROSPECTIVE SHAREHOLDERS. EACH PROSPECTIVE SHAREHOLDER
SHOULD CONSULT WITH ITS OWN PROFESSIONAL TAX ADVISOR WITH RESPECT TO THE
TAX ASPECTS OF AN INVESTMENT IN THE COMPANY.

OTHER JURISDICTIONS
Prospective purchasers of Shares should consult their own professional tax advisers as to the tax
consequences of the purchase, ownership and disposal of Shares.
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Any person who is in any doubt as to his, her or its tax position in consequence of acquiring,
holding or disposing of Shares, or requires more detailed information than the general outline above
should consult his, her or its own independent professional advisers.
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PART X

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

1. INCORPORATION AND ADMINISTRATION
1.1 The Company was incorporated as Lightspeed Renewables Partners PLC in England and

Wales on 8 May 2019 with registered number 11985521 as a public company limited by
shares under the Companies Act. The Company’s name was changed to Lightspeed Solar
Partners PLC on 4 July 2019. The Company has an indefinite life. The liability of Shareholders
is limited.

1.2 The principal place of business and the registered office of the Company is 7th Floor, Berkeley
Street, London W1J 8DW, United Kingdom. The telephone number of the Company is
+44 203 846 9777.

1.3 The principal legislation under which the Company operates is the Companies Act. The
Company is not regulated as a collective investment scheme by the FCA. However, with effect
from Initial Admission, the Ordinary Shares will be admitted to trading on the Specialist Fund
Segment of the Main Market. The Company and Shareholders will be subject to the Disclosure
Guidance and Transparency Rules, the Market Abuse Regulation and the Takeover Code with
effect from Initial Admission. The Company will be subject to the Prospectus Regulation
Rules and the LSE Admission and Disclosure Standards with effect from Initial Admission. The
Company has also resolved as a matter of best practice and good corporate governance, save
to the extent otherwise approved by Shareholders by ordinary resolution, to voluntarily comply
with certain of the Listing Rules, as further described in the section of this Prospectus headed
“Voluntary Compliance with the Listing Rules”.

1.4 The Directors confirm that since the date of incorporation of the Company, the Company has
not commenced operations, has no material assets or liabilities, and therefore no financial
statements have been made up as at the date of this Prospectus. The Company’s accounting
period will terminate on 31 December of each year. The first accounting period will run from
the Company’s incorporation, ending on 31 December 2019.

1.5 Save in respect of its entry into the material contracts summarised in paragraph 7 below, since
its incorporation and establishment, the Company has not incurred borrowings or indebtedness
or granted any mortgages or charges over any property or provided any guarantees.

1.6 As at the date of this Prospectus, the Company does not have any employees and does not
own or lease any premises.

1.7 Any changes in the issued share capital of the Company since incorporation are summarised
in paragraph 3 below.

1.8 BDO LLP has agreed to act as the auditor of the Company from Initial Admission. The auditor
is a member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales. The annual
report and accounts will be prepared according to accounting standards laid out under IFRS.

1.9 On 9 September 2019, the Company was granted a certificate under section 761 of the
Companies Act entitling it to commence business and to exercise its borrowing powers.

1.10 The Company has given notice to the Registrar of Companies of its intention to carry on
business as an investment company pursuant to section 833 of the Companies Act.

1.11 Lightspeed Management Services LLC has been appointed by the Company and the AIFM as
portfolio adviser. Lightspeed Management Services LLC is a limited liability company
incorporated with indefinite life in Delaware, United States on 11 May 2017. The registered
address of Lightspeed Management Services LLC is 850 New Burton Road, Suite 2019,
Dover, Delaware 19904, United States, and the telephone number is +1 (415) 625–1261. The
principal place of business of Lightspeed Management Services LLC is 850 Oak Grove
Avenue, Menlo Park, California 94025 and the telephone number is +1 (415) 762 8200.
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1.12 Lightspeed Management Services LLC is an affiliate of Lightspeed Capital Management LLC..
Lightspeed Capital Management LLC is a limited liability company incorporated with indefinite
life in Delaware, United States on 1 February 2019. The registered address of Lightspeed
Capital Management LLC is 850 New Burton Road, Suite 2019, Dover, Delaware, United
States, and the telephone number is +1 (415) 625–1261.

1.13 The website of Lightspeed Capital Management LLC is www.lightspeedcap.com. The contents
of the website of Lightspeed Capital Management LLC do not form part of this Prospectus.

2. THE GROUP
2.1 As at the date of this Prospectus, the Company does not have any subsidiaries. However,

prior to completion of the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement, the Company intends to
establish a wholly-owned limited liability company organised under the laws of Delaware,
United States (“US Holdco”). The US Holdco is intended to be the intermediate holding
company through which the Company will invest, and acquire its interests, in the Initial
Portfolio.

2.2 Subject to completion of the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement occurring, the Company will
acquire interests in a number of subsidiaries, Project SPVs, tax equity partnerships and other
intermediate holding entities (each of which are incorporated in the United States). The Board
intends that further companies and intermediate holding entities may be set up to hold any
additional assets which may be acquired by the Group.

3. SHARE CAPITAL
3.1 Upon incorporation one Ordinary Share was issued to the subscriber to the Company’s

memorandum of incorporation and it was transferred on 6 September 2019 to the Initial
Shareholder. The Ordinary Shares are denominated in US Dollars.

3.2 Subsequently, on 6 September 2019, the Initial Redeemable Preference Shares were allotted
and issued to the Initial Shareholder to allow the Company to commence business and to
exercise its borrowing powers under section 761 of the Companies Act.

3.3 Set out below is the issued share capital of the Company as at the date of this Prospectus:

Nominal
value Number

Ordinary Shares............................................................................... US$0.01 1
Initial Redeemable Preference Shares ........................................... £1.00 50,000

The issued Ordinary Share is fully paid up. The Initial Redeemable Preference Shares are
paid up to one quarter together with an undertaking to pay the remaining three quarters.

3.4 Set out below is the issued share capital of the Company as it will be following the Initial
Issue (assuming that 250 million Shares are allotted and issued, including the Lightspeed
Subscription Shares, and assuming that the redemption or cancellation of the Initial
Redeemable Preference Shares has occurred):

Nominal
value Number

Ordinary Shares............................................................................... US$0.01 250,000,000

All Shares will be fully paid.

3.5 The effect of the Initial Issue will be to increase the net assets of the Company. On the
assumption that 250 million Shares are issued pursuant to the Initial Issue, the Initial Issue is
expected to increase the net assets of the Company by US$245 million.

3.6 By ordinary and special resolutions passed on 6 September 2019:
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3.6.1 the Directors were generally and unconditionally authorised in accordance with section
551 of the Companies Act to exercise all the powers of the Company to allot up to
250 million Ordinary Shares in connection with the Initial Issue, such authority to expire
on expire 15 months following the passing of this resolution save that the Company
may, at any time prior to the expiry of such authority, make an offer or enter into an
agreement which would or might require the allotment of Ordinary Shares in pursuance
of such an offer or agreement as if such authority had not expired;

3.6.2 the Directors were generally empowered (pursuant to section 570 of the Companies
Act) to allot Ordinary Shares or sale from treasury pursuant to the authority referred to
in paragraph 3.6.1 above as if section 561 of the Companies Act did not apply to any
such allotment, such power to expire 15 months following the passing of this resolution,
save that the Company may, at any time prior to the expiry of such authority, make an
offer or enter into an agreement which would or might require the Ordinary Shares to
be allotted after such expiry and the Directors may allot equity securities in pursuance
of such an offer or agreement as if such power had not expired;

3.6.3 in addition to the authority set out at paragraph 3.6.1 above, the Directors were
generally and unconditionally authorised in accordance with section 551 of the
Companies Act to exercise all the powers of the Company to allot up to such number
of Ordinary Shares and C Shares convertible into Ordinary Shares as is equal to the
difference between the amount of Ordinary Shares issued under the Initial Issue and
500 million, such authority to expire 15 months following the passing of this resolution,
save that the Company may, at any time prior to the expiry of such authority, make an
offer or enter into an agreement which would or might require the allotment of Shares
in pursuance of such an offer or agreement as if such authority had not expired;

3.6.4 the Directors were generally empowered (pursuant to section 570 of the Companies
Act) to allot Shares or sale from treasury pursuant to the authority referred to in
paragraph 3.6.3 above as if section 561 of the Companies Act did not apply to any
such allotment, such power to expire 15 months following the passing of this resolution,
save that the Company may, at any time prior to the expiry of such authority, make an
offer or enter into an agreement which would or might require the Shares to be allotted
after such expiry and the Directors may allot equity securities in pursuance of such an
offer or agreement as if such power had not expired;

3.6.5 the Company was authorised in accordance with section 701 of the Companies Act to
make market purchases (within the meaning of section 693 of the Companies Act) of
Ordinary Shares provided that the maximum number of Ordinary Shares authorised to
be purchased is 14.99 per cent. of the Ordinary Shares in issue immediately following
Initial Admission. The minimum price which may be paid for a Share is US$0.01. The
maximum price which may be paid for an Ordinary Share must not be more than the
higher of, (i) 5 per cent. above the average of the mid-market value of the Ordinary
Shares for the five Business Days before the purchase is made or (ii) the higher of the
last independent trade and the highest current independent bid for Ordinary Shares.
Such authority will expire on the earlier of the conclusion of the first annual general
meeting of the Company and the date 18 months after the date on which the resolution
was passed save that the Company may contract to purchase Shares under the
authority thereby conferred prior to the expiry of such authority, which contract will or
may be executed wholly or partly after the expiry of such authority and may purchase
Shares in pursuance of such contract;

3.6.6 conditionally upon (i) the Company having sufficient paid up share capital to maintain its
status as a public limited company and to comply with the conditions of section 761 of
the Companies Act and (ii) the approval of the courts of England and Wales, the
Company was authorised to cancel the 50,000 Initial Redeemable Preference Shares in
issue; and

3.6.7 conditionally upon (i) Initial Admission occurring and (ii) the approval of the courts of
England and Wales, the Company was authorised to cancel the amount standing to the
credit of the share premium account of the Company.
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3.7 The provisions of section 561(1) of the Companies Act (which, to the extent not dis-applied
pursuant to sections 570 and 573 of the Companies Act, confer on Shareholders rights of pre-
emption in respect of the allotment of equity securities which are, or are to be, paid up in
cash) apply to issues by the Company of equity securities save to the extent dis-applied as
mentioned in paragraphs 3.6.2 and 3.6.4 above.

3.8 No shares in the capital of the Company are held by or on behalf of the Company.

3.9 In accordance with the power granted to the Directors by the Articles, it is expected that the
Ordinary Shares to be issued pursuant to the Initial Issue and any Ordinary Shares and/or
C Shares to be issued pursuant to the Placing Programme will be allotted (conditionally upon
the relevant Admission) pursuant to a resolution of the Board to be passed shortly before
Initial Admission in accordance with the Companies Act.

3.10 Save as otherwise disclosed in this paragraph 3, no share or loan capital of the Company has
since the date of incorporation of the Company been issued or been agreed to be issued, fully
or partly paid, either for cash or for a consideration other than cash, and no such issue is now
proposed.

3.11 The Company has not granted any options over its share or loan capital which remain
outstanding and has not agreed, conditionally or unconditionally to grant any such options and
no convertible securities, exchangeable securities or securities with warrants have been issued
by the Company.

3.12 Subject to the exceptions set out in paragraphs 6.14 to 6.22 below, Shares issued by the
Company are freely transferable.

3.13 All of the issued Shares are in registered form. The Shares are eligible for settlement in
CREST and may also be held in certificated form.

3.14 Applicants who have signed and returned Application Forms in respect of the Offer for
Subscription may not withdraw their applications for Shares subject to their statutory rights of
withdrawal in the event of the publication of a supplementary prospectus.

4. DIRECTORS’ AND OTHER INTERESTS
4.1 As at the date of this Prospectus, none of the Directors or any person connected with any of

the Directors has a shareholding or any interest in the share capital of the Company. However,
each of the Directors intends to subscribe for up to US$20,000 worth of Ordinary Shares on
or around Initial Admission. It is intended that the Directors will be subject to similar lock-up
restrictions as those contained in the Lightspeed Subscription Agreement, the terms of which
are summarised in paragraph 7.9 of Part X (Additional Information) of this Prospectus.

4.2 The Chair (Kerri-Lynn Hauck) receives a fee payable by the Company currently at the rate of
£70,000 per annum and Rhodri Whitlock (the Chair of the Audit Committee) and Orlando
Gemes currently receive a fee of £65,000 per annum. Save as disclosed in this paragraph 4,
no commissions or performance related payments will be made to the Directors by the
Company. The aggregate remuneration and benefits in kind of the Directors in respect of the
Company’s initial accounting period ending on 31 December 2019 which will be payable out of
the assets of the Company is not expected to exceed £70,000. The Directors are entitled to
out-of-pocket expenses incurred in the proper performance of their duties.

4.3 No amount has been set aside or accrued by the Company to provide pensions, retirement or
other similar benefits.

4.4 No Director has a service contract with the Company, nor are any such contracts proposed.
The Directors were appointed as non-executive directors by letters of appointment that state
that their appointment and any subsequent termination or retirement shall be subject to the
Articles and the Companies Act. Each Director’s appointment letter provides that upon the
termination of a Director’s appointment, that Director must resign in writing. Each Director’s
appointment can be terminated in accordance with the Articles or the Companies Act and
without compensation. Directors are required to retire and seek re-election by the
Shareholders at the first annual general meeting of the Company. There is no notice period
specified in the letters of appointment or Articles for the removal of Directors. The Articles
provide that the office of Director shall be vacated in certain circumstances, including if the
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Director ceases to be a Director by virtue of any provision of the Companies Act or he or she
ceases to be eligible to be a Director in accordance with the Companies Act. Copies of the
Directors’ letters of appointment are available for inspection at the registered office of the
Company.

4.5 No loan has been granted to, nor any guarantee provided for the benefit of, any Director by
the Company.

4.6 None of the Directors has, or has had, any conflict of interest between any of their duties to
the Company and their private interests or any other duties that they owe.

4.7 As at the date of this Prospectus, save as set out in this paragraph 4, none of the Directors:

4.7.1 has any convictions in relation to fraudulent offences for at least the previous five years;

4.7.2 has been bankrupt or been a director of any company or been a member of the
administrative, management or supervisory body of an issuer or a senior manager of an
issuer at the time of any receivership or compulsory or creditors’ voluntary liquidation
for at least the previous five years; or

4.7.3 has been subject to any official public incrimination or sanction of him or her by any
statutory or regulatory authority (including designated professional bodies) nor has he or
she been disqualified by a court from acting as a director of a company or from acting
as a member of the administrative, management or supervisory bodies of an issuer or
from acting in the management or conduct of the affairs of any issuer, for at least the
previous five years.

4.8 The Company maintains directors’ and officers’ liability insurance on behalf of the Directors at
the expense of the Company.

4.9 In addition to their directorships of the Company, the Directors are or have been members of
the administrative, management or supervisory bodies or partners of the following companies
or partnerships, at any time in the previous five years:

Current Directorships and
Partnerships

Past Directorships and
Partnerships

Kerri-Lynn Hauck
(Chair)

N/A Dyrnan Communications Limited
Hauck Collins Limited
Silo Software Limited

Rhodri Whitlock
(Audit Chair)

Crowe U.K. LLP BDO LLP
Grayland Court (Guildford)
Residents Association Limited
Pannells LLP (formerly PKF
UK LLP)
PKF Littlejohn LLP

Orlando Gemes Fairwater Capital LLP
Fairwater Capital ICAV
Fortitudo Capital Limited
Fortitudo Limited
Fairwater Capital (Malta) Limited
Fairwater Capital Holdco Limited

N/A

4.10 Kerri-Lynn Hauck was a director of Dyrnan Communications Limited until 15 December 2017.
Dyrnan Communications Limited subsequently entered into administration with joint
administrators appointed on 2 March 2018. The entity was dissolved on 12 June 2019.

5. MAJOR AND SIGNIFICANT INTERESTS
5.1 As at the date of this Prospectus the Company is not aware of any person who will be

interested, directly or indirectly, in 3 per cent. or more of the issued share capital of the
Company immediately following Initial Admission (assuming that 250 million Ordinary Shares
are issued pursuant to the Initial Issue).
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5.2 All Shareholders have the same voting rights in respect of the share capital of the Company.

5.3 Pending the allotment of Ordinary Shares pursuant to the Initial Issue, the Company is
controlled by Lightspeed as the Company’s sole shareholder as at the date of this Prospectus.
The Company and the Directors are not aware of any other person who, directly or indirectly,
jointly or severally, exercises or could exercise control over the Company. The Company and
the Directors are otherwise not aware of any arrangements, the operation of which may at a
subsequent date result in a change in control of the Company.

5.4 The Board as a whole is independent of any substantial shareholders in the Company as at
the date of this Prospectus. Cantor Fitzgerald is also independent of any substantial
shareholders in the Company as at the date of this document.

6. THE ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION
6.1 The Articles of Association of the Company are available for inspection at the addresses

specified in paragraph 18 of this Part X (Additional Information).

6.2 The Articles of Association contain provisions, inter alia, to the following effect:

Objects/Purposes
6.3 The Articles of Association do not provide for any objects of the Company and accordingly the

Company’s objects are unrestricted.

Voting rights
6.4 Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, to any special terms as to voting on which

any shares may have been issued or may from time to time be held and any suspension or
abrogation of voting rights pursuant to the Articles of Association, at a general meeting of the
Company every member who is present in person shall, on a show of hands, have one vote,
every proxy who has been appointed by a member entitled to vote on the resolution shall, on
a show of hands, have one vote and every member present in person or by proxy shall, on a
poll, have one vote for each share of which he is a holder. In the case of joint holders, the
vote of the senior who tenders a vote, whether in person or by proxy, shall be accepted to the
exclusion of the votes of the other joint holders.

6.5 Unless the Board otherwise determines, no member is entitled to vote at a general meeting or
at a separate meeting of the shareholders of any class of shares, either in person or by proxy,
or to exercise any other right or privilege as a member in respect of any share held by him,
unless all calls presently payable by him in respect of that share, whether alone or jointly with
any other person, together with interest and expenses (if any) payable by such member to the
Company have been paid or if he, or any other person whom the Company reasonably
believes to be interested in such shares, has been issued with a notice pursuant to the
Companies Act requiring such person to provide information about his interests in the
Company’s shares and has failed in relation to any such shares to give the Company the
required information within 14 days.

Dividends
6.6 Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act and of the Articles of Association, the

Company may by ordinary resolution declare dividends to be paid to members (including out
of its accumulated, realised revenue profits, as long as it remains an investment company, in
accordance with the Companies Act) according to their respective rights and interests in the
profits of the Company. However, no dividend shall exceed the amount recommended by the
Board.

6.7 Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, the Board may declare and pay such interim
dividends (including any dividend payable at a fixed rate) as appears to the Board to be
justified by the profits of the Company available for distribution. In making any such declaration
the Board may, in its absolute discretion, resolve that such interim dividend shall constitute a
debt due from the Company and shall be payable on a date specified by the Board. If at any
time the share capital of the Company is divided into different classes, the Board may pay
such interim dividends on shares which rank after shares conferring preferential rights with
regard to dividends as well as on shares conferring preferential rights, unless at the time of
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payment any preferential dividend is in arrears. Provided that the Board acts in good faith, it
shall not incur any liability to the holders of shares conferring preferential rights for any loss
that they may suffer by the lawful payment of any interim dividend on any shares ranking after
those preferential rights.

6.8 Except as otherwise provided by the rights attached to shares, all dividends shall be declared
and paid according to the amounts paid up (otherwise than in advance of calls) on the shares
on which the dividend is paid. Subject as aforesaid, all dividends shall be apportioned and
paid proportionately to the amounts paid up on the shares during any portion or portions of
the period in respect of which the dividend is paid, but if any share is issued on terms
providing that it shall rank for dividend as from a particular date, it shall rank for dividend
accordingly.

6.9 All dividends, interest or other sums payable and unclaimed after having become payable may
be invested or otherwise used by the Board for the benefit of the Company until claimed and
the Company shall not be constituted a trustee in respect thereof. All dividends unclaimed for
a period of 12 years after having become payable shall (if the Board so resolves) be forfeited
and shall cease to remain owing by, and shall become the property of, the Company.

6.10 The Board may, with the authority of an ordinary resolution of the Company, direct that
payment of any dividend declared may be satisfied wholly or partly by the distribution of
assets, and in particular of paid up shares or debentures of any other company, or in any one
or more of such ways.

6.11 The Board may also, with the prior authority of an ordinary resolution of the Company and
subject to such terms and conditions as the Board may determine, offer to holders of Ordinary
Shares (excluding any member holding Ordinary Shares as treasury shares) the right to elect
to receive Ordinary Shares, credited as fully paid up, instead of the whole (or some part, to be
determined by the Board) of any dividend specified by the ordinary resolution.

6.12 Unless the Board otherwise determines, the payment of any dividend or other money that
would otherwise be payable in respect of shares will be withheld if such shares represent at
least 0.25 per cent. in nominal value of their class and the holder, or any other person whom
the Company reasonably believes to be interested in those shares, has been duly served with
a notice pursuant to the Companies Act requiring such person to provide information about his
interests in the Company’s shares and has failed to supply the required information within
14 days. Furthermore such a holder shall not be entitled to elect to receive shares instead of
a dividend.

Initial Redeemable Preference Shares
6.13 Holders of Initial Redeemable Preference Shares are not entitled to receive any dividend or

distribution made or declared by the Company except for a fixed annual dividend equal to
0.00001% of their issue price. Save where there are no other Shares of the Company in
issue, Initial Redeemable Preference Shares shall carry no right to attend, receive notice of or
vote at any general meeting of the Company. On a winding up of the Company, the holder of
an Initial Redeemable Preference Share shall be entitled to be repaid the capital paid up
thereon pari passu with the repayment of the nominal amount of the Shares.

Transfer of shares
6.14 Subject to any applicable restrictions in the Articles of Association, each member may transfer

all or any of his shares which are in certificated form by instrument of transfer in writing in any
usual form or in any form approved by the Board. Such instrument must be executed by or on
behalf of the transferor and (in the case of a transfer of a share which is not fully paid up) by
or on behalf of the transferee. The transferor is deemed to remain the holder of the share until
the transferee’s name is entered in the register of members.

6.15 The Board may, in its absolute discretion, refuse to register any transfer of a share or
renunciation of a renounceable letter of allotment unless:

6.15.1 it is in respect of a share which is fully paid up;

6.15.2 it is in respect of only one class of shares;

6.15.3 it is in favour of a single transferee or not more than four joint transferees;
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6.15.4 it is duly stamped (if so required); and

6.15.5 it is delivered for registration to the registered office for the time being of the Company
or such other place as the Board may from time to time determine,

accompanied (except in the case of: (i) a transfer by a recognised person where a certificate
has not been issued; (ii) a transfer of an uncertificated share; or (iii) a renunciation) by the
certificate for the share to which it relates and such other evidence as the Board may
reasonably require to prove the title of the transferor or person renouncing and the due
execution of the transfer or renunciation by him or, if the transfer or renunciation is executed
by some other person on his behalf, the authority of that person to do so, provided that the
Board shall not refuse to register a transfer or renunciation of a partly paid share on the
grounds that it is partly paid in circumstances where such refusal would prevent dealings in
such share from taking place on an open and proper basis on the market on which such
share is admitted to trading. The Board may refuse to register a transfer of an uncertificated
share in such other circumstances as may be permitted or required by the regulations and the
relevant electronic system.

6.16 The Board may, in its absolute discretion, refuse to transfer, convert, or register any transfer of
shares (or renunciation of a renounceable letter of allotment) to any person (i) whose
ownership of those Shares may cause those Shares to become Prohibited Shares (as defined
below) or (ii) whose ownership of Shares would or might result in the Company not being able
to satisfy its obligations under the Common Reporting Standard, FATCA or such similar
reporting obligations on account of, inter alia, non-compliance by such person with any
information request made by the Company.

6.17 Unless the Board otherwise determines, a transfer of shares will not be registered if the
transferor or any other person whom the Company reasonably believes to be interested in the
transferor’s shares has been duly served with a notice pursuant to the Companies Act
requiring such person to provide information about his interests in the Company’s shares, has
failed to supply the required information within 14 days and the shares in respect of which
such notice has been served represent at least 0.25 per cent. in nominal value of their class,
unless the member is not himself in default as regards supplying the information required and
proves to the satisfaction of the Board that no person in default as regards supplying such
information is interested in any of the shares the subject of the transfer, or unless such
transfer is by way of acceptance of a takeover offer, in consequence of a sale on a
recognised stock exchange or is in consequence of a bona fide sale to an unconnected party.

6.18 If the Board refuses to register a transfer of a share, it shall send the transferee notice of its
refusal, together with its reasons for refusal, as soon as practicable and in any event within
two months after the date on which the transfer was lodged with the Company.

6.19 No fee shall be charged for the registration of any instrument of transfer or any other
document relating to or affecting the title to any share.

6.20 If at any time the holding or beneficial ownership of any shares in the Company by any person
(whether on its own or taken with other shares), in the opinion of the Directors (i) would cause
the assets of the Company to be treated as “plan assets” of any Benefit Plan Investor under
the US Plan Asset Regulations or Section 3(42) of ERISA or the US Tax Code; or (ii) would or
might result in the Company and/or its shares being required to register or qualify under the
US Investment Company Act and/or the US Securities Act and/or the US Exchange Act and/or
any laws of any state of the US that regulate the offering and sale of securities; or (iii) may
cause the Company not to be considered a “Foreign Private Issuer” under the US Exchange
Act; or (iv) may cause the Company to be a “controlled foreign corporation” for the purpose of
the US Tax Code; or (v) creates a significant legal or regulatory issue for the Company under
the US Bank Holding Company Act of 1956 (as amended) or regulations or interpretations
thereunder, then any shares which the Directors decide are shares which are so held or
beneficially owned (“Prohibited Shares”) must be dealt with in accordance with
paragraph 6.21 below. The Directors may at any time give notice in writing to the holder of a
share requiring him to make a declaration as to whether or not the share is a Prohibited
Share.
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6.21 The Directors shall give written notice to the holder of any share which appears to them to be
a Prohibited Share requiring him within 21 days (or such extended time as the Directors
consider reasonable) to transfer (and/or procure the disposal of interests in) such share to
another person so that it will cease to be a Prohibited Share. From the date of such notice
until registration for such a transfer or a transfer arranged by the Directors as referred to
below, the share will not confer any right on the holder to receive notice of or to attend and
vote at a general meeting of the Company and of any class of shareholder and those rights
will vest in the Chairman of any such meeting, who may exercise or refrain from exercising
them entirely at his discretion. If the notice is not complied with within 21 days to the
satisfaction of the Directors, the Directors shall arrange for the Company to sell the share at
the best price reasonably obtainable to any other person so that the share will cease to be a
Prohibited Share. The net proceeds of sale (after payment of the Company’s costs of sale and
together with interest at such rate as the Directors consider appropriate) shall be paid over by
the Company to the former holder upon surrender by him of the relevant share certificate (if
applicable).

6.22 Upon transfer of a share the transferee of such share shall be deemed to have represented
and warranted to the Company that such transferee is acquiring shares in an offshore
transaction meeting the requirements of Regulation S (or certain other exemptions) and is not,
nor is acting on behalf of: (i) a Benefit Plan Investor and no portion of the assets used by
such transferee to acquire or hold an interest in such share constitutes or will be treated as
“plan assets” of any Benefit Plan Investor under the US Plan Asset Regulations or
Section 3(42) of ERISA; and/or (ii) a US Person.

Variation of rights
6.23 Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, if at any time the share capital of the

Company is divided into shares of different classes, any of the rights for the time being
attached to any shares may be varied or abrogated in such manner (if any) as may be
provided in the Articles of Association by such rights or, in the absence of any such provision,
either with the consent in writing of the holders of not less than three-quarters in nominal value
of the issued shares of the relevant class (excluding any shares of that class held as treasury
shares) or with the sanction of an ordinary resolution passed at a separate general meeting of
the holders of the class.

6.24 The quorum at any such meeting shall be not less than two persons present (in person or by
proxy) holding at least one-third of the nominal amount paid up on the issued shares of the
relevant class (excluding any shares of that class held as treasury shares) and at an
adjourned meeting not less than one person holding shares of the relevant class or his proxy.

6.25 Subject to the terms of issue of or rights attached to any shares, the rights for the time being
attached to any shares shall be deemed not to be varied or abrogated by the creation or issue
of any new shares ranking pari passu in all respects (save as to the date from which such
new shares shall rank for dividend) with or subsequent to those already issued or by the
reduction of the capital paid up on such shares or by the purchase or redemption by the
Company of its own shares or the sale of any shares held as treasury shares in accordance
with the provisions of the Companies Act and the Articles of Association.

General meetings
6.26 The Board may convene a general meeting (which is not an annual general meeting)

whenever it thinks fit.

6.27 A general meeting shall be convened by such notice as may be required by law from time to
time.

6.28 The notice shall specify whether the meeting is convened as an annual general meeting or
any other general meeting, the day, time and place of the meeting and the general nature of
the business to be transacted at the meeting. In the case of a meeting convened to pass a
special resolution, the notice shall specify the intention to propose the resolution as a special
resolution. The notice shall specify that a member entitled to attend and vote is entitled to
appoint one or more proxies to attend and to speak and vote instead of the member and that
a proxy need not also be a member. The notice must be given to the members (other than
any who, under the provisions of the Articles of Association or of any restrictions imposed on
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any shares, are not entitled to receive notice from the Company), to the Board and the
Auditors. The accidental omission to give notice to, or the non-receipt of notice by, any person
entitled to receive the same, shall not invalidate the proceedings at the meeting.

6.29 The right of a member to participate in the business of any general meeting shall include
without limitation the right to speak, vote, be represented by a proxy or proxies and have
access to all documents which are required by the Companies Act or the Articles of
Association to be made available at the meeting.

6.30 A Director shall, notwithstanding that he is not a member, be entitled to attend and speak at
any general meeting. The chairman of any general meeting may also invite any person to
attend and speak at that meeting if he considers that this will assist in the deliberations of the
meeting.

6.31 No business shall be transacted at any general meeting unless a quorum is present. Subject
to the Articles of Association, two persons (either members, duly authorised representatives or
proxies) entitled to vote upon the business to be transacted at the meeting shall be a quorum.
The chairman of the meeting may, with the consent of the meeting at which a quorum is
present, and shall, if so directed by the meeting, adjourn the meeting from time to time (or
indefinitely) and from place to place as the meeting shall determine.

6.32 A resolution put to the vote at a general meeting held partly by means of an electronic facility
or facilities shall be decided on a poll, which poll votes may be cast by such electronic means
as the Board, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate for the purposes of the meeting. Any
such poll shall be deemed to have been validly demanded at the time fixed for the holding of
the meeting to which it relates. Subject thereto, at any general meeting held wholly at a
physical place or places, a resolution put to a vote of the meeting shall be decided on a show
of hands, unless (before or on the declaration of the result of the show of hands) a poll is duly
demanded. Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, a poll may be demanded by the
chairman, at least five members having the right to vote on the resolution, a member or
members representing not less than 10 per cent. of the total voting rights of all the members
having the right to vote on the resolution or member or members holding shares conferring the
right to vote on the resolution, being shares on which an aggregate sum has been paid up
equal to not less than 10 per cent. of the total sum paid up on all the shares conferring that
right.

6.33 The Board may, for the purpose of controlling the level of attendance and ensuring the safety
of those attending at any place specified for the holding of a general meeting, from time to
time make such arrangements as the Board shall in its absolute discretion consider to be
appropriate and may from time to time vary any such arrangements or make new
arrangements in place thereof. The entitlement of any member or proxy to attend a general
meeting at such place shall be subject to any such arrangements as may be for the time
being approved by the Board. In the case of any meeting to which such arrangements apply
the Board may, when specifying the place of the meeting:

6.33.1 direct that the meeting shall be held at a place specified in the notice at which the
chairman of the meeting shall preside (being the principal place); and

6.33.2 make arrangements for simultaneous attendance and participation at satellite meeting
places or by way of any other electronic means by members otherwise entitled to
attend the general meeting or who wish to attend at satellite meeting places or other
places at which persons are participating by electronic means, provided that persons
attending at the principal place and at satellite meeting places or other places at which
persons are participating by electronic means shall be able to see, hear and be seen
and heard by, persons attending at the principal place and at such other places, by any
means.

6.34 Such arrangements for simultaneous attendance at such other places may include
arrangements for controlling the level of attendance in any manner aforesaid at any of such
other places, provided that they shall operate so that any excluded members are able to
attend at one of the satellite meeting places or other places at which persons are participating
by electronic means. Any such meeting shall be treated as taking place at and being held at
the principal place.
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6.35 The Board may direct that any person wishing to attend any meeting should provide such
evidence of identity and submit to such searches or other security arrangements or restrictions
as the Board shall consider appropriate in the circumstances and shall be entitled in its
absolute discretion to refuse entry to any meeting to any person who fails to provide such
evidence of identity or to submit to such searches or to otherwise comply with such security
arrangements or restrictions.

Borrowing powers
6.36 The Board may exercise all the powers of the Company to borrow money and to mortgage or

charge all or any part of its undertaking, property and assets (present and future) and uncalled
capital and, subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, to create and issue debentures
and other loan stock and other securities, whether outright or as collateral security for any
debt, liability or obligation of the Company or of any third party.

Issue of shares
6.37 Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act and to any rights for the time being attached

to any shares, any shares may be allotted or issued with or have attached to them such
preferred, deferred or other rights or restrictions, whether in regard to dividend, voting, transfer,
return of capital or otherwise, as the Company may from time to time by ordinary resolution
determine or, if no such resolution has been passed or so far as the resolution does not make
specific provision, as the Board may determine, and any share may be issued which is, or at
the option of the Company or the holder of such share is liable to be, redeemed in
accordance with the Articles of Association or as the Board may determine.

6.38 Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act and to any relevant authority of the Company
required by the Companies Act, any new shares shall be at the disposal of the Board.

Directors’ fees
6.39 The Directors (other than alternate Directors) shall be entitled to receive by way of fees for

their services as Directors such sum as the Board may from time to time determine (not
exceeding in aggregate £400,000 per annum or such other sum as the Company in general
meeting shall from time to time determine). Any such fees payable shall be distinct from any
salary, remuneration or other amounts payable to a Director pursuant to any other provision of
the Articles of Association or otherwise and shall accrue from day to day.

6.40 The Directors are entitled to be repaid all reasonable travelling, hotel and other expenses
properly incurred by them in or about the performance of their duties as Directors.

Directors’ interests
6.41 The Board may authorise any matter proposed to it in accordance with the Articles of

Association which would otherwise involve a breach by a Director of his duty to avoid conflicts
of interest under the Companies Act, including any matter which relates to a situation in which
a Director has or can have an interest which conflicts, or possibly may conflict, with the
interest of the Company or the exploitation of any property, information or opportunity, whether
or not the Company could take advantage of it (excluding any situation which cannot
reasonably be regarded as likely to give rise to a conflict of interest). This does not apply to a
conflict of interest arising in relation to a transaction or arrangement with the Company. Any
authorisation will only be effective if any quorum requirement at any meeting at which the
matter was considered is met without counting the Director in question or any other interested
Director and the matter was agreed to without their voting or would have been agreed to if
their votes had not been counted. The Board may impose limits or conditions on any such
authorisation or may vary or terminate it at any time.

6.42 Subject to having, where required, obtained authorisation of the conflict from the Board, a
Director shall be under no duty to the Company with respect to any information which he
obtains or has obtained otherwise than as a Director of the Company and in respect of which
he has a duty of confidentiality to another person and will not be in breach of the general
duties he owes to the Company under the Companies Act because he fails to disclose any
such information to the Board or to use or apply any such information in performing his duties
as a Director, or because he absents himself from meetings of the Board at which any matter
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relating to a conflict of interest, or possible conflict, of interest is discussed and/ or makes
arrangements not to receive documents or information relating to any matter which gives rise
to a conflict of interest or possible conflict of interest and/or makes arrangements for such
documents and information to be received and read by a professional adviser.

6.43 Provided that his interest is disclosed at a meeting of the Board, or in the case of a
transaction or arrangement with the Company, in the manner set out in the Companies Act, a
Director, notwithstanding his office:

6.43.1 may be a party to or otherwise be interested in any transaction, arrangement or
proposal with the Company or in which the Company is otherwise interested;

6.43.2 may hold any other office or place of profit at the Company (except that of auditor of
the Company or any of its subsidiaries) and may act by himself or through his firm in a
professional capacity for the Company, and in any such case on such terms as to
remuneration and otherwise as the Board may arrange;

6.43.3 may be a director or other officer of, or employed by, or a party to any transaction or
arrangement with, or otherwise interested in, any company promoted by the Company
or in which the Company is otherwise interested or as regards which the Company has
powers of appointment; and

6.43.4 shall not be liable to account to the Company for any profit, remuneration or other
benefit realised by any office or employment or from any transaction, arrangement or
proposal or from any interest in any body corporate. No such transaction, arrangement
or proposal shall be liable to be avoided on the grounds of any such interest or benefit
nor shall the receipt of any such profit, remuneration or any other benefit constitute a
breach of his duty not to accept benefits from third parties.

6.44 A Director need not declare an interest in the case of a transaction or arrangement with the
Company if the other Directors are already aware, or ought reasonably to be aware, of the
interest or it concerns the terms of his service contract that have been or are to be
considered at a meeting of the Board or if the interest consists of him being a director, officer
or employee of a company in which the Company is interested.

6.45 The Board may cause the voting rights conferred by the shares in any other company held or
owned by the Company or any power of appointment to be exercised in such manner in all
respects as it thinks fit and a Director may vote on and be counted in the quorum in relation
to any of these matters.

Restrictions on Directors’ voting
6.46 A Director shall not vote on, or be counted in the quorum in relation to, any resolution of the

Board concerning any transaction or arrangement which is to his knowledge a material interest
and, if he purports to do so, his vote will not be counted, but this prohibition shall not apply in
respect of any resolution concerning any one or more of the following matters:

6.46.1 any transaction or arrangement in which he is interested by means of an interest in
shares, debentures or other securities or otherwise in or through the Company;

6.46.2 the giving of any guarantee, security or indemnity in respect of money lent to, or
obligations incurred by him or any other person at the request of or for the benefit of,
the Company or any of its subsidiary undertakings;

6.46.3 the giving of any guarantee, security or indemnity in respect of a debt or obligation of
the Company or any of its subsidiary undertakings for which he himself has assumed
responsibility in whole or in part under a guarantee or indemnity or by the giving of
security;

6.46.4 the giving of any other indemnity where all other Directors are also being offered
indemnities on substantially the same terms;

6.46.5 any proposal concerning an offer of shares or debentures or other securities of or by
the Company or any of its subsidiary undertakings in which offer he is or may be
entitled to participate as a holder of securities or in the underwriting or sub-underwriting
of which he is to participate;
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6.46.6 any proposal concerning any other body corporate in which he does not to his
knowledge have an interest (as the term is used in Part 22 Companies Act) in one per
cent. or more of the issued equity share capital of any class of such body corporate
nor to his knowledge hold one per cent. or more of the voting rights which he holds as
shareholder or through his direct or indirect holding of financial instruments (within the
meaning of the Disclosure Guidance and Transparency Rules) in such body corporate;

6.46.7 any proposal relating to an arrangement for the benefit of the employees of the
Company or any of its subsidiary undertakings which does not award him any privilege
or benefit not generally awarded to the employees to whom such arrangement relates;

6.46.8 any proposal concerning insurance which the Company proposes to maintain or
purchase for the benefit of Directors or for the benefit of persons who include Directors;

6.46.9 any proposal concerning the funding of expenditure by one or more Directors on
defending proceedings against him or them, or doing anything to enable such Director
or Directors to avoid incurring such expenditure; or

6.46.10 any transaction or arrangement in respect of which his interest, or the interest of
Directors generally has been authorised by ordinary resolution.

6.47 A Director shall not vote or be counted in the quorum on any resolution of the Board
concerning his own appointment (including fixing or varying the terms of his appointment or its
termination) as the holder of any office or place of profit with the Company or any company in
which the Company is interested.

Number of Directors
6.48 Unless and until otherwise determined by an ordinary resolution of the Company, the number

of Directors shall be not less than two.

Directors’ appointment and retirement
6.49 Directors may be appointed by the Company by ordinary resolution or by the Board.

6.50 At each annual general meeting of the Company, all Directors shall retire. A retiring Director
shall be eligible for re-election and a director who is re-elected will be treated as continuing in
office without a break. If he is not re-elected or deemed to have been re-elected, a Director
shall retain office until the meeting appoints someone in his place or, if it does not do so, until
the end of the meeting.

Notice requiring disclosure of interest in Ordinary Shares
6.51 The Company may, by notice in writing, require a person whom the Company knows to be, or

has reasonable cause to believe is, interested in any Ordinary Shares or at any time during
the three years immediately preceding the date on which the notice is issued to have been
interested in any Ordinary Shares, to confirm that fact or (as the case may be) to indicate
whether or not this is the case and to give such further information as may be required by the
Board. Such information may include, without limitation, particulars of the person’s identity,
particulars of the person’s own past or present interest in any shares and to disclose the
identity of any other person who has a present interest in the shares held by him, where the
interest is a present interest and any other interest, in any shares, which subsisted during that
three year period at any time when his own interest subsisted to give (so far as is within his
knowledge) such particulars with respect to that other interest as may be required and where
a person’s interest is a past interest to give (so far as is within his knowledge) like particulars
for the person who held that interest immediately upon his ceasing to hold it.

6.52 If any Shareholder is in default in supplying to the Company the information required by the
Company within the prescribed period (which is 14 days after service of the notice), or such
other reasonable period as the Board may determine, the Board in its absolute discretion may
serve a direction notice on the Shareholder or (subject to the rules of CREST, the Listing
Rules and the requirements of the FCA and the London Stock Exchange) take such action to
compulsorily transfer shares. The direction notice may direct that in respect of the shares in
respect of which the default has occurred (the “default shares”) the shareholder shall not be
entitled to vote in general meetings or class meetings. Where the default shares represent at
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least 0.25 per cent. in nominal value of the class of shares concerned, the direction notice
may additionally direct that dividends on such shares will be retained by the Company (without
interest) and that no transfer of the default shares (other than a transfer authorised under the
Articles of Association) shall be registered until the default is rectified.

Untraced shareholders
6.53 Subject to the Articles of Association, the Company may sell any shares registered in the

name of a member remaining untraced for 12 years who fails to communicate with the
Company following notification of an intention to make such a disposal. Until the Company can
account to the member, the net proceeds of sale will be available for use in the business of
the Company or for investment, in either case at the discretion of the Board. The proceeds will
not carry interest.

Non-United Kingdom shareholders
6.54 There are no limitations in the Articles of Association on the rights of non-UK shareholders to

hold, or to exercise voting rights attached to, the Shares. However, non-UK shareholders are
not entitled to receive notices of general meetings unless they have given an address in the
United Kingdom to which such notices may be sent or, subject to and in accordance with the
Companies Act, an address to which notices may be sent in electronic form.

CREST
6.55 CREST is a paperless settlement system enabling securities to be evidenced otherwise than

by a certificate and transferred otherwise than by a written instrument. The Articles of
Association are consistent with CREST membership and, amongst other things, allow for the
holding and transfer of shares in uncertificated form. The Articles of Association contain other
provisions in respect of transactions with the shares in the Company in uncertificated form and
generally provide for the modifications of certain provisions of the Articles of Association so
that they can be applied to transactions with all classes of shares in the Company in
uncertificated form.

Indemnity of officers
6.56 Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, but without prejudice to any indemnity to

which he might otherwise be entitled, every past or present Director (including an alternate
Director) or officer of the Company or a director or officer of an associated company (except
the Auditors or the auditors of an associated company) may at the discretion of the Board be
indemnified out of the assets of the Company against all costs, charges, losses, damages and
liabilities incurred by him for negligence, default, breach of duty, breach of trust or otherwise in
relation to the affairs of the Company or of an associated company, or in connection with the
activities of the Company, or of an associated company, as a trustee of an occupational
pension scheme (as defined in section 235(6) Companies Act). In addition the Directors may
purchase and maintain insurance at the expense of the Company for the benefit of any such
person indemnifying him against any liability or expenditure incurred by him for acts or
omissions as a Director or officer of the Company (or of an associated company).

Lien and forfeiture
6.57 The Company shall have a first and paramount lien on every share which is not fully paid up

for all amounts payable to the Company (whether presently or not) in respect of that share to
the extent and in the circumstances permitted by the Companies Act. The Board may sell any
share on which the Company has a lien if a sum in respect of which the lien exists is
presently payable and is not paid within 14 clear days after notice has been sent to the holder
of the share demanding payment and stating that if the notice is not complied with the share
may be sold.

6.58 The Board may from time to time make calls on members in respect of any money unpaid on
their shares, subject to the terms of allotment of the shares. Each member shall (subject to
receiving at least 14 clear days’ notice) pay to the Company the amount called on his shares.
If a call or any instalment of a call remains unpaid in whole or in part after it has become due
and payable, the Board may give the person from whom it is due not less than 14 clear days’
notice requiring payment of the amount unpaid together with any interest which may have
accrued and any costs, charges and expenses incurred by the Company by reason of such
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non-payment. The notice shall name the place where payment is to be made and shall state
that if the notice is not to be complied with the shares in respect of which the call was made
is liable to be forfeited.

Suspension of determination of Net Asset Value
6.59 The Company may temporarily suspend the determination of the Net Asset Value per Ordinary

Share when the prices of any investments owned by the Company cannot be promptly or
accurately ascertained.

C Share Rights
Definitions and interpretation

6.60 For the purpose of these paragraphs 6.60 to 6.76 only, the following words and expressions
shall bear the following meanings (notwithstanding that a different meaning may be given to
any other word or expression in another provision of the Articles):

“C Share” a redeemable C share with nominal value of US$0.10 in the capital of the
Company carrying the rights set out in the Articles;

“C Share Surplus” means, in relation to any tranche of C Shares, the net assets of the
Company attributable to the holders of C Shares of that tranche (including, for the avoidance
of doubt, any income and/or revenue arising from or relating to such assets) less such
proportion of the Company’s liabilities (including the fees and expenses of the liquidation or
return of capital (as the case may be)) as the Directors or the liquidator (as the case may be)
shall fairly allocate to the assets of the Company attributable to such holders;

“C Shareholder” means a holder of C Shares;

“Conversion” means, in relation to any tranche of C Shares, conversion of the C Shares of
that tranche into New Ordinary Shares and Deferred Shares in accordance with the Articles;

“Conversion Calculation Date” means, in relation to any tranche of C Shares, the earlier of:

(a) close of business on a business day to be determined by the Directors and falling on
or after the day on which the AIFM gives notice to the Directors that at least 85 per
cent., or such other percentage as the Directors may select as part of the terms of
issue of any tranche of C Shares, of the assets attributable to the holders of that
tranche of C Shares are invested in accordance with the investment policy of the
Company; and

(b) opening of business on the first day on which the Directors resolve that Force Majeure
Circumstances in relation to any tranche of C Shares have arisen or are imminent,
provided that the Conversion Calculation Date shall in relation to any tranche of
C Shares be such that the Conversion Date shall not be later than such date as may
be determined by the Directors on the date of issue of C Shares of such tranche as
the last date for Conversion of that tranche;

“Conversion Date” means, in relation to any tranche of C Shares, the earlier of:

(a) such date as may be determined by the Directors on the date of issue of the C Shares
of such tranche as the last date for Conversion of such tranche; and

(b) the opening of business on a business day selected by the Directors and falling after
the Conversion Calculation Date;

“Conversion Ratio” means in relation to each tranche of C Shares, A divided by B calculated
to four decimal places (with 0.00005 being rounded upwards) where:

C - D
A =

E

and

F - G
B =

H
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C is the aggregate value of all assets and investments of the Company attributable to the
relevant tranche of C Shares (as determined by the Directors) on the relevant Conversion
Calculation Date calculated in accordance with the accounting principles adopted by the
Company from time to time;

D is the amount (to the extent not otherwise deducted in the calculation of C) which, in the
Directors’ opinion, fairly reflects the amount of the liabilities attributable to the holders of
C Shares of the relevant tranche on the Conversion Calculation Date;

E is the number of C Shares of the relevant tranche in issue on the Conversion Calculation
Date;

F is the aggregate value of all assets and investments attributable to the Shares on the
relevant Conversion Calculation Date calculated in accordance with the accounting principles
adopted by the Company from time to time;

G is the amount (to the extent not otherwise deducted in the calculation of F) which, in the
Directors’ opinion, fairly reflects the amount of the liabilities attributable to the Shares on the
Conversion Calculation Date; and

H is the number of Shares in issue on the Conversion Calculation Date,

provided always that: (i) in relation to any tranche of C Shares, the Directors may determine,
as part of the terms of issue of such tranche, that element A in the formula shall be valued at
such discount as may be selected by the Directors; and (ii) the Directors shall make such
adjustments to the value or amount of “A” and “B” as the auditor shall report to be appropriate
having regard, inter alia, to the assets of the Company immediately prior to the Issue Date or
the Conversion Calculation Date; and (iii) in relation to any tranche of C Shares, the Directors
may, as part of the terms of issue of such tranche, amend the definition of Conversion Ratio in
relation to that tranche;

“Deferred Shares” means deferred shares of US$0.01 each in the capital of the Company
arising on Conversion;

“Force Majeure Circumstance” means, in relation to any tranche of C Shares, any political
and/or economic circumstances and/or actual or anticipated changes in fiscal or other
legislation and/or other circumstances which, in the reasonable opinion of the Directors,
renders Conversion necessary or desirable notwithstanding that less than 85 per cent. (or such
other percentage as the Directors may select as part of the terms of issue of such tranche) of
the assets attributable to the holders of that tranche of C Shares are invested in accordance
with the investment policy of the Company;

“Issue Date” means, in relation to any tranche of C Shares, the day on which the Company
receives the net proceeds of the issue of the C Shares of that tranche;

“New Ordinary Shares” means the new ordinary shares arising on Conversion of the
C Shares; and

“Ordinary Share Surplus” means the net assets of the Company less the C Share Surplus
or, if there is more than one tranche of C Shares in issue at the relevant time, the C Share
Surpluses attributable to each of such tranches.

Issue of C Shares

6.61 Subject to the Companies Act, the Directors shall be authorised to issue tranches of C Shares
on such terms as they determine provided that such terms are consistent with the provisions
of the Articles. The Board shall, on the issue of each tranche of C Shares, determine the
minimum percentage of assets required to have been invested prior to the Conversion
Calculation Date, the last date for the Conversion of such tranche of C Shares to take place
and the voting rights attributable to each such tranche. Each tranche of C Shares, if in issue
at the same time, shall be deemed to be a separate class of shares. The Board may, if it so
decides, designate each tranche of C Shares in such manner as it sees fit in order that each
tranche of C Shares can be identified.
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Dividends

6.62 The C Shareholders of any tranche of C Shares will be entitled to receive such dividends as
the Board may resolve to pay to such C Shareholders out of the assets attributable to such
tranche of C Shareholders.

6.63 The New Ordinary Shares arising on Conversion of the C Shares shall rank in full for all
dividends and other distributions declared with respect to the Ordinary Shares after the
Conversion Date save that, in relation to any tranches of C Shares, the Directors may
determine, as part of the terms of issue of such tranche, that the New Ordinary Shares arising
on the Conversion of such tranche will not rank for any dividend declared with respect to the
Ordinary Shares after the Conversion Date by reference to a record date falling on or before
the Conversion Date.

Rights as to capital

6.64 The capital and assets of the Company shall on a winding up or on a return of capital prior, in
each case, to Conversion be applied as follows:

6.64.1 first, the Ordinary Share Surplus shall be divided amongst the holders of the Ordinary
Shares pro rata according to their holdings of Ordinary Shares; and

6.64.2 secondly, the C Share Surplus attributable to each tranche of C Shares shall be divided
amongst the holders of the C Shares of such tranche pro rata according to their
holdings of C Shares of that tranche.

Voting rights

6.65 Each tranche of C Shares shall carry the right to receive notice of and to attend and vote at
any general meeting of the Company. Subject to any other provision of the Articles, the voting
rights of holders of C Shares will be the same as those applying to holders of Shares as set
out in the Articles as if the C Shares and Ordinary Shares were a single class.

Class consents and variation of rights

6.66 For the purposes of paragraph 6.23 above, until Conversion, the consent of both: (i) the
holders of each tranche of C Shares as a class; and (ii) the holders of the Ordinary Shares as
a class shall be required to:

6.66.1 make any alteration to the memorandum of association or the articles of association of
the Company; or

6.66.2 pass any resolution to wind up the Company.

Undertakings

6.67 Until Conversion and without prejudice to its obligations under the Companies Act, the
Company shall, in relation to each tranche of C Shares:

6.67.1 procure that the Company’s records and bank accounts shall be operated so that the
assets attributable to the holders of C Shares of the relevant tranche can, at all times,
be separately identified and, in particular but without prejudice to the generality of the
foregoing, the Company shall, without prejudice to any obligations pursuant to the
Companies Act, procure that separate cash accounts, broker and other settlement
accounts and investment ledger accounts shall be created and maintained in the books
of the Company for the assets and liabilities attributable to such C Shareholders;

6.67.2 allocate to the assets attributable to such C Shareholders such proportion of the
expenses and liabilities of the Company incurred or accrued between the relevant Issue
Date and the Conversion Calculation Date (both dates inclusive) as the Directors fairly
consider to be attributable to such C Shares; and

6.67.3 give appropriate instructions to the AIFM to manage the Company’s assets so that the
provisions of paragraphs 6.67.1 and 6.67.2 above can be complied with by the
Company.
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The Conversion process

6.68 The Directors shall procure in relation to each tranche of C Shares that:

6.68.1 within 10 Business Days (or such other period as the Directors may determine) after
the relevant Conversion Calculation Date, the Conversion Ratio as at the Conversion
Calculation Date and the numbers of New Ordinary Shares and Deferred Shares to
which each holder of C Shares of that tranche shall be entitled on Conversion shall be
calculated; and

6.68.2 the auditors shall be requested to certify, within 10 Business Days (or such other period
as the Directors may determine) of the relevant Conversion Calculation Date or, if later,
the date on which the Conversion Ratio is otherwise determined, that such calculations
as have been made:

(A) have been performed in accordance with the Articles; and

(B) are arithmetically accurate,

whereupon such calculations shall become final and binding on the Company and all
members.

6.69 The Directors shall procure that, as soon as practicable following such certification, a notice is
sent to each C Shareholder advising such C Shareholder of the Conversion Date, the
Conversion Ratio and the number of New Ordinary Shares and Deferred Shares to which such
C Shareholder shall be entitled on Conversion of such C Shareholder’s C Shares.

6.70 On Conversion, each C Share of the relevant tranche of C Shares in issue as at the
Conversion Date shall automatically sub-divide into 10 conversion shares of US$0.01 each and
such conversion shares of US$0.01 each shall automatically convert into such number of New
Ordinary Shares and Deferred Shares as shall be necessary to ensure that, upon Conversion
being completed:

6.70.1 the aggregate number of New Ordinary Shares into which those C Shares are
converted equals the number of C Shares in issue on the Conversion Calculation Date
multiplied by the Conversion Ratio and rounded down to the nearest whole Ordinary
Share; and

6.70.2 each conversion share of US$0.01 which does not so convert into a New Ordinary
Share shall convert into a Deferred Share.

The New Ordinary Shares and Deferred Shares arising on Conversion shall be divided
amongst the former C Shareholders pro rata according to their respective former holdings of
C Shares (provided always that the Directors may deal in such manner as they think fit with
fractional entitlements to New Ordinary Shares and Deferred Shares arising upon Conversion,
including, without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, selling any such shares
representing such fractional entitlements and retaining the proceeds for the benefit of the
Company provided that such proceeds are less than US$4.00 per C Shareholder).

6.71 Upon request following Conversion, the Company shall issue to each former C Shareholder a
new certificate in respect of the New Ordinary Shares in certificated form which have arisen
upon Conversion. Share certificates will not be issued in respect of the Deferred Shares.

6.72 The directors may make such adjustments to the terms and timing of Conversion as they in
their discretion consider are fair and reasonable having regard to the interests of all
shareholders.

Deferred Shares
6.73 The following provisions shall apply to the Deferred Shares:

6.73.1 the C Shares shall be issued on such terms that the Deferred Shares arising upon their
Conversion may be repurchased by the Company in accordance with the terms set out
herein;

6.73.2 immediately upon a Conversion, the Company shall repurchase all of the Deferred
Shares which arise as a result of that conversion for an aggregate consideration of
US$0.01 for every 1,000,000 Deferred Shares and the notice referred to in
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paragraph 6.69 shall be deemed to constitute notice to each C Shareholder of the
relevant tranche (and any person or persons having rights to acquire or acquiring
C Shares of the relevant tranche on or after the Calculation Date) that the relevant
Deferred Shares shall be repurchased, immediately upon the relevant Conversion for an
aggregate consideration of US$0.01 for every 1,000,000 Deferred Shares. On
repurchase, each such Deferred Share shall be treated as cancelled in accordance with
section 706 of the CA 2006 without further resolution or consent; and

6.73.3 the Company shall not be obliged to:

(A) issue share certificates to the Deferred Shareholders in respect of the Deferred
Shares; or

(B) account to any Deferred Shareholder for the repurchase moneys in respect of
such Deferred Shares.

6.74 The Deferred Shares shall not carry any right to receive notice of, or attend or vote any
general meeting of the Company.

6.75 The capital and assets of the Company shall on a winding up or on a return of capital at such
time as any Deferred Shares are in issue, shall first be applied in paying to the Deferred
Shareholder US$0.01 in aggregate in respect of every 1,000,000 Deferred Shares (or part
thereof) of which they are respectively the holders and the surplus shall be divided as
otherwise set out in the Articles.

6.76 The Deferred Shares (to the extent that any are in issue and extant) shall entitle the holders
thereof to a cumulative annual dividend at a fixed rate of one per cent of the nominal amount
thereof, the first such dividend (adjusted pro rata temporis) (the “Deferred Dividend”) being
payable on the date six months after the Conversion Date upon which such Deferred Shares
were created in accordance with paragraph 6.70 (the “Relevant Conversion Date”) and
thereafter on each anniversary of such date payable to the holders thereof on the register of
members on that date as holders of Deferred Shares but shall confer no other right, save as
provided herein, on the holders thereof to share in the profits of the Company. The Deferred
Dividend shall not accrue or become payable in any way until the date six months after the
Relevant Conversion Date and shall then only be payable to those holders of Deferred Shares
registered in the register of members of the Company as holders of Deferred Shares on that
date.

Continuation vote
6.77 Shareholders will have the opportunity to vote on an ordinary resolution on the continuation of

the Company at the AGM of the Company following the fifth anniversary of Initial Admission
and at every fifth AGM thereafter. If any such ordinary resolution is not passed, the Directors
shall draw up proposals for the voluntary liquidation, unitisation, reorganisation or
reconstruction of the Company for consideration by the Shareholders at a general meeting to
be convened by the Directors for a date not more than six months after the date of the
meeting at which such ordinary resolution was not passed.

7. MATERIAL CONTRACTS
The following contracts, not being contracts entered into in the ordinary course of business,
have been entered into by the Company since its incorporation and are, or may be, material:

7.1 Placing Agreement
7.1.1 The Placing Agreement dated 16 September 2019 made between the Company, the

Portfolio Adviser, Cantor Fitzgerald and the Directors pursuant to the terms of which
Cantor Fitzgerald has conditionally agreed, as agent for the Company, to use its
reasonable endeavours to procure Placees in connection with the Initial Placing and
Subsequent Placings under the Placing Programme.

7.1.2 In consideration for its services, Cantor Fitzgerald will be paid a customary corporate
finance fee and a placing commission calculated on the aggregate value at the issue
price of the Ordinary Shares issued pursuant to the Initial Placing and each
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Subsequent Placing. Cantor Fitzgerald is also entitled to be reimbursed its reasonable
out-of-pocket expenses incurred by it in the performance of its duties under the Placing
Agreement.

7.1.3 The Company, the Portfolio Adviser and the Directors have each given certain
warranties to Cantor Fitzgerald.

7.1.4 The Company and, in respect of the period up to the date of the Initial Admission only,
the Portfolio Adviser have agreed to indemnify Cantor Fitzgerald (for itself and as
trustee for each of its indemnified persons) against all actual liabilities, demands,
losses, claims, costs, charges, taxes and expenses (including legal fees and expenses)
which Cantor Fitzgerald (or its indemnified persons) may suffer or incur in connection
with the Placing Agreement, the Initial Issue, the Lightspeed Subscription Agreement,
the Placing Programme, Initial Admission or each subsequent Admission, except to the
extent determined to arise out of the gross negligence, wilful default or fraud of Cantor
Fitzgerald or its indemnified persons.

7.1.5 The Placing Agreement may be terminated by Cantor Fitzgerald if, inter alia, (i) there is
a change in law which would have a material adverse effect on the Group, (ii) there is
a material adverse change in the financial position or prospects of the Group or
Lightspeed, (iii) there is a material breach of warranty or if any statement in this
Prospectus is or has become incorrect or untrue in any material respect or misleading,
or (iv) the Company, Lightspeed or the Directors have not complied with their
respective obligations under the Placing Agreement in any material respect.

7.1.6 The Placing Agreement is governed by the laws of England and Wales.

7.2 AIFM Agreement
7.2.1 The Company and the AIFM entered into the AIFM Agreement on 16 September 2019,

pursuant to which the AIFM was appointed as the alternative investment fund manager
to the Company, as defined in the AIFM Directive.

7.2.2 Pursuant to the AIFM Agreement the AIFM is entitled, with effect from Initial Admission,
to an annual fee calculated at the rate of 0.03 per cent. of the NAV up to £200 million
and 0.02 per cent. thereafter with a fixed annual minimum fee of £50,000. The fees will
be payable (exclusive of value added tax, which should be added where applicable)
quarterly in arrears.

7.2.3 The AIFM will also be entitled to be reimbursed for out-of-pocket expenses reasonably
and properly incurred by it at the request of the Company in the performance of its
duties. However, the AIFM will be responsible for the payment of its expenses relating
to overhead costs and compensation of its employees.

7.2.4 The AIFM Agreement shall continue in force for an initial term of two years from the
date of the AIFM Agreement, and thereafter shall be terminable by either the AIFM or
the Company by giving to the other no less than 3 months’ prior written notice. The
AIFM Agreement may be terminated earlier by either party with immediate effect in
certain circumstances, including, if the other party shall go into liquidation or an order
shall be made or a resolution shall be passed to put the other party into liquidation or
the other party has committed a material breach of any obligation the AIFM Agreement,
and in the case of a breach which is capable of remedy fails to remedy it within
30 days.

7.2.5 The Company has given certain market standard indemnities in favour of the AIFM (and
its directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives and/or consultants) in respect
of the AIFM’s (or the AIFM’s indemnified persons’) potential losses in carrying on its or
their responsibilities under the AIFM Agreement, save to the extent of negligence, bad
faith, fraud, wilful default or material breach of such indemnified persons. The maximum
aggregate liability of the AIFM under the AIFM Agreement is £5,000,000.

7.2.6 The AIFM Agreement is governed by the laws of England and Wales.
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7.3 Portfolio Advisory Agreement
7.3.1 Pursuant to the Portfolio Advisory Agreement dated 16 September 2019, the AIFM and

the Company have appointed Lightspeed as portfolio adviser to provide portfolio
advisory services to the AIFM and the Company in respect of the assets of the Group
with effect from Initial Admission, including in connection with the evaluation, origination,
acquisition and execution of potential solar opportunities for the Company, as well as
on-going monitoring of the Portfolio. In providing its services, Lightspeed shall have
regard to the investment objective, investment policy, investment restrictions and
principles of allocation as set out in this Prospectus (such policies and principles as
may be amended from time to time).

7.3.2 The Company may terminate the Portfolio Advisory Agreement without cause by
providing at least 12 months’ written notice to Lightspeed, provided that no such notice
may be given within the first four years from Initial Admission. Lightspeed may
terminate the Portfolio Advisory Agreement without cause by providing at least
12 months written notice to the AIFM and the Company provided that no such notice
may be given within the first four years from Initial Admission.

7.3.3 The Company and/or the AIFM may terminate the appointment of Lightspeed under the
Portfolio Advisory Agreement with immediate effect for cause (including where
Lightspeed has committed a material breach of any obligation of the Portfolio Advisory
Agreement where such breach is capable of remedy and has not been remedied within
30 days, where Lightspeed is guilty of wilful misfeasance, gross negligence or fraud or
becomes subject to bankruptcy proceedings).

7.3.4 Lightspeed may terminate the Portfolio Advisory Agreement on two months’ notice in
the case of limited events, including change of control of the Company, a material
change in the composition of the Board and a material change in the Company’s
investment policy which has not been approved by Lightspeed.

7.3.5 Pursuant to the terms of the Portfolio Advisory Agreement, Lightspeed is entitled, with
effect from Initial Admission, to receive a fee (exclusive of value added tax, which will
be added and paid where applicable) from the Company of:

(A) 1 per cent. per annum of NAV for the NAV up to and including US$500 million;

(B) 0.9 per cent. per annum of NAV for the NAV in excess of US$500 million and up
to and including US$1 billion; and

(C) 0.8 per cent. per annum of NAV for the NAV in excess of US$1 billion,

based on the latest available Net Asset Value on the first Business Day of the relevant
quarter and paid quarterly in advance.

7.3.6 The Company has also agreed to indemnify Lightspeed and its affiliates and each of
their respective members, partners, officers, directors, managers, committee members,
representatives, employees, agents and legal representatives, against losses which may
be imposed on, incurred by or asserted by any third party against Lightspeed or its
indemnified persons in connection with the Company or the Portfolio Advisory
Agreement, unless resulting from the wilful misfeasance, gross negligence or fraud of
Lightspeed or its indemnified persons.

7.3.7 Lightspeed has agreed to use reasonable efforts and to exercise due skill and care in
performing and observing its duties and obligations under the Portfolio Advisory
Agreement. Lightspeed will use commercially reasonable efforts to ensure that it has a
suitably qualified senior management team which has solar industry experience. In the
event of the departure of any such management team member, Lightspeed will notify
the Company of the same and shall consult with the Board on succession plans that
Lightspeed may be considering.

7.3.8 The Portfolio Advisory Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York.

7.3.9 Lightspeed reserves the right to establish a new Lightspeed entity (which may for
example be in Guernsey) which, if established and regulated, would accede to the
rights and obligations of Lightspeed under the Portfolio Advisory Agreement and this
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Prospectus. If this occurs during the period in which this Prospectus remains valid, the
Company will produce and publish a supplementary prospectus. In any event, investors
will be notified via an RIS announcement.

7.4 Administration Agreement
7.4.1 The Administration Agreement between the Company and the Administrator dated

16 September 2019, pursuant to which the Administrator has agreed: (i) to provide
certain company secretarial services to the Company and is the named company
secretary of the Company; and (ii) to provide certain administrative services to the
Company (including the calculation of the NAV, bookkeeping and the preparation of the
accounts).

7.4.2 Under the terms of the Administration Agreement, the Administrator is entitled to an
annual fund accounting and administration fee of £50,000. In respect of its role as
company secretary, the Administrator is entitled to receive an annual fee of £60,000.
The Administrator will also be entitled to initial set-up fee of £20,000.

7.4.3 The Administrator shall, in addition, be entitled to a one off fixed fee of £10,000 to
cover each additional secondary raise (including issues of C Shares).

7.4.4 The Administrator will also be entitled to reimbursement of reasonable and properly
incurred third party expenses.

7.4.5 Either party may terminate the Administration Agreement on 3 months’ written notice,
such notice not to be given within 12 months of Initial Admission. The agreement is
also subject to immediate termination on the occurrence of certain events, including
material and continuing breach or insolvency.

7.4.6 The Company has agreed to indemnify and hold harmless the Administrator, its
directors, officers, employees and permitted delegates against all actions, proceedings,
claims, costs, demands and reasonable expenses which may be brought against, or
suffered or incurred by the Administrator (or the Administrator’s indemnified persons) by
reason of its proper performance of its duties under the terms of the Administration
Agreement, except such as shall arise from the Administrator’s (or the Administrator’s
indemnified persons’) breach of its obligations under the Administration Agreement or
its bad faith, negligence, wilful default, wilful misconduct or fraud.

7.4.7 The Administrator’s liability under the Administration Agreement is limited to £2 million.

7.4.8 The Administration Agreement is governed by English law.

7.5 Registrar Agreement
7.5.1 The Company and the Registrar have entered into the Registrar’s Agreement dated

16 September 2019 whereby the Registrar has agreed to provide registrar services to
the Company. The fees payable to the Registrar are based on the number of
transactions and properly incurred expenses, subject to a minimum annual fee of
£4,800. The Registrar’s Agreement contains certain standard indemnities from the
Company in favour of the Registrar and from the Registrar in favour of the Company.
The Registrar’s liabilities under the Registrar’s Agreement are subject to a financial limit.

7.6 Receiving Agent Agreement
7.6.1 Computershare Investor Services PLC (the “Receiving Agent”) has been appointed as

the Company’s Receiving Agent in connection with the Offer for Subscription pursuant
to the Receiving Agent Agreement dated 16 September 2019. The Receiving Agent is
entitled to a project fee for services provided in respect of the Initial Issue.

7.6.2 The Receiving Agent Agreement limits the Receiving Agent’s liability thereunder to the
two times the fee payable to the Receiving Agent pursuant to the Receiving Agent
Agreement.

7.6.3 The Receiving Agent Agreement is governed by the laws of England and Wales.
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7.7 Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement
7.7.1 The Company has entered into the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement with the Initial

Portfolio Vendor on 16 September 2019 to acquire the Target Entities. The Target
Entities hold the Solar Assets that are the Initial Portfolio through intermediate legal
entities and subject to certain tax equity arrangements. These Solar Assets are a
diversified portfolio of solar photovoltaic projects that serve commercial and utility
Offtakers across three states in the United States. The Target Entities, the Initial
Portfolio and the relevant tax equity arrangements are described in more detail in
Part III (Initial Portfolio and Pipeline)).

7.7.2 Completion of the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement is expected to take place not
later than 60 days after Initial Admission and is conditional upon (inter alia) (i) Initial
Admission, (ii) the Minimum Net Initial Proceeds having been raised, (iii) completion of
all legal, financial and other due diligence and the Directors being satisfied with the
results of such due diligence, (iv) the delivery by an independent valuer appointed by
the Company of a valuation or fairness opinion supporting the headline consideration
(as described below), and (v) the repayment of existing indebtedness (other than tax
equity) and (vi) other customary closing conditions (such as necessary third party
consents having been obtained and the Company having entered into guarantees with
third parties to replace certain existing credit support obligations). The Initial Portfolio
Acquisition Agreement may be terminated by either party if the conditions are not
satisfied within 60 days of Initial Admission or upon other specified events.

7.7.3 The Company and the Initial Portfolio Vendor have agreed an aggregate target headline
consideration for the Initial Portfolio of US$68.4 (including repayment of debt) based on
a valuation of the Target Entities as at 30 September 2019. The actual consideration
may be adjusted to reflect the size of the investment acquired in NC Holdings (for
diversification purposes, as described above) and following the outcome of legal,
financial and other due diligence and subject to the Company’s independent valuer
delivering a valuation or fairness opinion supporting the headline consideration. The
consideration for the acquisition will be satisfied by the Company using proceeds from
the Initial Issue.

7.7.4 Following completion of the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement, the Company will
initially hold the Initial Portfolio on an unlevered basis (prior to any debt re-financing in
due course). For the avoidance of doubt, existing tax equity arrangements in the Initial
Portfolio will remain in place. The tax equity financings that will remain in place on
some of the Solar Assets may require payment of indemnities to the tax equity
investors if there is a breach of a representation or covenant made by subsidiaries of
NC Holdings, MA Holdings or NJ Holdings in connection with those tax equity
financings. Such indemnities are customary in such financings. The Initial Portfolio
Acquisition Agreement contains customary provisions apportioning pre- and post-closing
risks in relation to such indemnities between the Company and the Initial Portfolio
Vendor.

7.7.5 The Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement will contain representations and warranties,
covenants, customary interim covenants requiring the Initial Portfolio Vendor to cause
the Target Entities and projects to be operated in the ordinary course during the period
between signing and closing, conditions precedent to closing (as described above) and
indemnities for transactions of this type. The representations, warranties and
indemnities in the Initial Portfolio Agreement are subject to limitations in the liability of
the Initial Portfolio Vendor (including as to amount, duration and the nature of
recoverable damages).

7.7.6 M2 Solar Holdings LLC, a Delaware limited liability company and the parent company
of the Initial Portfolio Vendor, has separately delivered to the Company a guarantee of
the Initial Portfolio Vendor’s payment obligations under the Initial Portfolio Acquisition
Agreement (the “Parent Guarantee”).

7.7.7 The Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement and the Parent Guarantee are governed by
the laws of the State of New York.
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7.8 Right of First Offer Agreement
7.8.1 The Company and Lightspeed Development Services LLC have entered into the Right

of First Offer Agreement on 16 September 2019.

7.8.2 This Right of First Offer Agreement provides the Company with a “first look” opportunity
during the first two years from Initial Admission to acquire Lightspeed development
projects which are reasonably determined as falling within the Company’s investment
policy prior to any other clients of Lightspeed being offered the opportunity. Under the
Right of First Offer Agreement, Lightspeed is required to notify the Company and the
AIFM of such proprietary development projects once certain development milestones
are met (including heads of terms being agreed with an Offtaker and Lightspeed having
access to a site). If the Company and the AIFM provide preliminary approval for such
development project, Lightspeed and the Company will negotiate the terms of a legally
binding forward purchase agreement to acquire the relevant project once it becomes
operational and subject to other appropriate closing conditions (such as diligence and
valuations having been undertaken). The Company may, subject to the investment
policy and any restrictions set out in this Prospectus, also agree to forward-fund by way
of secured loans certain project costs of such development projects where the
Company retains the right (but not the obligation) to acquire the project once
operational.

7.8.3 If the Company and the AIFM reject a proposal, or are deemed to reject a proposal,
Lightspeed may pursue the development project for itself or offer the development
project to other clients or accounts.

7.8.4 The Right of First Offer Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York.

7.9 Subscription Agreements
7.9.1 The Company and the Lightspeed Subscriber have entered into the Lightspeed

Subscription Agreement on 16 September 2019 under which the Lightspeed Subscriber
has, conditional only on (i) Admission; and (ii) the Placing Agreement becoming
unconditional, subscribed for between 2 and 4 million Ordinary Shares in the Company
(depending on the size of the Initial Issue). Such Ordinary Shares will be issued at the
Initial Issue Price, payable in cash in full on Initial Admission.

7.9.2 The Lightspeed Subscriber has further undertaken to the Company (for itself and for
the benefit of Cantor Fitzgerald) that it will not, at any time during a period of
24 months following Initial Admission (the “Lock-up Period”), offer, lend, mortgage,
assign, charge, pledge, sell, contract to sell, sell any option or contract to purchase,
purchase any option or contract to sell, grant any option, right or warrant to purchase,
lend or otherwise transfer or dispose of, directly or indirectly, whether or not for any
consideration, any Lightspeed Subscription Shares otherwise than in any of the
following circumstances:

(A) with the prior written consent of the Company and Cantor Fitzgerald;

(B) the acceptance of any general, partial or tender offer by any third party or the
Company for the whole or part of the share capital of the Company (other than any
Ordinary Shares owned by the offeror or any member of its group) which is open to
all shareholders in the Company (a “General Offer”);

(C) the execution and delivery of an irrevocable commitment or undertaking to accept a
General Offer;

(D) the acceptance of an offer by the Company to purchase its own Ordinary Shares
where such offer is made on identical terms to all holders of Ordinary Shares in the
Company;

(E) the implementation of any scheme of arrangement by the Company or other
procedure to effect an amalgamation to give effect to a General Offer;

(F) pursuant to any sale or transfer required by an order made by a court with
competent jurisdiction or where required by applicable Law; or

Annex I – 12.2
Annex XI – 7.4
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(G) pursuant to any decision or ruling by an administrator, administrative receiver or
liquidator appointed to the Company in connection with a winding up or liquidation
of the Company.

7.9.3 For any sale, transfer or disposal of the Lightspeed Subscription Shares during the
Lock-up Period which is permitted, with the intention of maintaining an orderly market in
the Ordinary Shares, the Lightspeed Subscriber has agreed to promptly notify the
Company and Cantor Fitzgerald of such intention and shall consult with the Company
and Cantor Fitzgerald regarding such proposed sale, transfer or disposal.

7.9.4 In addition, Albert Luu, a member of the Lightspeed Management Team, and the
Company have entered into a subscription agreement on 16 September 2019 under
which Albert Luu has, conditional only on (i) Admission; and (ii) the Placing Agreement
becoming unconditional, subscribed for US$35,000 worth of Ordinary Shares in the
Company. Such Ordinary Shares will be issued at the Initial Issue Price, payable in
cash in full on Admission. Albert Luu is subject to the same lock-up restrictions as
those contained in the Lightspeed Subscription Agreement, the terms of which are
summarised in paragraphs 7.9.2 and 7.9.3 above.

8. SHARE CERTIFICATES
8.1 The Shares will be in registered form and certificates will not be issued where title is held

electronically via CREST. From the date of Initial Admission, the register of Shareholders will
be maintained by Computershare Investor Services PLC as registrar on behalf of the
Company.

8.2 No temporary documents of title will be or have been issued. All documents or remittance sent
by or to a Shareholder, or as they may direct, will be sent through the post at the
Shareholder’s risk. Pending the despatch of definitive share certificates (if applicable),
instruments of transfer will be certified against the register of Shareholders of the Company.
Should Shareholders with share certificates subsequently wish to hold their Shares in CREST,
they will need to follow the requisite CREST procedure for the dematerialisation of their
shareholding.

9. TRANSFER OF SHARES
9.1 For a description of restrictions on offers, sales and transfers of the Shares, see

paragraphs 6.14 to 6.22 (“Transfer of shares”) of Part X (Additional Information) and sections
“United States Purchase and Transfer Restrictions” and “Restrictions Due to Lack of
Registration under the US Securities Act and US Investment Company Act Restrictions” in
Parts VII (The Initial Issue) and VIII (The Placing Programme) of this Prospectus.

10. WORKING CAPITAL
In the opinion of the Company, taking into account the Minimum Net Initial Proceeds, the
working capital available to the Group, from the date of this Prospectus, is sufficient for the
Group’s present requirements (that is, for at least the next 12 months from the date of this
Prospectus).

11. CAPITALISATION AND INDEBTEDNESS
As at the date of this Prospectus, the Company has no guaranteed, secured, unguaranteed or
unsecured debt and no indirect or contingent indebtedness, and has not entered into any
mortgage, charge or security interest, and the Company’s issued share capital consists of one
Ordinary Share of US$0.01 and 50,000 Initial Redeemable Preference Shares with no legal
reserve or other reserves. The Initial Redeemable Preference Shares are paid up to one
quarter together with an undertaking to pay the remaining three quarters and are intended to
be redeemed following Initial Admission.

Save for the Initial Redeemable Preference Shares as described above, the following table
shows the Company’s unaudited indebtedness (distinguishing between guaranteed and
unguaranteed, secured and unsecured indebtedness) and the Company’s unaudited
capitalisation as at the date of this Prospectus.

Annex XI – 3.1

Annex XI – 3.2
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(unaudited)
US$’000

Total Current Debt
Guaranteed/secured Nil
Unguaranteed/unsecured Nil

Total Non-Current Debt
Guaranteed Nil
Secured Nil
Unguaranteed/unsecured Nil

Shareholders’ equity
Share capital Nil
Legal reserves Nil
Other reserves Nil

Total Nil

As at the date of this Prospectus, there has been no material change in the unaudited
capitalisation of the Company.

The following table shows the Company’s unaudited net indebtedness as at the date of this
Prospectus. There is no secured or guaranteed indebtedness.

(unaudited)
US$’000

A Cash Nil
B Cash equivalent Nil
C Trading Securities Nil

D Liquidity (A) + (B) + (C) Nil

E Current financial receivables Nil

F Current bank debt Nil
G Current position of non-current debt Nil
H Other current financial debt Nil

I Current financial debt (F) + (G) + (H) Nil

J Net current financial indebtedness (I) – (E) – (D) Nil

K Non-current bank loans Nil
L Bonds issued Nil
M Other non-current loans Nil

N Non-current loans (K) + (L) + (M) Nil

O Net financial indebtedness (J) + (N) Nil

There are no indirect or contingent liabilities.

12. NO SIGNIFICANT CHANGE
As at the date of this Prospectus, save in respect of the allotment and issue of the Initial
Redeemable Preference Shares on 6 September 2019, there has been no significant change
in the financial position of the Group since the date of the Company’s incorporation.

Annex I – 18.7.1
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13. LITIGATION
There are no governmental, legal or arbitration proceedings (including any such proceedings
which are pending or threatened of which the Company is aware), in the period since
incorporation of the Company which may have, or have had in the recent past, significant
effects on the Group’s financial position or profitability. There are no legal or arbitration
proceedings being brought by the Company.

14. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
Save for the entry into of the Directors’ appointment letters, the Portfolio Advisory Agreement,
the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement, the Parent Guarantee, the Right of First Offer
Agreement, the Lightspeed Subscription Agreement and the subscription agreement with Albert
Luu, the Company has not entered into any related party transaction at any time during the
period from incorporation to 15 September 2019 (the latest practicable date prior to the
publication of this Prospectus).

15. MANDATORY TAKEOVER, SQUEEZE-OUT AND SELL OUT RULES
15.1 Mandatory bid

15.1.1 The Takeover Code applies to the Company. Under Rule 9 of the Takeover Code, if:

(A) a person acquires an interest in Shares which, when taken together with Shares
already held by him or persons acting in concert with him, carry 30 per cent. or
more of the voting rights in the Company; or

(B) a person who, together with persons acting in concert with him, is interested in
not less than 30 per cent. and not more than 50 per cent. of the voting rights in
the Company acquires additional interests in Shares which increase the
percentage of Shares carrying voting rights in which that person is interested,

the acquirer and, depending on the circumstances, its concert parties, would be
required (except with the consent of the Takeover Panel) to make a cash offer for the
outstanding Shares at a price not less than the highest price paid for any interests in
the Shares by the acquirer or its concert parties during the previous 12 months.

15.2 Compulsory acquisition
15.2.1 Under Sections 974 – 991 of the Companies Act, if an offeror acquires or contracts to

acquire (pursuant to a takeover offer) not less than 90 per cent. of the Shares (in value
and by voting rights) to which such offer relates it may then compulsorily acquire the
outstanding Shares not assented to the offer. It would do so by sending a notice to
outstanding holders of Shares telling them that it will compulsorily acquire their Shares
and then, six weeks later, it would execute a transfer of the outstanding Shares in its
favour and pay the consideration to the Company, which would hold the consideration
on trust for the outstanding holders of Shares. The consideration offered to the holders
whose Shares are compulsorily acquired under the Companies Act must, in general, be
the same as the consideration that was available under the takeover offer.

15.2.2 In addition, pursuant to Section 983 of the Companies Act, if an offeror acquires or
agrees to acquire not less than 90 per cent. of the Shares (in value and by voting
rights) to which the offer relates, any holder of Shares to which the offer relates who
has not accepted the offer may require the offeror to acquire his Shares on the same
terms as the takeover offer.

15.2.3 The offeror would be required to give any holder of Shares notice of his right to be
bought out within one month of that right arising. Sell-out rights cannot be exercised
after the end of the period of three months from the last date on which the offer can be
accepted or, if later, three months from the date on which the notice is served on the
holder of Shares notifying it of its sell-out rights. If a holder of Shares exercises its
rights, the offeror is bound to acquire those Shares on the terms of the takeover offer
or on such other terms as may be agreed.

Annex I – 18.6.1
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16. GENERAL
16.1 Save as described in this Prospectus, there are no patents or other intellectual property rights,

licences or particular contracts which are of fundamental importance to the Company’s
business.

16.2 On the assumption that 250 million Shares available are issued under the Initial Issue, the
costs and expenses of, and incidental to, Initial Admission and the Initial Issue payable by the
Company will be approximately US$5 million. The Gross Initial Proceeds of the Company
following Initial Admission will be approximately US$250 million and the estimated Initial Net
Asset Value of the Company will be approximately US$245 million.

16.3 Under the arrangements in force at the date of this Prospectus, the total amount of fees which
it is estimated will be payable to the Directors in respect of the current and future financial
periods of the Company will not exceed in aggregate £400,000 per annum.

16.4 The Company does not have, and has not had since its incorporation and establishment, any
employees or premises.

16.5 Lightspeed is or may be a promoter of the Company and, save as disclosed in paragraph 7
above, no amount or benefit has been paid, or given, to the promoter or any of its subsidiaries
in relation to the Initial Issue and Initial Admission since the incorporation of the Company and
none is intended to be paid, or given.

16.6 It is the intention of the Directors to implement the investment objective and investment policy
of the Company as set out in Part I (Information on the Company) of this Prospectus.

17. THIRD PARTY SOURCES AND CONSENTS
17.1 Where third party information has been referenced in this Prospectus, the source of that third

party information has been disclosed. Where information contained in this Prospectus has
been sourced from a third party, the Company confirms that such information has been
accurately reproduced and, as far as the Company is aware and able to ascertain from
information published by such third parties, no facts have been omitted which would render the
reproduced information inaccurate or misleading

17.2 JTC Global AIFM Solutions Limited has given and not withdrawn its written consent to the
inclusion in this document of references to its name in the form and context in which they
appear.

17.3 Lightspeed has given and not withdrawn its written consent to the inclusion in this Prospectus
of references to its name in the form and context in which they appear. Lightspeed has given
and not withdrawn its written consent to the inclusion in this Prospectus of the information and
opinions contained in Part III (The Initial Portfolio and Pipeline), Part IV (The United States
Solar Market), Part V (Investment Approach, Strategy and Process) and the “Portfolio Adviser”,
“Alignment of Interests” and “Allocation Policy and Conflicts of Interest” sections of Part VI
(Directors, Management and Administration) of this Prospectus and any other information or
opinion related to, or attributed to, Lightspeed and the references to them in the form and
context in which they appear (the “Lightspeed Sections”) and has authorised such
information and opinions. Lightspeed accepts responsibility, in accordance with Prospectus
Regulation Rule 5.5.3(2)(c), for the Lightspeed Sections and declares that, to the best of its
knowledge, the information in the Lightspeed Sections is in accordance with the facts and
makes no omission likely to affect the import of such information.

17.4 Cantor Fitzgerald Europe has given and not withdrawn its written consent to the inclusion in
this Prospectus of references to its name in the form and context in which they appear.

18. DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE FOR INSPECTION
18.1 Copies of:

18.1.1 the Company’s Articles; and

18.1.2 this Prospectus,

Annex I – 1.3, 1.4
Annex XI – 1.3,
1.4.

Annex I – 1.1, 1.2
Annex XI – 1.1,
1.2

Annex I – 21.1
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will be available for inspection at the offices of Norton Rose Fulbright LLP, 3 More London
Riverside, London SE1 2AQ and at the offices of the Administrator during normal business
hours on any weekday (Saturdays and public holidays excepted) until the date falling twelve
months after the date of this Prospectus.

18.2 Copies of this Prospectus and the Company’s Articles are available from the Company’s
website, www.lightspeedsolarpartners.com, and a copy of the Prospectus is available from the
National Storage Mechanism, which can be accessed via the following link:

http://www.morningstar.co.uk/uk/NSM.
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PART XI

AIFM DIRECTIVE DISCLOSURES

The Company is an externally managed alternative investment fund and has appointed JTC Global
AIFM Solutions Limited as its AIFM. Pursuant to the AIFM Directive and the UK implementing
measures (the Alternative Investment Fund Managers Regulations No.1173/2013, and consequential
amendments to the Financial Conduct Authority Handbook), the table below sets out the information
required to be disclosed in accordance with Article 23 of the AIFM Directive:

DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENT DISCLOSURE OR LOCATION OF RELEVANT DISCLOSURE

Investment strategy and
objective of the AIF

Please see the heading titled “Investment Objective and
Investment Policy” in Part II (Information on the Company) of this
Prospectus.

Master fund domicile, if
relevant

Not applicable.

If the AIF is a fund of funds,
the domicile of investee
funds

Not applicable.

The type of assets in which
the AIF may invest

Please see the heading titled “Investment Objective and
Investment Policy” in Part II (Information on the Company) of this
Prospectus.

Investment techniques that
may be employed by the AIF
and all associated risks

Please see the headings titled “Investment Objective and
Investment Policy” and “Investment Strategy” in Part II
(Information on the Company) and Part V (Investment Approach,
Strategy and Process) of this Prospectus.

Investment restrictions Please see the heading titled “Investment restrictions” in Part II
(Information on the Company) of this Prospectus.

Circumstances in which the
AIF may use leverage, the
types and sources of
leverage permitted and the
associated risks, any
restrictions on the use of
leverage and the maximum
level of leverage which the
AIFM is entitled to employ
on behalf of the AIF

Please see the heading titled “Gearing policy” in Part II (Information
on the Company) of this Prospectus.

Any collateral and asset
reuse arrangements

Not applicable.

Procedures by which the AIF
may change its investment
strategy or investment policy
or both

Please see the heading titled “Amendments to, and compliance
with, the investment objective, policy and investment restrictions” in
Part II (Information on the Company) of this Prospectus.
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The main implications of the
contractual relationship
entered into for the purpose
of investment including
information on jurisdiction,
the applicable law and on
the existence (or not) of any
legal instruments providing
for the recognition and
enforcement of judgments in
the territory where the AIF is
established

The Company is a public company limited by shares, incorporated
in England and Wales. While investors acquire an interest in the
Company on subscribing for or purchasing Shares, the Company is
the sole legal and/or beneficial owner of its investments.
Consequently, Shareholders have no direct legal or beneficial
interest in those investments. The liability of Shareholders for the
debts and other obligations of the Company is limited to the
amount unpaid, if any, on the Shares held by them. Shareholders’
rights in respect of their investment in the Company are governed
by the Articles of Association and the Companies Act. Under
English law, the following types of claims may in certain
circumstances be brought against a company by its
shareholders: contractual claims under its articles of association;
claims in misrepresentation in respect of statements made in its
prospectus and other marketing documents; unfair prejudice
claims and derivative actions. In the event that a Shareholder
considers that it may have a claim against the Company in
connection with such investment in the Company, such
Shareholder should consult its own legal advisers.

Jurisdiction and applicable law

As noted above, Shareholders’ rights are governed principally by
the Articles of Association and the Companies Act. By subscribing
for the Shares, investors agree to be bound by the Articles of
Association which are governed by, and construed in accordance
with, the laws of England and Wales.

Recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments

Regulation (EC) 593/2008 (“Rome I”) must be applied in all
member states of the European Union (other than Denmark).
Accordingly, where a matter comes before the courts of a relevant
member state, the choice of a governing law in any given
agreement is subject to the provisions of Rome I. Under Rome I,
the member state’s court may apply any rule of that member state’s
own law which is mandatory, irrespective of the governing law and
may refuse to apply a rule of governing law if it is manifestly
incompatible with the public policy of that member state. Further,
where all other elements relevant to the situation at the time of the
choice are located in a country other than the country whose law
has been chosen, the choice of the parties shall not prejudice the
application of provisions of the law of that other country which
cannot be derogated from by agreement.

Shareholders should note that there are a number of legal
instruments providing for the recognition and enforcement of
foreign judgments in England. Depending on the nature and
jurisdiction of the original judgment, Council Regulation (EC)
No 44/2001 on jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of
judgments in civil and commercial matters, Regulation (EC)
No 805/2004 of the European Parliament and of the Council of
21 April 2004 creating a European Enforcement Order for
uncontested claims, the Convention on jurisdiction and the
recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and
commercial matters done at Lugano on 30 October 2007, the
Administration of Justice Act 1920 and the Foreign Judgment
(Reciprocal Enforcement) Act 1933 may apply. There are no legal
instruments providing for the recognition and enforcement of
judgments obtained in jurisdictions outside those covered by the
instruments listed above, although such judgments might be
enforceable at common law.
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The identity of the AIFM, the
AIF’s depositary, auditor and
other service providers
together with a description
of their duties and the
investors’ rights

Alternative Investment Fund Manager

JTC Global AIFM Solutions Limited has been appointed to act as
the alternative investment fund manager of the Company in
compliance with the provisions of the AIFM Directive.

Lightspeed

Lightspeed Management Services LLC has been appointed by the
Company to provide certain advisory services to the Company and
the AIFM in respect of the Portfolio.

Registrar

Computershare Investor Services PLC has been appointed as
registrar to the Company in respect of the transfer and settlement
of Shares held in certificated and uncertificated form.

Administrator

JTC (UK) Limited has been appointed as administrator to the
Company. The Administrator provides the day-to-day
administration of the Company and is also responsible for the
Company’s general administrative functions, such as calculation
and publication of the Net Asset Value and maintenance of the
Company’s accounting and statutory records. The Administrator is
responsible for calculating the Net Asset Value of the Ordinary
Shares in consultation with the AIFM and Lightspeed and reporting
this to the Board.

Company Secretary

JTC (UK) Limited has also been appointed as Company Secretary
to the Company. The Company Secretary will provide company
secretarial services and a registered office to the Company.

Auditor

BDO LLP has agreed to provide audit services to the Company.
The annual report and accounts will be prepared by the Auditor
according to accounting standards in line with IFRS.

Depositary

The provisions of the AIFM Directive concerning depositaries do
not apply to the AIFM. As such, a depositary has not been
appointed.

Management of professional
liability risk

The provisions of the AIFM Directive concerning professional
indemnity insurance or additional own funds to cover professional
negligence risk do not apply to the AIFM. Nevertheless, the AIFM
has the benefit of professional indemnity and directors’ and
officers’ liabilities insurance coverage.

The Company’s valuation
procedure and pricing
methodology

Please see the headings titled “Net Asset Value” and “Valuation
methodology” in Part II (Information on the Company) of this
Prospectus.

The Company’s liquidity risk
management, including
redemption rights and
redemption arrangements

Please see the headings titled “Shareholders will have no right to
have their Shares redeemed or repurchased by the Company” in
the “Risk Factors” section and “The Articles of Association” in
Part X (Additional Information) of the Prospectus.
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Fees, charges and expenses,
which are directly or
indirectly borne by investors

Please see the heading titled “Fees and Expenses” in Part VI
(Directors, Management and Administration) of this Prospectus.

Fair and preferential
treatment of investors

The AIFM ensures that investors are treated fairly in a number of
ways, including by ensuring that any preferential treatment granted
by the AIFM to one or more investors does not result in an overall
material disadvantage to the other investors by: (i) ensuring that its
decision-making procedures are applied fairly as between
investors; (ii) applying relevant policies and procedures properly;
(iii) ensuring, to the extent within its power, that investors do not
bear directly or indirectly fees, charges and expenses which are
inappropriate in nature or amount; (iv) complying with the rules and
guidance of the GFSC (or equivalent) applicable to it; and
(v) conducting its activities honestly, fairly and with due skill, care
and diligence.

The Company’s annual
report, and the disclosure
requirements under
Articles 23(4) and 23(5)
of the AIFM Directive

The information required under paragraphs 4 and 5 of Article 23 of
the AIFM Directive will be disclosed in the Company’s audited
annual report.

The Company’s latest net
asset value or latest market
price of its share

As the Company has not yet commenced operation, no financial
statements or Net Asset Value figures are currently available.

The Company’s historical
performance

As the Company has not yet commenced operation, no historical
performance information is currently available.

The Company’s prime broker The Company has not appointed a prime broker.
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PART XII

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF
THE INITIAL PLACING AND THE PLACING PROGRAMME

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Each Placee which confirms its agreement to Cantor Fitzgerald to subscribe for Ordinary

Shares and/or C Shares under the Placing and/or the Placing Programme, as the case may
be, will be bound by these terms and conditions and will be deemed to have accepted them.

1.2 The Company and/or Cantor Fitzgerald may require any Placee to agree to such further terms
and/or conditions and/or give such additional warranties and/or representations as it/they (in
its/their absolute discretion) see(s) fit and/or may require any such Placee to execute a
separate placing letter (a “Placing Letter”). The terms herein will, where applicable, be
deemed to be incorporated into such Placing Letter.

1.3 Subject to the paragraph above, the commitment to acquire Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares
under the Placing and/or the Placing Programme will be orally agreed with Cantor Fitzgerald
as agent for the Company and further evidenced in a contract note (a “Contract Note”) or
placing confirmation (a “Placing Confirmation”) or subscription letter. The terms herein will,
where applicable, be deemed to be incorporated into such Contract Note or Placing
Confirmation.

1.4 References in these terms and conditions to the Ordinary Shares should be construed as
references to the New Ordinary Shares where the context permits.

2. AGREEMENT TO SUBSCRIBE FOR ORDINARY SHARES / C SHARES
2.1 Subject to and conditional on:

2.1.1 in relation to the Initial Admission of Ordinary Shares subscribed in the Placing by a
Placee occurring and becoming effective by 8.00 a.m. (London time) on or prior to
22 October 2019 (or such later time and/or date, not being later than 8.00 a.m. on
30 November 2019, as the Company and Cantor Fitzgerald may agree) and in relation
to any subsequent Admission of Ordinary Shares or C Shares as the case may be
subscribed in the Placing by a Placee under the Placing Programme occurring not
later than 8.00 a.m. on such other date as may be agreed between the Company and
Cantor Fitzgerald prior to the closing of each Placing under the Placing Programme,
not being later than 15 September 2020;

2.1.2 the Placing Agreement becoming otherwise unconditional in all respects and not
having been terminated on or before 8.00 a.m. on the date of Admission of the
relevant Ordinary Shares;

2.1.3 Cantor Fitzgerald confirming to the Placees their allocation of Ordinary Shares or
C Shares, as applicable, a Placee agrees to become a member of the Company and
agrees to subscribe for those Ordinary Shares or C Shares allocated to it by Cantor
Fitzgerald at the Initial Issue Price or the applicable Placing Programme Price, as the
case may be. To the fullest extent permitted by law, each Placee acknowledges and
agrees that it will not be entitled to exercise any remedy of rescission at any time.
This does not affect any other rights the Placee may have;

2.1.4 the terms and conditions herein and the terms and conditions set out in the Placing
Letter and accompanying form of confirmation (if any);

2.1.5 in the case of the Initial Issue, Net Initial Proceeds of at least US$122.5 million being
raised;

2.1.6 a valid supplementary prospectus being published by the Company if such is required;

2.1.7 in the case of any issue under the Placing Programme, the relevant Placing
Programme Price being determined by the Directors,

a Placee agrees to become a member of the Company and agrees to subscribe for those
Ordinary Shares or C Shares allocated to it by Cantor Fitzgerald at the Initial Issue Price or
the applicable Placing Programme Price, as the case may be.
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2.2 In the event that Cantor Fitzgerald, in consultation with the Company, wishes to waive
condition 2.1.5 referred to above, the Company will be required to publish a supplementary
prospectus (including a working capital statement based on a revised minimum Net Initial
Proceeds figure).

2.3 To the fullest extent permitted by law, each Placee acknowledges and agrees that it will not be
entitled to exercise any remedy of rescission at any time. This does not affect any other rights
the Placee may have.

3. PAYMENT FOR SHARES
3.1 Each Placee undertakes to pay the Initial Issue Price or the Placing Programme Price, as

applicable, for the Ordinary Shares or C Shares issued to the Placee in the manner and by
the time directed by Cantor Fitzgerald. If any Placee fails to pay as so directed and/or by the
time required, the relevant Placee shall be deemed hereby to have appointed Cantor
Fitzgerald or any nominee of Cantor Fitzgerald as its agent to use its reasonable endeavours
to sell (in one or more transactions) any or all of the Ordinary Shares or C Shares (as
applicable) in respect of which payment shall not have been made as directed, and to
indemnify Cantor Fitzgerald and its respective affiliates on demand in respect of any liability for
stamp duty and/or stamp duty reserve tax or any other liability whatsoever arising in respect of
any such sale or sales.

3.2 Participants in the Initial Issue may elect to subscribe for Ordinary Shares in Sterling at a price
per Ordinary Share equal to the Initial Issue Price at the Relevant Sterling Exchange Rate. The
Relevant Sterling Exchange Rate and the Sterling equivalent issue price are not known as at
the date of this Prospectus and will be notified by the Company to Placees who have elected
to subscribe for Ordinary Shares in Sterling prior to Initial Admission. In respect of any investor
electing to subscribe in Sterling, the Company reserves the right to charge the investor some
or all of any foreign exchange costs incurred by the Company in respect of such subscription.
Fractions of Ordinary Shares will not be issued.

3.3 Prospective investors will be able to elect to subscribe for Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares
issued under the Placing Programme in US Dollars and/or Sterling. The Placing Price will be
announced in US Dollars, with the Sterling equivalent amount and the relevant US Dollar/
Sterling exchange rate used to convert the Placing Price announced as soon as practicable
before Admission in conjunction with each Subsequent Placing. Fractions of Shares will not be
issued.

3.4 A sale of all or any of such Ordinary Shares or C Shares shall not release the relevant Placee
from the obligation to make such payment for relevant Ordinary Shares or C Shares to the
extent that Cantor Fitzgerald or its nominee has failed to sell such Ordinary Shares or
C Shares at a consideration which, after deduction of the expenses of such sale and payment
of stamp duty and/or stamp duty reserve tax as aforementioned, exceeds the Initial Issue Price
or the applicable Placing Programme Price.

4. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
4.1 By agreeing to subscribe for Ordinary Shares or C Shares, each Placee which enters into a

commitment to subscribe for such Ordinary Shares or C Shares will (for itself and any
person(s) procured by it to subscribe for Ordinary Shares or C Shares and any nominee(s) for
any such person(s)) be deemed to represent and warrant to each of the Company, the AIFM,
Lightspeed, the Administrator, the Registrar and Cantor Fitzgerald that:

4.1.1 in agreeing to subscribe for Ordinary Shares or C Shares under the Placing and/or the
Placing Programme, it is relying solely on this Prospectus and any supplementary
prospectus issued by the Company prior to Admission and the Placing Letter (if
applicable) and not on any other information given, or representation or statement
made at any time, by any person concerning the Company, the Ordinary Shares, the
C Shares, the Placing and the Placing Programme. It agrees that none of the
Company, the AIFM, Lightspeed, Cantor Fitzgerald, the Administrator or the Registrar,
nor any of their respective officers, agents or employees, will have any liability for any
other information or representation. It irrevocably and unconditionally waives any rights
it may have in respect of any other information or representation;
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4.1.2 if the laws of any territory or jurisdiction outside the United Kingdom are applicable to
its agreement to subscribe for Ordinary Shares or C Shares under the Placing and/or
the Placing Programme, it warrants that it has complied with all such laws, obtained all
governmental and other consents which may be required, complied with all requisite
formalities and paid any issue, transfer or other taxes due in connection with its
application in any territory and that it has not taken any action or omitted to take any
action which will result in the Company, the AIFM, Lightspeed, Cantor Fitzgerald, the
Administrator or the Registrar or any of their respective officers, agents, employees or
affiliates acting in breach of the regulatory or legal requirements, directly or indirectly,
of any territory or jurisdiction outside the United Kingdom in connection with the
Placing and/or the Placing Programme;

4.1.3 it has carefully read and understands this Prospectus and has had the opportunity to
read the Key Information Document each in its entirety and acknowledges that it shall
be deemed to have notice of all information and representations contained in this
Prospectus and the Key Information Document and is acquiring Ordinary Shares or
C Shares on the terms and subject to the conditions set out in this Part XII (Terms
and Conditions of the Initial Placing and the Placing Programme) and the Articles as in
force at the date of Admission of the Ordinary Shares or C Shares;

4.1.4 it has not relied on Cantor Fitzgerald or any person affiliated with Cantor Fitzgerald in
connection with any investigation of the accuracy of any information contained in this
Prospectus;

4.1.5 the content of this Prospectus is exclusively the responsibility of the Company and its
Directors and neither Cantor Fitzgerald nor any person acting on its behalf nor any of
its affiliates are responsible for or shall have any liability for any information,
representation or statement contained in this Prospectus or any information published
by or on behalf of the Company and will not be liable for any decision by a Placee to
participate in the Placing and/or the Placing Programme based on any information,
representation or statement contained in this Prospectus or otherwise;

4.1.6 it acknowledges that no person is authorised in connection with the Placing and/or the
Placing Programme to give any information or make any representation other than as
contained in this Prospectus and any supplementary prospectus issued by the
Company prior to the date of admission of the relevant Ordinary Shares or C Shares
and, if given or made, any information or representation must not be relied upon as
having been authorised by Cantor Fitzgerald, the Company, the AIFM or Lightspeed;

4.1.7 it is not applying as, nor is it applying as nominee or agent for, a person who is or
may be liable to notify and account for tax under the Stamp Duty Reserve Tax
Regulations 1986 at any of the increased rates referred to in section 67, 70, 93 or 96
(depository receipts and clearance services) of the Finance Act 1986;

4.1.8 it accepts that none of the Ordinary Shares or C Shares have been or will be
registered under the laws of the United States, any member state of the EEA (other
than any EEA member state, including the United Kingdom, where the Shares are
lawfully marketed), Canada, Australia, the Republic of South Africa or Japan.
Accordingly, neither the Ordinary Shares nor the C Shares may be offered, sold,
issued or delivered, directly or indirectly, within any of the United States, any member
state of the EEA (other than any EEA member state, including the United Kingdom,
where the Shares are lawfully marketed), Canada, Australia, the Republic of South
Africa or Japan unless an exemption from any registration requirement is available;

4.1.9 if it is within the United Kingdom, it is a person who falls within Articles 49(2)(a) to
(d) or 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotions)
Order 2005 or is a person to whom the Ordinary Shares or the C Shares may
otherwise lawfully be offered under such Order and/or is a person who is a
“professional client” or an “eligible counterparty” within the meaning of Chapter 3 of the
FCA’s Conduct of Business Sourcebook, or, if it is receiving the offer in circumstances
under which the laws or regulations of a jurisdiction other than the United Kingdom
would apply, that it is a person to whom the Ordinary Shares may be lawfully offered
under that other jurisdiction’s laws and regulations;
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4.1.10 if it is a resident in the EEA (other than the United Kingdom), (i) it is a qualified
investor within the meaning of Article 2(e) of the Prospectus Regulation and (ii) if that
relevant Member State has implemented the AIFM Directive, that it is a person to
whom the Ordinary Shares or the C Shares may lawfully be marketed under the AIFM
Directive or under the applicable implementing legislation (if any) of that relevant
Member State;

4.1.11 in the case of any Ordinary Shares or C Shares acquired by a Placee as a financial
intermediary as that term is used in Article 5(1) of the Prospectus Regulation (i) the
Ordinary Shares or C Shares acquired by it in the Placing and/or the Placing
Programme have not been acquired on behalf of, nor have they been acquired with a
view to their offer or resale to, persons in any relevant Member State other than
qualified investors, as that term is defined in the the Prospectus Regulation, or in
circumstances in which the prior consent of Cantor Fitzgerald has been given to the
offer or resale; or (ii) where Ordinary Shares or C Shares have been acquired by it on
behalf of persons in any relevant Member State other than qualified investors, the offer
of those Ordinary Shares or C Shares to it is not treated under the Prospectus
Regulation as having been made to such persons;

4.1.12 if it is outside the United Kingdom, neither this Prospectus nor any other offering,
marketing or other material in connection with the Placing and/or the Placing
Programme constitutes an invitation, offer or promotion to, or arrangement with, it or
any person whom it is procuring to subscribe for Ordinary Shares or C Shares
pursuant to the Placing and/or the Placing Programme unless, in the relevant territory,
such offer, invitation or other course of conduct could lawfully be made to it or such
person and such documents or materials could lawfully be provided to it or such
person and Ordinary Shares or C Shares could lawfully be distributed to and
subscribed and held by it or such person without compliance with any unfulfilled
approval, registration or other regulatory or legal requirements;

4.1.13 it does not have a registered address in, and is not a citizen, resident or national of,
any jurisdiction in which it is unlawful to make or accept an offer of the Ordinary
Shares or C Shares and it is not acting on a non-discretionary basis for any such
person;

4.1.14 if the Placee is a natural person, such Placee is not under the age of majority
(18 years of age in the United Kingdom) on the date of such Placee’s agreement to
subscribe for Ordinary Shares or C Shares under the Placing and/or the Placing
Programme and will not be any such person on the date any such agreement to
subscribe under the Placing or Placing Programme is accepted;

4.1.15 it has complied with and will comply with all applicable provisions of the Criminal
Justice Act 1993, the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 and the Market Abuse Regulation
with respect to anything done by it in relation to the Placing and the Placing
Programme and/or the Ordinary Shares and/or the C Shares;

4.1.16 it has not, directly or indirectly, distributed, forwarded, transferred or otherwise
transmitted this Prospectus or any other offering materials concerning the Issue, the
Placing Programme, the Ordinary Shares or the C Shares to any persons within the
United States or to any US Persons, nor will it do any of the foregoing;

4.1.17 it represents, acknowledges and agrees to the representations, warranties and
agreements as set out under the heading “United States Purchase and Transfer
Restrictions” in paragraph 5, below;

4.1.18 it acknowledges that neither Cantor Fitzgerald nor any of its affiliates nor any person
acting on its behalf is making any recommendations to it, advising it regarding the
suitability of any transactions it may enter into in connection with the Placing and/or
the Placing Programme or providing any advice in relation to the Placing and/or the
Placing Programme and participation in the Placing and/or the Placing Programme is
on the basis that it is not and will not be a client of Cantor Fitzgerald and that Cantor
Fitzgerald does not have any duties or responsibilities to it for providing the protections
afforded to its clients or for providing advice in relation to the Placing and/or the
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Placing Programme nor in respect of any representations, warranties, undertaking or
indemnities otherwise required to be given by it in connection with its application under
the Placing and/or the Placing Programme;

4.1.19 save in the event of fraud on the part of Cantor Fitzgerald, none of Cantor Fitzgerald,
its holding companies, any direct or indirect subsidiary undertakings of any such
holding company, or any of their respective directors, members, partners, officers and
employees shall be responsible or liable to a Placee or any of its clients for any
matter arising out of Cantor Fitzgerald’s role as placing agent, broker or otherwise in
connection with the Initial Placing and/or any Subsequent Placing and that where any
such responsibility or liability nevertheless arises as a matter of law the Placee and, if
relevant, its clients, will immediately and irrevocably waive any claim against any of
such persons which the Placee or any of its clients may have in respect thereof;

4.1.20 it does not have a registered address in, and is not a citizen, resident or national of
any member state of the EEA (other than any EEA member state, including the United
Kingdom, where the Shares are lawfully marketed), Canada, Japan, Australia, the
Republic of South Africa or any other jurisdiction in which it is unlawful to make or
accept an offer of any Ordinary Shares or C Shares and it is not acting on a non-
discretionary basis for any such person;

4.1.21 it is aware of and acknowledges that it is required to comply with all applicable
provisions of the FSMA with respect to anything done by it in relation to the Initial
Placing or the Placing Programme in, from or otherwise involving, the United Kingdom;

4.1.22 it acknowledges that no action has been taken or will be taken in any jurisdiction other
than the United Kingdom that would permit a public offering of the Ordinary Shares or
C Shares or possession of this Prospectus (and any supplementary prospectus issued
by the Company), in any country or jurisdiction where action for that purpose is
required;

4.1.23 it acknowledges that where it is subscribing for Ordinary Shares or C Shares for one
or more managed, discretionary or advisory accounts, it is authorised in writing for
each such account: (i) to subscribe for the Ordinary Shares or C Shares for each such
account; (ii) to make on each such account’s behalf the representations, warranties
and agreements set out in this Prospectus (including these terms and conditions of
application under the Placing and the Placing Programme); and (iii) to receive on
behalf of each such account any documentation relating to the Placing and/or the
Placing Programme in the form provided by the Company and/or Cantor Fitzgerald. It
agrees that the provision of this paragraph shall survive any resale of the Ordinary
Shares or C Shares by or on behalf of any such account;

4.1.24 if it is acting as a “distributor” (for the purposes of the MiFID II Product Governance
Requirements):

(A) it acknowledges that the Target Market Assessment (as defined on page 39 of
this Prospectus) prepared in connection with the Shares being issued in
connection with the relevant Placing does not constitute: (i) an assessment of
suitability or appropriateness for the purposes of MiFID II; or (ii) a
recommendation to any investor or group of investors to invest in, or purchase,
or take any other action whatsoever with respect to the Ordinary Shares and/or
C Shares and each distributor is responsible for undertaking its own target
market assessment in respect of the Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares and
determining appropriate distribution channels;

(B) notwithstanding any such Target Market Assessment prepared in connection with
the Shares being issued in connection with the relevant Placing, it confirms that
it has satisfied itself as to the appropriate knowledge, experience, financial
situation, risk tolerance and objectives and needs of the investors to whom it
plans to distribute the Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares and that it has
considered the compatibility of the risk/reward profile of such Ordinary Shares
and/or C Shares with the end target market; and
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(C) it acknowledges that the price of the Ordinary Shares and the C Shares may
decline and investors could lose all or part of their investment; the Ordinary
Shares and the C Shares offer no guaranteed income and capital protection
cannot be guaranteed on the Ordinary Shares or on the C Shares; and an
investment in the Ordinary Shares or in the C Shares is compatible only with
investors who do not need a guaranteed capital protection, who (either alone or
in conjunction with an appropriate financial or other adviser) are capable of
evaluating the merits and risks of such an investment and who have sufficient
resources to be able to bear any losses that may result therefrom,

4.1.25 it irrevocably appoints any director of the Company and any director of Cantor
Fitzgerald to be its agent and on its behalf (without any obligation or duty to do so), to
sign, execute and deliver any documents and do all acts, matters and things as may
be necessary for, or incidental to, its subscription for all or any of the Ordinary Shares
or C Shares for which it has given a commitment under the Placing and/or the Placing
Programme, in the event of its own failure to do so;

4.1.26 it accepts that if the Placing and/or the Placing Programme does not proceed or the
conditions to the Placing Agreement are not satisfied or the Ordinary Shares or
C Shares for which valid applications are received and accepted are not admitted to
trading on the Specialist Fund Segment for any reason whatsoever then none of
Cantor Fitzgerald or the Company, nor persons controlling, controlled by or under
common control with any of them nor any of their respective employees, agents,
officers, members, shareholders, partners or representatives, shall have any liability
whatsoever to it or any other person;

4.1.27 in connection with its participation in the Placing and/or the Placing Programme it has
observed all relevant legislation and regulations, in particular (but without limitation)
those relating to money laundering and terrorist financing (“Money Laundering
Legislation”) and that its application is only made on the basis that it accepts full
responsibility for any requirement to verify the identity of its clients and other persons
in respect of whom it has applied. In addition, it warrants that it is a person: (i) subject
to the Money Laundering Regulations 2017 in force in the United Kingdom, as
amended from time to time; or (ii) subject to the Directive (EU) 2018/843 of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 30 May 2018 amending Directive (EU)
2015/849 on the prevention of the use of the financial system for the purposes of
money laundering or terrorist financing, and amending Directives 2009/138/EC and
2013/36/EU); or (iii) acting in the course of a business in relation to which an overseas
regulatory authority exercises regulatory functions and is based or incorporated in, or
formed under the law of, a country in which there are in force provisions at least
equivalent to those required by the Money Laundering Legislation;

4.1.28 it acknowledges that due to anti-money laundering and the countering of terrorist
financing requirements, Cantor Fitzgerald and the Company may require proof of
identity and verification of the source of the payment before the application can be
processed and that, in the event of delay or failure by the applicant to produce any
information required for verification purposes, Cantor Fitzgerald and the Company may
refuse to accept the application and the subscription moneys relating thereto. It holds
harmless and will indemnify Cantor Fitzgerald and the Company against any liability,
loss or cost ensuing due to the failure to process such application, if such information
as has been required has not been provided by it;

4.1.29 it acknowledges that it has been informed that, pursuant to the DP Legislation, the
Company and the Administrator and the Registrar on the Company’s behalf will,
following Admission, hold personal data (as defined in the DP Legislation) relating to
past and present Shareholders. Personal data may include names, postal addresses
and email addresses. The Company (and the Registrar acting as data processor of the
Company) will process such personal data at all times in material compliance with DP
Legislation and shall only process for the purposes set out in the Company’s privacy
policy (the “Purposes”) which is available for consultation on the Company’s website
at www.lightspeedsolarpartners.com/privacy-policy/ (the “Privacy Policy”) which include
to:
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(A) process its personal data to the extent and in such manner as is necessary for
the performance of its obligations under its service contract, including as
required by or in connection with its holding of Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares,
including processing personal data in connection with credit and anti-money
laundering checks on it;

(B) communicate with it as necessary in connection with its affairs and generally in
connection with its holding of Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares;

(C) comply with the legal and regulatory obligations of the Company and/or the
Registrar; and

(D) process its personal data for internal administration;

4.1.30 it acknowledges that where it is necessary to fulfil the Purposes, the Company, may
disclose personal data to:

(A) third parties located either within, or outside of the EEA, if necessary for the
Registrar to perform its functions and in particular in connection with the holding
of Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares; or

(B) its affiliates, Cantor Fitzgerald, the Registrar, the AIFM, Lightspeed or the
Administrator and their respective associates, some of which may be located
outside the EEA;

4.1.31 it acknowledges that any sharing of personal data by the Company with other parties
will be carried out in compliance with the DP Legislation and as set out in the
Company’s Privacy Policy;

4.1.32 it acknowledges that by submitting personal data to the Registrar (acting for and on
behalf of the Company) where it is a natural person he or she represents and
warrants that he or she has read and understood the terms of the Company’s Privacy
Policy and shall provide consent to the processing of his/her personal data for the
Purposes where such consent is required;

4.1.33 it hereby represents and warrants to the Company the Registrar and Cantor Fitzgerald
that by submitting personal data to the Registrar (acting for and on behalf of the
Company) that is not its own personal data, that:

(A) it has brought the Company’s Privacy Policy to the attention of any underlying
data subjects on whose behalf or account it may act or whose personal data will
be disclosed to the Company as a result of it agreeing to subscribe for Ordinary
Shares and/or C Shares and has provided such underlying data subjects with
details of the Purposes for which their personal data will be used; and

(B) where consent is required under DP Legislation, it has obtained the consent of
any data subject to the Company, the Administrator and the Registrar and their
respective affiliates and group companies, processing their personal data for the
Purposes; and

(C) it has complied in all other respects with all applicable data protection legislation
in respect of disclosure and provision of personal data to the Company;

4.1.34 it acknowledges that where it acts for or on account of an underlying data subject or
otherwise discloses the personal data of an underlying data subject, he/she/it shall, in
respect of the personal data it processes in relation to or arising in relation to a
Placing:

(A) if required, agree with the Company, Cantor Fitzgerald and the Registrar, the
responsibilities of each such entity as regards responding to data subjects’ rights
and communications with a data protection regulator; and

(B) it shall immediately on demand, fully indemnify each of the Company, Cantor
Fitzgerald and the Registrar and keep them fully and effectively indemnified
against all costs, demands, claims, expenses (including legal costs and
disbursements on a full indemnity basis), losses (including indirect losses and
loss of profits, business and reputation), actions, proceedings and liabilities of
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whatsoever nature arising from or incurred by the Company, Cantor Fitzgerald
and/or the Registrar in connection with any failure by it to comply with the
provisions set out in this section, paragraphs 4.1.29 to 4.1.34;

4.1.35 Cantor Fitzgerald and the Company are entitled to exercise any of their rights under
the Placing Agreement or any other right in their absolute discretion without any
liability whatsoever to it;

4.1.36 the representations, undertakings and warranties contained in this Prospectus including
these terms and conditions of application under the Placing and the Placing
Programme are irrevocable. It acknowledges that Cantor Fitzgerald, the Company, the
AIFM, Lightspeed and their respective affiliates will rely upon the truth and accuracy of
the foregoing representations and warranties and it agrees that if any of the
representations or warranties made or deemed to have been made by its subscription
of the Ordinary Shares or C Shares are no longer accurate, it shall promptly notify
Cantor Fitzgerald and the Company;

4.1.37 where it or any person acting on behalf of it is dealing with Cantor Fitzgerald, any
money held in an account with Cantor Fitzgerald on behalf of it and/or any person
acting on behalf of it will not be treated as client money within the meaning of the
relevant provisions of the FCA Handbook which therefore will not require Cantor
Fitzgerald to segregate such money, as that money will be held by Cantor Fitzgerald
under a banking relationship and not as trustee;

4.1.38 any of its clients, whether or not identified to Cantor Fitzgerald, will remain its sole
responsibility and will not become clients of Cantor Fitzgerald for the purposes of the
rules of the FCA or for the purposes of any other statutory or regulatory provision;

4.1.39 it accepts that the allocation of Ordinary Shares or C Shares shall be determined by
Cantor Fitzgerald in its absolute discretion but in consultation with the Company and
that Cantor Fitzgerald in a consultation with the Company may scale down any placing
commitments for this purpose on such basis as it may determine (which may not be
the same for each Placee);

4.1.40 time shall be of the essence as regards its obligations to settle payment for the
Ordinary Shares or C Shares and to comply with its other obligations under the
Placing and/or the Placing Programme;

4.1.41 it is capable, or the underlying client(s) in the case of applications on behalf of
professionally-advised investors are capable themselves, of evaluating the merits and
risks of an investment in the Company and have sufficient resources both to invest in
potentially illiquid securities and to be able to bear any losses (which may equal the
whole amount invested) that may result from the investment;

4.1.42 it authorises Cantor Fitzgerald to deduct from the total amount subscribed under the
Placing or the Placing Programme (as applicable), the aggregate fees and
commissions (if any) calculated at the rate (agreed with the Company) payable on the
number of Ordinary Shares or C Shares allocated under the Placing or the Placing
Programme (as applicable);

4.1.43 its commitment to acquire Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares will be agreed orally with
Cantor Fitzgerald and that a Contract Note or Placing Confirmation will be issued by
Cantor Fitzgerald as soon as possible thereafter. That oral confirmation will constitute
an irrevocable, legally binding Placing Commitment upon that person (who at that point
will become a Placee) in favour of the Company and Cantor Fitzgerald to purchase
and/or subscribe for the number of Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares allocated to it at
the Placing Price or the relevant Placing Programme Price on the terms and conditions
set out in herein and, as applicable, in the Contract Note or Placing Confirmation.
Except with the consent of Cantor Fitzgerald, such oral Placing Commitment will not
be capable of variation or revocation after the time at which it is made;

4.1.44 its allocation of Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares under the Placing and the Placing
Programme will be evidenced by the Contract Note or Placing Confirmation, as
applicable confirming: (i) the number of Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares that such
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Placee has agreed to purchase and/or subscribe for; (ii) the aggregate amount that
such Placee will be required to pay for such Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares; and
(iii) settlement instructions to pay Cantor Fitzgerald as agent for the Company. The
terms herein will be deemed to be incorporated into that Contract Note or Placing
Confirmation;

4.1.45 it authorises Cantor Fitzgerald to deduct from the total amount subscribed under the
Initial Placing and/or any Subsequent Placing, as applicable, the aggregate
commission (if any) (calculated at the rate agreed with the Placee) payable on the
number of Ordinary Shares or C Shares allocated under the Initial Placing and/or any
Subsequent Placing, as applicable;

4.1.46 in the event that a supplementary prospectus is required to be produced pursuant to
section Article 23(1) of the Prospectus Regulation and in the event that it chooses to
exercise any right of withdrawal in respect of its subscription for Ordinary Shares and/
or C Shares in the relevant Placing (a “Placing Commitment”) pursuant to section
Article 23(2) of the Prospectus Regulation or otherwise, such Placee will immediately
re-subscribe for the Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares previously comprising its Placing
Commitment;

4.1.47 it acknowledges the Initial Placing will not proceed if the Net Initial Proceeds would be
less than US$122.5 million; and

4.1.48 the commitment to subscribe for Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares on the terms set
out in this Part XII and, as applicable, in the Contract Note or Placing Confirmation
and the Placing Letter (if any) will continue notwithstanding any amendment that may
in the future be made to the terms of the Initial Placing and/or any Subsequent Placing
and that it will have no right to be consulted or require that its consent be obtained
with respect to the Company’s conduct of the Initial Placing or any Subsequent
Placing.

4.2 The Company, the AIFM, Lightspeed, the Administrator, the Registrar and Cantor Fitzgerald will
rely upon the truth and accuracy of the foregoing representations, warranties, undertakings and
acknowledgements. Each Placee agrees to indemnify and hold each of the Company, the
AIFM, Lightspeed, the Administrator, the Registrar and Cantor Fitzgerald and their respective
affiliates harmless from any and all costs, claims, liabilities and expenses (including legal fees
and expenses) arising out of any breach of the representations, warranties, undertakings,
agreements and acknowledgements in this Part XII.

5. UNITED STATES PURCHASE AND TRANSFER RESTRICTIONS
5.1 By participating in the Placing and/or the Placing Programme, each Placee acknowledges and

agrees that it will (for itself and any person(s) procured by it to subscribe for Ordinary Shares
or C Shares and any nominee(s) for any such person(s)) be further deemed to represent and
warrant to each of the Company, the AIFM, Lightspeed, the Registrar and Cantor Fitzgerald
that:

5.1.1 it is not a US Person, is not located within the United States and is acquiring the
Ordinary Shares or C Shares in an offshore transaction meeting the requirements of
Regulation S under the US Securities Act and it is not acquiring the Ordinary Shares
or C Shares for the account or benefit of a US Person;

5.1.2 it acknowledges that the Ordinary Shares and C Shares have not been and will not be
registered under the US Securities Act or with any securities regulatory authority of
any state or other jurisdiction of the United States and may not be offered or sold in
the United States or to, or for the account or benefit of, US Persons absent
registration or an exemption from registration under the US Securities Act;

5.1.3 it acknowledges that the Company has not registered under the US Investment
Company Act and that the Company has put in place restrictions for transactions not
involving any public offering in the United States, and to ensure that the Company is
not and will not be required to register under the US Investment Company Act;
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5.1.4 unless the Company expressly consents in writing otherwise, no portion of the assets
used to purchase, and no portion of the assets used to hold, the Ordinary Shares or
C Shares or any beneficial interest therein constitutes or will constitute the assets of
(i) an “employee benefit plan” as defined in Section 3(3) of ERISA that is subject to
Title I of ERISA; (ii) a “plan” as defined in Section 4975 of the US Tax Code, including
an individual retirement account or other arrangement that is subject to Section 4975
of the US Tax Code; or (iii) an entity which is deemed to hold the assets of any of the
foregoing types of plans, accounts or arrangements that is subject to Title I of ERISA
or Section 4975 of the US Tax Code. In addition, if an investor is a governmental,
church, non-US or other employee benefit plan that is subject to any federal, state,
local or non-US law that is substantially similar to the provisions of Title I of ERISA or
Section 4975 of the US Tax Code, its purchase, holding, and disposition of the
Ordinary Shares or C Shares must not constitute or result in a non-exempt violation of
any such substantially similar law;

5.1.5 that if any Ordinary Shares or C Shares offered and sold pursuant to Regulation S
under the US Securities Act are issued in certificated form, then such certificates
evidencing ownership will contain a legend substantially to the following effect unless
otherwise determined by the Company in accordance with applicable law:

“LIGHTSPEED SOLAR PARTNERS PLC (THE “COMPANY”) HAS NOT BEEN AND
WILL NOT BE REGISTERED UNDER THE US INVESTMENT COMPANY ACT
OF 1940, AS AMENDED (THE “US INVESTMENT COMPANY ACT”). IN ADDITION,
THE SECURITIES OF THE COMPANY REPRESENTED BY THIS CERTIFICATE
HAVE NOT BEEN AND WILL NOT BE REGISTERED UNDER THE US SECURITIES
ACT OF 1933, AS AMENDED (THE “US SECURITIES ACT”), OR WITH ANY
SECURITIES REGULATORY AUTHORITY OF ANY STATE OR OTHER
JURISDICTION OF THE UNITED STATES. ACCORDINGLY, THIS SECURITY MAY
NOT BE OFFERED, SOLD, PLEDGED, EXERCISED OR OTHERWISE
TRANSFERRED WITHIN THE UNITED STATES OR TO, OR FOR THE ACCOUNT
OR BENEFIT OF, US PERSONS EXCEPT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE US
SECURITIES ACT OR AN EXEMPTION THEREFROM AND UNDER
CIRCUMSTANCES WHICH WILL NOT REQUIRE THE COMPANY TO REGISTER
UNDER THE US INVESTMENT COMPANY ACT, IN EACH CASE IN ACCORDANCE
WITH ALL APPLICABLE SECURITIES LAWS.”

5.1.6 if in the future the Placee decides to offer, sell, transfer, assign or otherwise dispose
of the Ordinary Shares or C Shares, it will do so only in compliance with an exemption
from the registration requirements of the US Securities Act and under circumstances
which will not require the Company to register under the US Investment Company Act.
It acknowledges that any sale, transfer, assignment, pledge or other disposal made
other than in compliance with such laws and the above stated restrictions will be
subject to the compulsory transfer provisions as provided in the Articles;

5.1.7 it is purchasing the Ordinary Shares or C Shares for its own account or for one or
more investment accounts for which it is acting as a fiduciary or agent, in each case
for investment only, and not with a view to or for sale or other transfer in connection
with any distribution of the Ordinary Shares or C Shares in any manner that would
violate the US Securities Act, the US Investment Company Act or any other applicable
securities laws;

5.1.8 it acknowledges that the Company reserves the right to make inquiries of any holder
of the Ordinary Shares or C Shares or interests therein at any time as to such
person’s status under US federal securities laws and to require any such person that
has not satisfied the Company that holding by such person will not violate or require
registration under US federal securities laws to transfer such Ordinary Shares or
C Shares or interests in accordance with the Articles;

5.1.9 it acknowledges and understands that the Company is required to comply with
international regimes for the automatic exchange of information to improve tax
compliance (including FATCA and the CRS). The Placee agrees to furnish any
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information and documents the Company may from time to time request, including but
not limited to information required to enable it to comply with its obligations under
automatic exchange of information regimes;

5.1.10 it is entitled to acquire the Ordinary Shares or C Shares under the laws of all relevant
jurisdictions which apply to it, it has fully observed all such laws and obtained all
governmental and other consents which may be required thereunder and complied with
all necessary formalities and it has paid all issue, transfer or other taxes due in
connection with its acceptance in any jurisdiction of the Ordinary Shares or C Shares
and that it has not taken any action, or omitted to take any action, which may result in
the Company, the AIFM, Lightspeed, Cantor Fitzgerald or their respective directors,
officers, agents, employees and advisers being in breach of the laws of any jurisdiction
in connection with the Placing and/or the Placing Programme or its acceptance of
participation in the Placing and/or the Placing Programme;

5.1.11 it has received, carefully read and understands this Prospectus, and has not, directly
or indirectly, distributed, forwarded, transferred or otherwise transmitted this Prospectus
or any other presentation or offering materials concerning the Ordinary Shares and/or
C Shares to within the United States or to any US Persons, nor will it do any of the
foregoing; and

5.1.12 if it is acquiring any Ordinary Shares or C Shares as a fiduciary or agent for one or
more accounts, the Placee has sole investment discretion with respect to each such
account and full power and authority to make such foregoing representations,
warranties, acknowledgements and agreements on behalf of each such account.

5.2 The Company, the AIFM, Lightspeed, the Registrar, Cantor Fitzgerald and their respective
directors, officers, agents, employees, advisers and others will rely upon the truth and
accuracy of the foregoing representations, warranties, acknowledgments and agreements.

5.3 If any of the representations, warranties, acknowledgments or agreements made by the
investor are no longer accurate or have not been complied with, the Placee will immediately
notify the Company and Cantor Fitzgerald.

6. SUPPLY AND DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION
6.1 If Cantor Fitzgerald, the Registrar, the AIFM, Lightspeed, or the Company or any of their

agents request any information about a Placee’s agreement to subscribe for Ordinary Shares
or C Shares under the Placing and/or the Placing Programme, such Placee must promptly
disclose it to them.

7. RETURN OF APPLICATION MONEYS
7.1 If any application is not accepted in whole, or is accepted in part only (as a result of any

scaling back of any part of an application), or if any contract created by acceptance does not
become unconditional, the application moneys or, as the case may be, the balance of the
amount paid on application will be returned as soon as reasonably practicable without interest
by returning your cheque, or by crossed cheque in favour of the first-named applicant, by post
at the risk of the person(s) entitled thereto. In the meantime, application moneys will be
retained by the Receiving Agent in a separate account.

8. MISCELLANEOUS
8.1 The rights and remedies of Cantor Fitzgerald, the Registrar and the Company under these

terms and conditions are in addition to any rights and remedies which would otherwise be
available to each of them and the exercise or partial exercise of one will not prevent the
exercise of others.

8.2 On application, if a Placee is an individual, that Placee may be asked to disclose in writing or
orally his nationality.
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8.3 On application, if a Placee is a discretionary fund manager, that Placee may be asked to
disclose in writing or orally the jurisdiction in which its funds are managed or owned. All
documents provided in connection with the Placing and/or the Placing Programme will be sent
at the Placee’s risk. They may be returned by post to such Placee at the address notified by
such Placee.

8.4 Each Placee agrees to be bound by the Articles once the Ordinary Shares or C Shares which
the Placee has agreed to subscribe for pursuant to the Placing and/or the Placing Programme,
have been acquired by the Placee. The contract to subscribe for Ordinary Shares or C Shares
under the Placing and/or the Placing Programme and the appointments and authorities
mentioned in this Prospectus and all disputes and claims arising out of or in connection with
its subject matter or formation (including non-contractual disputes or claims) will be governed
by, and construed in accordance with, the laws of England and Wales. For the exclusive
benefit of Cantor Fitzgerald, the Company, the AIFM, Lightspeed, and the Registrar, each
Placee irrevocably submits to the jurisdiction of the courts of England and Wales and waives
any objection to proceedings in any such court on the ground of venue or on the ground that
proceedings have been brought in an inconvenient forum. This does not prevent an action
being taken against the Placee in any other jurisdiction.

8.5 In the case of a joint agreement to subscribe for Ordinary Shares or C Shares under the
Placing and/or the Placing Programme, references to a “Placee” in these terms and conditions
are to each of the Placees who are a party to that joint agreement and their liability is joint
and several.

8.6 Cantor Fitzgerald and the Company expressly reserve the right to modify the Placing and/or
the Placing Programme (including, without limitation, the timetable and settlement) at any time
before allocations are determined. The Placing and/or the Placing Programme is subject to the
satisfaction of the conditions contained in the Placing Agreement and the Placing Agreement
not having been terminated. Further details of the terms of the Placing Agreement are
contained in paragraph 7.1 of Part X (Additional Information) of this Prospectus.
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PART XIII

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF APPLICATION
UNDER THE OFFER FOR SUBSCRIPTION

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 If you apply for Ordinary Shares under the Offer for Subscription, you will be agreeing with the

Company, the Registrar and the Receiving Agent as set out in this Part XIII (Terms and
Conditions of Application under the Offer for Subscription).

2. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR APPLICANTS USING THE OFFER FOR SUBSCRIPTION
APPLICATION FORM
Offer to acquire Ordinary Shares under the Offer for Subscription

2.1 Your application must be made on the Application Form set out at the Appendix to this
Prospectus or as may be otherwise published by the Company. By completing and delivering
an Application Form, you, as the applicant, and, if you complete and sign an Application Form
on behalf of another person or a corporation, that person or corporation:

2.1.1 offer to subscribe for the Ordinary Shares specified in section 1 of your Application
Form (being a minimum of US$20,000 or £20,000 or such lesser number for which
your application is accepted, and thereafter in multiples of US$1,000 or £1,000) at the
Initial Issue Price per Ordinary Share on the terms, and subject to the conditions, set
out in this Prospectus (including this Part XIII (Terms and Conditions of Application
under the Offer for Subscription)) and the Articles;

2.1.2 agree that in respect of any Ordinary Shares for which you wish to subscribe under
the Offer for Subscription you will submit payment in Sterling;

2.1.3 agree that, in consideration of the Company agreeing that it will not, prior to
Admission, offer for subscription any Ordinary Shares to any person other than by
means of the procedures referred to in this Prospectus, your application may not be
revoked (subject to any legal right to withdraw your application which arises as a result
of any supplementary prospectus being published by the Company subsequent to the
date of this Prospectus and prior to Admission) and that this paragraph 2.1.3 shall
constitute a collateral contract between you and the Company which will become
binding upon despatch by post to or, in the case of delivery by hand, on receipt by
the Receiving Agent of your Application Form;

2.1.4 undertake to pay the amount specified in section 1 of your Application Form in full on
application and warrant that the remittance accompanying your Application Form will
be honoured on first presentation and agree that if such remittance is not so honoured
you will not be entitled to have any Ordinary Shares applied for in uncertificated form
credited to a CREST account or to receive a share certificate for any Ordinary Shares
applied for in certificated form or to enjoy or receive any rights in respect of such
Ordinary Shares unless and until you make payment in cleared funds for such
Ordinary Shares and such payment is accepted by the Receiving Agent (which
acceptance shall not constitute an acceptance of your offer under the Offer for
Subscription and shall be in its absolute discretion and on the basis that you indemnify
the Company and the Receiving Agent against all costs, damages, losses, expenses
and liabilities arising out of or in connection with the failure of your remittance to be
honoured on first presentation) and the Company may (without prejudice to any other
rights it may have) void the agreement to allot such Ordinary Shares and may allot
them to some other person(s), in which case you will not be entitled to any refund or
payment in respect thereof (other than the refund to you at your risk of any proceeds
of the remittance, once honoured, which accompanied your Application Form, without
interest);
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2.1.5 agree that the crediting to a CREST account of any Ordinary Shares in uncertificated
form to which you may become entitled may be delayed by, and that any share
certificate in respect of any Ordinary Shares in certificated form to which you or, in the
case of joint applicants, any of the persons specified by you in your Application Form
may become entitled and monies returnable may be retained by, the Receiving Agent:

(A) pending clearance of your remittance;

(B) pending investigation of any suspected breach of the warranties contained in
subparagraph 2.15 of this Part XIII (Terms and Conditions of Application under
the Offer for Subscription) or any other suspected breach of the terms and
conditions of application set out in this Part XIII (Terms and Conditions of
Application under the Offer for Subscription); or

(C) pending any verification of identity which is, or which the Company or the
Receiving Agent considers may be, required for the purposes of their respective
money laundering obligations under the Money Laundering Legislation and any
other regulations applicable thereto,

and any interest accruing on such retained monies shall accrue to and for the sole
benefit of the Company;

2.1.6 agree, on the request of the Company and/or the Receiving Agent, to disclose
promptly in writing to them such information as the Company and/or the Receiving
Agent may request in connection with your application and authorise the Company and
the Receiving Agent to disclose any information relating to your application which they
may consider appropriate;

2.1.7 agree that, if evidence of identity satisfactory to the Company, and/or the Receiving
Agent is not provided to the Receiving Agent within a reasonable time in the opinion
of the Receiving Agent or the Company following a request therefor, the Company
may terminate the agreement with you to allot Ordinary Shares and, in such case, the
Ordinary Shares which would otherwise have been allotted to you may be reallotted or
sold to same other party and your application monies will be returned to the bank or
other account on which the cheque or other remittance accompanying the application
was drawn, or from which any electronic interbank transfer (CHAPS) was made,
without interest and at your risk;

2.1.8 agree that you are not applying on behalf of a person engaged in money laundering;

2.1.9 undertake to ensure that, in the case of an Application Form signed by someone else
on your behalf, the original of the relevant power of attorney (or a complete copy
certificate by a solicitor or notary) is enclosed with your Application Form;

2.1.10 undertake to pay interest at the rate described in paragraph 2.4 of this Part XIII (Terms
and Conditions of Application under the Offer for Subscription) if the remittance
accompanying your Application Form is not honoured on first presentation;

2.1.11 authorise the Receiving Agent to credit the CREST account specified in section 2B of
the Application Form with the number of Ordinary Shares for which your application is
accepted or, if that section is not completed, send a definitive certificate in respect of
the number of Ordinary Shares for which your application is accepted by post to your
address (or that of the first-named applicant) as set out in your Application Form;

2.1.12 agree that, in the event of any difficulties or delays in the admission of the Ordinary
Shares to CREST or the use of CREST in relation to the Initial Issue, the Company
may agree that all of the Ordinary Shares should be issued in certificated form;

2.1.13 authorise the Receiving Agent to send a crossed cheque for any monies returnable
(without interest) by post to your address (or that of the first-named applicant) as set
out in your Application Form at your risk;

2.1.14 acknowledges that it has been informed that, pursuant to the General Data Protection
Regulation 2016/679 (the “DP Legislation”) the Company and/or the Registrar will
following Admission, hold personal data (as defined in the DP Legislation) relating to
past and present Shareholders, such personal data may include names, postal
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addresses and email addresses. The Company (and the Registrar acting as data
processor of the Company) will process such personal data at all times in material
compliance with DP Legislation and shall only process for the purposes set out in the
Company’s privacy policy (the “Purposes”) which is available for consultation on the
Company’s website at www.lightspeedsolarpartners.com/privacy-policy/ (the “Privacy
Policy”) which include to:

(A) process its personal data to the extent and in such manner as is necessary for
the performance of its obligations under its service contract, including as
required by or in connection with its holding of Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares,
including processing personal data in connection with credit and anti-money
laundering checks on it;

(B) communicate with it as necessary in connection with its affairs and generally in
connection with its holding of Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares;

(C) comply with the legal and regulatory obligations of the Company and/or the
Registrar;

(D) process its personal data for internal administration; and

(E) agree that your Application Form is addressed to the Company and Cantor
Fitzgerald.

2.1.15 acknowledges that where it is necessary to fulfil the Purposes, the Company may
disclose personal data to:

(A) third parties located either within, or outside of the EEA, if necessary for the
Registrar to perform its functions, and in particular in connection with the holding
of Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares; or

(B) its affiliates, Cantor Fitzgerald, the Registrar, the AIFM, Lightspeed or the
Administrator and their respective associates, some of which may be located
outside the EEA;

2.1.16 it acknowledges that any sharing of personal data by the Company with Cantor
Fitzgerald, the Registrar or with other parties will be carried out in compliance with the
DP Legislation and as set out in the Company’s Privacy Policy;

2.1.17 it acknowledges that by submitting personal data to the Registrar (acting for and on
behalf of the Company) where it is a natural person he or she has read and
understood the terms of the Company’s Privacy Policy and shall provide consent to the
processing of his/her personal data for the Purposes where such consent is required;
and

2.1.18 it shall immediately on demand, fully indemnify each of the Company, Cantor Fitzgerald
and the Registrar and keep them fully and effectively indemnified against all costs,
demands, claims, expenses (including legal costs and disbursements on a full
indemnity basis), losses (including indirect losses and loss of profits, business and
reputation), actions, proceedings and liabilities of whatsoever nature arising from or
incurred by the Company, Cantor Fitzgerald and/or the Registrar in connection with any
failure by it to comply with the provisions set out in this section paragraphs 2.1.14 to
2.1.18.

Acceptance of Applications
2.2 In respect of those Ordinary Shares for which your application has been received and is not

rejected, acceptance of your application shall be constituted, at the election of the Company
either:

2.2.1 by notifying the London Stock Exchange of the basis of allocation (in which case the
acceptance will be on that basis); or

2.2.2 by notifying acceptance thereof to the Receiving Agent.
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2.3 The basis of allocation will be determined by Cantor Fitzgerald in consultation with the
Company. The right is reserved notwithstanding the basis so determined to reject in whole or
in part and/or scale down any application. The right is also reserved to treat as valid any
application not complying fully with these Terms and Conditions of Application under the Offer
for Subscription or not in all respects completed or delivered in accordance with the
instructions accompanying the Application Form. In particular, but without limitation, the
Company may accept an application made otherwise than by completion of an Application
Form where you have agreed with it in some other manner to apply in accordance with the
terms and conditions of application in this Part XIII (Terms and Conditions of Application under
the Offer for Subscription). The Company reserves the right (but shall not be obliged) to
accept Application Forms and accompanying remittances which are received through the post
after 11.00 a.m. on 16 October 2019.

2.4 The right is reserved to present all cheques for payment on receipt by the Receiving Agent
and to retain documents of title and surplus application monies pending clearance of
successful applicant’s cheques. The Company may require you to pay interest or its other
resulting costs (or both) if any payment accompanying your application is not honoured on first
presentation. If you are required to pay interest, you will be obliged to pay the amount
determined by the Company to be the interest on the amount of the payment from the date on
which the basis of allocation under the Offer for Subscription is publicly announced until the
date of receipt of cleared funds. The rate of interest will be the then published bank base rate
of a clearing bank selected by the Company plus 2 per cent. per annum.

2.5 The Company reserves the right in its absolute discretion (but shall not be obliged) to accept
applications for Ordinary Shares with an aggregate value of less than US$20,000 (or £20,000
if applying in Sterling), or applications which are more than US$20,000 or £20,000 but not a
multiple of US$1,000 or £1,000 thereafter.

2.6 Multiple applications are liable to be rejected. All documents and remittances sent by post by
or to an applicant (or as the applicant may direct) will be sent at the applicant’s own risk.

2.7 Payments must be in US Dollar or Sterling and paid by electronic bank transfer in accordance
with section 2.9 below, or delivery versus payment in accordance with section 2.10 below. You
may elect to subscribe for Ordinary Shares in Sterling at a price per Ordinary Share equal to
the Initial Issue Price at the Relevant Sterling Exchange Rate. The Relevant Sterling Exchange
Rate and the Sterling equivalent issue price are not known as at the date of this Prospectus
and will be notified by the Company to Placees who have elected to subscribe in Sterling prior
to Initial Admission. In respect of any investor electing to subscribe in Sterling, the Company
reserves the right to charge the investor some or all of any foreign exchange costs incurred by
the Company in respect of such subscription. Fractions of Ordinary Shares will not be issued.

2.8 Payments must be made by cheque or banker’s draft in Sterling of US Dollars drawn on a
branch in the United Kingdom of a bank or building society that is either a member of the
Cheque and Credit Clearing Company Limited or the CHAPS Clearing Company Limited or
that has arranged for its cheques or bankers’ drafts to be cleared through the facilities
provided for members of either of those companies. Such cheques or bankers’ drafts must
bear the appropriate sort code in the top right hand corner. Cheques, which must be drawn on
the personal account of an individual applicant where they have sole or joint title to the funds,
should be made payable to “CIS PLC re: Lightspeed Solar Partners PLC OFS” and crossed
“A/C Payee”. Third party cheques may not be accepted with the exception of building society
cheques or bankers’ drafts where the building society or bank has confirmed the name of the
account holder by stamping or endorsing the cheque/banker’s draft to such effect.

2.9 Payment by CHAPS must be accompanied by a personalised payment reference number
which may be obtained by contacting the Receiving Agent directly by email at
OFSpaymentqueries@computershare.co.uk quoting “Lightspeed Solar Partners PLC” and the
currency in which you wish to make payment in the subject line for full bank details or
telephone the Shareholder Helpline (+44 (0) 370 703 6224) for further information. The
Receiving Agent will then provide you with a unique reference number which must be used
when sending payment.
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2.10 Applicants choosing to settle via CREST (i.e. by delivery versus payment (“DVP”)), will need to
match their instructions to the Receiving Agent’s participant account 3RA07 by no later than
1.00 p.m. on 21 October 2019, allowing for the delivery and acceptance of Ordinary Shares to
be made against payment of the Initial Issue Price, following the CREST matching criteria set
out in the Application Form.

Conditions
2.11 The contracts created by the acceptance of applications (in whole or in part) under the Offer

for Subscription will be conditional upon:

2.11.1 Admission occurring and becoming effective by 8.00 a.m. on 22 October 2019 (or
such later time or date, not being later than 8.00 a.m. on 30 November 2019, as the
Company and Cantor Fitzgerald may agree); and

2.11.2 the Placing Agreement referred to in paragraph 7.1 of Part X (Additional Information) of
this Prospectus becoming unconditional and the obligations of Cantor Fitzgerald
thereunder not being terminated prior to Admission.

Governing Law
2.12 Unless otherwise stated, statements made in this Prospectus are based on the law and

practice currently in force in England and Wales and are subject to changes therein.

2.13 You will not be entitled to exercise any remedy of rescission for innocent misrepresentation
(including pre-contractual representations) at any time after acceptance. This does not affect
any other right you may have.

Return of application moneys
2.14 If any application is not accepted in whole, or is accepted in part only (as a result of any

scaling back of any part of an application), or if any contract created by acceptance does not
become unconditional, the application moneys or, as the case may be, the balance of the
amount paid on application will be returned as soon as reasonably practicable without interest
by returning your cheque, or by crossed cheque in favour of the first-named applicant, by post
at the risk of the person(s) entitled thereto. In the meantime, application moneys will be
retained by the Receiving Agent in a separate account.

Warranties
2.15 By completing an Application Form, you:

2.15.1 warrant that, if you sign the Application Form on behalf of somebody else or on behalf
of a corporation, you have due authority to do so on behalf of that other person or
corporation and that such other person or corporation will be bound accordingly and
will be deemed also to have given the confirmations, warranties and undertakings
contained in this Part XIII (Terms and Conditions of Application under the Offer for
Subscription) and undertake to enclose your power of attorney or other authority or a
complete copy thereof duly certified by a solicitor or notary;

2.15.2 confirm that, in making an application, you are relying solely on this Prospectus and
any supplementary prospectus issued by the Company prior to Admission of the
Ordinary Shares issued pursuant to the Initial Issue and not on any other information
given, or representation or statement made at any time, by any person concerning the
Company, the Ordinary Shares and/or the Issue. You agree that none of the Company,
the AIFM, Lightspeed, Cantor Fitzgerald or the Registrar, nor any of their respective
officers, agents employees, will have any liability for any other information or
representation. You irrevocably and unconditionally waive any rights you may have in
respect of any other information or representation;

2.15.3 represent and warrant to the Company that you have received in hard copy, have
downloaded from the Company’s website and printed a copy of the Key Information
Document prior to completing the Offer for Subscription Application Form, or where
you are acting as a nominee on behalf of a retail investor based in the UK, you have
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delivered a hard copy of the Key Information Document to each retail investor on
whose behalf you are accepting the Offer for Subscription prior to receipt of each such
investor’s instruction to accept the Offer for Subscription;

2.15.4 agrees that, having had the opportunity to read the Prospectus and the Key
Information Document, you shall be deemed to have had notice of all information and
representations concerning the Company and the Ordinary Shares contained therein;

2.15.5 acknowledge that no person is authorised in connection with the Offer for Subscription
to give any information or make any representation other than as contained in this
Prospectus and any supplementary prospectus issued by the Company prior to
Admission of the Ordinary Shares issued pursuant to the Initial Issue and, if given or
made, any information or representation must not be relied upon as having been
authorised by the Company, Cantor Fitzgerald, the AIFM or Lightspeed;

2.15.6 warrant that you are not under the age of 18 on the date of your application;

2.15.7 agree that all documents and moneys sent by post to, by or on behalf of the Company
or the Receiving Agent will be sent at your risk and, in the case of documents and
returned moneys to be sent to you, may be sent to you at your address (or, in the
case of joint applicants, the address of the first-named applicant) as set out in your
Application Form;

2.15.8 warrant that you are not applying as, or as nominee or agent of, a person who is or
may be a person mentioned in any of sections 67, 70, 93 or 96 of the Finance
Act 1986 (depositary receipt and clearance services);

2.15.9 confirm that you have reviewed the restrictions contained in paragraph 2.19 of this
Part XIII (Terms and Conditions of Application under the Offer for Subscription) and
warrant to the extent relevant, that you (and any person on whose behalf you apply)
comply or have complied with the provisions in that paragraph;

2.15.10 acknowledge and understand that the Company may be required to comply with
international regimes for the automatic exchange of information to improve the
compliance (including FATCA and the CRS) and that the Company will comply with
requirements to provide information to Her Majesty’s Revenue & Customs tax authority
which may be passed on to other relevant tax authorities. You agree to furnish any
information and documents the Company may from time to time request, including but
not limited to information required; and

2.15.11 agree that you are capable, or the underlying client(s) in the case of applications on
behalf of professionally-advised investors are capable themselves, of evaluating the
merits and risks of an investment in the Company and have sufficient resources both
to invest in potentially illiquid securities and to be able to bear any losses (which may
equal the whole amount invested) that may result from the investment.

Money laundering
2.16 You agree that, in order to ensure compliance with the Money Laundering Legislation and any

other regulations applicable thereto the Company and/or the Receiving Agent may, at its/their
absolute discretion, require verification of identify from any person lodging an Application Form
who either:

2.16.1 tenders payment by way of banker’s draft or cheque or money order drawn on, or by
way of telegraphic transfer or similar electronic means from, an account in the name of
another person or persons (in which case verification of your identity may be required);
or

2.16.2 appears to the Receiving Agent to be acting on behalf of some other person (in which
case verification of or identity of any persons on whose behalf you appear to be acting
may be required).

2.17 Failure to provide the necessary evidence or identity may result in application(s) being rejected
or delays in the despatch of documents or CREST accounts being credited.
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2.18 Without prejudice to the generality of this Part XIII (Terms and Conditions of Application under
the Offer for Subscription), verification of the identity of applicants will be required if the value
of the Ordinary Shares applied for, whether in one or more applications, exceeds EUR 15,000
(or the US Dollar or Sterling equivalent). If the amount you wish to subscribe for Ordinary
Shares, whether in one or more applications, exceeds EUR 15,000 (or the US Dollar or
Sterling equivalent) you must ensure that sections 6.A., 6.B., 6.C., 6.D. or 6.E. (as appropriate)
of the Application Form is completed.

Overseas Investors
2.19 The attention of investors who are not resident in, or citizens of, countries other than the

United Kingdom is drawn to paragraphs 2.19.1 to 2.19.4 below:

2.19.1 The offer of Ordinary Shares under the Offer for Subscription to persons who are
resident in, or citizens of, countries other than the United Kingdom may be affected by
the law of the relevant jurisdictions. Such persons should consult their professional
advisers as to whether they require any government or other consents or need to
observe any applicable legal requirements to enable them to subscribe for Ordinary
Shares under the Offer for Subscription. It is the responsibility of all such persons
receiving this Prospectus and/or wishing to subscribe for Ordinary Shares under the
Offer for Subscription, to satisfy themselves as to full observance of the laws of any
relevant territory or jurisdiction in connection therewith, including obtaining all
necessary governmental or other consents that may be required and observing all
other formalities requiring to be observed and paying any issue, transfer or other taxes
due in such territories.

2.19.2 No person receiving a copy of this Prospectus in any territory other than the United
Kingdom may treat the same as constituting an offer or invitation to him, unless in the
relevant territory such an offer can lawfully be made to him without compliance with
any further registration or other legal requirements.

2.19.3 Persons (including, without limitation, nominees and trustees) receiving this Prospectus
should not distribute or send it to any US Person or in or into the United States, any
member state of the EEA (other than any EEA member state, including the United
Kingdom, where the Shares are lawfully marketed), Canada, Australia, the Republic of
South Africa or Japan, their respective territories or possessions or any other
jurisdiction where to do so would or might contravene local securities laws or
regulations.

2.19.4 The Company reserves the right to treat as invalid any agreement to subscribe for
Ordinary Shares pursuant to the Offer for Subscription if it appears to the Company or
its agents to have been entered into in a manner that may involve a breach of the
securities legislation of any jurisdiction.

Miscellaneous
2.20 To the extent permitted by law, all representations, warranties and conditions, express or

implied and whether statutory or otherwise (including, without limitation, pre-contractual
representations but excluding any fraudulent representations), are expressly excluded in
relation to the Ordinary Shares and the Offer for Subscription.

2.21 The rights and remedies of the Company, Cantor Fitzgerald and the Receiving Agent, pursuant
to this Part XIII (Terms and Conditions of Application under the Offer for Subscription) are in
addition to any rights and remedies, which would otherwise be available to any of them, and
the exercise or partial exercise of one will not prevent the exercise of others.

2.22 The Company reserves the right to delay the closing time of the Offer for Subscription from
11.00 a.m. on 16 October 2019 by giving notice to the London Stock Exchange. In this event,
the revised closing time will be published in such manner as Cantor Fitzgerald, in consultation
with the Company, determines subject and having regard, to the Prospectus Regulation
Rules and any requirements of the London Stock Exchange.

2.23 The Company may terminate the Offer for Subscription in its absolute discretion at any time
prior to Admission of the Ordinary Shares issued under the Issue. If such right is exercised,
the Offer for Subscription will lapse and any monies will be returned to you without interest.
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2.24 You agree that Cantor Fitzgerald is acting for the Company in connection with the Initial Issue
and for no-one else and that Cantor Fitzgerald will not treat you as its customer by virtue of
such application being accepted or owe you any duties concerning the price of Ordinary
Shares or concerning the suitability of Ordinary Shares for you or otherwise in relation to the
Offer for Subscription.

2.25 You authorise the Receiving Agent or any person authorised by it or the Company, as your
agent, to do all things necessary to effect registration of any Ordinary Shares subscribed by
you into your name(s) and authorise any representatives of the Receiving Agent to execute
and/or complete any document required therefor.

2.26 You agree that all applications, acceptances of applications and contracts resulting therefrom
under the Offer for Subscription and any non-contractual obligations arising under or in
connection therewith shall be governed by and construed in accordance with English law and
that you submit to the jurisdiction of the English courts and agree that nothing shall limit the
right of the Company, Cantor Fitzgerald or the Receiving Agent to bring any action, suit or
proceedings arising out of or in connection with any such applications, acceptances and
contracts in any other manner permitted by law or in any court of competent jurisdiction.

2.27 The dates and times referred to in this Part XIII (Terms and Conditions of Application under
the Offer for Subscription) may be altered by the Company so as to be consistent with the
Placing Agreement (as the same may be altered from time to time in accordance with its
terms).

2.28 Save where the context requires otherwise, terms used in this Part XIII (Terms and Conditions
of Application under the Offer for Subscription) bear the same meaning as where used
elsewhere in this Prospectus.

Joint applicants
2.29 If you make a joint application, you will not be able to transfer your Ordinary Shares into an

ISA, SIPP or SSAS. If you are interested in transferring your Ordinary Shares into an ISA,
SIPP or SSAS, you should apply in your name only.

2.30 If you do wish to apply jointly, you may do so with up to three other persons. Sections 2 and
3 of the Application Form must be completed by one applicant. All other persons who wish to
join in the application must complete and sign section 3 of the Application Form.

2.31 Another person may sign on behalf of any joint applicant if that other person is duly authorised
to do so under a power of attorney. The original of the relevant power of attorney (or a
complete copy certified by a solicitor or notary) must be enclosed for inspection. Certificates,
cheques and other correspondence will be sent to the address set out in the first paragraph of
the Application Form.

Contact telephone number
2.32 Insert in section 7 of the Application Form a daytime contact telephone number, including

subscriber toll dialling (STD), (and, if different, from the person named in section 2 of the
Application Form, the name of the person to contact) in the case of any queries regarding
your application.

Verification of identity
2.33 Sections 5 and 6 of the Application Form only applies if the Ordinary Shares which you

are applying for, whether in one or more applications, exceeds EUR 15,000 (or the US
Dollar or Sterling equivalent). If section 6 applies to your application, you must ensure
that section 6.A., 6.B., 6.C., 6.D. or 6.E. (as appropriate) is completed.

2.33.1 Professional adviser or intermediary

You should complete section 5 of the Application Form if you are a stockbroker, bank
manager, solicitor, accountant or other independent financial adviser authorised under
FSMA or, if outside the United Kingdom, another appropriately authorised independent
financial adviser acting on behalf of a client.
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2.33.2 Applicant identity information

(A) Section 6 of the Application Form need only be completed where the
amount you wish to subscribe for the Ordinary Shares, whether in one or
more applications, exceeds EUR 15,000 (or the US Dollar or Sterling
equivalent) and section 5 of the Application Form can be completed.

(B) Notwithstanding that the declaration set out in section 5 of the Application Form
has been completed and signed, the Receiving Agent, Cantor Fitzgerald and the
Company reserve the right to request of you the identity documents listed in
section 6 of the Application Form and/or to seek verification of identity of each
holder and payer (if necessary) from you or their bankers or from another
reputable institution, agency or professional adviser in the applicable country of
residence. If satisfactory evidence of identity has not been obtained within a
reasonable time, your application might be rejected or revoked.

(C) Where certified copies of documents are requested in section 6 of the
Application Form, such copy documents should be certified by a senior signatory
of a firm which is either a governmental approved bank, stockbroker or
investment firm, financial services firm or an established law firm or accountancy
firm which is itself subject to regulation in the conduct of its business in its own
country of operation and the name of the firm should be clearly identified on
each document certified.

Instructions for delivery of completed Application Forms
2.34 The completed Application Form should be returned, by post to Computershare

Investor Services PLC (Corporate Actions Projects, The Pavilions, Bridgwater Road,
Bristol, BS99 6AH) or (during normal business hours only) by hand to the
Computershare Investor Services PLC (Corporate Actions Projects, The Pavilions,
Bridgwater Road, Bristol, BS13 8AE) so as to be received by no later than 11.00 a.m.
on 16 October 2019. If you post your Application Form, you are recommended to use
first class post and to allow at least two days for delivery. Application Forms received
after 11.00 a.m. on 16 October 2019 may be rejected and returned to the first-named
applicant.
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DEFINITIONS

The following definitions apply throughout this Prospectus unless the context requires otherwise:

“Administration Agreement” the administration and company secretarial agreement dated on
or about the date of this Prospectus between the Company and
the Administrator, a summary of which is set out in paragraph 7.4
of Part X (Additional Information) of this Prospectus

“Administrator” JTC (UK) Limited

“Admission” the date on which admission of Ordinary Shares issued pursuant
to the Initial Issue or, if the context so requires, of New Ordinary
Shares or C Shares issued pursuant to the Placing Programme to
trading on the Specialist Fund Segment first becomes effective

“affiliate” has the meaning given in Rule 405 under the US Securities Act

“AIC” the Association of Investment Companies

“AIC Code” the AIC Code of Corporate Governance dated February 2019

“AIFM” JTC Global AIFM Solutions Limited

“AIFM Agreement” the agreement dated 16 September 2019 between the Company
and the AIFM, a summary of which is set out in paragraph 7.2 of
Part X (Additional Information) of this Prospectus

“AIFM Directive” Directive 2011/61/EU on Alternative Investment Fund Managers
adopted on 11 November 2010

“Application Form” the application form attached to this document for use in
connection with the Offer

“Articles” the articles of incorporation of the Company in force from time to
time

“Associate” any associate (as defined in the Listing Rules)

“Audit Committee” a committee composed of the independent members of the Board
having the responsibilities set out in the section entitled
“Corporate Governance” in Part VI (Directors, Management and
Administration) of this Prospectus

“Auditor” BDO LLP

“Benefit Plan Investor” (i) an investor using assets of: (A) an “employee benefit plan” as
defined in Section 3(3) of the ERISA that is subject to Title I of
ERISA; (B) a “plan” as defined in Section 4975 of the US Tax
Code, including an individual retirement account or other
arrangement that is subject to Section 4975 of the US Tax
Code; or (C) an entity whose underlying assets are considered to
include “plan assets” by reason of investment by an “employee
benefit plan” or “plan” described in preceding clause (A) or (B) in
such entity pursuant to the US Plan Asset Regulations; or (ii) a
governmental, church, non-US or other employee benefit plan that
is subject to any federal, state, local or non-US law that is
substantially similar to the provisions of Title I of ERISA or
Section 4975 of the US Tax Code

“Board” the board of directors of the Company

“Business Day” a day on which commercial banks are open for general business
in London

“C Shares” C Shares of US$0.10 each in the capital of the Company having
the rights and restrictions set out in paragraphs 6.60 to 6.76 only
of Part X (Additional Information) of this Prospectus
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“Cantor Fitzgerald” or “CFE” Cantor Fitzgerald Europe

“Common Reporting Standard”
or “CRS”

the global standard for the automatic exchange of financial
information between tax authorities developed by the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

“Companies Act” the UK Companies Act 2006, as amended, extended or replaced

“Company” Lightspeed Solar Partners PLC

“Concert Party” as defined in the Takeover Code, as amended from time to time

“Continuation Resolution” the ordinary resolution as to the continuation of the Company as
presently constituted, described in Part I (Information on the
Company) of this Prospectus

“Conversion” the conversion of C Shares into Ordinary Shares in accordance
with the Articles

“Counterparty” or
“Counterparties”

any company, natural person or entity with whom the Company
enters into contractual arrangements, including an Offtaker

“CREST” the computerised settlement system operated by Euroclear which
facilitates the transfer of title to shares in uncertificated form

“CREST Regulations” means the Uncertificated Securities Regulations 2001 (SI 2001
No. 3755), as amended from time to time

“Directors” the directors of the Company, currently being the individuals
whose names are set out on page 44 of this Prospectus

“Disclosure Guidance and
Transparency Rules”

the Disclosure Guidance and Transparency Rules of the FCA, as
amended and varied from time to time

“DP Act” The Data Protection Act 2018, as amended

“EEA” the European Economic Area

“EIA” the US Energy Information Administration

“EPC” engineering, procurement and construction obligations in respect
of a Solar Asset

“EPC Contract” the engineering, procurement and construction contract between
the relevant Project SPV and the relevant EPC Contractor in
respect of the relevant Solar Asset

“EPC Contractor” the contractor appointed by or on behalf of the relevant Project
SPV to perform engineering, procurement and construction
obligations in relation to the relevant Solar Asset

“ERISA” the United States Employee Retirement Income Security Act of
1974, as amended

“Euroclear” Euroclear UK & Ireland Limited

“FATCA” the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act, as amended from time
to time

“FCA” the UK Financial Conduct Authority

“FICO” the Fair Isaac Corporation, a data analytics company that has a
scoring system to measure consumer credit risk

“FICO score” or “FICO credit
score”

a credit score designated by FICO

“FSMA” UK Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, as amended from
time to time

“GDPR” the General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679
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“Gross Initial Proceeds” the Initial Issue Price multiplied by the number of Ordinary Shares
issued pursuant to the Initial Issue

“Gross Issue Proceeds” the gross proceeds of any Subsequent Placing other than the
Initial Placing, being the relevant Placing Programme Price
multiplied by the number of Shares issued pursuant to the
Subsequent Placing

“Group” the Company and any Group Companies from time to time

“Group Companies” subsidiaries of the Company from time to time

“GW” unit of power abbreviation for gigawatt

“HMRC” Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs

“IFRS” the International Financial Reporting Standards as adopted by the
EU

“Initial Admission” Admission of the Shares issued pursuant to the Initial Issue

“Initial Issue” the issue of Ordinary Shares pursuant to the Initial Placing and the
Offer for Subscription and the issue of the Lightspeed
Subscription Shares pursuant to the Lightspeed Subscription
Agreement

“Initial Issue Expenses” the expenses incurred by the Company in connection with the
Initial Issue and Initial Admission, and paid by the Company
shortly following the date of Initial Admission

“Initial Issue Price” US$1.00 per Ordinary Share

“Initial Placing” the conditional placing by Cantor Fitzgerald of Ordinary Shares
pursuant to the Initial Issue, but for the avoidance of doubt
excludes any Shares issued pursuant to the Placing Programme

“Initial Portfolio” the portfolio of Solar Asset investments held by as described in
Part III (The Initial Portfolio and Pipeline) of this Prospectus

“Initial Portfolio Acquisition
Agreement”

the membership interest purchase agreement entered into
between the Company and the Initial Portfolio Vendor relating to
the acquisition of certain interests in the Initial Portfolio, a
summary of which is set out in paragraph 7.7 of Part X
(Additional Information) of this Prospectus

“Initial Portfolio Vendor” AB1 Solar Holdings LLC

“Initial Redeemable Preference
Shares”

50,000 redeemable preference shares with a nominal value of
£1.00 each in the capital of the Company issued to the Initial
Shareholder shortly after the incorporation of the Company and
which are intended to be redeemed following Initial Admission

“Initial Shareholder” Lightspeed Management Services LLC

“Issue” the issue of Shares pursuant to the Initial Issue and the Placing
Programme

“Key Information Document” the key information document dated on or around the date of this
Prospectus relating to the Company produced pursuant to the
PRIIPs Regulation, as amended from time to time

“kW” unit of power abbreviation for kilowatt

“Lightspeed” Lightspeed Management Services LLC (as portfolio adviser)
Lightspeed Development Services LLC (but only to the extent
that it relates to the Right of First Offer Agreement) and, where the
context permits, its parent company Lightspeed Capital
Management LLC (“LCM”) and each of LCM’s subsidiaries from
time to time, and their respective partners and employees
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“Lightspeed Management
Team”

has the meaning given to it on page 98

“Lightspeed Subscriber” Lightspeed Investment Holdings LLC

“Lightspeed Subscription
Agreement”

the subscription agreement into between the Company and the
Lightspeed Subscriber relating to the subscription by the
Lightspeed Subscriber for the Lightspeed Subscription Shares,
a summary of which is set out in paragraph 7.9 of Part X
(Additional Information) of this Prospectus

“Lightspeed Subscription
Shares”

between 2 and 4 million Ordinary Shares (depending on the size
of the Initial Issue) to be issued at the Initial Issue Price to the
Lightspeed Subscriber pursuant to the Lightspeed Subscription
Agreement

“Listing Rules” the Listing Rules of the FCA, as amended and varied from time to
time

“London Stock Exchange” London Stock Exchange plc

“MA Holdings” CGY Massachusetts I LLC, a Delaware limited liability company

“MACRS depreciation” the Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery System tax depreciation
system in the United States

“Main Market” the London Stock Exchange’s main market for listed securities

“Market Abuse Regulation” or
“MAR”

Regulation (EU) No 596/2014 of the European Parliament and of
the Council on 16 April 2014 on market abuse

“MiFID II” EU Directive 2014/65/EU on markets in financial instruments, as
amended

“Minimum Gross Initial
Proceeds”

the minimum Gross Initial Proceeds required for the Initial Issue to
proceed, being US$125 million

“Minimum Net Initial Proceeds” the minimum Net Initial Proceeds required for the Initial Issue to
proceed, being US$122.5 million

“MW” unit of power abbreviation for megawatt

“NC Holdings” CGY North Carolina I LLC, a Delaware limited liability company

“NJ Holdings” CGY Greenwich I Parent, LLC, a limited liability company

“Net Asset Value” or “NAV” the value of all assets of the Company less its liabilities (including
provisions for such liabilities), as determined in accordance with
the valuation methodology described in this Prospectus or as
otherwise adopted by the Company from time to time

“Net Asset Value per Share” or
“NAV per Share”

the Net Asset Value divided by the number of Shares in issue at
the relevant time (excluding Shares held in treasury)

“Net Initial Proceeds” the net proceeds of the Initial Issue, being the Gross Initial
Proceeds less the Initial Issue Expenses

“Net Issue Proceeds” the net proceeds of any Subsequent Placing, being the Gross
Issue Proceeds less the Subsequent Expenses of such
Subsequent Placing

“New Ordinary Shares” the new Ordinary Shares to be issued pursuant to the Placing
Programme or arising upon conversion of any C Shares issued
pursuant to the Placing Programme

“O&M” Operations and Maintenance

“O&M Contract” the operation and maintenance contract between the relevant
Project SPV and the relevant O&M Contractor in respect of a Solar
Asset
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“O&M Contractor” the contractor appointed by or on behalf of the relevant Project
SPV to perform operation and maintenance obligations in relation
to the relevant Solar Asset, including, where the context requires,
any subcontractors to whom such obligations are subcontracted

“Official List” the list maintained by the FCA pursuant to Part VI of FSMA

“Offer for Subscription” or
“Offer”

the offer for subscription to the public in the United Kingdom of
Shares on the terms and conditions set out in Part XIII (Terms and
Conditions of Application under the Offer for Subscription) of this
Prospectus and the Application Form

“Offtake Agreement” a contract for the sale of, without limitation, electricity, RECs,
generating or storage capacity, frequency regulation or other
ancillary services or virtual net metering credits or a lease allowing
the use of solar equipment

“Offtaker” a purchaser of electricity, RECs, generating or storage capacity,
frequency regulation or other ancillary services or virtual net
metering credits or a lessee of solar equipment

“Ordinary Shares” ordinary shares of US$0.01 each in the capital of the Company

“Parent Guarantee” the guarantee of the Initial Portfolio Vendor’s payment obligations
under the Initial Portfolio Acquisition Agreement, delivered to the
Company by M2 Solar Holdings LLC, a Delaware limited liability
company and the parent company of the Initial Portfolio Vendor,

“Pipeline” or “Pipeline Assets” the pipeline Solar Assets as at the date of this Prospectus as more
particularly described in Part III (Initial Portfolio and Pipeline) of
this Prospectus.

“PJM” PJM Interconnection, L.L.C.

“Placee” any investor with whom Shares are placed by Cantor Fitzgerald,
as agent of the Company, pursuant to the Initial Placing or the
Placing Programme, as the context requires

“Placing” the conditional placing by Cantor Fitzgerald of Shares described
in this Prospectus, on the terms and subject to the conditions set
out in the Placing Agreement and this Prospectus

“Placing Agreement” the conditional agreement dated 16 September 2019 between the
Company, the Directors, the AIFM, Lightspeed and Cantor
Fitzgerald Europe relating to the Initial Placing the Offer for
Subscription and the Placing Programme, a summary of which is
set out in paragraph 7.1 of Part X (Additional Information) of this
Prospectus

“Placing Programme” the proposed programme of placings in the period from Initial
Admission to 15 September 2020 of an aggregate number of New
Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares equal in aggregate to
500 million less the number of Ordinary Shares issued under
the Initial Issue as described in this Prospectus

“Placing Programme Price” in the case of New Ordinary Shares, such price at which the New
Ordinary Shares will be issued to Placees under the Placing
Programme, being not less than the last published cum income
Net Asset Value per Ordinary Share at the time that the proposed
issue is agreed as shall be determined by the Directors in
accordance with Part VIII (The Placing Programme) of this
Prospectus, plus a premium intended to at least cover the
associated issue costs and in the case of C Shares, US$1.00 per
C Share
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“Portfolio” the portfolio of Solar Assets in which the Company is invested
from time to time, either directly or indirectly through one or more
Project SPVs

“Portfolio Advisory Agreement” the Portfolio Advisory Agreement dated 16 September 2019
between the Company, the AIFM and Lightspeed, a summary of
which is set out in paragraph 7.3 of Part X (Additional Information)
of this Prospectus

“PPA” power purchase agreement or the equivalent lease contract

“Premium Segment” the premium segment of the Official List

“PRIIPs Regulation” Regulation (EU) No 1286/2014 of the European Parliament and of
the Counsel of 26 November 2014 on key information documents
for packaged retail and insurance-based products (“PRIIPs”), as
may be amended or varied from time to time

“Project SPV” a special purpose vehicle owned in whole or in part by the
Company or one of its affiliates which is used as the project
company for the acquisition and holding of a Solar Asset and may
include subsidiary companies, sub-trusts and US or other offshore
partnerships or companies

“Prospectus” this document

“Prospectus Regulation” Regulation (EU) 2017/1129 of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 14 June 2017 on the prospectus to be published when
securities are offered to the public or admitted to trading on a
regulated market, and repealing Directive 2003/71/EC3, as
amended from time to time

“Prospectus Regulation Rules” the prospectus regulation rules made by the FCA under Part VI of
Financial Services and Market Act 2000

“REC” renewable energy certificate

“REC Agreement” an agreement to purchase RECs

“Receiving Agent” Computershare Investor Services PLC

“Registrar” Computershare Investor Services PLC

“Registrar Agreement” the registrar agreement dated 16 September 2019 between the
Company and the Registrar, a summary of which is set out in
paragraph 7.5 of Part X (Additional Information) this Prospectus

“Regulation S” Regulation S, as amended, as promulgated under the
US Securities Act

“Relevant Sterling Exchange
Rate”

the Sterling to US Dollar spot exchange rate published by
Bloomberg at 5:00 p.m. on 16 October 2019 (or such other date
or time as the Company may determine and notify to investors via
a Regulatory Information Service announcement), to be notified by
the Company via a Regulatory Information Service announcement
prior to Initial Admission

“Right of First Offer
Agreement”

the right of first offer agreement dated 16 September 2019
between the Company and Lightspeed Development
Services LLC, a summary of which is set out in paragraph 7.8 of
Part X (Additional Information) of this Prospectus

“RIS” or “Regulatory
Information Service”

a service authorised by the FCA to release regulatory
announcements to the London Stock Exchange

“SDRT” Stamp Duty Reserve Tax

“Shareholders” the holders of Shares
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“Shares” Ordinary Shares and/or C Shares

“Solar Assets” solar photovoltaic power systems or portfolios of solar
photovoltaic power systems and associated infrastructure at a
particular site, which may include transmission and co-located or
remotely located energy storage systems such as batteries

“Specialist Fund Segment” or
“SFS”

the Specialist Fund Segment of the Main Market of the London
Stock Exchange

“SPV” special purpose vehicle

“Sterling”, “£” or “GBP” Pounds Sterling, the lawful currency of the United Kingdom

“Subsequent Expenses” has the meaning given in section titled “Calculation of the Placing
Programme Price” of Part VIII (The Placing Programme)

“Subsequent Placing” any Placing of Shares pursuant to the Placing Programme, other
than the Initial Placing

“Takeover Code” the UKCity Code on Takeovers and Mergers as updated from time
to time

“tax equity investor” an investor who is able to efficiently monetise the tax attributes
associated with Solar Assets, including investment tax credits and
accelerated depreciation, as further described in the section
entitled “Investment Tax Credit and Tax Equity” of Part IV (The
United States Solar Market) of this Prospectus

“Target Entities” NC Holdings, MA Holdings and NJ Holdings

“Total Assets” the aggregate value of all of the assets of the Company, valued in
accordance with the Company’s usual accounting policies

“UK” or “United Kingdom” the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland

“UK Corporate Governance
Code”

the UK Corporate Governance Code published by the Financial
Reporting Council

“uncertificated form” or
“in uncertificated form”

recorded on the register as being held in uncertificated form in
CRESTand title to which may be transferred by means of CREST

“United States” or “US” the United States of America, its territories and possessions, any
state of the United States of America and the District of Columbia

“US Dollars” or “US$” US dollars, the lawful currency of the United States

“US Exchange Act” the US Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and the
rules and regulations of the US SEC promulgated thereunder

“US Holdco” a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company to be established and
organised under the laws of Delaware, United States, after the
date of this Prospectus for the purposes of acquiring interests in
the Initial Portfolio

“US Investment Advisers Act” the US Investment Advisers Act of 1940, as amended, and the
rules and regulations of the US SEC promulgated thereunder

“US Investment Company Act” the US Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended, and the
rules and regulations of the US SEC promulgated thereunder

“US Person” has the meaning given in Rule 902 of Regulation S under the
US Securities Act

“US Plan Asset Regulations” the regulations promulgated by the US Department of Labor at
29 CFR 2510.3–101, as modified under section 3(42) of ERISA

“US SEC” the United States Securities and Exchange Commission

“US Securities Act” the US Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and the rules and
regulations of the US SEC promulgated thereunder
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“US Tax Code” the United States Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended,
and the rules and regulations of the US Department of Treasury
promulgated thereunder
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OFFER FOR SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION FORM

Please send this completed form by post to Computershare Investor
Services PLC (Corporate Actions Projects, The Pavilions, Bridgwater
Road, Bristol, BS99 6AH) or by hand (during normal business hours) to
the Receiving Agent (Corporate Actions Projects, The Pavilions,
Bridgwater Road, Bristol, BS13 8AE) so as to be received no later than
11 a.m. on 16 October 2019.

FOR OFFICIAL USE

ONLY

Log No.

The Company and Cantor Fitzgerald Europe may agree to alter such date,
and thereby shorten or lengthen the Offer for Subscription period. If the
Offer for Subscription period is altered, the Company will notify investors
of such change by post, email, or by publication via an RIS.

Important: Before completing this form, you should read the Lightspeed
Solar Partners PLC Prospectus dated 16 September 2019 (the
“Prospectus”), including Part XIII (Terms and Conditions of Application
under the Offer for Subscription) of the Prospectus, and the section titled
“Notes on How to Complete the Offer for Subscription Application Form” at
the end of this form. Terms defined in the Prospectus have the same
meanings as in this Application Form.

To: Lightspeed Solar Partners PLC and the Receiving Agent

Box 1 (minimum of US$20,000 or
£20,000 and in multiples of
US$1,000 or £1,000 thereafter)

1. APPLICATION
I/We the person(s) detailed in section 2A below offer to subscribe the amount shown in Box 1 for
Ordinary Shares subject to the “Terms and Conditions of Application under the Offer for
Subscription” set out in the Prospectus dated 16 September 2019 and subject to the articles of
association of the Company.

2A. DETAILS OF HOLDER(S) IN WHOSE NAME(S) ORDINARY SHARES WILL BE ISSUED
(BLOCK CAPITALS)

1: Mr, Mrs, Ms or Title: Forenames (in full):

Surname/Company name:

Address (in full):

Postcode Designation (if any):

2: Mr, Mrs, Ms or Title: Forenames (in full):

Surname/Company name:

Address (in full):

Postcode Designation (if any):

--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--

%
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3: Mr, Mrs, Ms or Title: Forenames (in full):

Surname/Company name:

Address (in full):

Postcode Designation (if any):

4: Mr, Mrs, Ms or Title: Forenames (in full):

Surname/Company name:

Address (in full):

Postcode Designation (if any):

2B. CREST ACCOUNT DETAILS INTO WHICH ORDINARY SHARES ARE TO BE DEPOSITED (IF
APPLICABLE)

Only complete this section if Ordinary Shares allotted are to be deposited in a CREST Account
which must be in the same name as the holder(s) given in section 2A.

(BLOCK CAPITALS)

CREST Participant ID:

CREST Member Account ID:

3. SIGNATURE(S): ALL HOLDERS MUST SIGN
By completing the signature/execution boxes below you are deemed to have read the Prospectus
and agreed to the terms and conditions in Part XIII of the Prospectus (Terms and Conditions of
Application under the Offer for Subscription) and to have given the warranties, representations and
undertakings set out therein.

First Applicant Signature: Date:

Second Applicant Signature: Date:

Third Applicant Signature: Date:

Fourth Applicant Signature: Date:
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Execution by a Company

Executed by (Name of Company): Date:

Name of Director: Signature: Date:

Name of Director/Secretary: Signature: Date:

If you are affixing a company seal,
please mark a cross:

Affix Company Seal here:

4. SETTLEMENT
Please tick the relevant box confirming your method of payment

4A. ELECTRONIC BANK TRANSFER
If you are subscribing for Ordinary Shares and sending subscription monies by electronic bank
transfer, payment must be made for value by 11 a.m. on 16 October 2019. Please contact the
Receiving Agent by email at OFSpaymentqueries@computershare.co.uk quoting Lightspeed Solar
Partners PLC and the currency in which you wish to make payment in the subject line for full bank
details or telephone the Shareholder Helpline (+44 (0) 370 703 6224) for further information. The
Receiving Agent will then provide you with a unique reference number which must be used when
sending payment.

Please enter below the sort code of the bank and branch you will be instructing to make such
payment for value by 11 a.m. on 16 October 2019, together with the name and number of the
account to be debited with such payment and the branch contact details.

Sort Code (or Bank Identifier Code if sending US
Dollars or not a UK account):

Account Number (or IBAN if sending US Dollars
or not a UK account):

Account Name: Bank Name and Address:

4B. SETTLEMENT BY DELIVERY VERSUS PAYMENT (“DVP”)
Only complete this section if you choose to settle your application within CREST (i.e. by DVP).

Please indicate the CREST Participant ID from which the DEL message will be received by the
Receiving Agent for matching, which should match that shown in section 2B above, together with
the relevant Member Account ID.

(BLOCK CAPITALS)

CREST Participant ID:

CREST Member Account ID:

--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--

%
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You or your settlement agent/custodian’s CREST Account must allow for the delivery and
acceptance of Ordinary Shares to be made against payment at the Initial Issue Price per Ordinary
Share, following the CREST matching criteria set out below:

Trade Date: 17 October 2019
Settlement Date: 22 October 2019
Company Lightspeed Solar Partners PLC
Security Description: Ordinary Shares
ISIN: GB00BJSB2W32

Should you wish to settle by DVP, you will need to match your instructions to the Receiving Agent’s
Participant account 3RA07 by no later than 1.00 p.m. on 21 October 2019.

You must also ensure that you or your settlement agent/custodian have a sufficient “debit cap”
within the CREST system to facilitate settlement in addition to your/their own daily trading and
settlement requirements.

5. RELIABLE INTRODUCER DECLARATION
Completion and signing of this declaration by a suitable person or institution may avoid presentation
being requested of the identity documents detailed in section 6 of this form.

The declaration below may only be signed by a person or institution (such as a governmental
approved bank, stockbroker or investment firm, financial services firm or an established law firm or
accountancy firm) (the “firm”) which is itself subject in its own country to operation of ‘know your
customer’ and anti-money laundering regulations which are no less stringent than those which
prevail in the United Kingdom.

DECLARATION:
To the Company and the Receiving Agent
With reference to the holder(s) detailed in section 2A, all persons signing at section 3, and the
payor identified in section 6 if not also a holder (collectively the “subjects”), WE HEREBY
DECLARE:

1. we operate in the United Kingdom, or in a country where money laundering regulations under
the laws of that country are, to the best of our knowledge, no less stringent than those which
prevail in the United Kingdom and our firm is subject to such regulations;

2. we are regulated in the conduct of our business and in the prevention of money laundering by
the regulatory authority identified below;

3. each of the subjects is known to us in a business capacity and we hold valid identity
documentation on each of them and we undertake to immediately provide to you copies
thereof on demand;

4. we confirm the accuracy of the names and residential business address(es) of the holder(s)
given at section 2A and if a CREST Account is cited at section 2B that the owner thereof is
named in section 2A;

5. having regard to all local anti-money laundering regulations we are, after enquiry, satisfied as
to the source and legitimacy of the monies being used to subscribe for the Ordinary Shares
mentioned; and

6. if the payor and holder(s) are different persons, we are satisfied as to the relationship between
them and the reason for the payor being different to the holder(s).
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The above information is given in strict confidence for your own use only and without any
guarantee, responsibility or liability on the part of this firm or its officials.

Signed: Name: Position:

Name of regulatory authority: Firm's licence number:

Website address or telephone number of regulatory authority:

STAMP of firm giving full name and business address:

--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
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--
--
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--
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--
--
--
--
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6. IDENTITY INFORMATION
If the declaration in section 5 cannot be signed and the value of your
application is greater than €15,000 (or the US Dollar or Sterling
equivalent), please enclose with the Application Form the documents
mentioned below, as appropriate. Please also tick the relevant box to
indicate which documents you have enclosed, all of which will be
returned by the Receiving Agent to the first named applicant.

Holders Payor

Tick here for documents provided

In accordance with internationally recognised standards for the
prevention of money laundering, the documents and information set
out below must be provided:

A. For each holder being an individual, enclose:

(1) an original or a certified clear photocopy of one of the
following identification documents which bear both a
photograph and the signature of the person: current passport
– Government or Armed Forces identity card – driving
licence; and

(2) an original or certified copies of at least two of the following
documents no more than 3 months old which purport to
confirm that the address given in section 2A is that person’s
residential address: a recent gas, electricity, water or
telephone (not mobile) bill – a recent bank statement – a
council rates bill – or similar document issued by a
recognised authority; and

(3) if none of the above documents show their date and place of
birth, enclose a note of such information; and

(4) details of the name and address of their personal bankers
from which the Receiving Agent may request a reference, if
necessary.

B. For each holder being a company (a “holder company”),
enclose:

(1) a certified copy of the certificate of incorporation of the holder
company; and

(2) the name and address of the holder company’s principal
bankers from which the Receiving Agent may request a
reference, if necessary; and

(3) a statement as to the nature of the holder company’s
business, signed by a director; and

(4) a list of the names and residential addresses of each director
of the holder company; and

(5) for each director provide documents and information similar to
that mentioned in A above; and

(6) a copy of the authorised signatory list for the holder
company; and

(7) a list of the names and residential/registered address of each
ultimate beneficial owner interested in more than 5% of the
issued share capital of the holder company and, where a
person is named, also complete C below and, if another
company is named (a “beneficiary company”), also complete
D below. If the beneficial owner(s) named do not directly own
the holder company but do so indirectly via nominee(s) or
intermediary entities, provide details of the relationship
between the beneficial owner(s) and the holder company.
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C. For each person named in B(7) as a beneficial owner of
a holder company, enclose for each such person
documentation and information similar to that mentioned
in A(1) to (4).

Holders Payor

D. For each beneficiary company named in B(7) as a
beneficial owner of a holder company, enclose:

(1) a certified copy of the certificate of incorporation of that
beneficiary company; and

(2) a statement as to the nature of that beneficiary company’s
business signed by a director; and

(3) the name and address of that beneficiary company’s principal
bankers from which the Receiving Agent may request a
reference, if necessary; and

(4) a list of the names and residential/registered address of each
beneficial owner owning more than 5% of the issued share
capital of that beneficiary company.

E. If the payor is not a holder and is not a bank providing
its own cheque or banker’s payment on the reverse of
which is shown details of the account being debited with
such payment (see note 6 of the notes on how to
complete this form, below), enclose:

(1) if the payor is a person, for that person the documents
mentioned in A(1) to (4); or

(2) if the payor is a company, for that company the documents
mentioned in B(1) to (7); and

(3) an explanation of the relationship between the payor and the
holder(s).

The Receiving Agent reserves the right to ask for additional documents and information.

--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
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7. CONTACT DETAILS
To ensure the efficient and timely processing of this application, please enter below the contact
details of a person whom the Receiving Agent may contact with all enquiries concerning this
application. Ordinarily, this contact person should be the person signing in section 3 on behalf of
the first named holder. If no contact details are provided in this section 7 but a regulated person is
identified in section 5, the Receiving Agent will contact the regulated person. If no contact details
are provided in this section 7 and no regulated person is named in section 5 and the Receiving
Agent requires further information, any delay in obtaining that additional information may result in
your application being rejected or revoked.

Contact name: E-mail address:

Contact address:

Telephone No: Postcode:
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NOTES ON HOW TO COMPLETE THE OFFER FOR SUBSCRIPTION
APPLICATION FORM

Applications should be returned to the Receiving Agent, Computershare Investor Services PLC, so
as to be received no later than 11 a.m. (London time) on 16 October 2019.

HELP DESK: If you have a query concerning completion of this Application Form please call
Computershare on 0370 703 6224 from within the UK or on +44 (0) 370 703 6224 if calling from
outside the UK. Calls may be recorded and randomly monitored for security and training purposes.
Lines are open from 8.30 a.m. until 5.30 p.m. (London time) Monday to Friday excluding UK public
holidays). The helpline cannot provide advice on the merits of the Offer for Subscription nor give
any financial, legal or tax advice.

Terms defined in the Prospectus have the same meanings as in these notes on how to complete
the Offer for Subscription Application Form.

1. APPLICATION
Fill in (in figures) in Box 1 the aggregate value of Ordinary Shares (in either US Dollars or Sterling)
that you wish to subscribe for at the Initial Issue Price of US$1.00 per Ordinary Share or at a price
per Ordinary Share equal to the Initial Issue Price at the Relevant Sterling Exchange Rate.

The amount being subscribed for must be a minimum of US$20,000 or £20,000, and thereafter in
multiples of US$1,000 or £1,000.

Financial intermediaries who are investing on behalf of clients should make separate applications in
respect of each client or, if making a single application for more than one client, should provide
details of all clients in respect of whom application is made, in order to benefit most favourably from
any scaling back (should this be required) and/or from any commission arrangements.

The Relevant Sterling Exchange Rate and the Sterling equivalent Initial Issue Price are not known at
the date of this Prospectus and will be notified by the Company to Placees who have elected to
subscribe for Ordinary Shares in Sterling prior to Initial Admission.

2A. HOLDER DETAILS
Fill in (in block capitals) the full name and address of each holder. Applications may only be made
by persons aged 18 years or over.

In the case of joint holders, only the first named holder may bear a designation reference, and the
address given for the first named holder will be entered as the registered address for the holding
on the share register and used for all future correspondence.

A maximum of four joint holders is permitted. All holders named must sign at section 3.

2B. CREST
If you wish your Ordinary Shares to be deposited in a CREST Account in the name of the holders
given in section 2A, you should enter the details of that CREST Account in section 2B. Where it is
requested that Ordinary Shares be deposited into a CREST Account, please note that payment for
such Ordinary Shares must be made prior to the day such Ordinary Shares might be allotted and
issued.

It is not possible for an applicant to request that Ordinary Shares be deposited in their CREST
Account on an against payment basis. Any Application Form received containing such a request will
be rejected.

3. SIGNATURE
All holders named in section 2A must sign section 3 and insert the date. The Application Form may
be signed by another person on behalf of each holder if that person is duly authorised to do so
under a power of attorney. The power of attorney (or a copy duly certified by a solicitor or a bank)
must be enclosed for inspection (originals will be returned by post at the addressee’s risk).

--
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A corporation should sign under the hand of a duly authorised official, whose representative
capacity should be stated. A copy of a notice issued by the corporation authorising such person to
sign should accompany the Application Form.

4. SETTLEMENT
(a) Electronic bank transfers
For applicants sending subscription monies by electronic bank transfer, payment must be made for
value by no later than 11 a.m. on 16 October 2019. Please contact the Receiving Agent by email
at: OFSpaymentqueries@computershare.co.uk quoting Lightspeed Solar Partners PLC and the
currency in which you wish to make payment in the subject line for full bank details or telephone
the Shareholder helpline on 0370 703 6224 from within the UK or on +44 (0) 370 703 6224 if
calling from outside the UK for further information. The Receiving Agent will then provide you with a
unique reference number which must be used when sending payment.

(b) CREST settlement
The Company will apply for the Ordinary Shares issued pursuant to the Offer for Subscription in
uncertificated form to be enabled for CREST transfer and settlement with effect from the date of
Initial Admission (the “Settlement Date”). Accordingly, settlement of transactions in the Ordinary
Shares will normally take place within the CREST system.

The Application Form contains details of the information which the Receiving Agent will require from
you in order to settle your application within CREST, if you so choose. If you do not provide any
CREST details or if you provide insufficient CREST details for the Receiving Agent to match to your
CREST Account, the Receiving Agent will deliver your Ordinary Shares in certificated form (provided
that payment has been made in terms satisfactory to the Company).

The right is reserved to issue your Ordinary Shares in certificated form if the Company, having
consulted with the Receiving Agent, considers this to be necessary or desirable. This right is only
likely to be exercised in the event of any interruption, failure or breakdown of CREST or any part of
CREST or of the facilities and/or system operated by the Receiving Agent in connection with
CREST.

The person named for registration purposes in your Application Form (which term shall include the
holder of the relevant CREST Account) must be: (i) the person procured by you to subscribe for or
acquire the relevant Ordinary Shares; or (ii) yourself; or (iii) a nominee of any such person or
yourself, as the case may be. Neither the Receiving Agent nor the Company will be responsible for
any liability to stamp duty or stamp duty reserve tax resulting from a failure to observe this
requirement. The Receiving Agent, on behalf of the Company, will input a DVP instruction into the
CREST system according to the booking instructions provided by you in your Application Form. The
input returned by you or your settlement agent/custodian of a matching or acceptance instruction to
our CREST input will allow the delivery of your Ordinary Shares to your CREST Account against
payment of the Initial Issue Price per Ordinary Share through the CREST system upon the
Settlement Date.

By returning the Application Form, you agree that you will do all things necessary to ensure that
your, or your settlement agent/custodian’s, CREST Account allows for the delivery and acceptance
of Ordinary Shares to be made on 22 October 2019 against payment of the Initial Issue Price in the
relevant currency per Ordinary Share. Failure by you to do so will result in you being charged
interest at market rates.

To ensure that you fulfil this requirement, it is essential that you or your settlement agent/custodian
follow the CREST matching criteria set out below:

Trade Date: 17 October 2019
Settlement Date: 22 October 2019
Company: Lightspeed Solar Partners PLC
Security Description: Ordinary Shares
ISIN: GB00BJSB2W32

Should you wish to settle by DVP, you will need to match your instructions to the Receiving Agent’s
Participant account 3RA07 by no later than 1 p.m. on 21 October 2019.
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You must also ensure that you have or your settlement agent/custodian has a sufficient “debit cap”
within the CREST system to facilitate settlement in addition to your/its own daily trading and
settlement requirements.

In the event of late CREST settlement, the Company, after having consulted with the Receiving
Agent, reserves the right to deliver Ordinary Shares outside CREST in certificated form (provided
that payment has been made in terms satisfactory to the Company and all other conditions in
relation to the Offer for Subscription have been satisfied).

5. RELIABLE INTRODUCER DECLARATION
Applications will be subject to the United Kingdom’s verification of identity requirements. This means
that you must provide the verification of identity documents listed in section 6 of the Application
Form unless the declaration in section 5 is completed and signed by a firm acceptable to the
Receiving Agent. In order to ensure that your application is processed timely and efficiently, you are
strongly advised to have a suitable firm complete and sign the declaration in section 5.

6. IDENTITY INFORMATION
Applicants need only consider section 6 if the declaration in section 5 cannot be completed.
However, even if the declaration in section 5 has been completed and signed, the Receiving Agent
reserves the right to request of you the identity documents listed in section 6 and/or to seek
verification of identity of each holder and payor (if necessary) from you or their bankers or from
another reputable institution, agency or professional adviser in the applicable country of residence. If
satisfactory evidence of identity has not been obtained within a reasonable time your application
might be rejected or revoked. Where certified copies of documents are provided such copy
documents should be certified by a senior signatory of a firm which is either a governmental
approved bank, stockbroker or investment firm, financial services firm or an established law firm or
accountancy firm which is itself subject to regulation in the conduct of its business in its own
country of operation and the name of the firm should be clearly identified on each document
certified.

7. CONTACT DETAILS
To ensure the efficient and timely processing of this application, please enter below the contact
details of a person whom the Receiving Agent may contact with all enquiries concerning this
application. Ordinarily, this contact person should be the person signing in section 3 on behalf of
the first named holder. If no contact details are provided in this section 7 but a regulated person is
identified in section 5, the Receiving Agent will contact the regulated person. If no contact details
are provided in this section 7 and no regulated person is named in section 5 and the Receiving
Agent requires further information, any delay in obtaining that additional information may result in
your application being rejected or revoked.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR DELIVERY OF COMPLETED APPLICATION FORMS
Completed Application Forms should be returned together with payment in full in respect of the
application either by post to Computershare Investor Services PLC, Corporate Actions Projects,
Bristol, BS99 6AH or by hand (during normal business hours) to Computershare Investor
Services PLC, The Pavilions, Bridgwater Road, Bristol, BS13 8AE, so as to be received no later
than 11 a.m. on 16 October 2019.

If you post your Application Form you are recommended to use first class post and to allow at least
two days for delivery. Application Forms received after this date may be returned.
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